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What is the Universe Made of?

Dark Matter 
26%

Dark Energy 
69%

5 %

G. Elor

Energy density today

Only 5 %  

We even don’t know where the 5 % of baryonic matter came from.

What is the nature and 
origin of dark matter?

The stuff we understand — 
stars, planets, you 
(baryonic matter)

From cosmological measurements we know: 
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Baryogenesis? 

What mechanism generated the initial 
asymmetry? Observed to be (BBN, CMB):
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High-Scale Baryogenesis
• Electroweak baryogengesis (constrained)  

• Leptogenesis (hard to test) 

• Affleck-Dine (very hard to test) 

• …… 

“Traditional” Baryogenesis

G. Elor
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Making the Universe at 20MeV

Mesogenesis: 
baryon asymmetry + dark matter

• Controlled by experimental observables. Signals!  

• Theoretically appealing e.g. Relaxion, Nnaturalness, require low scale baryogenesis.
G. Elor



baryons anti-baryons
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matter
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The Sakharov conditions:

Observation: 

• Out of thermal equilibrium: Late decays of “inflaton” field to SM Mesons. 

• CP Violation: In SM Meson systems. 

• “Baryon number violation”: SM Meson decays to dark baryons or leptons.

Mesogenesis
Baryogenesis and Dark Matter production  

using the CP Violation of Standard Model Meson Systems 

Making the Universe at 20 MeV
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We present a testable mechanism of low-scale baryogenesis and dark matter production in which
neither baryon nor lepton number are violated. Charged D mesons are produced out-of-equilibrium
at tens of MeV temperatures. The D mesons quickly undergo CP-violating decays to charged pions,
which then decay into dark-sector leptons without violating lepton number. To transfer this lepton
asymmetry to the baryon asymmetry, the dark leptons scatter on additional dark-sector states
charged under lepton and baryon number. Amusingly, this transfer proceeds without electroweak
sphalerons, which are no longer active at such low scales. We present two example models which
can achieve this transfer while remaining consistent with current limits. The required amount
of CP violation in charged D meson decays, while currently allowed, will be probed by colliders.
Additionally, the relevant decays of charged pions to dark-sector leptons have been constrained by
the PIENU experiment and will be further explored in upcoming experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

The standard model of inflationary cosmology pre-
dicts a Universe born with equal parts matter and anti-
matter, necessitating a dynamical mechanism to gener-
ate an asymmetry which seeds the complex structures
observed today. The required primordial baryon asym-
metry of the Universe (BAU) is inferred to be

Y
obs
B ⌘ (nB � nB̄)/s = (8.718± 0.004)⇥ 10�11

, (1)

from measurements of the Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground (CMB) [1, 2] and light element abundances af-
ter Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) [3, 4]. Discovering
baryogenesis, the mechanism responsible for generating
this asymmetry, is therefore critical to understanding our
very existence.

A mechanism of baryogenesis must satisfy the three
Sakharov conditions [5]; C and CP Violation (CPV),
baryon number violation, and departure from thermal
equilibrium. Many mechanisms of baryogenesis have
been proposed, including the perennial favorites: elec-
troweak baryogenesis [6–16] and leptogenesis [17]. But,
concrete realizations of these mechanisms encounter sig-
nificant challenges. Electroweak baryogenesis models of-
ten predict electric dipole moments of electrons, neu-
trons, and atoms which are ruled out by experiments [18].
On the other hand, leptogenesis models typically occur
at high scales and involve very massive particles, thereby
making experimental confirmation unlikely.1 Therefore,
exploring novel baryogenesis mechanisms is well moti-
vated, especially if they address other outstanding mys-
teries of the Standard Model of particle physics (SM) and
are discoverable in the near-future.

⇤
gelor@uw.edu

†
rmcgehee@umich.edu

1
See [19] for an interesting proposal.

While the mechanism of baryogenesis is necessary to
explain the origin of the complex visible structures we
observe today, such structures only constitute roughly
5% of the energy budget of the Universe. The SM does
not explain the nature and origin of dark matter (DM),
the gravitationally inferred component of matter which
makes up roughly 26% of the energy of the Universe
[1, 2]. Experimental searches for DM at colliders and di-
rect detection experiments, together with studies of the
possible indirect e↵ects of DM in astrophysical observa-
tions, have yet to shed light on its nature.
Many particle physics models have been proposed to

explain the nature and origin of DM. However, with
the simplest scenarios becoming ever more constrained,
richer dark or hidden sectors containing multiple parti-
cles with new interactions and symmetries become more
interesting.2 Such dark sectors open up a host of new re-
constructable cosmological histories [20–22], which may
be tested by colliders [23–25], direct detection and neu-
trino experiments [26–31], and indirect searches [32–34].
Moreover, an interesting subset of those models also ex-
plain the BAU. For instance, in many models of Asym-
metric Dark Matter [35–38], DM carries a conserved
charge whose asymmetry is tied to the BAU in a uni-
fied framework that explains both asymmetries (e.g., [39],
and references therein).
In this work, we explore a novel scenario where a dark-

sector state is charged under lepton number. Assuming
late-time production at temperatures of order 20 MeV,
mesons which undergo CP-violating decays may then

2
While a rich dark sector may seem less compelling due to its com-

plexity, it is a well motivated scenario from a top-down perspec-

tive. Furthermore, the SM displays significant richness, present

authors included, despite its meager contribution to the energy

budget of the Universe. It would not be too surprising to discover

a dark sector with similar complexity.
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The Flavors of 
Mesogenesis

  GE with Miguel Escudero and Ann Nelson, PRD, [arXiv:1810.00880] 
GE with Gonzalo Alonso-Alvarez, Ann Nelson and Huangyu Xiao, JHEP, [arXiv:1907.10612]

Neutral B Mesogenesis:

Charged B Mesogenesis:

D Mesogenesis:  GE with Robert McGehee, PRD [arXiv:2011.06115] 

GE with Gonzalo Alonso-Alvarez, Miguel Escudero, PRD, [arXiv:2101.02706]

  GE with Fatemeh Elahi and Robert McGehee, [arXiv:2109.09751] 



Neutral B Meson Oscillations
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At low energies we can use CPV in B meson mixing              
e.g. from CKM phases in the case of the Standard Model 

(but new physics contributions are also not excluded) 
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Figure 2.2: Dominant Feynman diagrams responsible for neutral B meson mixing in the SM.

Bq ! Bq transitions involve the exchange of two W bosons. They are the so called box
diagrams, shown in Fig. 2.2.

Due to GIM suppression [26], in these diagrams the leading contribution is given by
the top quark. The amplitude of the sum of the diagrams including all the up-type quark
contributions to the b̄ ! q transition, is proportional to:
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with y2
ij being the product of the two relevant dimen-

sionless couplings. The four possible flavor combination
operators Oi of interest for B meson decays are

Oud =  b u d , (15a)

Ous =  b u s , (15b)

Ocd =  b c d , (15c)

Ocs =  b c s , (15d)

where all fermions are assumed to be right-handed and
color indices are contracted in a totally antisymmetric
way. These operators can induce the decay of the b̄ quark
within the B meson into two light quarks and a dark
antibaryon  . The resulting possible hadronic processes
are summarized in Table I for the di↵erent operators in
Eq. (15).

As we will see in Sec. V, flavor constraints on the Y
triplet scalar imply that only one of these operators can

be active in the early Universe. In practice, this means
that we only expect one dominant flavor combination of
these possible operators at collider experiments and not
a combination of the above. Therefore, only one of the
sets of decay channels listed in Table I is expected to
have a sizeable branching ratio, while all others should
be suppressed.

In view of the form of the e↵ective operators in
Eq. (15), it is important to note that all B mesons should
decay at a very similar rate given that mB± ' mB0

d

'
mB0

s
. Additionally, b-flavored baryons (generically de-

noted by Bb) should also posses a branching fraction with
a size Br

�
Bb !  ̄M

�
⇠ Br(B !  B M), again given

that the masses of all the b-flavored hadrons are fairly
similar to the B mesons ones.

III. CP VIOLATION IN THE B MESON
SYSTEM

As described in the previous sections, B-
Mesogenesis [1] directly relates the CP violation in
the neutral B meson systems to the observed baryon
asymmetry of the Universe. In this section, we discuss
how current measurements of CP violating observables
in B0

q � B̄0
q mixing constrain the mechanism. In partic-

ular, as clearly seen from Eq. (6), there is a correlation
between Br(B !  B M) and the CP asymmetries
in the B0

q systems. Thus, current measurements on
the CP violation of B0

q mesons set a lower bound to
Br(B !  B M) which we find to be ⇠ 10�4.

To set the stage, we first review the origin of CP vio-
lation in B0

q mesons and the associated observables. The
oscillations of neutral B0

s and B0
d mesons is described

by the mass (Mq
12) and decay (�q

12) mixing amplitudes
between the flavor eigenstates B0

q and B̄0
q— see [63] for

reviews on CP violation in the quark sector and B0
q -B̄0

q
oscillations. CP violation can be present in these systems
and manifests itself as a relative phase between Mq

12 and

Operator Initial Final �M

and Decay State State (MeV)

Bd  + n (udd) 4340.1

Oud =  b u d Bs  + ⇤ (uds) 4251.2

b̄ !  u d B+  + p (duu) 4341.0

⇤b  ̄ + ⇡0 5484.5

Bd  + ⇤ (usd) 4164.0

Ous =  b u s Bs  + ⌅0 (uss) 4025.0

b̄ !  u s B+  + ⌃+ (uus) 4090.0

⇤b  ̄ + K0 5121.9

Bd  + ⇤c + ⇡� (cdd) 2853.6

Ocd =  b c d Bs  + ⌅0

c (cds) 2895.0

b̄ !  c d B+  + ⇤+

c (dcu) 2992.9

⇤b  ̄ + D
0

3754.7

Bd  + ⌅0

c (csd) 2807.8

Ocs =  b c s Bs  + ⌦c (css) 2671.7

b̄ !  c s B+  + ⌅+

c (csu) 2810.4

⇤b  ̄ + D� + K+ 3256.2

TABLE I. The lightest final state resulting from the new decay
of b quarks as necessary to give rise to baryogenesis and dark
matter production. We list each of the possible flavorful op-
erators that can equally lead to B-Mesogenesis, see Eq. (15).
For a given operator, the rate of each decay is fairly similar
given that mB± ' mB0

d

' mB0
s
⇠ m⇤b

. �M refers to the dif-

ference in mass between the initial and final SM hadron. Note
that additional light mesons can be present in the final state,
which act to decrease �M by their corresponding masses.

�q
12. The observable that connects the dynamics of B0

q
mesons in the early Universe and observations in lab-
oratory experiments are the semileptonic asymmetries,
defined as

Aq
SL =

�(B
0
q ! B0

q ! f) � �(B0
q ! B

0
q ! f̄)

�(B
0
q ! B0

q ! f) + �(B0
q ! B

0
q ! f̄)

, (16)

where As,d
SL is the semileptonic asymmetry in B0

s,d decays,

f is a CP eigenstate that is only accessible to the B0
q

meson and f̄ is its CP conjugate. Note that Aq
SL is called

semileptonic asymmetry simply because the decays used
to quantify it are semileptonic (e.g. b̄ ! c⌫̄``�). In terms
of the mass and decay mixing amplitudes, Eq. (16) can
be written as

Aq
SL = �

����
�q

12

Mq
12

���� sin (�q
12) . (17)

The quantities Mq
12 and �q

12 are related to the physical
mass and width di↵erences of the B0

q system by: �Mq =
2|M12| and ��q = 2|�12| cos�q

12, where �q
12 is the relative

phase between Mq
12 and �q

12
6.

6 We note that there are several di↵erent conventions used in the

Leptogenesis and Dark Matter from Mesons
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1
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From Eq. (16), it is clear to see why the semileptonic
asymmetries play a fundamental role in the mechanism
and appears in Eq. (6): they precisely control how often
more matter than antimatter is generated from the de-
cays of B0

q and B̄0
q mesons. As pointed out in [1], since

the Universe is made out of only matter, one of the key
predictions of the mechanism is that at least one of the
semileptonic asymmetries should be positive and larger
than ⇠ 10�5.

A. Current Measurements and Implications

Semileptonic Asymmetries. The current world aver-
ages for Aq

SL, as reported in the PDG 2020 [63] and as
prepared by the HFLAV [65] group, at 68% CL, read

Ad
SL = (�2.1 ± 1.7) ⇥ 10�3 , (18a)

As
SL = (�0.6 ± 2.8) ⇥ 10�3 . (18b)

Meanwhile, the SM prediction for these quantities, which
we take from [66]7, are

Ad
SL|SM = (�4.7 ± 0.4) ⇥ 10�4 , (19a)

As
SL|SM = (2.1 ± 0.2) ⇥ 10�5 . (19b)

Comparing Eqs. (18) and (19), it is clear that the current
experimental error bars are about four times larger than
the SM prediction for the B0

d meson, while about 100
larger for the B0

s system.
Existing measurements of Aq

SL are already useful for
constraining the parameter space of the mechanism. As
highlighted in Eq. (6), the baryon asymmetry of the Uni-
verse is proportional to both Br(B !  B M) and Aq

SL.
Thus, given the observed baryon asymmetry, a constraint
on Aq

SL can indeed be used to indirectly set an upper
limit on Br(B !  B M). In particular, the fact that
Aq

SL . 10�3 implies that

Br(B !  B M) & 10�4 . (20)

In addition to the direct observation of Aq
SL, one can

also place indirect limits on Aq
SL by combining constraints

on all relevant B0
q � B̄0

q meson observables. This is usu-
ally done (see e.g. [44, 68]) allowing for the possibility
that some new physics alters the magnitude and phase
of Mq

12 while maintaining �q
12 = �q

12|SM
8. With this as-

sumption, one can indirectly constrain the semileptonic

literature di↵ering by a sign or a factor of two. For example,
Ref. [64] uses a di↵erent convention to the PDG while Ref. [44]
uses the same as the PDG. We shall stick to the PDG convention.

7 Note that Ref. [67] has recently pointed out that renormalization-
scale dependent e↵ects could change these predictions by up to
a factor of two.

8 See Sec. III D for the possible implications of �12 6= �12|SM in
the context of our mechanism.

asymmetries. The latest such analysis from the UTfit
collaboration [69], at 95% CL, yields:

�0.006 <Ad
SL < �0.0004 , (21a)

�0.0011 <As
SL < 0.0009 . (21b)

The results from this global fit have relevant implica-
tions for the mechanism. In particular, they indicate that
Ad

SL < 0. If this turns out to be true, then As
SL must be

positive for B-Mesogenesis to yield a Universe filled with
only matter and not antimatter. Additionally, there are
implications for what Br(B !  B M) can be, as is pre-
cisely shown in Fig. 3. There, we can see that direct
measurements of Aq

SL require Br(B !  B M) > 10�4 as
already highlighted in Eq. (20). In addition, global fits
made under the previously mentioned assumptions imply
that

Br(B !  B M) & 10�3 . (22)

This stronger constraint must however be taken with cau-
tion, given the assumptions made when obtaining it (e.g.
no new physics in �q

12) and the fact that global fits in-
corporate a large number of measurements in a highly
non-trivial manner, which could potentially lead to overly
optimistic constraints in some parameters.
Cosmological uncertainties. The predictions shown in

Fig. 3 incorporate a number of uncertainties arising in our
calculation of the generation of the baryon asymmetry in
the early Universe. These uncertainties are discussed in
detail in Appendix VIII A, and are primarily dominated
by the uncertainty in the fragmentation ratios of � decays
to B±, B0

s , and B0
d mesons. Clearly, these fragmentation

ratios are unknown and the band simply covers the range
of fragmentation ratios as measured in other environ-
ments, namely in Z-boson decays: fs/fd = 0.25 ± 0.02,
at proton collisions at Tevatron: fs/fd = 0.33 ± 0.04
and at the LHC: fs/fd = 0.247 ± 0.009, and at e+ e�

collisions at the ⌥(5S) resonance: fs/fd = 0.26+0.05
�0.04

(see HFLAV [65]). In order to generate the band in Fig. 3,
we take fs/fd 2 [0.22 � 0.37].

Another source of uncertainty arises from the fact that
the charge distributions within the B0

q mesons are not
precisely known. Neutral B mesons interact with the
plasma in the early Universe through this charge distribu-
tion; these interactions act to decohere the CP violating
B0

q � B̄0
q oscillations, therefore hindering the production

of a baryon asymmetry. Since the B0
q system is spinless

and chargeless, its electromagnetic interactions can be
described by an e↵ective charge radius for which we only
have theoretical estimates that range within a factor of
two, see [70–72]. This uncertainty, corresponding to the
width of the bands in Fig. 13, e↵ectively translates into a
. 20% uncertainty on our prediction of YB and therefore
of Aq

SL and Br(B !  B M).
Finally, the baryon asymmetry depends on the early

Universe cosmology via the mass of the � field that re-
heats the Universe to a temperature TR. Since M� and
TR are free parameters that can vary over a certain range,
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FIG. 1. Summary of the mechanism by which a lepton asymmetry is produced from late-time production of charged D±

mesons. Here we consider CP-violating decays of the D± mesons into final states involving an odd number of charged pions.
The charged pions decay into dark- and visible-sector leptons without violating lepton number, producing equal and opposite
visible- and dark-sector asymmetries.

subsequently have their decay products quickly undergo
lepton-number-conserving decays into dark leptons. In
this way, an equal and opposite lepton asymmetry is gen-
erated between the visible and dark sectors. In particu-
lar, CP violation in chargedD

± meson decays followed by
prompt decays of charged pions to light, MeV-GeV scale
(dark) leptons may be used to generate such an asymme-
try. Intriguingly, this asymmetry is directly linked to SM
observables, making this mechanism testable at current
and upcoming experiments (see Fig. 1 for a summary).

While a late-time production of a lepton asymmetry
may be interesting in its own right, to explain the BAU,
the lepton asymmetry must generate a baryon asymme-
try. We achieve this by minimally extending the dark sec-
tor to include low-scale, dark scattering processes which
produce an equal and opposite baryon asymmetry in the
dark and visible sectors using the initial lepton asym-
metry.3 The SM baryon asymmetry is Frozen-In via
these dark-sector scatterings. In summary, we present
here a novel, testable, mechanism of low-scale baryogen-
esis and DM production utilizing SM D

± meson decays
at late times, e↵ectively making the Universe as we know
it at 20 MeV. In contrast with previous mechanisms such
as high-scale leptogenesis, this does not involve lepton-
or baryon-number violation and does not require Elec-
troweak sphalerons.

One of the most remarkable features of this model is
the ability to achieve baryogenesis, as well as the pro-
duction of DM, at such low temperatures. Reasonable
assumptions may lead one to conclude that a baryogen-
esis mechanism, regardless of the source of CP violation,
must set the asymmetry by T & 38 MeV [43]. Thus,
constructing models of low-scale baryogenesis can be a
challenge and there are only a few working examples (see

3
For other models which transfer an asymmetry from the dark

sector to the SM to realize baryogenesis, see e.g. [40–42].

e.g [44, 45]). Furthermore, recent proposals for solutions
to the gauge hierarchy problem such as Nnaturalness [46]
and cosmological relaxation [47] require the BAU to be
generated at a low scale.
If one holds out hope that the requisite CP violation

for baryogenesis exists in the SM, one is also inevitably
led to consider mechanisms at such low scales. It is often
claimed that there is not enough CP violation within the
SM alone to provide for the baryon asymmetry, regard-
less of the baryogenesis mechanism. However, there are
potentially abundant and untapped sources of CP viola-
tion in QCD resonances: meson oscillations [48, 49] and
meson decays, as in this work. Thus, there’s a relatively
unexplored swath of theory space in which the SM alone
provides the necessary CP violation via mesons, allowing
for di↵erent realizations of Mesogenesis.
This paper is organized as follows. First in Sec. II, we

introduce the mechanism. Next in Sec. III, we present the
details by which baryogenesis is achieved; we solve a set
of Boltzmann equations for the lepton and baryon asym-
metry and demonstrate that the BAU can be achieved in
light of known limits on the CP violation and branching
fractions ofD± mesons. We also discuss the way in which
the correct DM relic abundance can be achieved. Next
in Sec. IV, we present two models and demonstrate that
they can accommodate a sizeable dark-sector scattering
to produce the BAU. We conclude with a discussion of
possible extensions, additional variations of Mesogenesis,
and other future directions in Sec. V. App. A contains
a detailed derivation of the Boltzmann Equations. In
App. B, we tabulate the relevant D

± decay modes and
the current limits on their branching fractions and CP
asymmetries.
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tion in QCD resonances: meson oscillations [48, 49] and
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unexplored swath of theory space in which the SM alone
provides the necessary CP violation via mesons, allowing
for di↵erent realizations of Mesogenesis.
This paper is organized as follows. First in Sec. II, we

introduce the mechanism. Next in Sec. III, we present the
details by which baryogenesis is achieved; we solve a set
of Boltzmann equations for the lepton and baryon asym-
metry and demonstrate that the BAU can be achieved in
light of known limits on the CP violation and branching
fractions ofD± mesons. We also discuss the way in which
the correct DM relic abundance can be achieved. Next
in Sec. IV, we present two models and demonstrate that
they can accommodate a sizeable dark-sector scattering
to produce the BAU. We conclude with a discussion of
possible extensions, additional variations of Mesogenesis,
and other future directions in Sec. V. App. A contains
a detailed derivation of the Boltzmann Equations. In
App. B, we tabulate the relevant D

± decay modes and
the current limits on their branching fractions and CP
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from the limits on sterile neutrinos. Recasting and im-
posing current limits for charged pion decays into elec-
trons [54, 55], we find that the allowed branching ratio
is not large enough to generate the requisite asymme-
try when m`d > 1MeV. However, the branching ratio is
unconstrained for sub-MeV `d masses so that this decay
mode can generate the entire asymmetry. Recasting the
most current bound from PIENU [55, 56] for final-state
muons yields

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�6
� 10�5

,

for 15.7MeV < m`d < 33.8MeV , (9)

which is just at the threshold of producing enough asym-
metry. For lighter `d masses, constraints can be recast
from PSI [55, 57]

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�3
,

for 5MeV < m`d < 15MeV . (10)

Note that for ⇠1-5 MeV, the bound on the branching
fraction can be as weak as 10�2. Given the `d mass de-
pendence, these bounds do not constrain the entire pa-
rameter space of interest to us; as with decays to final-
state electrons, sub-MeV `d masses lead to completely
unconstrained branching ratios.

Improved measurements of these decays will be the
focus of upcoming searches at future experiments and as
such will be able to further probe this mechanism [58].
In what follows, we will demonstrate that a large lepton
asymmetry may be generated which is consistent with
current experimental bounds and may be probed in the
future.

Baryogenesis is achieved by transferring6 the dark lep-
ton asymmetry into a SM baryon asymmetry using ad-
ditional dark-sector states and dynamics which can be
rich and possibly reconstructable. In particular, we con-
sider `d interactions with additional dark-sector states
(�1 and �2) that carry lepton- and baryon-number which
can transfer the dark lepton asymmetry into a SM baryon
asymmetry. Critically, this dark scattering can occur
through an operator which conserves the total baryon
and lepton number of the Universe; a dark-sector lepton
asymmetry is partially transferred to equal and opposite
dark- and visible-sector baryon asymmetries. Schemati-
cally, we consider scatterings of the form

¯̀
d + �1 ! �2 + B , (11)

where B is a SM baryon, and �1 and �2 are the gauge-
singlet, dark-sector states which may be fermions or

6
For simplicity, we refer to this as an asymmetry transfer, since

the asymmetry in `d � ¯̀
d is being partially translated into an

asymmetry in SM baryons and dark-sector particles. Note that

the total lepton asymmetry in the dark (and SM) sectors does

not change as a result, and so this is not a “transfer,” strictly

speaking.

scalars depending on the exact dark-sector model. For
possible baryon and lepton number charge assignments,
see Table I. Note that the mass of a dark-sector state
charged under baryon number must be greater than 1.2
GeV [59], but dark leptons may be considerably lighter.
Additional kinematic and stability requirements will be
model dependent, and we leave these details for Sec. IV.
Depending on the details of the dark-sector charge as-

signment and the UV model, either �1 or �2 (or both)
may constitute (part of) DM. A Z2 discrete symmetry
will generically need to be imposed to stabilize the DM
and evade washing out the produced asymmetry. In
Sec. IV, we describe the cosmological assumptions and
possible models of the dark sector that allow for a large-
enough cross section to transfer the asymmetry consis-
tent with current bounds as well as produce the measured
DM relic abundance.

III. THE DETAILS

Having given a broad-brush overview of the important
ingredients of this mechanism in the previous section, we
move on to calculate the relevant matter contents in de-
tail. We consider the generation of the (dark-sector) lep-
ton asymmetry, (visible-sector) baryon asymmetry, and
DM in turn.

A. Generating a Lepton Asymmetry

In this section, we demonstrate that a dark lepton
asymmetry equal to (or much greater than) the measured
baryon asymmetry may be generated via the processes
outlined in Fig. 1, postponing a discussion of how it may
be transferred to a SM baryon asymmetry to Sec. III B.
In order to numerically solve for the generated lepton

asymmetry, we consider the coupled Boltzmann equa-
tions which track the production and CP-violating de-
cays of D± mesons into ⇡

±, which then subsequently de-
cay into dark leptons and anti-leptons. For simplicity, we
compute the generated lepton asymmetry for the range
of reheat temperatures in Eq. (2) so that annihilations
of D± and ⇡

± mesons can be ignored. The reheat tem-
perature is defined by 4H (TR) = ��, so that Eq. (2)
corresponds to an inflaton decay width in the range
�� 2

⇥
1⇥ 10�22 GeV, 3⇥ 10�21 GeV

⇤
. Additionally, as

the inflaton must be heavy enough to produce D
±, its

mass must be in the range m� 2 [5GeV , 100GeV]. �
late decays to radiation so that the evolution of the �
number density and the radiation density are governed
by the interplay of the following Boltzmann equations

dn�

dt
+ 3Hn� = ���n� , (12)

d⇢rad

dt
+ 4H⇢rad = +��m�n� , (13)
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most current bound from PIENU [55, 56] for final-state
muons yields

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�6
� 10�5

,

for 15.7MeV < m`d < 33.8MeV , (9)

which is just at the threshold of producing enough asym-
metry. For lighter `d masses, constraints can be recast
from PSI [55, 57]

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�3
,

for 5MeV < m`d < 15MeV . (10)

Note that for ⇠1-5 MeV, the bound on the branching
fraction can be as weak as 10�2. Given the `d mass de-
pendence, these bounds do not constrain the entire pa-
rameter space of interest to us; as with decays to final-
state electrons, sub-MeV `d masses lead to completely
unconstrained branching ratios.

Improved measurements of these decays will be the
focus of upcoming searches at future experiments and as
such will be able to further probe this mechanism [58].
In what follows, we will demonstrate that a large lepton
asymmetry may be generated which is consistent with
current experimental bounds and may be probed in the
future.

Baryogenesis is achieved by transferring6 the dark lep-
ton asymmetry into a SM baryon asymmetry using ad-
ditional dark-sector states and dynamics which can be
rich and possibly reconstructable. In particular, we con-
sider `d interactions with additional dark-sector states
(�1 and �2) that carry lepton- and baryon-number which
can transfer the dark lepton asymmetry into a SM baryon
asymmetry. Critically, this dark scattering can occur
through an operator which conserves the total baryon
and lepton number of the Universe; a dark-sector lepton
asymmetry is partially transferred to equal and opposite
dark- and visible-sector baryon asymmetries. Schemati-
cally, we consider scatterings of the form

¯̀
d + �1 ! �2 + B , (11)

where B is a SM baryon, and �1 and �2 are the gauge-
singlet, dark-sector states which may be fermions or
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For simplicity, we refer to this as an asymmetry transfer, since

the asymmetry in `d � ¯̀
d is being partially translated into an

asymmetry in SM baryons and dark-sector particles. Note that

the total lepton asymmetry in the dark (and SM) sectors does

not change as a result, and so this is not a “transfer,” strictly

speaking.

scalars depending on the exact dark-sector model. For
possible baryon and lepton number charge assignments,
see Table I. Note that the mass of a dark-sector state
charged under baryon number must be greater than 1.2
GeV [59], but dark leptons may be considerably lighter.
Additional kinematic and stability requirements will be
model dependent, and we leave these details for Sec. IV.
Depending on the details of the dark-sector charge as-

signment and the UV model, either �1 or �2 (or both)
may constitute (part of) DM. A Z2 discrete symmetry
will generically need to be imposed to stabilize the DM
and evade washing out the produced asymmetry. In
Sec. IV, we describe the cosmological assumptions and
possible models of the dark sector that allow for a large-
enough cross section to transfer the asymmetry consis-
tent with current bounds as well as produce the measured
DM relic abundance.

III. THE DETAILS

Having given a broad-brush overview of the important
ingredients of this mechanism in the previous section, we
move on to calculate the relevant matter contents in de-
tail. We consider the generation of the (dark-sector) lep-
ton asymmetry, (visible-sector) baryon asymmetry, and
DM in turn.

A. Generating a Lepton Asymmetry

In this section, we demonstrate that a dark lepton
asymmetry equal to (or much greater than) the measured
baryon asymmetry may be generated via the processes
outlined in Fig. 1, postponing a discussion of how it may
be transferred to a SM baryon asymmetry to Sec. III B.
In order to numerically solve for the generated lepton

asymmetry, we consider the coupled Boltzmann equa-
tions which track the production and CP-violating de-
cays of D± mesons into ⇡

±, which then subsequently de-
cay into dark leptons and anti-leptons. For simplicity, we
compute the generated lepton asymmetry for the range
of reheat temperatures in Eq. (2) so that annihilations
of D± and ⇡

± mesons can be ignored. The reheat tem-
perature is defined by 4H (TR) = ��, so that Eq. (2)
corresponds to an inflaton decay width in the range
�� 2

⇥
1⇥ 10�22 GeV, 3⇥ 10�21 GeV

⇤
. Additionally, as

the inflaton must be heavy enough to produce D
±, its

mass must be in the range m� 2 [5GeV , 100GeV]. �
late decays to radiation so that the evolution of the �
number density and the radiation density are governed
by the interplay of the following Boltzmann equations

dn�
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+ 3Hn� = ���n� , (12)

d⇢rad

dt
+ 4H⇢rad = +��m�n� , (13)
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II. THE MECHANISM

We now introduce the mechanism of baryogenesis and
DM from D

± mesons. First, we assume the late decay of
an inflaton-like scalar field � into quarks and anti-quarks
when the temperature of the Universe was roughly tens
of MeV. In particular, we assume the decay occurs at
temperatures in the range TBBN . TR . TQCD, so that
the produced quarks hadronize but do not spoil the pre-
dictions of BBN. TR is the “reheat temperature” corre-
sponding to the time at which � decays. Such a field
� may arise naturally out of multi-field inflation models,
or may be identified as a flavon in the context of flavor
theories. While such models are interesting to consider,
for generality, we remain agnostic about the nature of �
and simply consider its mass and decay width (m�,��),
as well as relevant branching ratios introduced later.

The produced quarks and anti-quarks hadronize into
an equal number of mesons and anti-mesons. By ad-
justing the mass and decay width of �, we consider sce-
narios in which D

± mesons (with mass of 1.87 GeV)
are produced out of equilibrium. Thus, the tempera-
ture must be low enough so that D

± decay before an-
nihilating with other species. The D-meson lifetime is
⌧D = 1.5⇥ 109 MeV�1 [4], while the typical cross section
for hadrons is determined by the pion mass � ' m

�2
⇡ ⇠

O(10mb). Following the argument in [48], we find an up-
per bound on the reheat temperature such that the D

±

mesons decay before annihilating:

3.5MeV . TR . 20MeV . (2)

The lower bound of 3.5 MeV comes from the requirement
that the asymmetry generation completes before SM neu-
trino decoupling and we restrict our reheat temperatures
to this range [50–52].

TheD± mesons then undergo CP-violating decays into
an odd number of charged pions. Since these decays oc-
cur out of equilibrium, an asymmetry in charged pions is
temporarily generated. These charged pions themselves
quickly decay into a lighter, dark-sector Dirac fermion
`d which carries visible sector lepton number (L = +1).
Since annihilations of pions are subdominant to their de-
cays for the range of temperatures in Eq. (2), these fast
pion decays are able to happen before any appreciable
washout of the temporary pion asymmetry. By intro-
ducing this new, dark-sector decay channel for pions, an
asymmetry can start to form between the dark and visible
sectors. Without it, the generated charged pion asymme-
tries would wash out.

We consider decays of charged pions into dark and SM
leptons that proceed through an e↵ective operator of the
form

O =
1

⇤2

h
d̄�µ

u

ih
¯̀
d�µ`

i
+ h.c. , (3)

where ` is a SM charged lepton and �µ represents all pos-
sible distinct Lorentz tensors. The UV model from which
the operator in Eq. (3) arises depends on the Lorentz

structure. For instance, a scalar operator could arise from
a charged scalar mediator similar to [53], while a vector
operator could arise from a new vector of a left-right sym-
metric model e.g. [27]. Depending on the UV model, to
be consistent with current constraints, the scale ⇤ could
be anywhere from hundreds of GeV to a few TeV.
The result of the fast decays,

⇡
+
! `d + `

+
, m`d < m⇡+ �m` , (4)

along with the conjugate decays, is the generation of a
lepton asymmetry in the dark sector

Y`d ⌘

✓
n`d � n¯̀

d

s

◆
, (5)

which is equal and opposite to a lepton asymmetry cre-
ated in the visible sector. Throughout this work, we use
the common co-moving yield variables Y defined as the
ratio of the number density to the entropy density in the
SM bath. In the absence of any other lepton-charged,
dark-sector states, Y`d = Y

dark
L , the total lepton asym-

metry in the dark sector. But, in later sections, we intro-
duce additional dark-sector leptons in order to generate
the baryon asymmetry, resulting in Y`d  Y

dark
L .4 Re-

gardless, since we never introduce lepton-violating inter-
actions, the following is always true:

Y
dark
L = �Y

SM
L . (6)

In this way, lepton asymmetries are generated in both the
dark and visible sectors while conserving the total lepton
number of the Universe.5

The generated lepton asymmetry is directly related to
SM observables,

Y
dark
L / Br`d⇡

X

f

A
f
CPBr

f
D+ , (7)

where Br`d⇡ ⌘ Br (⇡+
! `d + `

+), the sum is over final
states f which contain an odd number of ⇡±, and A

f
CP

is the CP violation observable for a given decay mode,
defined by

A
f
CP =

�(D+
! f)� �(D�

! f̄)

�(D+ ! f) + �(D� ! f̄)
. (8)

BrfD+ ⌘ Br (D+
! f) is the branching fraction of theD+

decay (the relevant decay modes and the current limits
on their branching fractions and CPV are summarized in
Table. III). The current limits on Br`d⇡ may be extracted

4
In much of the parameter space that results in the measured

baryon asymmetry, the dark lepton asymmetry is much greater

and Y`d ⇡ Y dark
L even after baryogenesis completes.

5
This mechanism does not require lepton number violation. But

the presence of lepton violation, for instance in neutrino masses,

will not spoil this mechanism.
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FIG. 1. Summary of the mechanism by which a lepton asymmetry is produced from late-time production of charged D±

mesons. Here we consider CP-violating decays of the D± mesons into final states involving an odd number of charged pions.
The charged pions decay into dark- and visible-sector leptons without violating lepton number, producing equal and opposite
visible- and dark-sector asymmetries.

subsequently have their decay products quickly undergo
lepton-number-conserving decays into dark leptons. In
this way, an equal and opposite lepton asymmetry is gen-
erated between the visible and dark sectors. In particu-
lar, CP violation in chargedD

± meson decays followed by
prompt decays of charged pions to light, MeV-GeV scale
(dark) leptons may be used to generate such an asymme-
try. Intriguingly, this asymmetry is directly linked to SM
observables, making this mechanism testable at current
and upcoming experiments (see Fig. 1 for a summary).

While a late-time production of a lepton asymmetry
may be interesting in its own right, to explain the BAU,
the lepton asymmetry must generate a baryon asymme-
try. We achieve this by minimally extending the dark sec-
tor to include low-scale, dark scattering processes which
produce an equal and opposite baryon asymmetry in the
dark and visible sectors using the initial lepton asym-
metry.3 The SM baryon asymmetry is Frozen-In via
these dark-sector scatterings. In summary, we present
here a novel, testable, mechanism of low-scale baryogen-
esis and DM production utilizing SM D

± meson decays
at late times, e↵ectively making the Universe as we know
it at 20 MeV. In contrast with previous mechanisms such
as high-scale leptogenesis, this does not involve lepton-
or baryon-number violation and does not require Elec-
troweak sphalerons.

One of the most remarkable features of this model is
the ability to achieve baryogenesis, as well as the pro-
duction of DM, at such low temperatures. Reasonable
assumptions may lead one to conclude that a baryogen-
esis mechanism, regardless of the source of CP violation,
must set the asymmetry by T & 38 MeV [43]. Thus,
constructing models of low-scale baryogenesis can be a
challenge and there are only a few working examples (see

3
For other models which transfer an asymmetry from the dark

sector to the SM to realize baryogenesis, see e.g. [40–42].

e.g [44, 45]). Furthermore, recent proposals for solutions
to the gauge hierarchy problem such as Nnaturalness [46]
and cosmological relaxation [47] require the BAU to be
generated at a low scale.
If one holds out hope that the requisite CP violation

for baryogenesis exists in the SM, one is also inevitably
led to consider mechanisms at such low scales. It is often
claimed that there is not enough CP violation within the
SM alone to provide for the baryon asymmetry, regard-
less of the baryogenesis mechanism. However, there are
potentially abundant and untapped sources of CP viola-
tion in QCD resonances: meson oscillations [48, 49] and
meson decays, as in this work. Thus, there’s a relatively
unexplored swath of theory space in which the SM alone
provides the necessary CP violation via mesons, allowing
for di↵erent realizations of Mesogenesis.
This paper is organized as follows. First in Sec. II, we

introduce the mechanism. Next in Sec. III, we present the
details by which baryogenesis is achieved; we solve a set
of Boltzmann equations for the lepton and baryon asym-
metry and demonstrate that the BAU can be achieved in
light of known limits on the CP violation and branching
fractions ofD± mesons. We also discuss the way in which
the correct DM relic abundance can be achieved. Next
in Sec. IV, we present two models and demonstrate that
they can accommodate a sizeable dark-sector scattering
to produce the BAU. We conclude with a discussion of
possible extensions, additional variations of Mesogenesis,
and other future directions in Sec. V. App. A contains
a detailed derivation of the Boltzmann Equations. In
App. B, we tabulate the relevant D

± decay modes and
the current limits on their branching fractions and CP
asymmetries.
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claimed that there is not enough CP violation within the
SM alone to provide for the baryon asymmetry, regard-
less of the baryogenesis mechanism. However, there are
potentially abundant and untapped sources of CP viola-
tion in QCD resonances: meson oscillations [48, 49] and
meson decays, as in this work. Thus, there’s a relatively
unexplored swath of theory space in which the SM alone
provides the necessary CP violation via mesons, allowing
for di↵erent realizations of Mesogenesis.
This paper is organized as follows. First in Sec. II, we

introduce the mechanism. Next in Sec. III, we present the
details by which baryogenesis is achieved; we solve a set
of Boltzmann equations for the lepton and baryon asym-
metry and demonstrate that the BAU can be achieved in
light of known limits on the CP violation and branching
fractions ofD± mesons. We also discuss the way in which
the correct DM relic abundance can be achieved. Next
in Sec. IV, we present two models and demonstrate that
they can accommodate a sizeable dark-sector scattering
to produce the BAU. We conclude with a discussion of
possible extensions, additional variations of Mesogenesis,
and other future directions in Sec. V. App. A contains
a detailed derivation of the Boltzmann Equations. In
App. B, we tabulate the relevant D

± decay modes and
the current limits on their branching fractions and CP
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from the limits on sterile neutrinos. Recasting and im-
posing current limits for charged pion decays into elec-
trons [54, 55], we find that the allowed branching ratio
is not large enough to generate the requisite asymme-
try when m`d > 1MeV. However, the branching ratio is
unconstrained for sub-MeV `d masses so that this decay
mode can generate the entire asymmetry. Recasting the
most current bound from PIENU [55, 56] for final-state
muons yields

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�6
� 10�5

,

for 15.7MeV < m`d < 33.8MeV , (9)

which is just at the threshold of producing enough asym-
metry. For lighter `d masses, constraints can be recast
from PSI [55, 57]

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�3
,

for 5MeV < m`d < 15MeV . (10)

Note that for ⇠1-5 MeV, the bound on the branching
fraction can be as weak as 10�2. Given the `d mass de-
pendence, these bounds do not constrain the entire pa-
rameter space of interest to us; as with decays to final-
state electrons, sub-MeV `d masses lead to completely
unconstrained branching ratios.

Improved measurements of these decays will be the
focus of upcoming searches at future experiments and as
such will be able to further probe this mechanism [58].
In what follows, we will demonstrate that a large lepton
asymmetry may be generated which is consistent with
current experimental bounds and may be probed in the
future.

Baryogenesis is achieved by transferring6 the dark lep-
ton asymmetry into a SM baryon asymmetry using ad-
ditional dark-sector states and dynamics which can be
rich and possibly reconstructable. In particular, we con-
sider `d interactions with additional dark-sector states
(�1 and �2) that carry lepton- and baryon-number which
can transfer the dark lepton asymmetry into a SM baryon
asymmetry. Critically, this dark scattering can occur
through an operator which conserves the total baryon
and lepton number of the Universe; a dark-sector lepton
asymmetry is partially transferred to equal and opposite
dark- and visible-sector baryon asymmetries. Schemati-
cally, we consider scatterings of the form

¯̀
d + �1 ! �2 + B , (11)

where B is a SM baryon, and �1 and �2 are the gauge-
singlet, dark-sector states which may be fermions or
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scalars depending on the exact dark-sector model. For
possible baryon and lepton number charge assignments,
see Table I. Note that the mass of a dark-sector state
charged under baryon number must be greater than 1.2
GeV [59], but dark leptons may be considerably lighter.
Additional kinematic and stability requirements will be
model dependent, and we leave these details for Sec. IV.
Depending on the details of the dark-sector charge as-

signment and the UV model, either �1 or �2 (or both)
may constitute (part of) DM. A Z2 discrete symmetry
will generically need to be imposed to stabilize the DM
and evade washing out the produced asymmetry. In
Sec. IV, we describe the cosmological assumptions and
possible models of the dark sector that allow for a large-
enough cross section to transfer the asymmetry consis-
tent with current bounds as well as produce the measured
DM relic abundance.
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Having given a broad-brush overview of the important
ingredients of this mechanism in the previous section, we
move on to calculate the relevant matter contents in de-
tail. We consider the generation of the (dark-sector) lep-
ton asymmetry, (visible-sector) baryon asymmetry, and
DM in turn.

A. Generating a Lepton Asymmetry

In this section, we demonstrate that a dark lepton
asymmetry equal to (or much greater than) the measured
baryon asymmetry may be generated via the processes
outlined in Fig. 1, postponing a discussion of how it may
be transferred to a SM baryon asymmetry to Sec. III B.
In order to numerically solve for the generated lepton

asymmetry, we consider the coupled Boltzmann equa-
tions which track the production and CP-violating de-
cays of D± mesons into ⇡

±, which then subsequently de-
cay into dark leptons and anti-leptons. For simplicity, we
compute the generated lepton asymmetry for the range
of reheat temperatures in Eq. (2) so that annihilations
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posing current limits for charged pion decays into elec-
trons [54, 55], we find that the allowed branching ratio
is not large enough to generate the requisite asymme-
try when m`d > 1MeV. However, the branching ratio is
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mode can generate the entire asymmetry. Recasting the
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muons yields
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Note that for ⇠1-5 MeV, the bound on the branching
fraction can be as weak as 10�2. Given the `d mass de-
pendence, these bounds do not constrain the entire pa-
rameter space of interest to us; as with decays to final-
state electrons, sub-MeV `d masses lead to completely
unconstrained branching ratios.

Improved measurements of these decays will be the
focus of upcoming searches at future experiments and as
such will be able to further probe this mechanism [58].
In what follows, we will demonstrate that a large lepton
asymmetry may be generated which is consistent with
current experimental bounds and may be probed in the
future.

Baryogenesis is achieved by transferring6 the dark lep-
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ditional dark-sector states and dynamics which can be
rich and possibly reconstructable. In particular, we con-
sider `d interactions with additional dark-sector states
(�1 and �2) that carry lepton- and baryon-number which
can transfer the dark lepton asymmetry into a SM baryon
asymmetry. Critically, this dark scattering can occur
through an operator which conserves the total baryon
and lepton number of the Universe; a dark-sector lepton
asymmetry is partially transferred to equal and opposite
dark- and visible-sector baryon asymmetries. Schemati-
cally, we consider scatterings of the form
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possible baryon and lepton number charge assignments,
see Table I. Note that the mass of a dark-sector state
charged under baryon number must be greater than 1.2
GeV [59], but dark leptons may be considerably lighter.
Additional kinematic and stability requirements will be
model dependent, and we leave these details for Sec. IV.
Depending on the details of the dark-sector charge as-

signment and the UV model, either �1 or �2 (or both)
may constitute (part of) DM. A Z2 discrete symmetry
will generically need to be imposed to stabilize the DM
and evade washing out the produced asymmetry. In
Sec. IV, we describe the cosmological assumptions and
possible models of the dark sector that allow for a large-
enough cross section to transfer the asymmetry consis-
tent with current bounds as well as produce the measured
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From Eq. (16), it is clear to see why the semileptonic
asymmetries play a fundamental role in the mechanism
and appears in Eq. (6): they precisely control how often
more matter than antimatter is generated from the de-
cays of B0

q and B̄0
q mesons. As pointed out in [1], since

the Universe is made out of only matter, one of the key
predictions of the mechanism is that at least one of the
semileptonic asymmetries should be positive and larger
than ⇠ 10�5.

A. Current Measurements and Implications

Semileptonic Asymmetries. The current world aver-
ages for Aq

SL, as reported in the PDG 2020 [63] and as
prepared by the HFLAV [65] group, at 68% CL, read

Ad
SL = (�2.1 ± 1.7) ⇥ 10�3 , (18a)

As
SL = (�0.6 ± 2.8) ⇥ 10�3 . (18b)

Meanwhile, the SM prediction for these quantities, which
we take from [66]7, are

Ad
SL|SM = (�4.7 ± 0.4) ⇥ 10�4 , (19a)

As
SL|SM = (2.1 ± 0.2) ⇥ 10�5 . (19b)

Comparing Eqs. (18) and (19), it is clear that the current
experimental error bars are about four times larger than
the SM prediction for the B0

d meson, while about 100
larger for the B0

s system.
Existing measurements of Aq

SL are already useful for
constraining the parameter space of the mechanism. As
highlighted in Eq. (6), the baryon asymmetry of the Uni-
verse is proportional to both Br(B !  B M) and Aq

SL.
Thus, given the observed baryon asymmetry, a constraint
on Aq

SL can indeed be used to indirectly set an upper
limit on Br(B !  B M). In particular, the fact that
Aq

SL . 10�3 implies that

Br(B !  B M) & 10�4 . (20)

In addition to the direct observation of Aq
SL, one can

also place indirect limits on Aq
SL by combining constraints

on all relevant B0
q � B̄0

q meson observables. This is usu-
ally done (see e.g. [44, 68]) allowing for the possibility
that some new physics alters the magnitude and phase
of Mq

12 while maintaining �q
12 = �q

12|SM
8. With this as-

sumption, one can indirectly constrain the semileptonic

literature di↵ering by a sign or a factor of two. For example,
Ref. [64] uses a di↵erent convention to the PDG while Ref. [44]
uses the same as the PDG. We shall stick to the PDG convention.

7 Note that Ref. [67] has recently pointed out that renormalization-
scale dependent e↵ects could change these predictions by up to
a factor of two.

8 See Sec. III D for the possible implications of �12 6= �12|SM in
the context of our mechanism.

asymmetries. The latest such analysis from the UTfit
collaboration [69], at 95% CL, yields:

�0.006 <Ad
SL < �0.0004 , (21a)

�0.0011 <As
SL < 0.0009 . (21b)

The results from this global fit have relevant implica-
tions for the mechanism. In particular, they indicate that
Ad

SL < 0. If this turns out to be true, then As
SL must be

positive for B-Mesogenesis to yield a Universe filled with
only matter and not antimatter. Additionally, there are
implications for what Br(B !  B M) can be, as is pre-
cisely shown in Fig. 3. There, we can see that direct
measurements of Aq

SL require Br(B !  B M) > 10�4 as
already highlighted in Eq. (20). In addition, global fits
made under the previously mentioned assumptions imply
that

Br(B !  B M) & 10�3 . (22)

This stronger constraint must however be taken with cau-
tion, given the assumptions made when obtaining it (e.g.
no new physics in �q

12) and the fact that global fits in-
corporate a large number of measurements in a highly
non-trivial manner, which could potentially lead to overly
optimistic constraints in some parameters.
Cosmological uncertainties. The predictions shown in

Fig. 3 incorporate a number of uncertainties arising in our
calculation of the generation of the baryon asymmetry in
the early Universe. These uncertainties are discussed in
detail in Appendix VIII A, and are primarily dominated
by the uncertainty in the fragmentation ratios of � decays
to B±, B0

s , and B0
d mesons. Clearly, these fragmentation

ratios are unknown and the band simply covers the range
of fragmentation ratios as measured in other environ-
ments, namely in Z-boson decays: fs/fd = 0.25 ± 0.02,
at proton collisions at Tevatron: fs/fd = 0.33 ± 0.04
and at the LHC: fs/fd = 0.247 ± 0.009, and at e+ e�

collisions at the ⌥(5S) resonance: fs/fd = 0.26+0.05
�0.04

(see HFLAV [65]). In order to generate the band in Fig. 3,
we take fs/fd 2 [0.22 � 0.37].

Another source of uncertainty arises from the fact that
the charge distributions within the B0

q mesons are not
precisely known. Neutral B mesons interact with the
plasma in the early Universe through this charge distribu-
tion; these interactions act to decohere the CP violating
B0

q � B̄0
q oscillations, therefore hindering the production

of a baryon asymmetry. Since the B0
q system is spinless

and chargeless, its electromagnetic interactions can be
described by an e↵ective charge radius for which we only
have theoretical estimates that range within a factor of
two, see [70–72]. This uncertainty, corresponding to the
width of the bands in Fig. 13, e↵ectively translates into a
. 20% uncertainty on our prediction of YB and therefore
of Aq

SL and Br(B !  B M).
Finally, the baryon asymmetry depends on the early

Universe cosmology via the mass of the � field that re-
heats the Universe to a temperature TR. Since M� and
TR are free parameters that can vary over a certain range,
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II. THE MECHANISM

We now introduce the mechanism of baryogenesis and
DM from D

± mesons. First, we assume the late decay of
an inflaton-like scalar field � into quarks and anti-quarks
when the temperature of the Universe was roughly tens
of MeV. In particular, we assume the decay occurs at
temperatures in the range TBBN . TR . TQCD, so that
the produced quarks hadronize but do not spoil the pre-
dictions of BBN. TR is the “reheat temperature” corre-
sponding to the time at which � decays. Such a field
� may arise naturally out of multi-field inflation models,
or may be identified as a flavon in the context of flavor
theories. While such models are interesting to consider,
for generality, we remain agnostic about the nature of �
and simply consider its mass and decay width (m�,��),
as well as relevant branching ratios introduced later.

The produced quarks and anti-quarks hadronize into
an equal number of mesons and anti-mesons. By ad-
justing the mass and decay width of �, we consider sce-
narios in which D

± mesons (with mass of 1.87 GeV)
are produced out of equilibrium. Thus, the tempera-
ture must be low enough so that D

± decay before an-
nihilating with other species. The D-meson lifetime is
⌧D = 1.5⇥ 109 MeV�1 [4], while the typical cross section
for hadrons is determined by the pion mass � ' m

�2
⇡ ⇠

O(10mb). Following the argument in [48], we find an up-
per bound on the reheat temperature such that the D

±

mesons decay before annihilating:

3.5MeV . TR . 20MeV . (2)

The lower bound of 3.5 MeV comes from the requirement
that the asymmetry generation completes before SM neu-
trino decoupling and we restrict our reheat temperatures
to this range [50–52].

TheD± mesons then undergo CP-violating decays into
an odd number of charged pions. Since these decays oc-
cur out of equilibrium, an asymmetry in charged pions is
temporarily generated. These charged pions themselves
quickly decay into a lighter, dark-sector Dirac fermion
`d which carries visible sector lepton number (L = +1).
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5
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will not spoil this mechanism.
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1 The Model

Imagine we produce b-quarks via late decays (of some unspecified particle - could be Higgses from
preheating) when TBBN < T < TQCD i.e. 3MeV . T . 100MeV . This way the b-quarks can
hadronize to form B-mesons during the era of interest. Note that at this point nb = n

b̄
as we do not

assume CPV in these early decays. Upon hadronization, neutral B0
q
= |b̄qi mesons can oscillate into

B̄
0
q
= |bq̄i, which violate CP, before decaying. That is �

�
B

0
q
! B̄

0
q
! f

�
6= �

�
B̄

0
q
! B

0
q
! f

�
so that

an asymmetry in b-quark number is produced nb 6= n
b̄
.

Using the model of [1] we can generate four fermion interactions via

L � �gusY
?
ūs

c � y bY  ̄b
c + h.c. (1.1)

where Y is a color triplet scalar. This then generates terms like

Heff =


m
2
Y

b u s . (1.2)

where  = gusy b. Here we are just parametrizing the coupling of the four fermion interaction by 
and mY , and remain agnostic about the details of the UV model. We should calculate the constraint
on the size of these new couplings i.e. see Sec. 2.6.3 of the thesis in dropbox. So the b̄-quark within
B

0 can decay b̄ !  + u + s i.e. B
0 !  +mesons/baryons. The O = b u s is �B = 1 operator, so

depending on the nature of  we can get di↵erent ways of violating baryon number or not.
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The Lagrangian term

Ld = yd  ̄B �B � , (9)

is allowed by all the symmetries and mediates the decay
Eq. (7).

Since the  ̄B decay occurs quickly, its dark anti-baryon
asymmetry is simply transferred to �⇤B. This fixed asym-
metry in �⇤B (and �̄) then comprises up to ⇠ 80% of dark
matter. The symmetric components of �B and � tend
to be overproduced, but may be su�ciently depleted by
dark sector annihilations. We assume this and don’t com-
ment further since it has no bearing on the Mesogenesis
mechanism6.

However, the asymmetries in �⇤B and �̄ cannot account
for the entirety of dark matter since B+ doesn’t have
enough mass to decay to both ⇠ 5 GeV of asymmetric
dark matter and a SM baryon simultaneously. Thus, be-
tween ⇠ 20 � 80% of dark matter has to be outside of
the asymmetric components of � and �B . The precise
amount of other dark matter is solely a function of m�B

and m�, since their asymmetries are just opposite the
BAU. There are two simple possibilities: 1) the rest of
dark matter is from a symmetric amount of �s and �Bs
or 2) the rest of dark matter is just some other dark sec-
tor state(s), unrelated a priori to the B+

c Mesogenesis
scenario.

Since either of these dark matter choices is not essen-
tial to B+

c Mesogenesis, we relegate further discussion to
App. A 3. Fig. 1 summarizes the mechanism. With this
bird’s eye view, we proceed to detail a simple UV model.

A. UV Model

The decay in Eq. (3b) proceeds through a dimension
six, four fermion operator. Following the UV model of
[30], we add a colored triplet scalar � with electric charge
assignment QEM = �1/3 and baryon number B = �2/3.
The following Lagrangian is then allowed by all the sym-
metries:

L� = �

X

i,j

yij�
⇤ūiRd

c
jR �

X

k

y Bk�d
c
kR B + h.c., (10)

where the flavor indices i, j, k account for all flavorful
variations of this model, as there is no a priori reason to
assume a specific flavor structure. Such a model has a
simple Supersymmetric realization [48] where the medi-
ator � can be identified with a right handed squark. As
such, � is constrained by collider searches for Supersym-
metric particles and must be heavier than about 1 TeV
(see [36] for detailed bounds from colliders and flavor ob-
servables).

6
For details on depleting the symmetric abundances, see [30].

Interaction Parton decay B+ decay

 ̄B b ūc d b̄ !  ̄B u d B+
!  ̄B + p+ (uud)

 ̄B b ūc s b̄ !  ̄B u s B+
!  ̄B + ⌃+ (uus)

 ̄B b c̄c d b̄ !  ̄B c d B+
!  ̄B + ⇤+

c (ucd)

 ̄B b c̄c s b̄ !  ̄B c s B+
!  ̄B + ⌅+

c (ucs)

TABLE I. Here we present the four di↵erent flavorful varia-
tions of the operator Eq. (11), and the corresponding parton-
level decays and final state hadron decay products. Con-
straints on the branching fraction for each operator can be
found in [36].

Integrating out the heavy �, we arrive at the following
operator which mediates meson decays:

O =
y2

M2
�

 ̄Bbū
c
idj + h.c. , (11)

where y2 ⌘ yij y B3. This particular flavor structure is
all that is necessary for B+

c Mesogenesis, but could be
part of a larger UV model with other non-zero Yukawas
as in Eq. (10). Note that this operator conserves baryon
number. It mediates the parton level decay b̄ !  ̄Buidj
within the meson decay Eq. (3b). There are four possible
flavorful variations of Eq. (11) leading to di↵erent final
state SM baryons from the B+ decay. Table I summarizes
these four possible decay modes. Eq. (11) also gives rise
to decays of neutral B0

s,d mesons and b-flavored baryons
which can be used to indirectly probe the mechanism (see
Table I of [36]).

B. Results

The Boltzmann equations for the BAU are greatly sim-
plified since all the decays in Eq. (3) occur very quickly at
MeV temperatures. The evolution of the baryon asym-
metry is then governed by

d

dt
(nB � nB̄)+3H (nB � nB̄) = (12)

� 2�B
�n�

X

B+

BrB
+

B+

X

f

afCPBr
f

B+
c
,

where we have defined �B
� ⌘ ��Br(� ! q)Br(q ! Bc).

See App. A for details (as well as [31]).
We numerically integrate Eq. (12) while tracking �,

Hubble (see Eq. (2)), and the particles in the decays of
Eqs. (3) and (7). We allow the values of the experimen-

tal observables
P

B+ BrB
+

B+ and
P

f a
f
CPBr

f

B+
c

to be free

parameters and find:

YB

Y obs
B

'

P
B+ BrB

+

B+

10�3

P
f a

f
CPBr

f

B+
c

6.45⇥ 10�5

TR

20 MeV

2mB+
c

m�
, (13)

where Y obs
B = 8.69⇥ 10�11 is the observed baryon asym-

metry today [49].
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Minimal Particle Content B-mesons decay into ME and a Baryon
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metry in �⇤B (and �̄) then comprises up to ⇠ 80% of dark
matter. The symmetric components of �B and � tend
to be overproduced, but may be su�ciently depleted by
dark sector annihilations. We assume this and don’t com-
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where the flavor indices i, j, k account for all flavorful
variations of this model, as there is no a priori reason to
assume a specific flavor structure. Such a model has a
simple Supersymmetric realization [48] where the medi-
ator � can be identified with a right handed squark. As
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all that is necessary for B+

c Mesogenesis, but could be
part of a larger UV model with other non-zero Yukawas
as in Eq. (10). Note that this operator conserves baryon
number. It mediates the parton level decay b̄ !  ̄Buidj
within the meson decay Eq. (3b). There are four possible
flavorful variations of Eq. (11) leading to di↵erent final
state SM baryons from the B+ decay. Table I summarizes
these four possible decay modes. Eq. (11) also gives rise
to decays of neutral B0

s,d mesons and b-flavored baryons
which can be used to indirectly probe the mechanism (see
Table I of [36]).

B. Results

The Boltzmann equations for the BAU are greatly sim-
plified since all the decays in Eq. (3) occur very quickly at
MeV temperatures. The evolution of the baryon asym-
metry is then governed by

d

dt
(nB � nB̄)+3H (nB � nB̄) = (12)

� 2�B
�n�

X

B+

BrB
+

B+

X

f

afCPBr
f

B+
c
,

where we have defined �B
� ⌘ ��Br(� ! q)Br(q ! Bc).

See App. A for details (as well as [31]).
We numerically integrate Eq. (12) while tracking �,

Hubble (see Eq. (2)), and the particles in the decays of
Eqs. (3) and (7). We allow the values of the experimen-

tal observables
P

B+ BrB
+

B+ and
P

f a
f
CPBr

f

B+
c

to be free

parameters and find:

YB

Y obs
B

'

P
B+ BrB

+

B+

10�3

P
f a

f
CPBr

f

B+
c

6.45⇥ 10�5

TR

20 MeV

2mB+
c

m�
, (13)

where Y obs
B = 8.69⇥ 10�11 is the observed baryon asym-

metry today [49].
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Field Spin QEM Baryon no. Z2 Mass

� 0 0 0 +1 11� 100GeV

Y 0 �1/3 �2/3 +1 O(TeV)

 1/2 0 �1 +1 O(GeV)

⇠ 1/2 0 0 �1 O(GeV)

� 0 0 �1 �1 O(GeV)

⇠

b̄

d
B0

d

u

d

s

⇤

 

Y

�

Minimal Particle Content B-mesons decay into ME and a Baryon

Kinematics, forbid 
proton decay 
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Field Spin QEM Baryon no. Z2 Mass

� 0 0 0 +1 11 � 100 GeV

Y 0 �1/3 �2/3 +1 O(TeV)

 1/2 0 �1 +1 O(GeV)

⇠ 1/2 0 0 �1 O(GeV)

� 0 0 �1 �1 O(GeV)

TABLE I. Summary of the additional fields (both in the UV
and e↵ective theory), their charges and properties required in
our model.

The renormalizable couplings between  and Y allowed
by the symmetries include2:

L � � yub Y
⇤
ū b

c � y s Y  ̄ s
c + h.c . (2)

We take the mass of the colored scalar to be mY ⇠
O(TeV) and integrate out the field Y for energies less
than its mass, resulting in the following four fermion op-
erator in the e↵ective theory:

Heff =
yuby s

m
2

Y

u s b . (3)

Other flavor structures may also be present but for sim-
plicity we consider only the e↵ects of the above couplings
(see Appendix 4 for other possible operators). Assuming
 is su�ciently light, the operator of Equation (3) allows
the b̄-quark within Bq = |b̄ qi to decay; b̄ !  u s, or
equivalently Bq !  +Baryon+X, where X parametrizes
mesons or other additional SM particles. Critically, note
that O = u s b in Equation (3) is a �B = 1 operator,
so that the operator in Equation (3) is baryon number
conserving since  carries a baryon number �1.

In this way our model allows for the symmetric out of
thermal equilibrium production of B mesons and anti-
mesons in the early Universe, which subsequently un-
dergo CP violating oscillations i.e. the rate for B

0 ! B̄
0

will di↵er from that of B̄
0 ! B

0. After oscillating the
mesons and anti-mesons decay via Equation (3) gener-
ating an asymmetry in visible baryon/anti-baryon and
dark  / ̄ particles (the decays themselves do not intro-
duce additional sources of CPV), so that the total baryon
asymmetry of the Universe is zero.

2 We have suppressed fermion indices for simplicity as there is a
unique Lorentz and gauge invariant way to contract fields. In
particular, the sc and bc are SU(2) singlet right handed Weyl
fields. Under SU(3)c, the first term of Equation (2) is the fully
anti-symmetric combination of three 3̄ fields, which is gauge in-
variant. While the second term is a 3̄ ⇥ 3 = 1 singlet.

⇠

b̄

d

B
0

d

u

d

s

⇤

 

Y

�

FIG. 2. An example diagram of the B meson decay process
as mediated by the heavy colored scalar Y that results in DM
and a visible baryon, through the interactions of Equation (2)
and Equation (4).

Since, no net baryon number is produced, this asym-
metry could be erased if the  particles decay back into
visible anti-baryons. Such decays may proceed via a
combination of the coupling in Equation (3) and weak
loop interactions, and are kinematically allowed since
m > 1.2 GeV to ensure the stability of neutron stars
[31]. To preserve the produced visible/dark baryon asym-
metry, the  particles should mainly decay into stable
DM particles. This is easily achieved by minimally in-
troducing a dark scalar baryon � with baryon number
�1, and a dark Majorana fermion ⇠. We further assume
a discrete Z2 symmetry under which the dark particles
transform as  !  , � ! �� and ⇠ ! �⇠. Then the
 decay can be mediated by a renormalizable Yukawa
operator:

L � �yd  ̄ � ⇠ , (4)

which is allowed by the symmetries of our model. And in
particular, the Z2 (in combination with kinematic con-
straints), will make the two dark particles, ⇠ and �, stable
DM candidates.

In this way an equal and opposite baryon asymmetry to
the visible sector is transferred to the dark sector, while
simultaneously generating an abundance of stable DM
particles. The fact that our mechanism proceeds through
an operator that conserves baryon number alleviates the
majority of current bounds that would otherwise be very
constraining (and would require less than elegant model
building tricks to evade). Furthermore, the decay of a B-
meson (both neutral and charged) into baryons, mesons
and missing energy would yield a distinctive signal of our
mechanism at B-factories and hadron colliders. An ex-
ample of a B meson decay process allowed by our model
is illustrated in Figure 2.

Note that, as in neutrino systems, neutral B meson
oscillations will only occur in a coherent system. Addi-
tional interactions with the mesons can act to “measure”

Qb = − 1

Qb = 0
Dark Fermion

Dark scalar anti-baryon

Dark fermion must quickly decay within the dark sector.

YB � YB̄ = � (Y� � Y�?) (1)

Y obs

B
⌘

nB � nB̄

s
⇠ 8⇥ 10�11 (2)

1MeV < m� < 10MeV (3)

m� > 10 MeV (4)

m� < 1MeV (5)

1

⇤2

⇥
�̄�µe

⇤ ⇥
n̄�µp

⇤
+ h.c. (6)

n ! p+ e� + ⌫̄ (7)

� + n ! p+ e� ) �+ AN

Z
!

�
AN�1

Z+1

�+
⇤
+ e� (8)

dR

dER

/

Z
dv v f(v) (9)

dR

dER

/ �

✓
ER �

m2

�

2MN

◆
(10)

� (11)

1

⇤2

⇥
�̄�µPR⌫

⇤ ⇥
n̄�µn

⇤
(12)

1

Generated asymmetry: 
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Operator/Decay Initial State Final state �M (MeV) m� Bench (GeV) Current constraint on Br Irre-Background for Br

Bd  + n (udd) 4340.07

3.3 < 8.7%

⇠ 10�5

O =  b u d Bs  + ⇤ (uds) 4251.21 ⇠ 10�5

b̄ !  u d B+  + p (duu) 4341.05 0

⇤b  ̄ + ⇡0 5484.5 ⇠ 10�5

Bd  + ⇤ (usd) 4163.95

3.3 < 4.8%

⇠ 10�5

O =  b u s Bs  + ⌅0 (uss) 4025.03 ⇠ 10�5

b̄ !  u s B+  + ⌃+ (uus) 4089.95 0

⇤b  ̄ + K0 5121.9 ⇠ 10�5

Bd  + ⇤c + ⇡� (cdd) 2853.60

2.5 < 4.2%

⇠ (2�5)⇥10�4

O =  b c d Bs  + ⌅0
c (cds) 2895.02 ⇠ (2�5)⇥10�4

b̄ !  c d B+  + ⇤c (dcu) 2992.86 0

⇤b  ̄ + D
0

3754.7 ⇠ (2�5)⇥10�4

Bd  + ⌅0
c (csd) 2807.76

2.5 < 1.7%

⇠ (5�10)⇥10�3

O =  b c s Bs  + ⌦c (css) 2671.69 ⇠ (5�10)⇥10�3

b̄ !  c s B+  + ⌅+
c (csu) 2810.36 0

⇤b  ̄ + D� + K+ 3256.2 ⇠ (5�10)⇥10�3

TABLE I. [ME: Still need to improve the table a lot]. Maybe add another column with info about Y constraints? Because
some may be easier to constrain indirectly. Likely the first two.

3. Summary

We have examined the reach of B-factories for B me-
son decays into a visible baryon, missing energy and any
number of mesons in the final state. Given the current
luminosity accumulated at B-factories and that the ini-
tial momentum of the decay is known, B-factories have
in principle a sensitivity of ⇠ 10�6 � 10�5 to Br(B !
 + Baryon + X). We find, a priori, a limiting factor
to these searches which arises from slow neutrons and
anti-neutrons that may be missed in the electromagnetic
calorimeter and may fake a missing energy signal. Given
our analysis, and assuming all the neutrons and anti-
neutrons are missed, an actual sensitivity of:

Br(B+ !  p + X) �
�b̄! ud

�b
⇠ 10�5 , (15a)

Br(B+ !  ⇤ + X) �
�b̄! us

�b
⇠ 10�5 , (15b)

Br(B+ !  ⌅+

c + X) �
�b̄! cd

�b
⇠(2�5)⇥10�4 , (15c)

Br(B+ !  ⇤c + X) �
�b̄! cs

�b
⇠(5�10)⇥10�3 ,

(15d)

[ME: I need to think more about the last two]
[ME: Add table with: The di↵erent decay

modes, current constraints, a benchmark for m ,
and possible irreducible backgrounds. ]

C. Possibilities for the LHC

[GE: Check in on the status of the new CMS trigger]
[GA: Perhaps discuss what Zoltan mentioned in

his email:
Oh, and I do not know if I told you (I think I

may have told Ann) that late 2018 I talked to a
friend on LHCb about these decays. He pointed
out to me that on LHCb such a 2-body B de-
cay, with only one of the particles visible, would
be almost impossible to identify. However, if you
put the same partonic process in Lambda b de-
cay, then you can get a three-body decay (meson
+ meson + MET), and so having a displaced ver-
tex from the 2 reconstructed mesons may help
enough to beat down backgrounds. I thought
they were working on it a year ago, but I can-
not recall any limits becoming public since then.
Of course, the hadronic matrix element is only a
harder calculation in this case, but if a signal is
seen, then that would motivate major e↵orts in
that direction. I’ll let you know if I hear anything
back about the experimental status.]

D. Exclusive vs. inclusive decays

While the baryogenesis mechanism ultimately only
cares about the inclusive B !  + Baryon + X branch-
ing ratio, the experimental searches discussed above are
best suited to test exclusive final states. In fact, the
presence of additional hadronic states accompanying the
final-state baryon can significantly modify the expected
sensitivities estimated in (??). It is therefore crucial to
estimate the relative size of the exclusive modes that con-

G. Elor
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The Lagrangian term

Ld = yd  ̄B �B � , (9)

is allowed by all the symmetries and mediates the decay
Eq. (7).

Since the  ̄B decay occurs quickly, its dark anti-baryon
asymmetry is simply transferred to �⇤B. This fixed asym-
metry in �⇤B (and �̄) then comprises up to ⇠ 80% of dark
matter. The symmetric components of �B and � tend
to be overproduced, but may be su�ciently depleted by
dark sector annihilations. We assume this and don’t com-
ment further since it has no bearing on the Mesogenesis
mechanism6.

However, the asymmetries in �⇤B and �̄ cannot account
for the entirety of dark matter since B+ doesn’t have
enough mass to decay to both ⇠ 5 GeV of asymmetric
dark matter and a SM baryon simultaneously. Thus, be-
tween ⇠ 20 � 80% of dark matter has to be outside of
the asymmetric components of � and �B . The precise
amount of other dark matter is solely a function of m�B

and m�, since their asymmetries are just opposite the
BAU. There are two simple possibilities: 1) the rest of
dark matter is from a symmetric amount of �s and �Bs
or 2) the rest of dark matter is just some other dark sec-
tor state(s), unrelated a priori to the B+

c Mesogenesis
scenario.

Since either of these dark matter choices is not essen-
tial to B+

c Mesogenesis, we relegate further discussion to
App. A 3. Fig. 1 summarizes the mechanism. With this
bird’s eye view, we proceed to detail a simple UV model.

A. UV Model

The decay in Eq. (3b) proceeds through a dimension
six, four fermion operator. Following the UV model of
[30], we add a colored triplet scalar � with electric charge
assignment QEM = �1/3 and baryon number B = �2/3.
The following Lagrangian is then allowed by all the sym-
metries:

L� = �

X

i,j

yij�
⇤ūiRd

c
jR �

X

k

y Bk�d
c
kR B + h.c., (10)

where the flavor indices i, j, k account for all flavorful
variations of this model, as there is no a priori reason to
assume a specific flavor structure. Such a model has a
simple Supersymmetric realization [48] where the medi-
ator � can be identified with a right handed squark. As
such, � is constrained by collider searches for Supersym-
metric particles and must be heavier than about 1 TeV
(see [36] for detailed bounds from colliders and flavor ob-
servables).

6
For details on depleting the symmetric abundances, see [30].

Interaction Parton decay B+ decay

 ̄B b ūc d b̄ !  ̄B u d B+
!  ̄B + p+ (uud)

 ̄B b ūc s b̄ !  ̄B u s B+
!  ̄B + ⌃+ (uus)

 ̄B b c̄c d b̄ !  ̄B c d B+
!  ̄B + ⇤+

c (ucd)

 ̄B b c̄c s b̄ !  ̄B c s B+
!  ̄B + ⌅+

c (ucs)

TABLE I. Here we present the four di↵erent flavorful varia-
tions of the operator Eq. (11), and the corresponding parton-
level decays and final state hadron decay products. Con-
straints on the branching fraction for each operator can be
found in [36].

Integrating out the heavy �, we arrive at the following
operator which mediates meson decays:

O =
y2

M2
�

 ̄Bbū
c
idj + h.c. , (11)

where y2 ⌘ yij y B3. This particular flavor structure is
all that is necessary for B+

c Mesogenesis, but could be
part of a larger UV model with other non-zero Yukawas
as in Eq. (10). Note that this operator conserves baryon
number. It mediates the parton level decay b̄ !  ̄Buidj
within the meson decay Eq. (3b). There are four possible
flavorful variations of Eq. (11) leading to di↵erent final
state SM baryons from the B+ decay. Table I summarizes
these four possible decay modes. Eq. (11) also gives rise
to decays of neutral B0

s,d mesons and b-flavored baryons
which can be used to indirectly probe the mechanism (see
Table I of [36]).

B. Results

The Boltzmann equations for the BAU are greatly sim-
plified since all the decays in Eq. (3) occur very quickly at
MeV temperatures. The evolution of the baryon asym-
metry is then governed by

d

dt
(nB � nB̄)+3H (nB � nB̄) = (12)

� 2�B
�n�

X

B+

BrB
+

B+

X

f

afCPBr
f

B+
c
,

where we have defined �B
� ⌘ ��Br(� ! q)Br(q ! Bc).

See App. A for details (as well as [31]).
We numerically integrate Eq. (12) while tracking �,

Hubble (see Eq. (2)), and the particles in the decays of
Eqs. (3) and (7). We allow the values of the experimen-

tal observables
P

B+ BrB
+

B+ and
P

f a
f
CPBr

f

B+
c

to be free

parameters and find:

YB

Y obs
B

'

P
B+ BrB

+

B+

10�3

P
f a

f
CPBr

f

B+
c

6.45⇥ 10�5

TR

20 MeV

2mB+
c

m�
, (13)

where Y obs
B = 8.69⇥ 10�11 is the observed baryon asym-

metry today [49].
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Baryon asymmetry is related to experimental observables:
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The Lagrangian term

Ld = yd  ̄B �B � , (9)

is allowed by all the symmetries and mediates the decay
Eq. (7).

Since the  ̄B decay occurs quickly, its dark anti-baryon
asymmetry is simply transferred to �⇤B. This fixed asym-
metry in �⇤B (and �̄) then comprises up to ⇠ 80% of dark
matter. The symmetric components of �B and � tend
to be overproduced, but may be su�ciently depleted by
dark sector annihilations. We assume this and don’t com-
ment further since it has no bearing on the Mesogenesis
mechanism6.

However, the asymmetries in �⇤B and �̄ cannot account
for the entirety of dark matter since B+ doesn’t have
enough mass to decay to both ⇠ 5 GeV of asymmetric
dark matter and a SM baryon simultaneously. Thus, be-
tween ⇠ 20 � 80% of dark matter has to be outside of
the asymmetric components of � and �B . The precise
amount of other dark matter is solely a function of m�B

and m�, since their asymmetries are just opposite the
BAU. There are two simple possibilities: 1) the rest of
dark matter is from a symmetric amount of �s and �Bs
or 2) the rest of dark matter is just some other dark sec-
tor state(s), unrelated a priori to the B+

c Mesogenesis
scenario.

Since either of these dark matter choices is not essen-
tial to B+

c Mesogenesis, we relegate further discussion to
App. A 3. Fig. 1 summarizes the mechanism. With this
bird’s eye view, we proceed to detail a simple UV model.

A. UV Model

The decay in Eq. (3b) proceeds through a dimension
six, four fermion operator. Following the UV model of
[30], we add a colored triplet scalar � with electric charge
assignment QEM = �1/3 and baryon number B = �2/3.
The following Lagrangian is then allowed by all the sym-
metries:

L� = �

X

i,j

yij�
⇤ūiRd

c
jR �

X

k

y Bk�d
c
kR B + h.c., (10)

where the flavor indices i, j, k account for all flavorful
variations of this model, as there is no a priori reason to
assume a specific flavor structure. Such a model has a
simple Supersymmetric realization [48] where the medi-
ator � can be identified with a right handed squark. As
such, � is constrained by collider searches for Supersym-
metric particles and must be heavier than about 1 TeV
(see [36] for detailed bounds from colliders and flavor ob-
servables).

6
For details on depleting the symmetric abundances, see [30].

Interaction Parton decay B+ decay

 ̄B b ūc d b̄ !  ̄B u d B+
!  ̄B + p+ (uud)

 ̄B b ūc s b̄ !  ̄B u s B+
!  ̄B + ⌃+ (uus)

 ̄B b c̄c d b̄ !  ̄B c d B+
!  ̄B + ⇤+

c (ucd)

 ̄B b c̄c s b̄ !  ̄B c s B+
!  ̄B + ⌅+

c (ucs)

TABLE I. Here we present the four di↵erent flavorful varia-
tions of the operator Eq. (11), and the corresponding parton-
level decays and final state hadron decay products. Con-
straints on the branching fraction for each operator can be
found in [36].

Integrating out the heavy �, we arrive at the following
operator which mediates meson decays:

O =
y2

M2
�

 ̄Bbū
c
idj + h.c. , (11)

where y2 ⌘ yij y B3. This particular flavor structure is
all that is necessary for B+

c Mesogenesis, but could be
part of a larger UV model with other non-zero Yukawas
as in Eq. (10). Note that this operator conserves baryon
number. It mediates the parton level decay b̄ !  ̄Buidj
within the meson decay Eq. (3b). There are four possible
flavorful variations of Eq. (11) leading to di↵erent final
state SM baryons from the B+ decay. Table I summarizes
these four possible decay modes. Eq. (11) also gives rise
to decays of neutral B0

s,d mesons and b-flavored baryons
which can be used to indirectly probe the mechanism (see
Table I of [36]).

B. Results

The Boltzmann equations for the BAU are greatly sim-
plified since all the decays in Eq. (3) occur very quickly at
MeV temperatures. The evolution of the baryon asym-
metry is then governed by

d

dt
(nB � nB̄)+3H (nB � nB̄) = (12)

� 2�B
�n�

X

B+

BrB
+

B+

X

f

afCPBr
f

B+
c
,

where we have defined �B
� ⌘ ��Br(� ! q)Br(q ! Bc).

See App. A for details (as well as [31]).
We numerically integrate Eq. (12) while tracking �,

Hubble (see Eq. (2)), and the particles in the decays of
Eqs. (3) and (7). We allow the values of the experimen-

tal observables
P

B+ BrB
+

B+ and
P

f a
f
CPBr

f

B+
c

to be free

parameters and find:

YB

Y obs
B

'

P
B+ BrB

+

B+

10�3

P
f a

f
CPBr

f

B+
c

6.45⇥ 10�5

TR

20 MeV

2mB+
c

m�
, (13)

where Y obs
B = 8.69⇥ 10�11 is the observed baryon asym-

metry today [49].

GE with Miguel Escudero and Ann Nelson, PRD, [arXiv:1810.00880] 
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Collider Signals of Baryogenesis and Dark Matter from B Mesons (B-Mesogenesis)

Direct Signals Indirect Signals

Aq
SL > 10�5
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FIG. 1. Summary of the collider implications of baryogenesis and dark matter from B mesons [1], i.e. B-Mesogenesis. The
distinctive signals of the mechanism are: i) the requirement that at least one of the semileptonic (CP) asymmetries in B0

q

decays is Aq
SL

> 10�5, ii) that both neutral and charged B mesons decay into a dark sector antibaryon (appearing as missing
energy in the detector), a visible baryon, and any number of light mesos with Br(B !  BM) > 10�4, iii) that b-flavored
baryons should decay into light mesons and missing energy at a rate Br(Bb !  M) > 10�4. In addition, we include as indirect
signals the various oscillation observables in the B0

q � B̄0

q system as they are linked to Aq
SL

, and the presence of a new TeV-scale
color-triplet scalar Y that is needed to trigger the B !  BM decay. We also highlight the existing experiments that can
probe each corresponding signal.
Notation: B : B meson, B : SM baryon, M : any number of light mesons,  : dark sector antibaryon (ME in the detector).

bound on such process is Br(B !  B M) . 10 % which
arises from inclusive decay measurements of B mesons
(see Sec. IV). The current lack of dedicated searches for
this B meson decay mode renders B-Mesogenesis rela-
tively unconstrained at present. Given that B factories
have reached sensitivities of order 10�5 for exclusive de-
cay modes involving missing-energy final states, such as
B ! K⌫̄⌫, we expect a substantial improvement on the
measurment of Br(B !  B M) once this decay mode is
targeted. Our estimates indicate that BaBar and Belle
should be able to test large regions of the relevant pa-
rameter space, while we expect that Belle II and LHCb
could be able to fully test the mechanism by searching
for these processes.

B-Mesogenesis directly relates the matter-antimatter
asymmetry of the Universe to the CP violation in the
neutral B0

d and B0
s meson mixing systems. Although

many BSM scenarios can lead to non-standard CP vi-
olation in the B meson system, see e.g. [44], prior to
the work of [1], there existed no mechanisms that could
directly connect such CP violation to the baryon asym-
metry of the Universe. Therefore, B-Mesogenesis makes
current and upcoming measurements of CP violation in
the neutral B meson system not only a powerful probe
of BSM physics but also a potential test of the physics of
baryogenesis.

Additionally and as discussed above, B-Mesogenesis
requires the existence of a new bosonic colored mediator
in order for B mesons to decay into a baryon and miss-
ing energy. Thus, searches for heavy colored scalars at
ATLAS and CMS lead to relevant implications for the

mechanism. In particular, multi-jet and jet plus missing
energy searches at the LHC have a direct connection to
Br(B !  B M).

Given the exciting possibility of generating baryogen-
esis and dark matter from B mesons and the potential
for B-Mesogenesis to be tested at hadron colliders and B
factories, in this work we set up an enterprise to shape
the experimental signatures of the mechanism proposed
in [1]. In particular, we study the reach of current and
upcoming collider experiments to the new decay mode
B !  B M, the implications from CP violation mea-
surements in the B meson system, and the phenomenol-
ogy of TeV-scale color-triplet scalars. The conclusion of
this paper is that B-Mesogenesis could be fully confirmed
at current hadron colliders and B factories. It is our in-
tention for this work to provide a roadmap for experi-
mental e↵orts directed to uncovering the mechanism re-
sponsible for baryogenesis and dark matter production.

This paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we be-
gin by reviewing the key ingredients and features of the
B-Mesogenesis mechanism, including an updated calcu-
lation of the early-Universe dynamics that allow us to
refine the predictions for B-meson observables. Sec. III
is devoted to the study of the implications of current
and upcoming measurements of CP violation in mixing
in B0

d and B0
s mesons. In particular, we use these mea-

surements to set a theoretical lower bound on Br(B !
 B M). In Sec. IV, we review the current experimen-
tal limits on B !  B M decays and comment on the
prospects for B factories and LHC experiments. Next,
in Sec. V we consider the various collider implications of

Independent of UV model. Given a UV model there will be even more signals!

G. Elor



Discovering B Mesogenesis
Could be fully tested in but a few years.
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• The excited baryon promptly 
decay at the same decay point 
as original decay, allowing one 
to trigger on this decay.

G. Elor

• Search for decays of B mesons 
and b-Flavored baryons into an 
excited baryon in the final state 
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Abstract A model that can simultaneously explain Dark
Matter relic density and the apparent matter anti-matter
imbalance of the universe has been recently proposed.
The model requires b-hadron branching fractions to Dark
Matter at the per mille level. The b-hadrons decay to a
dark sector baryon, yDS, which has a mass in the region
940 MeV/c2  m(yDS)  4430 MeV/c2. In this paper, we
discuss the sensitivity of the LHCb experiment to search for
this dark baryon, covering different types of topology and
giving prospects for Runs 3 and 4 of the LHC, as well as for
the proposed Phase-II Upgrade. We show that the LHCb ex-
periment can cover the entire mass range of the hypothetical
dark baryon.

1 Introduction

Despite the long standing success of the Standard Model
(SM) of particle physics, there is experimental evidence for
New Physics that is not explained by the SM. The most tan-
talising signs for New Physics are the apparent existence of
Dark Matter and the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the uni-
verse. Recently, a model has been proposed that can simul-
taneously explain these two pressing unknowns [1, 2]. In
this model, neutral B mesons oscillate and then decay into
a neutral dark-sector baryon (hereafter called yDS) plus SM
hadrons. The matter anti-matter imbalance is then propor-
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be-mail: veronika.chobanova@cern.ch
ce-mail: xabier.cid.vidal@cern.ch
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tional [1] to

YB µÂ
s,d

As,d
SL ⇥B(B0

s,d ! yDSX) =

Â
s,d

����
DGs,d

Dms,d cos(fs,d � arg(G s,d
12 ))

����sin(fs,d � arg(G s,d
12 ))

⇥B(B0
s,d ! yDSX) ,

where the semileptonic asymmetry is defined as

As,d
SL =

G (B0
s,d ! f )�G (B0

s,d ! f̄ )

G (B0
s,d ! f )+G (B0

s,d ! f̄ )

with a final state f ( f̄ ) that is specific to B0
s,d(B

0
s,d). It

has been directly measured by several experiments, be-
ing the world averages Ad

SL = (�21 ± 17) ⇥ 10�4 and
As

SL = (�6±28)⇥10�4 [3]. Alternatively, it can be in-
directly inferred through the B0

s,d mixing parameters
Dms,d , DGs,d , fs,d and G s,d

12 . In the SM as well as
in New Physics models with negligible contributions to
DF = 1 penguins, these asymmetries are predicted to be
Ad

SL = (�4.73±0.42)⇥10�4 and As
SL = (0.205 ± 0.018)⇥

10�4 [4], where similar values are found in Ref. [5]. Note
that, since one needs a positive value for the semileptonic
asymmetry in order to obtain a matter-dominated universe,
the possibility of having the baryogenesis mechanism lead
by B0

s decays to dark-sector baryons is significantly favoured
over those of B0 mesons.

In order to fulfill the observed matter anti-matter imbal-
ance, the inclusive branching fractions of b hadrons decay-
ing into the dark-sector baryon must be relatively large, &
10�4, with experimental upper limits  O(10%) [2]. Such
relatively high values could in principle also modify Gs/Gd
if they have different values for B0

s mesons compared to B0
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Why Neutral B Mesons?

b̄
d

b̄
s

B0
d B0

s

∼ 5.3 GeV

G. Elor

• Kinematics: Dark baryons must be GeV scale. Only B mesons are heavy 
enough to decay into GeV scale. Charge dark particle under lepton number 
instead, then it can be light.  

• Neutral D Mesons don’t have a lot of CP violation in their oscillations, but 
charged D Mesons have a lot of CP violation in their decays.

c

ū
d
s̄

D0 K0

∼ 0.5 GeV

c

d̄

D+

∼ 1.8 GeV

b̄
u

B+

3

FIG. 1. An illustration of the way in which B+
c Mesogenesis realizes the Sakharov conditions. Out-of-equilibrium � decays

to B±
c mesons are followed by their CP-violating decays to B±s. These in turn decay to both SM and dark baryons while

preserving baryon number. The intermediate  Bs quickly decay to Z2 odd �s and �Bs which comprise up to ⇠ 80% of dark
matter.

In both of these Charged B Mesogenesis scenarios,
there is a lingering dark sector baryon asymmetry equal
and opposite to the BAU. Thanks to lower bounds on
(dark) baryon masses, this dark baryon asymmetry is
always guaranteed to comprise at least ⇠ 20% of dark
matter, perhaps even all of it, depending on the masses
of the dark sector states. In what follows, we describe
the mechanisms, parameter spaces, current constraints
and signals of these two distinct Charged B Mesogenesis
frameworks.

III. B+
c MESOGENESIS

In B+
c Mesogenesis, the BAU is generated from the

decays:

B+
c !B+ + f , (3a)

B+
!  ̄B + B

+, (3b)

where f is a neutral light meson, B+ is a charged SM
baryon, and  B is a dark sector Dirac fermion with
baryon number B = 1. The CPV in the first decay satis-
fies one of Sakharov’s conditions and could have both SM
and new physics contributions. See e.g. [45] for a list of
the nine expected SM decays Eq. (3a). For a particular
final state f , this CPV is parameterized by the charge
asymmetry observable:

Af
CP =

�(B+
c ! f)� �(B�

c ! f̄)

�(B+
c ! f) + �(B�

c ! f̄)
. (4)

The produced B+ quickly decays into a SM charged
baryon B

+ and dark sector anti-baryon  ̄B. Note that
this decay conserves baryon number. The net result of
both decays in Eq. (3) is the generation of equal and
opposite baryon asymmetries between the dark and SM
sectors. In fact, the SM baryon yield, YB, is proportional

to experimental observables in B+
c and B+ decays:

YB ⌘
nB � nB̄

s
/

X

f

afCPBr
f

B+
c
⇥

X

B+

BrB
+

B+ , (5)

afCP ⌘ Af
CP/

⇣
1 +Af

CP

⌘
,

Brf
B+

c
⌘ Br

�
B+

c ! B+ + f
�
,

BrB
+

B+ ⌘ Br
�
B+

!  ̄B + B
+
�
.

Above, s is the entropy density in the SM bath.
To prevent proton decay, we require4

m B > mp �me ' 937.8MeV . (6)

This lower mass bound instead permits  B to decay to
a proton, electron, and neutrino.5 This decay could
washout the generated baryon asymmetry. To prevent
this, we minimally expand the dark sector to allow  B to
rapidly decay into additional dark sector states (similar
to the setup in [30]). We add two more dark sector par-
ticles: a Dirac fermion � and a complex scalar �B with
B = 1, to allow  ̄B to quickly decay:

 ̄B ! �⇤B + �̄ . (7)

To stabilize �B, we introduce a Z2 symmetry under
which � and �B are odd and  B is even and require

|m�B �m�| < mp +me . (8)

4
Neutron stars may place a slightly tighter bound, but have in-

herent astrophysical and model uncertainties [46], so we ignore

these for now.
5
Strictly speaking, there is a fine-tuned possibility that  B satsfies

Eq. (6), but still cannot decay to a proton and electron. In this

sliver of parameter space,  B is stable, additional dark sector

states are unnecessary, and  B could cause neutron decays which

may address its lifetime anomaly (see e.g. [47]). However, we do

not consider this further.



CPV in Charged D Decays

u

Standard Model decays to an odd number of charged pions 12

D+ decay mode Af
CP /10

�2 Brf
D+/10

�2

K0
S⇡

+
�0.41± 0.09 1.562± 0.031

K�⇡+⇡+
�0.18± 0.16 9.38± 0.16

K�⇡+⇡+⇡0
�0.3± 0.6± 0.4 5.98± 0.08± 0.16⇤ [? ]

K0
S⇡

+⇡0
�0.1± 0.7± 0.2 6.99± 0.09± 0.25⇤ [? ]

K0
S⇡

+⇡+⇡� 0.0± 1.2± 0.3 3.122± 0.046± 0.096⇤ [? ]

⇡+⇡0 2.4± 1.2 (1.247± 0.033)⇥ 10�1

⇡+⌘ 1.0± 1.5 (3.77± 0.09)⇥ 10�1

⇡+⌘0(958) �0.6± 0.7 (4.97± 0.19)⇥ 10�1

K+K�⇡+ 0.37± 0.29 (9.35± 0.17± 0.24)⇤ ⇥ 10�1 [? ]

�⇡+ 0.01± 0.09 (5.70± 0.05± 0.13)⇥ 10�1

a0(1450)
0⇡+

�19± 12+8
�11 4.57.0�1.8 ⇥ 10�2 a

�(1680)⇡+
�9± 22± 14 4.9+4.0

�1.9 ⇥ 10�3 b

⇡+⇡+⇡�
�1.7± 4.2 (3.27± 0.18)⇥ 10�1

a this only includes the subsequent decay mode in which a0(1450) ! K+K�
b this only includes the subsequent decay mode in which �(1680) ! K+K�

TABLE VI. Summary of D+ decay modes which violate CP and involve an odd number of ⇡± and therefore help to generate
a dark-sector lepton asymmetry.

where �⇡+ is the total ⇡
± decay rate. Again, we’re having to assume all these decays are faster than any possible SM

annihilation terms. We’re also neglecting � decays into lighter quarks which could hadronize into pions. Likewise,
for ⇡

� we have

dn⇡�

dt
+ 3Hn⇡� = nD�

�
�D�Br

�
D

�
! ⇡

� + other
�

+ 2�D�Br
�
D

�
! 2⇡

� + other
��

+ �D+Br
�
D

+
! ⇡

� + other
�
nD+ � �⇡+n⇡� . (B4)

b. `d/
¯̀
d:

dn`d

dt
+ 3Hn`d = �⇡+Br

�
⇡

+
! l

+
`d

�
n⇡+ . (B5)

We’re assuming all annihilations are slow, `d is stable, and back scatters of l
+
`d ! ⇡

+ are slow. Likewise, for the
conjugate we find

dn¯̀
d

dt
+ 3Hn¯̀

d
= �⇡+Br

�
⇡

�
! l

� ¯̀
d

�
n⇡� . (B6)

To find the generated lepton asymmetry, we just take the di↵erence of our `d/
¯̀
d Boltzmann equations:

Note: �⇡+Br
�
⇡

+
! l

+
`d

�
= �⇡�Br

�
⇡

�
! l

� ¯̀
d

�

)
d

dt

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
+ 3H

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
= �⇡+Br

�
⇡

+
! l

+
`d

�
(n⇡+ � n⇡�) . (B7)
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We present a testable mechanism of low-scale baryogenesis and dark matter production in which
neither baryon nor lepton number are violated. Charged D mesons are produced out-of-equilibrium
at tens of MeV temperatures. The D mesons quickly undergo CP-violating decays to charged pions,
which then decay into dark-sector leptons without violating lepton number. To transfer this lepton
asymmetry to the baryon asymmetry, the dark leptons scatter on additional dark-sector states
charged under lepton and baryon number. Amusingly, this transfer proceeds without electroweak
sphalerons, which are no longer active at such low scales. We present two example models which
can achieve this transfer while remaining consistent with current limits. The required amount
of CP violation in charged D meson decays, while currently allowed, will be probed by colliders.
Additionally, the relevant decays of charged pions to dark-sector leptons have been constrained by
the PIENU experiment and will be further explored in upcoming experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

The standard model of inflationary cosmology pre-
dicts a Universe born with equal parts matter and anti-
matter, necessitating a dynamical mechanism to gener-
ate an asymmetry which seeds the complex structures
observed today. The required primordial baryon asym-
metry of the Universe (BAU) is inferred to be

Y
obs
B ⌘ (nB � nB̄)/s = (8.718± 0.004)⇥ 10�11

, (1)

from measurements of the Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground (CMB) [1, 2] and light element abundances af-
ter Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) [3, 4]. Discovering
baryogenesis, the mechanism responsible for generating
this asymmetry, is therefore critical to understanding our
very existence.

A mechanism of baryogenesis must satisfy the three
Sakharov conditions [5]; C and CP Violation (CPV),
baryon number violation, and departure from thermal
equilibrium. Many mechanisms of baryogenesis have
been proposed, including the perennial favorites: elec-
troweak baryogenesis [6–16] and leptogenesis [17]. But,
concrete realizations of these mechanisms encounter sig-
nificant challenges. Electroweak baryogenesis models of-
ten predict electric dipole moments of electrons, neu-
trons, and atoms which are ruled out by experiments [18].
On the other hand, leptogenesis models typically occur
at high scales and involve very massive particles, thereby
making experimental confirmation unlikely.1 Therefore,
exploring novel baryogenesis mechanisms is well moti-
vated, especially if they address other outstanding mys-
teries of the Standard Model of particle physics (SM) and
are discoverable in the near-future.

⇤
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†
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See [19] for an interesting proposal.

While the mechanism of baryogenesis is necessary to
explain the origin of the complex visible structures we
observe today, such structures only constitute roughly
5% of the energy budget of the Universe. The SM does
not explain the nature and origin of dark matter (DM),
the gravitationally inferred component of matter which
makes up roughly 26% of the energy of the Universe
[1, 2]. Experimental searches for DM at colliders and di-
rect detection experiments, together with studies of the
possible indirect e↵ects of DM in astrophysical observa-
tions, have yet to shed light on its nature.
Many particle physics models have been proposed to

explain the nature and origin of DM. However, with
the simplest scenarios becoming ever more constrained,
richer dark or hidden sectors containing multiple parti-
cles with new interactions and symmetries become more
interesting.2 Such dark sectors open up a host of new re-
constructable cosmological histories [20–22], which may
be tested by colliders [23–25], direct detection and neu-
trino experiments [26–31], and indirect searches [32–34].
Moreover, an interesting subset of those models also ex-
plain the BAU. For instance, in many models of Asym-
metric Dark Matter [35–38], DM carries a conserved
charge whose asymmetry is tied to the BAU in a uni-
fied framework that explains both asymmetries (e.g., [39],
and references therein).
In this work, we explore a novel scenario where a dark-

sector state is charged under lepton number. Assuming
late-time production at temperatures of order 20 MeV,
mesons which undergo CP-violating decays may then

2
While a rich dark sector may seem less compelling due to its com-

plexity, it is a well motivated scenario from a top-down perspec-

tive. Furthermore, the SM displays significant richness, present

authors included, despite its meager contribution to the energy

budget of the Universe. It would not be too surprising to discover

a dark sector with similar complexity.
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Generating a Lepton Asymmetry

2

FIG. 1. Summary of the mechanism by which a lepton asymmetry is produced from late-time production of charged D±

mesons. Here we consider CP-violating decays of the D± mesons into final states involving an odd number of charged pions.
The charged pions decay into dark- and visible-sector leptons without violating lepton number, producing equal and opposite
visible- and dark-sector asymmetries.

subsequently have their decay products quickly undergo
lepton-number-conserving decays into dark leptons. In
this way, an equal and opposite lepton asymmetry is gen-
erated between the visible and dark sectors. In particu-
lar, CP violation in chargedD

± meson decays followed by
prompt decays of charged pions to light, MeV-GeV scale
(dark) leptons may be used to generate such an asymme-
try. Intriguingly, this asymmetry is directly linked to SM
observables, making this mechanism testable at current
and upcoming experiments (see Fig. 1 for a summary).

While a late-time production of a lepton asymmetry
may be interesting in its own right, to explain the BAU,
the lepton asymmetry must generate a baryon asymme-
try. We achieve this by minimally extending the dark sec-
tor to include low-scale, dark scattering processes which
produce an equal and opposite baryon asymmetry in the
dark and visible sectors using the initial lepton asym-
metry.3 The SM baryon asymmetry is Frozen-In via
these dark-sector scatterings. In summary, we present
here a novel, testable, mechanism of low-scale baryogen-
esis and DM production utilizing SM D

± meson decays
at late times, e↵ectively making the Universe as we know
it at 20 MeV. In contrast with previous mechanisms such
as high-scale leptogenesis, this does not involve lepton-
or baryon-number violation and does not require Elec-
troweak sphalerons.

One of the most remarkable features of this model is
the ability to achieve baryogenesis, as well as the pro-
duction of DM, at such low temperatures. Reasonable
assumptions may lead one to conclude that a baryogen-
esis mechanism, regardless of the source of CP violation,
must set the asymmetry by T & 38 MeV [43]. Thus,
constructing models of low-scale baryogenesis can be a
challenge and there are only a few working examples (see

3
For other models which transfer an asymmetry from the dark

sector to the SM to realize baryogenesis, see e.g. [40–42].

e.g [44, 45]). Furthermore, recent proposals for solutions
to the gauge hierarchy problem such as Nnaturalness [46]
and cosmological relaxation [47] require the BAU to be
generated at a low scale.
If one holds out hope that the requisite CP violation

for baryogenesis exists in the SM, one is also inevitably
led to consider mechanisms at such low scales. It is often
claimed that there is not enough CP violation within the
SM alone to provide for the baryon asymmetry, regard-
less of the baryogenesis mechanism. However, there are
potentially abundant and untapped sources of CP viola-
tion in QCD resonances: meson oscillations [48, 49] and
meson decays, as in this work. Thus, there’s a relatively
unexplored swath of theory space in which the SM alone
provides the necessary CP violation via mesons, allowing
for di↵erent realizations of Mesogenesis.
This paper is organized as follows. First in Sec. II, we

introduce the mechanism. Next in Sec. III, we present the
details by which baryogenesis is achieved; we solve a set
of Boltzmann equations for the lepton and baryon asym-
metry and demonstrate that the BAU can be achieved in
light of known limits on the CP violation and branching
fractions ofD± mesons. We also discuss the way in which
the correct DM relic abundance can be achieved. Next
in Sec. IV, we present two models and demonstrate that
they can accommodate a sizeable dark-sector scattering
to produce the BAU. We conclude with a discussion of
possible extensions, additional variations of Mesogenesis,
and other future directions in Sec. V. App. A contains
a detailed derivation of the Boltzmann Equations. In
App. B, we tabulate the relevant D

± decay modes and
the current limits on their branching fractions and CP
asymmetries.

3

II. THE MECHANISM

We now introduce the mechanism of baryogenesis and
DM from D

± mesons. First, we assume the late decay of
an inflaton-like scalar field � into quarks and anti-quarks
when the temperature of the Universe was roughly tens
of MeV. In particular, we assume the decay occurs at
temperatures in the range TBBN . TR . TQCD, so that
the produced quarks hadronize but do not spoil the pre-
dictions of BBN. TR is the “reheat temperature” corre-
sponding to the time at which � decays. Such a field
� may arise naturally out of multi-field inflation models,
or may be identified as a flavon in the context of flavor
theories. While such models are interesting to consider,
for generality, we remain agnostic about the nature of �
and simply consider its mass and decay width (m�,��),
as well as relevant branching ratios introduced later.

The produced quarks and anti-quarks hadronize into
an equal number of mesons and anti-mesons. By ad-
justing the mass and decay width of �, we consider sce-
narios in which D

± mesons (with mass of 1.87 GeV)
are produced out of equilibrium. Thus, the tempera-
ture must be low enough so that D

± decay before an-
nihilating with other species. The D-meson lifetime is
⌧D = 1.5⇥ 109 MeV�1 [4], while the typical cross section
for hadrons is determined by the pion mass � ' m

�2
⇡ ⇠

O(10mb). Following the argument in [48], we find an up-
per bound on the reheat temperature such that the D

±

mesons decay before annihilating:

3.5MeV . TR . 20MeV . (2)

The lower bound of 3.5 MeV comes from the requirement
that the asymmetry generation completes before SM neu-
trino decoupling and we restrict our reheat temperatures
to this range [50–52].

TheD± mesons then undergo CP-violating decays into
an odd number of charged pions. Since these decays oc-
cur out of equilibrium, an asymmetry in charged pions is
temporarily generated. These charged pions themselves
quickly decay into a lighter, dark-sector Dirac fermion
`d which carries visible sector lepton number (L = +1).
Since annihilations of pions are subdominant to their de-
cays for the range of temperatures in Eq. (2), these fast
pion decays are able to happen before any appreciable
washout of the temporary pion asymmetry. By intro-
ducing this new, dark-sector decay channel for pions, an
asymmetry can start to form between the dark and visible
sectors. Without it, the generated charged pion asymme-
tries would wash out.

We consider decays of charged pions into dark and SM
leptons that proceed through an e↵ective operator of the
form

O =
1

⇤2

h
d̄�µ

u

ih
¯̀
d�µ`

i
+ h.c. , (3)

where ` is a SM charged lepton and �µ represents all pos-
sible distinct Lorentz tensors. The UV model from which
the operator in Eq. (3) arises depends on the Lorentz

structure. For instance, a scalar operator could arise from
a charged scalar mediator similar to [53], while a vector
operator could arise from a new vector of a left-right sym-
metric model e.g. [27]. Depending on the UV model, to
be consistent with current constraints, the scale ⇤ could
be anywhere from hundreds of GeV to a few TeV.
The result of the fast decays,

⇡
+
! `d + `

+
, m`d < m⇡+ �m` , (4)

along with the conjugate decays, is the generation of a
lepton asymmetry in the dark sector

Y`d ⌘

✓
n`d � n¯̀

d

s

◆
, (5)

which is equal and opposite to a lepton asymmetry cre-
ated in the visible sector. Throughout this work, we use
the common co-moving yield variables Y defined as the
ratio of the number density to the entropy density in the
SM bath. In the absence of any other lepton-charged,
dark-sector states, Y`d = Y

dark
L , the total lepton asym-

metry in the dark sector. But, in later sections, we intro-
duce additional dark-sector leptons in order to generate
the baryon asymmetry, resulting in Y`d  Y

dark
L .4 Re-

gardless, since we never introduce lepton-violating inter-
actions, the following is always true:

Y
dark
L = �Y

SM
L . (6)

In this way, lepton asymmetries are generated in both the
dark and visible sectors while conserving the total lepton
number of the Universe.5

The generated lepton asymmetry is directly related to
SM observables,

Y
dark
L / Br`d⇡

X

f

A
f
CPBr

f
D+ , (7)

where Br`d⇡ ⌘ Br (⇡+
! `d + `

+), the sum is over final
states f which contain an odd number of ⇡±, and A

f
CP

is the CP violation observable for a given decay mode,
defined by

A
f
CP =

�(D+
! f)� �(D�

! f̄)

�(D+ ! f) + �(D� ! f̄)
. (8)

BrfD+ ⌘ Br (D+
! f) is the branching fraction of theD+

decay (the relevant decay modes and the current limits
on their branching fractions and CPV are summarized in
Table. III). The current limits on Br`d⇡ may be extracted

4
In much of the parameter space that results in the measured

baryon asymmetry, the dark lepton asymmetry is much greater

and Y`d ⇡ Y dark
L even after baryogenesis completes.

5
This mechanism does not require lepton number violation. But

the presence of lepton violation, for instance in neutrino masses,

will not spoil this mechanism.
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where the Hubble parameter is given by

H
2 =

8⇡

3M2
Pl

(⇢rad +m�n�) . (14)

We assume that � was in equilibrium at some high tem-
perature with the bath and as such has a number density
/ T

3. While it may be possible to achieve this mecha-
nism in an inflationary model where � is identified as
the inflaton, this assumption of high-temperature equi-
librium simplifies this analysis at the cost of presuming
other scalars responsible for inflation.

Since the focus in this section is on the lepton asymme-
try, we assume a minimal dark sector with only `d and ¯̀

d

and do not include any additional dark-sector states or
interactions, deferring this discussion to Sec. III B. Since
the formation and subsequent decay of the D

± meson
and the following decay of the ⇡

± meson occurs quickly
(before any scattering e↵ects can significantly change the
abundance of these mesons), the generated dark-sector
lepton asymmetry can be written simply as (for a de-
tailed derivation, see App. A)

d

dt

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
+ 3H

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
= (15)

2 �D
�n�Br

`d
⇡

X

f

N
f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+ ,

where N
f
⇡ is the number of ⇡

+ minus the num-
ber of ⇡

� in each channel labeled by f . Note
that only decay modes with an odd number of
charged pions contribute, as expected. Here we de-
fine �D

� ⌘ ��Br(� ! c)Br(c ! D) (where we account
for the possibility that � can also populate dark-sector
states). Also, a

f
CP ⌘ A

f
CP /(1 +A

f
CP ) ⇡ A

f
CP for most

decay channels since A
f
CP is a small number. The sum

is over the exclusive rates to each of the final states f

listed in Table III. In this way, an asymmetry in `d is
generated, as defined in Eq. (5), that is equal and op-
posite to an asymmetry generated in the visible-sector
leptons. This asymmetry is interestingly related to ob-
servable CP-asymmetries and branching fractions in SM
mesons systems. Critically, note again that the total lep-
ton number of the Universe is actually conserved, as we
have not introduced any lepton-number-violating inter-
actions.

We numerically integrate the above set of Boltzmann
equations and float the values of

P
f N

f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+ , Br

`d
⇡ ,

TR, and m� to discover the parameter space in which a
sizable lepton asymmetry may be generated. We find

Y
dark
L

Y
obs
B

'
Br`d⇡
10�3

P
f N

f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+

3⇥ 10�5

TR

20MeV

10GeV

m�
. (16)

If all the lepton asymmetry can be instantaneously con-
verted into a baryon asymmetry, then the SM baryon
asymmetry will be Y

SM
B = Y

dark
L . In practice, the

dark-sector dynamics need not transfer the asymme-
try completely. Therefore, Eq. (16) represents a lower

FIG. 2. The shaded green region corresponds to values of
charged D meson and pion observable needed to produce a
lepton asymmetry that is equal to or greater than the ob-
served baryon asymmetry Y obs

B . The contours correspond to
solving the Boltzmann equations Eq. (15), as summarized in
Eq. (16), with values of (m�, TR) = (5GeV, 20MeV) which
correspond to maximizing the produced asymmetry. The dot-
ted gray line and the gray shaded region represents the current
limits on the pion branching fraction [54] and the limits on the
sum of the D meson CP asymmetry and branching fraction,
respectively.

bound on the observables such that baryogenesis can be
achieved. In Fig. 2, we show contours of Y

dark
L /Y

obs
B

for a range of values of the experimental observables
Br`d⇡ and

P
f N

f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+ . Also shown for reference

is the PSI constraint from Eq. (10) which holds when
5 MeV . m`d . 15 MeV.
Summing over the relevant D

± decay modes in Ta-
ble III, we find

X

f

N
f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+ =

�
�9.3⇥ 10�4

�+0.0031

�0.0039
, (17)

where the central value corresponds to taking the central
values of both A

f
CP and BrfD+ for each decay channel.

The lower bound corresponds to the “lowest-reasonable”
value for the sum and is calculated in the following way.
To make the sum as negative as possible, we take all Af

CP
values 1� below their mean. For channels with values of
A

f
CP which are still positive, we assume their correspond-

ing BrfD+ is 1� below the mean. For channels which in-

stead (now) have negative A
f
CP , we assume their corre-

sponding BrfD+ is 1� above the mean. The upper bound
in Eq. (17) is calculated in an analgous way. The mea-
sured central value is shown in dashed black in Fig. 2,
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while the solid gray region corresponds to the (absolute
value) of the most negative possible sum. Comparing
Eq. (17) to Eq. (16), it is clear that it is possible to gen-
erate a dark-sector lepton asymmetry that is orders of
magnitude larger than the measured baryon asymmetry.

Future, more precise measurements of Af
CP and BrfD+

for the various pion decay channels in Table III will shift
the gray, ruled-out region to the left. Such improvements
are expected to be made by experiments such as LHCb.
While A

f
CP are expected to be small in the SM, quanti-

fying them is plagued with the usual technical challenges
of the charm sector. If better SM predictions result in
A

f
CP which are smaller than we require for this mecha-

nism, new physics contributions could also enhance Af
CP

while keeping them within current experimental bounds.
The PIENU experiment has accessed the majority of

its data, and as such, an improvement in the sensitiv-
ity of Br`d⇡ is unlikely. However, the relevant mass range
could be extended as uncertainties are improved which
previously made certain areas of phase space di�cult to
probe. Additionally, next-generation experiments which
would improve the limit on the branching fraction are be-
ing proposed [58]. Note that for a given UV model gener-
ating Eq. (3), the branching ratio Br`d⇡ can be computed
and will depend on the scale of the higher-dimensional
operator ⇤. This in turn will be constrained by collider
and astrophysical searches in a model-dependent way.
For a charged scalar mediator model, we find that di-
rect constraints on the scale ⇤ do not exclude any of the
parameter space of Fig. 2.

B. Generating a Baryon Asymmetry

We now complete baryogenesis by elucidating the de-
tails by which equal and opposite baryon asymmetries in
the dark and visible sectors are frozen-in. We remain ag-
nostic about the dark-sector model which generates the
scattering process in Eq. (11), deferring a detailed dis-
cussion to Sec. IV. Instead, we compute how large the
cross section must be for the process in Eq. (11) to e�-
ciently transfer the dark lepton asymmetry to the mea-
sured baryon asymmetry of the Universe.

For simplicity, we take � to also decay to �1 and there-
fore require m�1 < m�, though another scalar could in-
stead be responsible for this late-time, out-of-equilibrium
�1 production. The number density of �1 therefore
evolves according to

dn�1

dt
+ 3Hn�1 = ��n�Br (� ! �1�̄1) (18)

� h�vin¯̀
d
n�1 ,

where h�vi is the thermally averaged cross section7 of the
baryon-transfer process in Eq. (11). Detailed derivations

7
While it is technically correct that this is a thermally averaged

FIG. 3. Numerical solutions for the yields of relevant
species for a benchmark point which produces the observed
baryon asymmetry. We take TR = 10 MeV, m� = 6 GeV,
Br (� ! �1�̄1) = 0.1, h�vi = 1 ⇥ 10�15 GeV�2, and Br`d⇡ =
10�3, and for

P
f N

f
⇡a

f
CPBr

f
D+ we take the maximum value

in Eq. (17) (although note that saturating this bound was
not required to get the right asymmetry). There are three
distinct phases which are delineated by vertical dashed, gray
lines, and are highlighted particularly in the top panel. See
the text for details.

of all of the Boltzmann equations in this section may be
found in App. A.
Recall that the evolution of the asymmetry in `d in

Eq. (15) simply tracked the production of a lepton asym-
metry. We modify this equation to include the relevant
scattering term and obtain the evolution equation for the
asymmetry in `d:

d

dt

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
+ 3H

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
= (19)

2�D
�n�Br

`d
⇡

X

f

N
f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+ � h�vin�1

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
.

For simplicity, we take n�1 ⇠ n�̄1 here as both are ini-
tially produced in equal amounts from � decays. The

cross section, the phase space distribution functions will not be

the usual thermal Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions. Rather,

they are determined by the kinematics of the relevant decays

and Hubble expansion.
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Br`dl+

⇡+ , TR, and m� and solve the Boltzmann equation to
explore the space of these parameters that would allow
for a sizable lepton asymmetry to be generated. We find

YL ' Y
meas
B

Br⇡

10�3

P
f N

f
⇡ a

f
CP Brf

D+

10�5

TR

20 MeV

10 GeV

m�
,

(14)

where the result is expressed in relation to Y
meas
B =

4 ⇥ 10�11; the observed baryon asymmetry. If all the
lepton asymmetry can be instantaneously converted into
a baryon asymmetry then YL = YB . In practice, we
would expect the dark sector dynamics to not transfer the
asymmetry one hundred percent e�ciently. Therefore,
Eq. (??) represents a lower bound on the the observables
such that baryogenesis can be achieved. Fig. ?? presents
these results of numerically solving the Boltzmann Equa-

tions; for a given value of experimental observable Br`dl+

⇡+

and
P

f N
f
⇡ a

f
CP Brf

D+ , we show bands (resulting from
varying the inflaton parameters (m�, ��) over the al-
lowed range) corresponding to YL = (1, 10, 100) ⇥ Y

meas
B .

The D
± decay modes into an odd number of final

state pions, and the current experimental limits on their
branching fraction and CP asymmetry, are summarized
in Table ??. Summing over the relevant decay modes, we
find X

f

N
f
⇡ a

f
CP Brf

D+ =
�
�9.3 ⇥ 10�4

�+0.0031

�0.0039
(15)

where the central value corresponds to taking the central
value of each decay channel, and the upper and lower
error bars correspond to the uncertainty in the positive
and negative. [GE: say better]. Note that a lepton asym-
metry results from a large positive ACP if `d carries anti-
lepton number (L = �1), while a large negative asymme-
try would require `d to be a dark lepton (L = 1). Since
our goal here is to remain agnostic about the details of
the model, we consider both possibilities [GE: and ex-
perimental should measure ALL the channels to confirm
which one. Discuss plans to measure pion decay at the
PIENU. LHCb and others will measure ACP for charged
D system better. Add refs for projected limits with up-
coming searches.]

Comparing Eq. (??) to Eq. (??) it is clear that it is
possible to generate a lepton asymmetry that is up to
two orders of magnitude larger than the required baryon
asymmetry. The gray bands in Fig. ?? correspond to the
experimentally excluded values of the observable.

[GE: Discussion about how ACP is small in the SM,
and a study of BSM contributions to ACP is plagued
with calculational di�culties?]

Note that the given a UV model generating Eq. (??),
the branching fraction Br(⇡±

! l
±+`d) can be computed

and will depend on the scale of the higher dimensional
operator ⇤, which in tern will be constrained collider and
astrophysical searches in a model-dependent way. For a
charged scalar mediator model we find that direct con-
straints on the scale ⇤ do not exclude any of the param-
eter space of Fig. ??.

Dark Leptons and Dark Baryons

Field Lepton no. Baryon no. Mass

�1 1 0 & 5 GeV

�2 0 -1 & 1.2 GeV

�1 0 1 & 5 GeV

�2 1 0 light

TABLE I. The two states dark �2 and �1 involved in the
scattering Eq.(??) may be charged under Standard Model
baryon or lepton number. In this case dark matter is multi-
component with contributions from �2 and �1.

IV. GENERATING A BARYON ASYMMETRY

To complete Baryogenesis we must transfer the lepton
asymmetry into a baryon asymmetry. The mechanism in-
troduced here is active at low temperatures and so Elec-
troweak sphalerons (which conserve B � L number but
not B and L separately) are no longer active when the
lepton asymmetry is generated, and cannot be leveraged
to transfer the asymmetry. Instead we minimally extend
the dark sector.

In order to transfer the dark lepton asymmetry into a
baryon asymmetry we consider scatterings of `d on addi-
tional dark sector fields that are charged under Standard
Model lepton number, baryon number or both. Critically,
this dark scattering can occur through an operator which
conserves the total baryon and lepton number of the Uni-
verse; an equal and opposite lepton asymmetry between
the dark and visible sectors is partially transferred to an
equal and opposite baryon asymmetry between the dark
and visible sectors. Schematically, we consider scatter-
ings of the form [RM: based on the future eqns, I think
we want `d (and not ¯̀

d) on the LHS below.][GE: This
depends on what sign of ACP we are model building for.
The age old question of at what point do we commit.]

¯̀
d + �1 ! �2 + BSM , (16)

where BSM is a SM baryon, and �1 and �2 are gauge sin-
glet dark sector states which may be fermions or scalars
depending on the exact dark sector model. The states �1

and �2 may be identified with a dark baryon and dark
lepton as summarized in Table ??. Alternatively, one
state can be neutral and the other a dark lepto-baryon;
charged under both Standard Model lepton and baryon
number as summarized in Table ??. Note that a dark
sector state carrying baryon number must have a mass
greater than 1.2 GeV in order to be consistent with the
observation of old neutron stars [? ], while a dark lepton
may be significantly lighter.

Depending on the details of the dark sector charge as-
signment and the UV model either �1 or �2 (or both) may
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while the solid gray region corresponds to the (absolute
value) of the most negative possible sum. Comparing
Eq. (17) to Eq. (16), it is clear that it is possible to gen-
erate a dark-sector lepton asymmetry that is orders of
magnitude larger than the measured baryon asymmetry.

Future, more precise measurements of Af
CP and BrfD+

for the various pion decay channels in Table III will shift
the gray, ruled-out region to the left. Such improvements
are expected to be made by experiments such as LHCb.
While A

f
CP are expected to be small in the SM, quanti-

fying them is plagued with the usual technical challenges
of the charm sector. If better SM predictions result in
A

f
CP which are smaller than we require for this mecha-

nism, new physics contributions could also enhance Af
CP

while keeping them within current experimental bounds.
The PIENU experiment has accessed the majority of

its data, and as such, an improvement in the sensitiv-
ity of Br`d⇡ is unlikely. However, the relevant mass range
could be extended as uncertainties are improved which
previously made certain areas of phase space di�cult to
probe. Additionally, next-generation experiments which
would improve the limit on the branching fraction are be-
ing proposed [58]. Note that for a given UV model gener-
ating Eq. (3), the branching ratio Br`d⇡ can be computed
and will depend on the scale of the higher-dimensional
operator ⇤. This in turn will be constrained by collider
and astrophysical searches in a model-dependent way.
For a charged scalar mediator model, we find that di-
rect constraints on the scale ⇤ do not exclude any of the
parameter space of Fig. 2.

B. Generating a Baryon Asymmetry

We now complete baryogenesis by elucidating the de-
tails by which equal and opposite baryon asymmetries in
the dark and visible sectors are frozen-in. We remain ag-
nostic about the dark-sector model which generates the
scattering process in Eq. (11), deferring a detailed dis-
cussion to Sec. IV. Instead, we compute how large the
cross section must be for the process in Eq. (11) to e�-
ciently transfer the dark lepton asymmetry to the mea-
sured baryon asymmetry of the Universe.

For simplicity, we take � to also decay to �1 and there-
fore require m�1 < m�, though another scalar could in-
stead be responsible for this late-time, out-of-equilibrium
�1 production. The number density of �1 therefore
evolves according to

dn�1

dt
+ 3Hn�1 = ��n�Br (� ! �1�̄1) (18)

� h�vin¯̀
d
n�1 ,

where h�vi is the thermally averaged cross section7 of the
baryon-transfer process in Eq. (11). Detailed derivations

7
While it is technically correct that this is a thermally averaged

FIG. 3. Numerical solutions for the yields of relevant
species for a benchmark point which produces the observed
baryon asymmetry. We take TR = 10 MeV, m� = 6 GeV,
Br (� ! �1�̄1) = 0.1, h�vi = 1 ⇥ 10�15 GeV�2, and Br`d⇡ =
10�3, and for

P
f N

f
⇡a

f
CPBr

f
D+ we take the maximum value

in Eq. (17) (although note that saturating this bound was
not required to get the right asymmetry). There are three
distinct phases which are delineated by vertical dashed, gray
lines, and are highlighted particularly in the top panel. See
the text for details.

of all of the Boltzmann equations in this section may be
found in App. A.
Recall that the evolution of the asymmetry in `d in

Eq. (15) simply tracked the production of a lepton asym-
metry. We modify this equation to include the relevant
scattering term and obtain the evolution equation for the
asymmetry in `d:

d

dt

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
+ 3H

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
= (19)

2�D
�n�Br

`d
⇡

X

f

N
f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+ � h�vin�1

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
.

For simplicity, we take n�1 ⇠ n�̄1 here as both are ini-
tially produced in equal amounts from � decays. The

cross section, the phase space distribution functions will not be

the usual thermal Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions. Rather,

they are determined by the kinematics of the relevant decays

and Hubble expansion.

GE with Robert McGehee PRD [arXiv:2011.06115]
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FIG. 4. An illustration of the way in which B+ Mesogenesis realizes the Sakharov conditions. At MeV scales, B± mesons
are produced and undergo CP violating SM decays to charged mesons M

± =
�
⇡±,K±, D±, D±

s ,K⇤+ . The charged mesons
subsequently decay into a dark lepton generating an equal and opposite dark and visible lepton asymmetry. Dark sector
scatterings involving dark states carrying lepton and baryon number then transfer the lepton asymmetry into an equal and
opposite dark and SM baryon asymmetry.

product of ACP⇥Br in Fig. 2 seems reasonable. As such,
B+

c Mesogenesis highly motivates both the search for and
theoretical computation of these decays. Regarding the
branching fractions of B+ decays, such measurements are
within reach of current hadron colliders and B factories.
In particular, the same UV model that gives rise to neu-
tral B Mesogenesis also gives rise to B+

c Mesogenesis.
As such, it is noteworthy that these ongoing searches
are currently exploring this new mechanism, at no added
charge!

IV. B+ MESOGENESIS

In B+ Mesogenesis, a lepton asymmetry is first gener-
ated from the decays:

B+
!M

+ + M , (14a)

M
+

! `d + `+ , (14b)

where M
+ is a charged SM meson: ⇡+, K+, D+, D+

s or
a resonant meson K⇤+, D⇤+; `d is a dark lepton with SM
lepton number L = 1 and mass m`d < mM+ �m`; and
the SM charged lepton `+ can be a positron, antimuon,
or antitau (in the case of D+ and D+

s decays). This is
an analogous setup to the D+ Mesogenesis mechanism of
[31].

The initial SM decay of the B+ meson in Eq. (14a)
contains CPV, measured by the charge asymmetry ob-
servable:

Ãf
CP =

� (B+
! f)� � (B�

! f)

� (B+ ! f) + � (B� ! f)
. (15)

This is analogous to the CP-violating observable from B+
c

Mesogenesis, defined in Eq. (4). To help distinguish the
two, we refer to the CPV relevant for B+ Mesogenesis
with a “ ˜ ”. We define BrfB+ ⌘ Br (B+

! f). The
relevant decay modes are summarized in the tables of

App. B which also include the current limits on Ãf
CP and

BrfB+ .

Given a sizable ÃCP in Eq. (14a), the subsequent de-
cay of M

+ into a dark lepton `d in Eq. (14b) results
in the generation of a dark lepton asymmetry Y`d ⌘�
n`d � n ¯̀

d

�
/s that is equal and opposite to a SM lepton

asymmetry Y SM
L = �Y`d . Note that this process does not

violate lepton number. The generated lepton asymmetry
is then related to experimental observables as follows

Y`d /

X

M+

Br`dM+

X

f

Ãf
CP BrfB+ , (16)

where Br`dM+ ⌘ Br (M+
! `d + `+).

The generated lepton asymmetry may then be trans-
ferred to a baryon asymmetry via dark sector scatterings
o↵ two additional states in the dark sector, �1 and �2,

`d + �1 ! �2 + B. (17)

�1 and �2 are appropriately charged under baryon and
lepton number so that this scatter conserves both. We
assume an initial �1 number density is produced from
� decays. We additionally require that the scattering
rate h�vi for this process is su�ciently large to e�-
ciently transfer the lepton asymmetry at TR. The possi-
ble charge assignments and models giving rise to Eq. (17)
were studied in [31]. The same assignments and models
work equally well for B+ Mesogenesis so we do not com-
ment on them further. We simply require

YL/Y
obs
B � 1 . (18)

B+ Mesogenesis is summarized in Fig. 4.
Just as in the B+

c scenario above, a baryon asymmetry
equal and opposite to the BAU will remain in the dark
sector in whichever of �1 or �2 has baryon number. It is
guaranteed to be at least ⇠ 20% of dark matter due to
lower bounds on the mass of baryons. Unlike the B+

c sce-
nario above though, these dark baryons are being sourced
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FIG. 4. An illustration of the way in which B+ Mesogenesis realizes the Sakharov conditions. At MeV scales, B± mesons
are produced and undergo CP violating SM decays to charged mesons M

± =
�
⇡±,K±, D±, D±

s ,K⇤+ . The charged mesons
subsequently decay into a dark lepton generating an equal and opposite dark and visible lepton asymmetry. Dark sector
scatterings involving dark states carrying lepton and baryon number then transfer the lepton asymmetry into an equal and
opposite dark and SM baryon asymmetry.

product of ACP⇥Br in Fig. 2 seems reasonable. As such,
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branching fractions of B+ decays, such measurements are
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tral B Mesogenesis also gives rise to B+

c Mesogenesis.
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ferred to a baryon asymmetry via dark sector scatterings
o↵ two additional states in the dark sector, �1 and �2,

`d + �1 ! �2 + B. (17)

�1 and �2 are appropriately charged under baryon and
lepton number so that this scatter conserves both. We
assume an initial �1 number density is produced from
� decays. We additionally require that the scattering
rate h�vi for this process is su�ciently large to e�-
ciently transfer the lepton asymmetry at TR. The possi-
ble charge assignments and models giving rise to Eq. (17)
were studied in [31]. The same assignments and models
work equally well for B+ Mesogenesis so we do not com-
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are produced and undergo CP violating SM decays to charged mesons M

± =
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s ,K⇤+ . The charged mesons
subsequently decay into a dark lepton generating an equal and opposite dark and visible lepton asymmetry. Dark sector
scatterings involving dark states carrying lepton and baryon number then transfer the lepton asymmetry into an equal and
opposite dark and SM baryon asymmetry.
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theoretical computation of these decays. Regarding the
branching fractions of B+ decays, such measurements are
within reach of current hadron colliders and B factories.
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tral B Mesogenesis also gives rise to B+

c Mesogenesis.
As such, it is noteworthy that these ongoing searches
are currently exploring this new mechanism, at no added
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FIG. 1. An illustration of the way in which B+
c Mesogenesis realizes the Sakharov conditions. Out-of-equilibrium � decays

to B±
c mesons are followed by their CP-violating decays to B±s. These in turn decay to both SM and dark baryons while

preserving baryon number. The intermediate  Bs quickly decay to Z2 odd �s and �Bs which comprise up to ⇠ 80% of dark
matter.

In both of these Charged B Mesogenesis scenarios,
there is a lingering dark sector baryon asymmetry equal
and opposite to the BAU. Thanks to lower bounds on
(dark) baryon masses, this dark baryon asymmetry is
always guaranteed to comprise at least ⇠ 20% of dark
matter, perhaps even all of it, depending on the masses
of the dark sector states. In what follows, we describe
the mechanisms, parameter spaces, current constraints
and signals of these two distinct Charged B Mesogenesis
frameworks.

III. B+
c MESOGENESIS

In B+
c Mesogenesis, the BAU is generated from the

decays:

B+
c !B+ + f , (3a)

B+
!  ̄B + B

+, (3b)

where f is a neutral light meson, B+ is a charged SM
baryon, and  B is a dark sector Dirac fermion with
baryon number B = 1. The CPV in the first decay satis-
fies one of Sakharov’s conditions and could have both SM
and new physics contributions. See e.g. [45] for a list of
the nine expected SM decays Eq. (3a). For a particular
final state f , this CPV is parameterized by the charge
asymmetry observable:

Af
CP =

�(B+
c ! f)� �(B�

c ! f̄)

�(B+
c ! f) + �(B�

c ! f̄)
. (4)

The produced B+ quickly decays into a SM charged
baryon B

+ and dark sector anti-baryon  ̄B. Note that
this decay conserves baryon number. The net result of
both decays in Eq. (3) is the generation of equal and
opposite baryon asymmetries between the dark and SM
sectors. In fact, the SM baryon yield, YB, is proportional

to experimental observables in B+
c and B+ decays:
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Above, s is the entropy density in the SM bath.
To prevent proton decay, we require4

m B > mp �me ' 937.8MeV . (6)

This lower mass bound instead permits  B to decay to
a proton, electron, and neutrino.5 This decay could
washout the generated baryon asymmetry. To prevent
this, we minimally expand the dark sector to allow  B to
rapidly decay into additional dark sector states (similar
to the setup in [30]). We add two more dark sector par-
ticles: a Dirac fermion � and a complex scalar �B with
B = 1, to allow  ̄B to quickly decay:

 ̄B ! �⇤B + �̄ . (7)

To stabilize �B, we introduce a Z2 symmetry under
which � and �B are odd and  B is even and require

|m�B �m�| < mp +me . (8)

4
Neutron stars may place a slightly tighter bound, but have in-

herent astrophysical and model uncertainties [46], so we ignore

these for now.
5
Strictly speaking, there is a fine-tuned possibility that  B satsfies

Eq. (6), but still cannot decay to a proton and electron. In this

sliver of parameter space,  B is stable, additional dark sector

states are unnecessary, and  B could cause neutron decays which

may address its lifetime anomaly (see e.g. [47]). However, we do

not consider this further.
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FIG. 1. An illustration of the way in which B+
c Mesogenesis realizes the Sakharov conditions. Out-of-equilibrium � decays

to B±
c mesons are followed by their CP-violating decays to B±s. These in turn decay to both SM and dark baryons while

preserving baryon number. The intermediate  Bs quickly decay to Z2 odd �s and �Bs which comprise up to ⇠ 80% of dark
matter.

In both of these Charged B Mesogenesis scenarios,
there is a lingering dark sector baryon asymmetry equal
and opposite to the BAU. Thanks to lower bounds on
(dark) baryon masses, this dark baryon asymmetry is
always guaranteed to comprise at least ⇠ 20% of dark
matter, perhaps even all of it, depending on the masses
of the dark sector states. In what follows, we describe
the mechanisms, parameter spaces, current constraints
and signals of these two distinct Charged B Mesogenesis
frameworks.

III. B+
c MESOGENESIS

In B+
c Mesogenesis, the BAU is generated from the

decays:

B+
c !B+ + f , (3a)

B+
!  ̄B + B

+, (3b)

where f is a neutral light meson, B+ is a charged SM
baryon, and  B is a dark sector Dirac fermion with
baryon number B = 1. The CPV in the first decay satis-
fies one of Sakharov’s conditions and could have both SM
and new physics contributions. See e.g. [45] for a list of
the nine expected SM decays Eq. (3a). For a particular
final state f , this CPV is parameterized by the charge
asymmetry observable:
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The produced B+ quickly decays into a SM charged
baryon B

+ and dark sector anti-baryon  ̄B. Note that
this decay conserves baryon number. The net result of
both decays in Eq. (3) is the generation of equal and
opposite baryon asymmetries between the dark and SM
sectors. In fact, the SM baryon yield, YB, is proportional

to experimental observables in B+
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Above, s is the entropy density in the SM bath.
To prevent proton decay, we require4

m B > mp �me ' 937.8MeV . (6)

This lower mass bound instead permits  B to decay to
a proton, electron, and neutrino.5 This decay could
washout the generated baryon asymmetry. To prevent
this, we minimally expand the dark sector to allow  B to
rapidly decay into additional dark sector states (similar
to the setup in [30]). We add two more dark sector par-
ticles: a Dirac fermion � and a complex scalar �B with
B = 1, to allow  ̄B to quickly decay:

 ̄B ! �⇤B + �̄ . (7)

To stabilize �B, we introduce a Z2 symmetry under
which � and �B are odd and  B is even and require

|m�B �m�| < mp +me . (8)

4
Neutron stars may place a slightly tighter bound, but have in-

herent astrophysical and model uncertainties [46], so we ignore

these for now.
5
Strictly speaking, there is a fine-tuned possibility that  B satsfies

Eq. (6), but still cannot decay to a proton and electron. In this

sliver of parameter space,  B is stable, additional dark sector

states are unnecessary, and  B could cause neutron decays which

may address its lifetime anomaly (see e.g. [47]). However, we do

not consider this further.
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FIG. 1. An illustration of the way in which B+
c Mesogenesis realizes the Sakharov conditions. Out-of-equilibrium � decays

to B±
c mesons are followed by their CP-violating decays to B±s. These in turn decay to both SM and dark baryons while

preserving baryon number. The intermediate  Bs quickly decay to Z2 odd �s and �Bs which comprise up to ⇠ 80% of dark
matter.

In both of these Charged B Mesogenesis scenarios,
there is a lingering dark sector baryon asymmetry equal
and opposite to the BAU. Thanks to lower bounds on
(dark) baryon masses, this dark baryon asymmetry is
always guaranteed to comprise at least ⇠ 20% of dark
matter, perhaps even all of it, depending on the masses
of the dark sector states. In what follows, we describe
the mechanisms, parameter spaces, current constraints
and signals of these two distinct Charged B Mesogenesis
frameworks.

III. B+
c MESOGENESIS

In B+
c Mesogenesis, the BAU is generated from the

decays:

B+
c !B+ + f , (3a)

B+
!  ̄B + B

+, (3b)

where f is a neutral light meson, B+ is a charged SM
baryon, and  B is a dark sector Dirac fermion with
baryon number B = 1. The CPV in the first decay satis-
fies one of Sakharov’s conditions and could have both SM
and new physics contributions. See e.g. [45] for a list of
the nine expected SM decays Eq. (3a). For a particular
final state f , this CPV is parameterized by the charge
asymmetry observable:
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The produced B+ quickly decays into a SM charged
baryon B

+ and dark sector anti-baryon  ̄B. Note that
this decay conserves baryon number. The net result of
both decays in Eq. (3) is the generation of equal and
opposite baryon asymmetries between the dark and SM
sectors. In fact, the SM baryon yield, YB, is proportional

to experimental observables in B+
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Above, s is the entropy density in the SM bath.
To prevent proton decay, we require4

m B > mp �me ' 937.8MeV . (6)

This lower mass bound instead permits  B to decay to
a proton, electron, and neutrino.5 This decay could
washout the generated baryon asymmetry. To prevent
this, we minimally expand the dark sector to allow  B to
rapidly decay into additional dark sector states (similar
to the setup in [30]). We add two more dark sector par-
ticles: a Dirac fermion � and a complex scalar �B with
B = 1, to allow  ̄B to quickly decay:

 ̄B ! �⇤B + �̄ . (7)

To stabilize �B, we introduce a Z2 symmetry under
which � and �B are odd and  B is even and require

|m�B �m�| < mp +me . (8)

4
Neutron stars may place a slightly tighter bound, but have in-

herent astrophysical and model uncertainties [46], so we ignore

these for now.
5
Strictly speaking, there is a fine-tuned possibility that  B satsfies

Eq. (6), but still cannot decay to a proton and electron. In this

sliver of parameter space,  B is stable, additional dark sector

states are unnecessary, and  B could cause neutron decays which

may address its lifetime anomaly (see e.g. [47]). However, we do

not consider this further.
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FIG. 1. An illustration of the way in which B+
c Mesogenesis realizes the Sakharov conditions. Out-of-equilibrium � decays

to B±
c mesons are followed by their CP-violating decays to B±s. These in turn decay to both SM and dark baryons while

preserving baryon number. The intermediate  Bs quickly decay to Z2 odd �s and �Bs which comprise up to ⇠ 80% of dark
matter.

In both of these Charged B Mesogenesis scenarios,
there is a lingering dark sector baryon asymmetry equal
and opposite to the BAU. Thanks to lower bounds on
(dark) baryon masses, this dark baryon asymmetry is
always guaranteed to comprise at least ⇠ 20% of dark
matter, perhaps even all of it, depending on the masses
of the dark sector states. In what follows, we describe
the mechanisms, parameter spaces, current constraints
and signals of these two distinct Charged B Mesogenesis
frameworks.

III. B+
c MESOGENESIS

In B+
c Mesogenesis, the BAU is generated from the

decays:

B+
c !B+ + f , (3a)

B+
!  ̄B + B

+, (3b)

where f is a neutral light meson, B+ is a charged SM
baryon, and  B is a dark sector Dirac fermion with
baryon number B = 1. The CPV in the first decay satis-
fies one of Sakharov’s conditions and could have both SM
and new physics contributions. See e.g. [45] for a list of
the nine expected SM decays Eq. (3a). For a particular
final state f , this CPV is parameterized by the charge
asymmetry observable:
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. (4)

The produced B+ quickly decays into a SM charged
baryon B

+ and dark sector anti-baryon  ̄B. Note that
this decay conserves baryon number. The net result of
both decays in Eq. (3) is the generation of equal and
opposite baryon asymmetries between the dark and SM
sectors. In fact, the SM baryon yield, YB, is proportional

to experimental observables in B+
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Above, s is the entropy density in the SM bath.
To prevent proton decay, we require4

m B > mp �me ' 937.8MeV . (6)

This lower mass bound instead permits  B to decay to
a proton, electron, and neutrino.5 This decay could
washout the generated baryon asymmetry. To prevent
this, we minimally expand the dark sector to allow  B to
rapidly decay into additional dark sector states (similar
to the setup in [30]). We add two more dark sector par-
ticles: a Dirac fermion � and a complex scalar �B with
B = 1, to allow  ̄B to quickly decay:

 ̄B ! �⇤B + �̄ . (7)

To stabilize �B, we introduce a Z2 symmetry under
which � and �B are odd and  B is even and require

|m�B �m�| < mp +me . (8)

4
Neutron stars may place a slightly tighter bound, but have in-

herent astrophysical and model uncertainties [46], so we ignore

these for now.
5
Strictly speaking, there is a fine-tuned possibility that  B satsfies

Eq. (6), but still cannot decay to a proton and electron. In this

sliver of parameter space,  B is stable, additional dark sector

states are unnecessary, and  B could cause neutron decays which

may address its lifetime anomaly (see e.g. [47]). However, we do

not consider this further.

4

The Lagrangian term

Ld = yd  ̄B �B � , (9)

is allowed by all the symmetries and mediates the decay
Eq. (7).

Since the  ̄B decay occurs quickly, its dark anti-baryon
asymmetry is simply transferred to �⇤B. This fixed asym-
metry in �⇤B (and �̄) then comprises up to ⇠ 80% of dark
matter. The symmetric components of �B and � tend
to be overproduced, but may be su�ciently depleted by
dark sector annihilations. We assume this and don’t com-
ment further since it has no bearing on the Mesogenesis
mechanism6.

However, the asymmetries in �⇤B and �̄ cannot account
for the entirety of dark matter since B+ doesn’t have
enough mass to decay to both ⇠ 5 GeV of asymmetric
dark matter and a SM baryon simultaneously. Thus, be-
tween ⇠ 20 � 80% of dark matter has to be outside of
the asymmetric components of � and �B . The precise
amount of other dark matter is solely a function of m�B

and m�, since their asymmetries are just opposite the
BAU. There are two simple possibilities: 1) the rest of
dark matter is from a symmetric amount of �s and �Bs
or 2) the rest of dark matter is just some other dark sec-
tor state(s), unrelated a priori to the B+

c Mesogenesis
scenario.

Since either of these dark matter choices is not essen-
tial to B+

c Mesogenesis, we relegate further discussion to
App. A 3. Fig. 1 summarizes the mechanism. With this
bird’s eye view, we proceed to detail a simple UV model.

A. UV Model

The decay in Eq. (3b) proceeds through a dimension
six, four fermion operator. Following the UV model of
[30], we add a colored triplet scalar � with electric charge
assignment QEM = �1/3 and baryon number B = �2/3.
The following Lagrangian is then allowed by all the sym-
metries:

L� = �

X

i,j

yij�
⇤ūiRd

c
jR �

X

k

y Bk�d
c
kR B + h.c., (10)

where the flavor indices i, j, k account for all flavorful
variations of this model, as there is no a priori reason to
assume a specific flavor structure. Such a model has a
simple Supersymmetric realization [48] where the medi-
ator � can be identified with a right handed squark. As
such, � is constrained by collider searches for Supersym-
metric particles and must be heavier than about 1 TeV
(see [36] for detailed bounds from colliders and flavor ob-
servables).

6
For details on depleting the symmetric abundances, see [30].

Interaction Parton decay B+ decay

 ̄B b ūc d b̄ !  ̄B u d B+
!  ̄B + p+ (uud)

 ̄B b ūc s b̄ !  ̄B u s B+
!  ̄B + ⌃+ (uus)

 ̄B b c̄c d b̄ !  ̄B c d B+
!  ̄B + ⇤+

c (ucd)

 ̄B b c̄c s b̄ !  ̄B c s B+
!  ̄B + ⌅+

c (ucs)

TABLE I. Here we present the four di↵erent flavorful varia-
tions of the operator Eq. (11), and the corresponding parton-
level decays and final state hadron decay products. Con-
straints on the branching fraction for each operator can be
found in [36].

Integrating out the heavy �, we arrive at the following
operator which mediates meson decays:

O =
y2

M2
�

 ̄Bbū
c
idj + h.c. , (11)

where y2 ⌘ yij y B3. This particular flavor structure is
all that is necessary for B+

c Mesogenesis, but could be
part of a larger UV model with other non-zero Yukawas
as in Eq. (10). Note that this operator conserves baryon
number. It mediates the parton level decay b̄ !  ̄Buidj
within the meson decay Eq. (3b). There are four possible
flavorful variations of Eq. (11) leading to di↵erent final
state SM baryons from the B+ decay. Table I summarizes
these four possible decay modes. Eq. (11) also gives rise
to decays of neutral B0

s,d mesons and b-flavored baryons
which can be used to indirectly probe the mechanism (see
Table I of [36]).

B. Results

The Boltzmann equations for the BAU are greatly sim-
plified since all the decays in Eq. (3) occur very quickly at
MeV temperatures. The evolution of the baryon asym-
metry is then governed by

d

dt
(nB � nB̄)+3H (nB � nB̄) = (12)
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where we have defined �B
� ⌘ ��Br(� ! q)Br(q ! Bc).

See App. A for details (as well as [31]).
We numerically integrate Eq. (12) while tracking �,

Hubble (see Eq. (2)), and the particles in the decays of
Eqs. (3) and (7). We allow the values of the experimen-

tal observables
P
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parameters and find:
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where Y obs
B = 8.69⇥ 10�11 is the observed baryon asym-

metry today [49].

Same UV model as Neutral B Mesogenesis
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FIG. 1. An illustration of the way in which B+
c Mesogenesis realizes the Sakharov conditions. Out-of-equilibrium � decays

to B±
c mesons are followed by their CP-violating decays to B±s. These in turn decay to both SM and dark baryons while

preserving baryon number. The intermediate  Bs quickly decay to Z2 odd �s and �Bs which comprise up to ⇠ 80% of dark
matter.

In both of these Charged B Mesogenesis scenarios,
there is a lingering dark sector baryon asymmetry equal
and opposite to the BAU. Thanks to lower bounds on
(dark) baryon masses, this dark baryon asymmetry is
always guaranteed to comprise at least ⇠ 20% of dark
matter, perhaps even all of it, depending on the masses
of the dark sector states. In what follows, we describe
the mechanisms, parameter spaces, current constraints
and signals of these two distinct Charged B Mesogenesis
frameworks.

III. B+
c MESOGENESIS

In B+
c Mesogenesis, the BAU is generated from the

decays:

B+
c !B+ + f , (3a)

B+
!  ̄B + B

+, (3b)

where f is a neutral light meson, B+ is a charged SM
baryon, and  B is a dark sector Dirac fermion with
baryon number B = 1. The CPV in the first decay satis-
fies one of Sakharov’s conditions and could have both SM
and new physics contributions. See e.g. [45] for a list of
the nine expected SM decays Eq. (3a). For a particular
final state f , this CPV is parameterized by the charge
asymmetry observable:

Af
CP =

�(B+
c ! f)� �(B�

c ! f̄)

�(B+
c ! f) + �(B�

c ! f̄)
. (4)

The produced B+ quickly decays into a SM charged
baryon B

+ and dark sector anti-baryon  ̄B. Note that
this decay conserves baryon number. The net result of
both decays in Eq. (3) is the generation of equal and
opposite baryon asymmetries between the dark and SM
sectors. In fact, the SM baryon yield, YB, is proportional

to experimental observables in B+
c and B+ decays:
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Above, s is the entropy density in the SM bath.
To prevent proton decay, we require4

m B > mp �me ' 937.8MeV . (6)

This lower mass bound instead permits  B to decay to
a proton, electron, and neutrino.5 This decay could
washout the generated baryon asymmetry. To prevent
this, we minimally expand the dark sector to allow  B to
rapidly decay into additional dark sector states (similar
to the setup in [30]). We add two more dark sector par-
ticles: a Dirac fermion � and a complex scalar �B with
B = 1, to allow  ̄B to quickly decay:

 ̄B ! �⇤B + �̄ . (7)

To stabilize �B, we introduce a Z2 symmetry under
which � and �B are odd and  B is even and require

|m�B �m�| < mp +me . (8)

4
Neutron stars may place a slightly tighter bound, but have in-

herent astrophysical and model uncertainties [46], so we ignore

these for now.
5
Strictly speaking, there is a fine-tuned possibility that  B satsfies

Eq. (6), but still cannot decay to a proton and electron. In this

sliver of parameter space,  B is stable, additional dark sector

states are unnecessary, and  B could cause neutron decays which

may address its lifetime anomaly (see e.g. [47]). However, we do

not consider this further.
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to B±
c mesons are followed by their CP-violating decays to B±s. These in turn decay to both SM and dark baryons while

preserving baryon number. The intermediate  Bs quickly decay to Z2 odd �s and �Bs which comprise up to ⇠ 80% of dark
matter.

In both of these Charged B Mesogenesis scenarios,
there is a lingering dark sector baryon asymmetry equal
and opposite to the BAU. Thanks to lower bounds on
(dark) baryon masses, this dark baryon asymmetry is
always guaranteed to comprise at least ⇠ 20% of dark
matter, perhaps even all of it, depending on the masses
of the dark sector states. In what follows, we describe
the mechanisms, parameter spaces, current constraints
and signals of these two distinct Charged B Mesogenesis
frameworks.

III. B+
c MESOGENESIS

In B+
c Mesogenesis, the BAU is generated from the

decays:

B+
c !B+ + f , (3a)

B+
!  ̄B + B

+, (3b)

where f is a neutral light meson, B+ is a charged SM
baryon, and  B is a dark sector Dirac fermion with
baryon number B = 1. The CPV in the first decay satis-
fies one of Sakharov’s conditions and could have both SM
and new physics contributions. See e.g. [45] for a list of
the nine expected SM decays Eq. (3a). For a particular
final state f , this CPV is parameterized by the charge
asymmetry observable:
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. (4)

The produced B+ quickly decays into a SM charged
baryon B

+ and dark sector anti-baryon  ̄B. Note that
this decay conserves baryon number. The net result of
both decays in Eq. (3) is the generation of equal and
opposite baryon asymmetries between the dark and SM
sectors. In fact, the SM baryon yield, YB, is proportional

to experimental observables in B+
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Above, s is the entropy density in the SM bath.
To prevent proton decay, we require4

m B > mp �me ' 937.8MeV . (6)

This lower mass bound instead permits  B to decay to
a proton, electron, and neutrino.5 This decay could
washout the generated baryon asymmetry. To prevent
this, we minimally expand the dark sector to allow  B to
rapidly decay into additional dark sector states (similar
to the setup in [30]). We add two more dark sector par-
ticles: a Dirac fermion � and a complex scalar �B with
B = 1, to allow  ̄B to quickly decay:

 ̄B ! �⇤B + �̄ . (7)

To stabilize �B, we introduce a Z2 symmetry under
which � and �B are odd and  B is even and require

|m�B �m�| < mp +me . (8)

4
Neutron stars may place a slightly tighter bound, but have in-

herent astrophysical and model uncertainties [46], so we ignore

these for now.
5
Strictly speaking, there is a fine-tuned possibility that  B satsfies

Eq. (6), but still cannot decay to a proton and electron. In this

sliver of parameter space,  B is stable, additional dark sector

states are unnecessary, and  B could cause neutron decays which

may address its lifetime anomaly (see e.g. [47]). However, we do

not consider this further.
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The Lagrangian term

Ld = yd  ̄B �B � , (9)

is allowed by all the symmetries and mediates the decay
Eq. (7).

Since the  ̄B decay occurs quickly, its dark anti-baryon
asymmetry is simply transferred to �⇤B. This fixed asym-
metry in �⇤B (and �̄) then comprises up to ⇠ 80% of dark
matter. The symmetric components of �B and � tend
to be overproduced, but may be su�ciently depleted by
dark sector annihilations. We assume this and don’t com-
ment further since it has no bearing on the Mesogenesis
mechanism6.

However, the asymmetries in �⇤B and �̄ cannot account
for the entirety of dark matter since B+ doesn’t have
enough mass to decay to both ⇠ 5 GeV of asymmetric
dark matter and a SM baryon simultaneously. Thus, be-
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c Mesogenesis
scenario.

Since either of these dark matter choices is not essen-
tial to B+

c Mesogenesis, we relegate further discussion to
App. A 3. Fig. 1 summarizes the mechanism. With this
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A. UV Model
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L� = �

X

i,j

yij�
⇤ūiRd

c
jR �

X

k

y Bk�d
c
kR B + h.c., (10)

where the flavor indices i, j, k account for all flavorful
variations of this model, as there is no a priori reason to
assume a specific flavor structure. Such a model has a
simple Supersymmetric realization [48] where the medi-
ator � can be identified with a right handed squark. As
such, � is constrained by collider searches for Supersym-
metric particles and must be heavier than about 1 TeV
(see [36] for detailed bounds from colliders and flavor ob-
servables).

6
For details on depleting the symmetric abundances, see [30].

Interaction Parton decay B+ decay

 ̄B b ūc d b̄ !  ̄B u d B+
!  ̄B + p+ (uud)

 ̄B b ūc s b̄ !  ̄B u s B+
!  ̄B + ⌃+ (uus)

 ̄B b c̄c d b̄ !  ̄B c d B+
!  ̄B + ⇤+

c (ucd)

 ̄B b c̄c s b̄ !  ̄B c s B+
!  ̄B + ⌅+

c (ucs)

TABLE I. Here we present the four di↵erent flavorful varia-
tions of the operator Eq. (11), and the corresponding parton-
level decays and final state hadron decay products. Con-
straints on the branching fraction for each operator can be
found in [36].

Integrating out the heavy �, we arrive at the following
operator which mediates meson decays:

O =
y2

M2
�

 ̄Bbū
c
idj + h.c. , (11)

where y2 ⌘ yij y B3. This particular flavor structure is
all that is necessary for B+

c Mesogenesis, but could be
part of a larger UV model with other non-zero Yukawas
as in Eq. (10). Note that this operator conserves baryon
number. It mediates the parton level decay b̄ !  ̄Buidj
within the meson decay Eq. (3b). There are four possible
flavorful variations of Eq. (11) leading to di↵erent final
state SM baryons from the B+ decay. Table I summarizes
these four possible decay modes. Eq. (11) also gives rise
to decays of neutral B0

s,d mesons and b-flavored baryons
which can be used to indirectly probe the mechanism (see
Table I of [36]).

B. Results
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metry is then governed by
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dt
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afCPBr
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c
,

where we have defined �B
� ⌘ ��Br(� ! q)Br(q ! Bc).

See App. A for details (as well as [31]).
We numerically integrate Eq. (12) while tracking �,

Hubble (see Eq. (2)), and the particles in the decays of
Eqs. (3) and (7). We allow the values of the experimen-

tal observables
P

B+ BrB
+

B+ and
P

f a
f
CPBr

f

B+
c

to be free

parameters and find:

YB

Y obs
B

'

P
B+ BrB

+

B+

10�3

P
f a

f
CPBr

f

B+
c

6.45⇥ 10�5

TR

20 MeV

2mB+
c

m�
, (13)

where Y obs
B = 8.69⇥ 10�11 is the observed baryon asym-

metry today [49].

Same UV model as Neutral B Mesogenesis
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FIG. 1. An illustration of the way in which B+
c Mesogenesis realizes the Sakharov conditions. Out-of-equilibrium � decays

to B±
c mesons are followed by their CP-violating decays to B±s. These in turn decay to both SM and dark baryons while

preserving baryon number. The intermediate  Bs quickly decay to Z2 odd �s and �Bs which comprise up to ⇠ 80% of dark
matter.

In both of these Charged B Mesogenesis scenarios,
there is a lingering dark sector baryon asymmetry equal
and opposite to the BAU. Thanks to lower bounds on
(dark) baryon masses, this dark baryon asymmetry is
always guaranteed to comprise at least ⇠ 20% of dark
matter, perhaps even all of it, depending on the masses
of the dark sector states. In what follows, we describe
the mechanisms, parameter spaces, current constraints
and signals of these two distinct Charged B Mesogenesis
frameworks.
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In B+
c Mesogenesis, the BAU is generated from the

decays:
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c !B+ + f , (3a)

B+
!  ̄B + B

+, (3b)

where f is a neutral light meson, B+ is a charged SM
baryon, and  B is a dark sector Dirac fermion with
baryon number B = 1. The CPV in the first decay satis-
fies one of Sakharov’s conditions and could have both SM
and new physics contributions. See e.g. [45] for a list of
the nine expected SM decays Eq. (3a). For a particular
final state f , this CPV is parameterized by the charge
asymmetry observable:

Af
CP =

�(B+
c ! f)� �(B�

c ! f̄)

�(B+
c ! f) + �(B�

c ! f̄)
. (4)

The produced B+ quickly decays into a SM charged
baryon B

+ and dark sector anti-baryon  ̄B. Note that
this decay conserves baryon number. The net result of
both decays in Eq. (3) is the generation of equal and
opposite baryon asymmetries between the dark and SM
sectors. In fact, the SM baryon yield, YB, is proportional

to experimental observables in B+
c and B+ decays:

YB ⌘
nB � nB̄

s
/

X

f

afCPBr
f

B+
c
⇥

X

B+

BrB
+

B+ , (5)
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⌘
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Brf
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c
⌘ Br

�
B+

c ! B+ + f
�
,

BrB
+

B+ ⌘ Br
�
B+

!  ̄B + B
+
�
.

Above, s is the entropy density in the SM bath.
To prevent proton decay, we require4

m B > mp �me ' 937.8MeV . (6)

This lower mass bound instead permits  B to decay to
a proton, electron, and neutrino.5 This decay could
washout the generated baryon asymmetry. To prevent
this, we minimally expand the dark sector to allow  B to
rapidly decay into additional dark sector states (similar
to the setup in [30]). We add two more dark sector par-
ticles: a Dirac fermion � and a complex scalar �B with
B = 1, to allow  ̄B to quickly decay:

 ̄B ! �⇤B + �̄ . (7)

To stabilize �B, we introduce a Z2 symmetry under
which � and �B are odd and  B is even and require

|m�B �m�| < mp +me . (8)

4
Neutron stars may place a slightly tighter bound, but have in-

herent astrophysical and model uncertainties [46], so we ignore

these for now.
5
Strictly speaking, there is a fine-tuned possibility that  B satsfies

Eq. (6), but still cannot decay to a proton and electron. In this

sliver of parameter space,  B is stable, additional dark sector

states are unnecessary, and  B could cause neutron decays which

may address its lifetime anomaly (see e.g. [47]). However, we do

not consider this further.
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Above, s is the entropy density in the SM bath.
To prevent proton decay, we require4

m B > mp �me ' 937.8MeV . (6)

This lower mass bound instead permits  B to decay to
a proton, electron, and neutrino.5 This decay could
washout the generated baryon asymmetry. To prevent
this, we minimally expand the dark sector to allow  B to
rapidly decay into additional dark sector states (similar
to the setup in [30]). We add two more dark sector par-
ticles: a Dirac fermion � and a complex scalar �B with
B = 1, to allow  ̄B to quickly decay:

 ̄B ! �⇤B + �̄ . (7)

To stabilize �B, we introduce a Z2 symmetry under
which � and �B are odd and  B is even and require

|m�B �m�| < mp +me . (8)
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Neutron stars may place a slightly tighter bound, but have in-

herent astrophysical and model uncertainties [46], so we ignore

these for now.
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Eq. (6), but still cannot decay to a proton and electron. In this

sliver of parameter space,  B is stable, additional dark sector

states are unnecessary, and  B could cause neutron decays which

may address its lifetime anomaly (see e.g. [47]). However, we do

not consider this further.
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This lower mass bound instead permits  B to decay to
a proton, electron, and neutrino.5 This decay could
washout the generated baryon asymmetry. To prevent
this, we minimally expand the dark sector to allow  B to
rapidly decay into additional dark sector states (similar
to the setup in [30]). We add two more dark sector par-
ticles: a Dirac fermion � and a complex scalar �B with
B = 1, to allow  ̄B to quickly decay:
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washout the generated baryon asymmetry. To prevent
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Above, s is the entropy density in the SM bath.
To prevent proton decay, we require4

m B > mp �me ' 937.8MeV . (6)

This lower mass bound instead permits  B to decay to
a proton, electron, and neutrino.5 This decay could
washout the generated baryon asymmetry. To prevent
this, we minimally expand the dark sector to allow  B to
rapidly decay into additional dark sector states (similar
to the setup in [30]). We add two more dark sector par-
ticles: a Dirac fermion � and a complex scalar �B with
B = 1, to allow  ̄B to quickly decay:

 ̄B ! �⇤B + �̄ . (7)

To stabilize �B, we introduce a Z2 symmetry under
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Eq. (6), but still cannot decay to a proton and electron. In this

sliver of parameter space,  B is stable, additional dark sector

states are unnecessary, and  B could cause neutron decays which

may address its lifetime anomaly (see e.g. [47]). However, we do

not consider this further.

LHCb currently the best experiment for Bc+ physics.
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FIG. 2. Viable parameter space for B+
c Mesogenesis in red.

Current constraints for di↵erent final-state B
+ are shown in

gray. Three circled benchmark points are discussed more in
the text and highlighted in Fig. 3.

The viable parameter space where B+
c Mesogenesis

successfully produces the observed BAU is shown in red
in Fig. 2 as a function of the experimental observablesP

B+ BrB
+

B+ and
P

f a
f
CPBr

f

B+
c
. The various dashed gray

lines show the upper bounds on BrB
+

B+ for the di↵erent
possible final-state SM baryons shown in Table I. The
weakest bound corresponds to B

+ = ⌅+
c and is thus

shaded gray.
These same decays arise as a byproduct of the neu-

tral B Mesogenesis mechanism [30] and have been ex-
tensively studied in [36]. In particular, the most con-
straining limit on the branching fractions of charged B
mesons decaying into SM baryons and missing energy,
Br (B+

! B
+ +MET), was found in [36] by recasting

an analysis of an old search by the ALEPH collabora-
tion at LEP [50]. The maximal allowed branching frac-
tion for each of the decay modes in Table I ranges from
10�4

� 10�2 depending on the dominating operator and
 B mass (see Fig. 5 of [36]). For concreteness, we have
set  B = 2 GeV, which only impacts the strength of the
gray bounds in Fig. 2.

There are currently no stringent constraints, nor ro-
bust SM or new physics predictions, for the observables
in the B+

c decays:
P

f a
f
CP Brf

B+
c
. We therefore empha-

size that any measurement of these observables will be
a critical step towards confirming B+

c Mesogenesis. We
defer a detailed discussion of current status and future
prospects of these observables to Sec. III C.

We did not include any scattering or annihilation terms
in Eq. (12). At high enough temperatures, both the B+

c
and B+ can annihilate which will washout some of the
generated asymmetry. The lifetime of the B+

c meson is
roughly ⌧Bc = 7.9 ⇥ 108 MeV�1 while that of the B+

meson is about ⌧B = 2.4 ⇥ 109 MeV�1. We thus find
that meson decays dominate over annihilations as long as

FIG. 3. Benchmark points of B+
c Mesogenesis from the viable

parameter space in Fig. 3 which (over)generate the observed
SM baryon asymmetry.

temperatures are . 20MeV [31]. The viable parameter
space in Fig. 2 corresponds to a scan over TR with Tmax

R =
20 MeV and Tmin

R = 5 MeV. Likewise, we scan over the
full range of possible � masses from mmin

� = 2mB+
c

to
mmax

� = 100 GeV.
For reheat temperatures in the range 20MeV . TR .

TQCD, B+
c Mesogenesis can still explain the BAU. Indeed,

the “Washout Region” in Fig. 2 is viable parameter space
in which the BAU is initially overproduced. This excess
asymmetry can be depleted by washout e↵ects simply
by raising the reheat temperature. For TR & 20MeV,
B+ mesons start scattering and annihilating significantly
before they have the chance to decay to the dark sector,
suppressing the initial asymmetry generation provided by
the CP-violating B+

c decays. This causes the final dark
sector baryon asymmetry, and consequently, the BAU, to
be much smaller than approximated in Eq. (13).
However, the validity of our simplified Boltzmann

equations breaks down when TR & 20MeV, since we’ve
assumed such scatterings are negligible. A detailed nu-
merical solution of the Boltzmann equations of Charged
B Mesogenesis in the presence of washout terms is be-
yond the scope of this work. We leave a quantitative
investigation of this part of parameter space to future
work.
For illustrative purposes, we also circle three represen-

tative benchmark points in Fig. 2 and show the evolu-
tion of the BAU corresponding to each in Fig. 3. Two
of these curves correspond to the extremal values of
(m�, TR) with the free experimental observables set to
achieve YB = Y obs

B . We also show a benchmark point

with
P

f a
f
CPBr

f

B+
c

larger by a factor of 10 which over-

produces the BAU by a factor of 10, reinforcing the ap-
proximate scaling in Eq. (13). This point is firmly in
the “Washout Region” and demonstrates that an initial
BAU in excess of the observed BAU is easily possible.

4

The Lagrangian term

Ld = yd  ̄B �B � , (9)

is allowed by all the symmetries and mediates the decay
Eq. (7).

Since the  ̄B decay occurs quickly, its dark anti-baryon
asymmetry is simply transferred to �⇤B. This fixed asym-
metry in �⇤B (and �̄) then comprises up to ⇠ 80% of dark
matter. The symmetric components of �B and � tend
to be overproduced, but may be su�ciently depleted by
dark sector annihilations. We assume this and don’t com-
ment further since it has no bearing on the Mesogenesis
mechanism6.

However, the asymmetries in �⇤B and �̄ cannot account
for the entirety of dark matter since B+ doesn’t have
enough mass to decay to both ⇠ 5 GeV of asymmetric
dark matter and a SM baryon simultaneously. Thus, be-
tween ⇠ 20 � 80% of dark matter has to be outside of
the asymmetric components of � and �B . The precise
amount of other dark matter is solely a function of m�B

and m�, since their asymmetries are just opposite the
BAU. There are two simple possibilities: 1) the rest of
dark matter is from a symmetric amount of �s and �Bs
or 2) the rest of dark matter is just some other dark sec-
tor state(s), unrelated a priori to the B+

c Mesogenesis
scenario.

Since either of these dark matter choices is not essen-
tial to B+

c Mesogenesis, we relegate further discussion to
App. A 3. Fig. 1 summarizes the mechanism. With this
bird’s eye view, we proceed to detail a simple UV model.

A. UV Model

The decay in Eq. (3b) proceeds through a dimension
six, four fermion operator. Following the UV model of
[30], we add a colored triplet scalar � with electric charge
assignment QEM = �1/3 and baryon number B = �2/3.
The following Lagrangian is then allowed by all the sym-
metries:

L� = �

X

i,j

yij�
⇤ūiRd

c
jR �

X

k

y Bk�d
c
kR B + h.c., (10)

where the flavor indices i, j, k account for all flavorful
variations of this model, as there is no a priori reason to
assume a specific flavor structure. Such a model has a
simple Supersymmetric realization [48] where the medi-
ator � can be identified with a right handed squark. As
such, � is constrained by collider searches for Supersym-
metric particles and must be heavier than about 1 TeV
(see [36] for detailed bounds from colliders and flavor ob-
servables).

6
For details on depleting the symmetric abundances, see [30].

Interaction Parton decay B+ decay

 ̄B b ūc d b̄ !  ̄B u d B+
!  ̄B + p+ (uud)

 ̄B b ūc s b̄ !  ̄B u s B+
!  ̄B + ⌃+ (uus)

 ̄B b c̄c d b̄ !  ̄B c d B+
!  ̄B + ⇤+

c (ucd)

 ̄B b c̄c s b̄ !  ̄B c s B+
!  ̄B + ⌅+

c (ucs)

TABLE I. Here we present the four di↵erent flavorful varia-
tions of the operator Eq. (11), and the corresponding parton-
level decays and final state hadron decay products. Con-
straints on the branching fraction for each operator can be
found in [36].

Integrating out the heavy �, we arrive at the following
operator which mediates meson decays:

O =
y2

M2
�

 ̄Bbū
c
idj + h.c. , (11)

where y2 ⌘ yij y B3. This particular flavor structure is
all that is necessary for B+

c Mesogenesis, but could be
part of a larger UV model with other non-zero Yukawas
as in Eq. (10). Note that this operator conserves baryon
number. It mediates the parton level decay b̄ !  ̄Buidj
within the meson decay Eq. (3b). There are four possible
flavorful variations of Eq. (11) leading to di↵erent final
state SM baryons from the B+ decay. Table I summarizes
these four possible decay modes. Eq. (11) also gives rise
to decays of neutral B0

s,d mesons and b-flavored baryons
which can be used to indirectly probe the mechanism (see
Table I of [36]).

B. Results

The Boltzmann equations for the BAU are greatly sim-
plified since all the decays in Eq. (3) occur very quickly at
MeV temperatures. The evolution of the baryon asym-
metry is then governed by

d

dt
(nB � nB̄)+3H (nB � nB̄) = (12)

� 2�B
�n�

X

B+

BrB
+

B+

X

f

afCPBr
f

B+
c
,

where we have defined �B
� ⌘ ��Br(� ! q)Br(q ! Bc).

See App. A for details (as well as [31]).
We numerically integrate Eq. (12) while tracking �,

Hubble (see Eq. (2)), and the particles in the decays of
Eqs. (3) and (7). We allow the values of the experimen-

tal observables
P

B+ BrB
+

B+ and
P

f a
f
CPBr

f

B+
c

to be free

parameters and find:

YB

Y obs
B

'

P
B+ BrB

+

B+

10�3

P
f a

f
CPBr

f

B+
c

6.45⇥ 10�5

TR

20 MeV

2mB+
c

m�
, (13)

where Y obs
B = 8.69⇥ 10�11 is the observed baryon asym-

metry today [49].
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Current constraints for di↵erent final-state B
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c and is thus
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These same decays arise as a byproduct of the neu-

tral B Mesogenesis mechanism [30] and have been ex-
tensively studied in [36]. In particular, the most con-
straining limit on the branching fractions of charged B
mesons decaying into SM baryons and missing energy,
Br (B+

! B
+ +MET), was found in [36] by recasting

an analysis of an old search by the ALEPH collabora-
tion at LEP [50]. The maximal allowed branching frac-
tion for each of the decay modes in Table I ranges from
10�4

� 10�2 depending on the dominating operator and
 B mass (see Fig. 5 of [36]). For concreteness, we have
set  B = 2 GeV, which only impacts the strength of the
gray bounds in Fig. 2.

There are currently no stringent constraints, nor ro-
bust SM or new physics predictions, for the observables
in the B+

c decays:
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f
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. We therefore empha-

size that any measurement of these observables will be
a critical step towards confirming B+

c Mesogenesis. We
defer a detailed discussion of current status and future
prospects of these observables to Sec. III C.

We did not include any scattering or annihilation terms
in Eq. (12). At high enough temperatures, both the B+

c
and B+ can annihilate which will washout some of the
generated asymmetry. The lifetime of the B+

c meson is
roughly ⌧Bc = 7.9 ⇥ 108 MeV�1 while that of the B+

meson is about ⌧B = 2.4 ⇥ 109 MeV�1. We thus find
that meson decays dominate over annihilations as long as
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c Mesogenesis from the viable

parameter space in Fig. 3 which (over)generate the observed
SM baryon asymmetry.

temperatures are . 20MeV [31]. The viable parameter
space in Fig. 2 corresponds to a scan over TR with Tmax

R =
20 MeV and Tmin

R = 5 MeV. Likewise, we scan over the
full range of possible � masses from mmin

� = 2mB+
c

to
mmax

� = 100 GeV.
For reheat temperatures in the range 20MeV . TR .

TQCD, B+
c Mesogenesis can still explain the BAU. Indeed,

the “Washout Region” in Fig. 2 is viable parameter space
in which the BAU is initially overproduced. This excess
asymmetry can be depleted by washout e↵ects simply
by raising the reheat temperature. For TR & 20MeV,
B+ mesons start scattering and annihilating significantly
before they have the chance to decay to the dark sector,
suppressing the initial asymmetry generation provided by
the CP-violating B+

c decays. This causes the final dark
sector baryon asymmetry, and consequently, the BAU, to
be much smaller than approximated in Eq. (13).
However, the validity of our simplified Boltzmann

equations breaks down when TR & 20MeV, since we’ve
assumed such scatterings are negligible. A detailed nu-
merical solution of the Boltzmann equations of Charged
B Mesogenesis in the presence of washout terms is be-
yond the scope of this work. We leave a quantitative
investigation of this part of parameter space to future
work.
For illustrative purposes, we also circle three represen-

tative benchmark points in Fig. 2 and show the evolu-
tion of the BAU corresponding to each in Fig. 3. Two
of these curves correspond to the extremal values of
(m�, TR) with the free experimental observables set to
achieve YB = Y obs

B . We also show a benchmark point

with
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larger by a factor of 10 which over-

produces the BAU by a factor of 10, reinforcing the ap-
proximate scaling in Eq. (13). This point is firmly in
the “Washout Region” and demonstrates that an initial
BAU in excess of the observed BAU is easily possible.
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• Improved measurement CPV in neutral B meson oscillations (Neutral B Mesogenesis) 

• CPV in the charged D and B decays (D+ and B+ Mesogenesis)_

CPV

New decay modes
• Seemingly baryon number violating b-flavord hadron decays (Neutral B Mesogenesis, 

Bc+ Mesogenesis) 

• B+  decay to resonant meson and subsequent lepton and missing energy                       
(B+ Mesogenesis)
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Asymmetry in B Meson Mixing

G. Elor

CP violation in the B system 20

where Cd and Cs depend on the relative production rates of B0 and B0

s mesons, as

well as their respective probabilities to have mixed (which may depend on the selection

requirements). A possible additional term in Eq. (18) is discussed below.

Another approach to determine these asymmetries inclusively is to tag B particles

produced in top quark decays [102]. This method, recently implemented by ATLAS [103],

however results in low yields so that the measurements do not currently have competitive

precision.

Table 4: Summary of the latest results for the B0 mixing (adsl) and B0
s mixing (assl) CP

asymmetries, as well as the inclusive dimuon asymmetry Ab
sl measured at D0. In all cases the

statistical uncertainty is quoted first and the systematic second. All values are percentages.
The world averages [12] are from a fit to all adsl, a

s
sl and Ab

sl results, except for the latest LHCb
assl result [104]; an earlier result [105] is included instead. The latest SM predictions [9,101]
are given for comparison.

adsl (%) assl (%) Ab
sl (%)

BaBar K-tag [84, 106] 0.06± 0.17 +0.38
�0.32 – –

BaBar `` [107] �0.39± 0.35± 0.19 – –

Belle `` [85] �0.11± 0.79± 0.70 – –

LHCb [83,104] �0.02± 0.19± 0.30 0.39± 0.26± 0.20 –

D0 [86,108,109] 0.68± 0.45± 0.14 �1.12± 0.74± 0.17 �0.496± 0.153± 0.072

World average [12] �0.15± 0.17 �0.75± 0.41

SM �0.00047± 0.00006 0.0000222± 0.0000027 �0.023± 0.004

 [%]d
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Figure 6: Measurements of assl and adsl, with simple one-dimensional averages (that di↵er from
the values shown in Table 4) shown as horizontal and vertical bands, respectively [104]. The
yellow ellipse represents the D0 inclusive dimuon measurement [86] with ��d set to its SM
expectation value.

Measurements of adsl, a
s
sl and Ab

sl have been performed by the BaBar, Belle, LHCb,

and D0 collaborations. The latest results are collected in Table 4 together with the world
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Operator/Decay Initial State Final state �M (MeV) m� Bench (GeV) Current constraint on Br Irre-Background for Br

Bd  + n (udd) 4340.07

3.3 < 8.7%

⇠ 10�5

O =  b u d Bs  + ⇤ (uds) 4251.21 ⇠ 10�5

b̄ !  u d B+  + p (duu) 4341.05 0

⇤b  ̄ + ⇡0 5484.5 ⇠ 10�5

Bd  + ⇤ (usd) 4163.95

3.3 < 4.8%

⇠ 10�5

O =  b u s Bs  + ⌅0 (uss) 4025.03 ⇠ 10�5

b̄ !  u s B+  + ⌃+ (uus) 4089.95 0

⇤b  ̄ + K0 5121.9 ⇠ 10�5

Bd  + ⇤c + ⇡� (cdd) 2853.60

2.5 < 4.2%

⇠ (2�5)⇥10�4

O =  b c d Bs  + ⌅0
c (cds) 2895.02 ⇠ (2�5)⇥10�4

b̄ !  c d B+  + ⇤c (dcu) 2992.86 0

⇤b  ̄ + D
0

3754.7 ⇠ (2�5)⇥10�4

Bd  + ⌅0
c (csd) 2807.76

2.5 < 1.7%

⇠ (5�10)⇥10�3

O =  b c s Bs  + ⌦c (css) 2671.69 ⇠ (5�10)⇥10�3

b̄ !  c s B+  + ⌅+
c (csu) 2810.36 0

⇤b  ̄ + D� + K+ 3256.2 ⇠ (5�10)⇥10�3

TABLE I. [ME: Still need to improve the table a lot]. Maybe add another column with info about Y constraints? Because
some may be easier to constrain indirectly. Likely the first two.

3. Summary

We have examined the reach of B-factories for B me-
son decays into a visible baryon, missing energy and any
number of mesons in the final state. Given the current
luminosity accumulated at B-factories and that the ini-
tial momentum of the decay is known, B-factories have
in principle a sensitivity of ⇠ 10�6 � 10�5 to Br(B !
 + Baryon + X). We find, a priori, a limiting factor
to these searches which arises from slow neutrons and
anti-neutrons that may be missed in the electromagnetic
calorimeter and may fake a missing energy signal. Given
our analysis, and assuming all the neutrons and anti-
neutrons are missed, an actual sensitivity of:

Br(B+ !  p + X) �
�b̄! ud

�b
⇠ 10�5 , (15a)

Br(B+ !  ⇤ + X) �
�b̄! us

�b
⇠ 10�5 , (15b)

Br(B+ !  ⌅+

c + X) �
�b̄! cd

�b
⇠(2�5)⇥10�4 , (15c)

Br(B+ !  ⇤c + X) �
�b̄! cs

�b
⇠(5�10)⇥10�3 ,

(15d)

[ME: I need to think more about the last two]
[ME: Add table with: The di↵erent decay

modes, current constraints, a benchmark for m ,
and possible irreducible backgrounds. ]

C. Possibilities for the LHC

[GE: Check in on the status of the new CMS trigger]
[GA: Perhaps discuss what Zoltan mentioned in

his email:
Oh, and I do not know if I told you (I think I

may have told Ann) that late 2018 I talked to a
friend on LHCb about these decays. He pointed
out to me that on LHCb such a 2-body B de-
cay, with only one of the particles visible, would
be almost impossible to identify. However, if you
put the same partonic process in Lambda b de-
cay, then you can get a three-body decay (meson
+ meson + MET), and so having a displaced ver-
tex from the 2 reconstructed mesons may help
enough to beat down backgrounds. I thought
they were working on it a year ago, but I can-
not recall any limits becoming public since then.
Of course, the hadronic matrix element is only a
harder calculation in this case, but if a signal is
seen, then that would motivate major e↵orts in
that direction. I’ll let you know if I hear anything
back about the experimental status.]

D. Exclusive vs. inclusive decays

While the baryogenesis mechanism ultimately only
cares about the inclusive B !  + Baryon + X branch-
ing ratio, the experimental searches discussed above are
best suited to test exclusive final states. In fact, the
presence of additional hadronic states accompanying the
final-state baryon can significantly modify the expected
sensitivities estimated in (??). It is therefore crucial to
estimate the relative size of the exclusive modes that con-

UV Model:

G. Elor

Directly related to neutral B Mesogenesis, 
and indirectly related  B+ Mesogenesis.

Directly related to charged B Mesogenesis

12

FIG. 5. The decay of the B+ meson to the lightest possible baryon as triggered by the four di↵erent flavor operators given
in Eq. (15). Note that any of the four can lead to successful baryogenesis and dark matter production. As usual, the light
dark sector antibaryon  would appear as missing energy in the detector, and Y is a heavy color-triplet scalar mediator with
MY > 1.2TeV (see Sec. V).

A. Current Limits

There exists no current search for B meson decays into
a visible baryon and missing energy plus any number
of light mesons at any experimental facility. In [1], a
loose bound Br(B !  B M) < 10% was set on such a
decay by taking into account the inclusive measurements
of B ! (c + anything). This is only applicable provided
that the baryon in the B !  B M does not contain a
charm quark— which can certainly be the case as can
be seen in the two right panels of Fig. 5. Similarly, one
can set a very loose bound on the branching fraction by
comparing the predicted SM decay rate of b-hadrons to
the measured value. Doing so leads to Br(B !  B M) .
40 % as a result of the large (O(20%)) uncertainties in
the theoretical prediction of the decay rate of b-hadrons
in the SM [87].

[ME: In this work, we find substantially
stronger bounds by i) examining inclusive de-
cays of B mesons into baryons (which yield con-
straints at the Br(B !  B M) . 1�10% level), and
ii) by recasting an inclusive ALEPH search [88]
for events with large missing energy arising from
b-flavored hadron decays at the Z peak (which
yield constraints at the Br(B !  B M) . 10�4 �
10�3 level for some values of the missing particle
mass)].

1. Inclusive Considerations

[ME: some things here may need to be
rephrased]

[GA: The reasoning presented in [1] regarding
inclusive measurements of B meson decays can be
refined to obtain firmer bounds.] Given some rea-
sonable assumptions, these apply to the di↵erent flavor
final states possible in the b̄ !  uidj decay. Firstly, the
PDG [64] reports a measured inclusive rate of

Br(B ! p/p̄ + anything) = (8.0 ± 0.4) % , (24)

where here B refers to an admixture of B+, B�, B0
d and

B̄0
d mesons. If we assume that the process B !  B M

produces the same number of protons as neutrons (which
is reasonable based on isospin symmetry), we can use

Eq. (24) assuming Gaussian statistics to find the 95%
CL bound

Br(B !  + Baryon + Mesons) < 8.7 % . (25)

Other measurements of the inclusive decay rate of B
mesons into baryons can be used to set appropriate upper
limits on each flavor variation of these new decays modes.
The relevant averages as reported by the PDG [64] are12

Br(B ! p/p̄(dir) + anything) = (5.5 ± 0.5) % , (26a)

Br(B ! ⇤/⇤̄ + anything) = (4.0 ± 0.5) % , (26b)

Br(B ! ⇤+
c /⇤

�
c + anything) = (3.6 ± 0.4) % , (26c)

Br(B ! ⌅0
c + anything) = (1.4 ± 0.2) % , (26d)

where (dir) means that the secondary protons from ⇤
baryon decays have been substracted. In order to obtain
Eq. (26d), we have additionally made use of the measure-
ment Br(B ! ⌅0

c + anything) ⇥ Br(⌅0
c ! ⌅� + ⇡+) =

(1.9 ± 0.3) ⇥ 10�4 [64] (see also [92]) as well as the very
recently measured absolute branching fraction Br(⌅0

c !
⌅� +⇡+) = 1.43±0.32 % [64] (see also the original study
by Belle [93]).

Eq. (26) can be used to constrain the operators that
lead to new B meson decays provided that an assumption
regarding the final-state hadronization is made. A prob-
lem arises since these bounds apply to an admixture of B
mesons, thus the final state baryons could be produced
by any of the B mesons depending upon the emission of
other charged light mesons. To illustrate the issue, let
us take for concreteness the case of Eq. (26c). From the
third diagram in Fig. 5, we clearly see that the B+ me-
son can contribute to this inclusive rate. However, this is
only the case if no charged pions are emitted: if a ⇡+ is
produced, the ⇤ baryon must be neutral and the decay is
not included in the inclusive measurement. However, we
can assume that the probability for this charged pion to
be emitted is the same as for an oppositely-charged pion
to be emitted in the decay of a B0

d. If this is the case, then

12 These are based on measurements by ARGUS [89] and CLEO [90]
for Eqs. (24), (26a), and (26b), by BaBar [91] for Eq. (26c), and
by BaBar [92] for Eq. (26d).
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FIG. 5. The decay of the B+ meson to the lightest possible baryon as triggered by the four di↵erent flavor operators given
in Eq. (15). Note that any of the four can lead to successful baryogenesis and dark matter production. As usual, the light
dark sector antibaryon  would appear as missing energy in the detector, and Y is a heavy color-triplet scalar mediator with
MY > 1.2TeV (see Sec. V).
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The Lagrangian term

Ld = yd  ̄B �B � , (9)

is allowed by all the symmetries and mediates the decay
Eq. (7).

Since the  ̄B decay occurs quickly, its dark anti-baryon
asymmetry is simply transferred to �⇤B. This fixed asym-
metry in �⇤B (and �̄) then comprises up to ⇠ 80% of dark
matter. The symmetric components of �B and � tend
to be overproduced, but may be su�ciently depleted by
dark sector annihilations. We assume this and don’t com-
ment further since it has no bearing on the Mesogenesis
mechanism6.

However, the asymmetries in �⇤B and �̄ cannot account
for the entirety of dark matter since B+ doesn’t have
enough mass to decay to both ⇠ 5 GeV of asymmetric
dark matter and a SM baryon simultaneously. Thus, be-
tween ⇠ 20 � 80% of dark matter has to be outside of
the asymmetric components of � and �B . The precise
amount of other dark matter is solely a function of m�B

and m�, since their asymmetries are just opposite the
BAU. There are two simple possibilities: 1) the rest of
dark matter is from a symmetric amount of �s and �Bs
or 2) the rest of dark matter is just some other dark sec-
tor state(s), unrelated a priori to the B+

c Mesogenesis
scenario.

Since either of these dark matter choices is not essen-
tial to B+

c Mesogenesis, we relegate further discussion to
App. A 3. Fig. 1 summarizes the mechanism. With this
bird’s eye view, we proceed to detail a simple UV model.

A. UV Model

The decay in Eq. (3b) proceeds through a dimension
six, four fermion operator. Following the UV model of
[30], we add a colored triplet scalar � with electric charge
assignment QEM = �1/3 and baryon number B = �2/3.
The following Lagrangian is then allowed by all the sym-
metries:

L� = �

X

i,j

yij�
⇤ūiRd

c
jR �

X

k

y Bk�d
c
kR B + h.c., (10)

where the flavor indices i, j, k account for all flavorful
variations of this model, as there is no a priori reason to
assume a specific flavor structure. Such a model has a
simple Supersymmetric realization [48] where the medi-
ator � can be identified with a right handed squark. As
such, � is constrained by collider searches for Supersym-
metric particles and must be heavier than about 1 TeV
(see [36] for detailed bounds from colliders and flavor ob-
servables).

6
For details on depleting the symmetric abundances, see [30].

Interaction Parton decay B+ decay

 ̄B b ūc d b̄ !  ̄B u d B+
!  ̄B + p+ (uud)

 ̄B b ūc s b̄ !  ̄B u s B+
!  ̄B + ⌃+ (uus)

 ̄B b c̄c d b̄ !  ̄B c d B+
!  ̄B + ⇤+

c (ucd)

 ̄B b c̄c s b̄ !  ̄B c s B+
!  ̄B + ⌅+

c (ucs)

TABLE I. Here we present the four di↵erent flavorful varia-
tions of the operator Eq. (11), and the corresponding parton-
level decays and final state hadron decay products. Con-
straints on the branching fraction for each operator can be
found in [36].

Integrating out the heavy �, we arrive at the following
operator which mediates meson decays:

O =
y2

M2
�

 ̄Bbū
c
idj + h.c. , (11)

where y2 ⌘ yij y B3. This particular flavor structure is
all that is necessary for B+

c Mesogenesis, but could be
part of a larger UV model with other non-zero Yukawas
as in Eq. (10). Note that this operator conserves baryon
number. It mediates the parton level decay b̄ !  ̄Buidj
within the meson decay Eq. (3b). There are four possible
flavorful variations of Eq. (11) leading to di↵erent final
state SM baryons from the B+ decay. Table I summarizes
these four possible decay modes. Eq. (11) also gives rise
to decays of neutral B0

s,d mesons and b-flavored baryons
which can be used to indirectly probe the mechanism (see
Table I of [36]).

B. Results

The Boltzmann equations for the BAU are greatly sim-
plified since all the decays in Eq. (3) occur very quickly at
MeV temperatures. The evolution of the baryon asym-
metry is then governed by

d

dt
(nB � nB̄)+3H (nB � nB̄) = (12)

� 2�B
�n�

X

B+

BrB
+

B+

X

f

afCPBr
f

B+
c
,

where we have defined �B
� ⌘ ��Br(� ! q)Br(q ! Bc).

See App. A for details (as well as [31]).
We numerically integrate Eq. (12) while tracking �,

Hubble (see Eq. (2)), and the particles in the decays of
Eqs. (3) and (7). We allow the values of the experimen-

tal observables
P

B+ BrB
+

B+ and
P

f a
f
CPBr

f

B+
c

to be free

parameters and find:

YB

Y obs
B

'

P
B+ BrB

+

B+

10�3

P
f a

f
CPBr

f

B+
c

6.45⇥ 10�5

TR

20 MeV

2mB+
c

m�
, (13)

where Y obs
B = 8.69⇥ 10�11 is the observed baryon asym-

metry today [49].
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FIG. 1. Summary of the mechanism by which a lepton asymmetry is produced from late-time production of charged D±

mesons. Here we consider CP-violating decays of the D± mesons into final states involving an odd number of charged pions.
The charged pions decay into dark- and visible-sector leptons without violating lepton number, producing equal and opposite
visible- and dark-sector asymmetries.

subsequently have their decay products quickly undergo
lepton-number-conserving decays into dark leptons. In
this way, an equal and opposite lepton asymmetry is gen-
erated between the visible and dark sectors. In particu-
lar, CP violation in chargedD

± meson decays followed by
prompt decays of charged pions to light, MeV-GeV scale
(dark) leptons may be used to generate such an asymme-
try. Intriguingly, this asymmetry is directly linked to SM
observables, making this mechanism testable at current
and upcoming experiments (see Fig. 1 for a summary).

While a late-time production of a lepton asymmetry
may be interesting in its own right, to explain the BAU,
the lepton asymmetry must generate a baryon asymme-
try. We achieve this by minimally extending the dark sec-
tor to include low-scale, dark scattering processes which
produce an equal and opposite baryon asymmetry in the
dark and visible sectors using the initial lepton asym-
metry.3 The SM baryon asymmetry is Frozen-In via
these dark-sector scatterings. In summary, we present
here a novel, testable, mechanism of low-scale baryogen-
esis and DM production utilizing SM D

± meson decays
at late times, e↵ectively making the Universe as we know
it at 20 MeV. In contrast with previous mechanisms such
as high-scale leptogenesis, this does not involve lepton-
or baryon-number violation and does not require Elec-
troweak sphalerons.

One of the most remarkable features of this model is
the ability to achieve baryogenesis, as well as the pro-
duction of DM, at such low temperatures. Reasonable
assumptions may lead one to conclude that a baryogen-
esis mechanism, regardless of the source of CP violation,
must set the asymmetry by T & 38 MeV [43]. Thus,
constructing models of low-scale baryogenesis can be a
challenge and there are only a few working examples (see

3
For other models which transfer an asymmetry from the dark

sector to the SM to realize baryogenesis, see e.g. [40–42].

e.g [44, 45]). Furthermore, recent proposals for solutions
to the gauge hierarchy problem such as Nnaturalness [46]
and cosmological relaxation [47] require the BAU to be
generated at a low scale.
If one holds out hope that the requisite CP violation

for baryogenesis exists in the SM, one is also inevitably
led to consider mechanisms at such low scales. It is often
claimed that there is not enough CP violation within the
SM alone to provide for the baryon asymmetry, regard-
less of the baryogenesis mechanism. However, there are
potentially abundant and untapped sources of CP viola-
tion in QCD resonances: meson oscillations [48, 49] and
meson decays, as in this work. Thus, there’s a relatively
unexplored swath of theory space in which the SM alone
provides the necessary CP violation via mesons, allowing
for di↵erent realizations of Mesogenesis.
This paper is organized as follows. First in Sec. II, we

introduce the mechanism. Next in Sec. III, we present the
details by which baryogenesis is achieved; we solve a set
of Boltzmann equations for the lepton and baryon asym-
metry and demonstrate that the BAU can be achieved in
light of known limits on the CP violation and branching
fractions ofD± mesons. We also discuss the way in which
the correct DM relic abundance can be achieved. Next
in Sec. IV, we present two models and demonstrate that
they can accommodate a sizeable dark-sector scattering
to produce the BAU. We conclude with a discussion of
possible extensions, additional variations of Mesogenesis,
and other future directions in Sec. V. App. A contains
a detailed derivation of the Boltzmann Equations. In
App. B, we tabulate the relevant D

± decay modes and
the current limits on their branching fractions and CP
asymmetries.

3

II. THE MECHANISM

We now introduce the mechanism of baryogenesis and
DM from D

± mesons. First, we assume the late decay of
an inflaton-like scalar field � into quarks and anti-quarks
when the temperature of the Universe was roughly tens
of MeV. In particular, we assume the decay occurs at
temperatures in the range TBBN . TR . TQCD, so that
the produced quarks hadronize but do not spoil the pre-
dictions of BBN. TR is the “reheat temperature” corre-
sponding to the time at which � decays. Such a field
� may arise naturally out of multi-field inflation models,
or may be identified as a flavon in the context of flavor
theories. While such models are interesting to consider,
for generality, we remain agnostic about the nature of �
and simply consider its mass and decay width (m�,��),
as well as relevant branching ratios introduced later.

The produced quarks and anti-quarks hadronize into
an equal number of mesons and anti-mesons. By ad-
justing the mass and decay width of �, we consider sce-
narios in which D

± mesons (with mass of 1.87 GeV)
are produced out of equilibrium. Thus, the tempera-
ture must be low enough so that D

± decay before an-
nihilating with other species. The D-meson lifetime is
⌧D = 1.5⇥ 109 MeV�1 [4], while the typical cross section
for hadrons is determined by the pion mass � ' m

�2
⇡ ⇠

O(10mb). Following the argument in [48], we find an up-
per bound on the reheat temperature such that the D

±

mesons decay before annihilating:

3.5MeV . TR . 20MeV . (2)

The lower bound of 3.5 MeV comes from the requirement
that the asymmetry generation completes before SM neu-
trino decoupling and we restrict our reheat temperatures
to this range [50–52].

TheD± mesons then undergo CP-violating decays into
an odd number of charged pions. Since these decays oc-
cur out of equilibrium, an asymmetry in charged pions is
temporarily generated. These charged pions themselves
quickly decay into a lighter, dark-sector Dirac fermion
`d which carries visible sector lepton number (L = +1).
Since annihilations of pions are subdominant to their de-
cays for the range of temperatures in Eq. (2), these fast
pion decays are able to happen before any appreciable
washout of the temporary pion asymmetry. By intro-
ducing this new, dark-sector decay channel for pions, an
asymmetry can start to form between the dark and visible
sectors. Without it, the generated charged pion asymme-
tries would wash out.

We consider decays of charged pions into dark and SM
leptons that proceed through an e↵ective operator of the
form

O =
1

⇤2

h
d̄�µ

u

ih
¯̀
d�µ`

i
+ h.c. , (3)

where ` is a SM charged lepton and �µ represents all pos-
sible distinct Lorentz tensors. The UV model from which
the operator in Eq. (3) arises depends on the Lorentz

structure. For instance, a scalar operator could arise from
a charged scalar mediator similar to [53], while a vector
operator could arise from a new vector of a left-right sym-
metric model e.g. [27]. Depending on the UV model, to
be consistent with current constraints, the scale ⇤ could
be anywhere from hundreds of GeV to a few TeV.
The result of the fast decays,

⇡
+
! `d + `

+
, m`d < m⇡+ �m` , (4)

along with the conjugate decays, is the generation of a
lepton asymmetry in the dark sector

Y`d ⌘

✓
n`d � n¯̀

d

s

◆
, (5)

which is equal and opposite to a lepton asymmetry cre-
ated in the visible sector. Throughout this work, we use
the common co-moving yield variables Y defined as the
ratio of the number density to the entropy density in the
SM bath. In the absence of any other lepton-charged,
dark-sector states, Y`d = Y

dark
L , the total lepton asym-

metry in the dark sector. But, in later sections, we intro-
duce additional dark-sector leptons in order to generate
the baryon asymmetry, resulting in Y`d  Y

dark
L .4 Re-

gardless, since we never introduce lepton-violating inter-
actions, the following is always true:

Y
dark
L = �Y

SM
L . (6)

In this way, lepton asymmetries are generated in both the
dark and visible sectors while conserving the total lepton
number of the Universe.5

The generated lepton asymmetry is directly related to
SM observables,

Y
dark
L / Br`d⇡

X

f

A
f
CPBr

f
D+ , (7)

where Br`d⇡ ⌘ Br (⇡+
! `d + `

+), the sum is over final
states f which contain an odd number of ⇡±, and A

f
CP

is the CP violation observable for a given decay mode,
defined by

A
f
CP =

�(D+
! f)� �(D�

! f̄)

�(D+ ! f) + �(D� ! f̄)
. (8)

BrfD+ ⌘ Br (D+
! f) is the branching fraction of theD+

decay (the relevant decay modes and the current limits
on their branching fractions and CPV are summarized in
Table. III). The current limits on Br`d⇡ may be extracted

4
In much of the parameter space that results in the measured

baryon asymmetry, the dark lepton asymmetry is much greater

and Y`d ⇡ Y dark
L even after baryogenesis completes.

5
This mechanism does not require lepton number violation. But

the presence of lepton violation, for instance in neutrino masses,

will not spoil this mechanism.

Before BBN D mesons decay rather than scatter

Decays at:

D mesons quickly undergo Standard Model decays to pions
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and Y`d ⇡ Y dark
L even after baryogenesis completes.

5
This mechanism does not require lepton number violation. But

the presence of lepton violation, for instance in neutrino masses,

will not spoil this mechanism.
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II. THE MECHANISM

We now introduce the mechanism of baryogenesis and
DM from D

± mesons. First, we assume the late decay of
an inflaton-like scalar field � into quarks and anti-quarks
when the temperature of the Universe was roughly tens
of MeV. In particular, we assume the decay occurs at
temperatures in the range TBBN . TR . TQCD, so that
the produced quarks hadronize but do not spoil the pre-
dictions of BBN. TR is the “reheat temperature” corre-
sponding to the time at which � decays. Such a field
� may arise naturally out of multi-field inflation models,
or may be identified as a flavon in the context of flavor
theories. While such models are interesting to consider,
for generality, we remain agnostic about the nature of �
and simply consider its mass and decay width (m�,��),
as well as relevant branching ratios introduced later.

The produced quarks and anti-quarks hadronize into
an equal number of mesons and anti-mesons. By ad-
justing the mass and decay width of �, we consider sce-
narios in which D

± mesons (with mass of 1.87 GeV)
are produced out of equilibrium. Thus, the tempera-
ture must be low enough so that D

± decay before an-
nihilating with other species. The D-meson lifetime is
⌧D = 1.5⇥ 109 MeV�1 [4], while the typical cross section
for hadrons is determined by the pion mass � ' m

�2
⇡ ⇠

O(10mb). Following the argument in [48], we find an up-
per bound on the reheat temperature such that the D

±

mesons decay before annihilating:

3.5MeV . TR . 20MeV . (2)

The lower bound of 3.5 MeV comes from the requirement
that the asymmetry generation completes before SM neu-
trino decoupling and we restrict our reheat temperatures
to this range [50–52].

TheD± mesons then undergo CP-violating decays into
an odd number of charged pions. Since these decays oc-
cur out of equilibrium, an asymmetry in charged pions is
temporarily generated. These charged pions themselves
quickly decay into a lighter, dark-sector Dirac fermion
`d which carries visible sector lepton number (L = +1).
Since annihilations of pions are subdominant to their de-
cays for the range of temperatures in Eq. (2), these fast
pion decays are able to happen before any appreciable
washout of the temporary pion asymmetry. By intro-
ducing this new, dark-sector decay channel for pions, an
asymmetry can start to form between the dark and visible
sectors. Without it, the generated charged pion asymme-
tries would wash out.

We consider decays of charged pions into dark and SM
leptons that proceed through an e↵ective operator of the
form

O =
1

⇤2

h
d̄�µ

u

ih
¯̀
d�µ`

i
+ h.c. , (3)

where ` is a SM charged lepton and �µ represents all pos-
sible distinct Lorentz tensors. The UV model from which
the operator in Eq. (3) arises depends on the Lorentz

structure. For instance, a scalar operator could arise from
a charged scalar mediator similar to [53], while a vector
operator could arise from a new vector of a left-right sym-
metric model e.g. [27]. Depending on the UV model, to
be consistent with current constraints, the scale ⇤ could
be anywhere from hundreds of GeV to a few TeV.
The result of the fast decays,

⇡
+
! `d + `

+
, m`d < m⇡+ �m` , (4)

along with the conjugate decays, is the generation of a
lepton asymmetry in the dark sector

Y`d ⌘

✓
n`d � n¯̀

d

s

◆
, (5)

which is equal and opposite to a lepton asymmetry cre-
ated in the visible sector. Throughout this work, we use
the common co-moving yield variables Y defined as the
ratio of the number density to the entropy density in the
SM bath. In the absence of any other lepton-charged,
dark-sector states, Y`d = Y

dark
L , the total lepton asym-

metry in the dark sector. But, in later sections, we intro-
duce additional dark-sector leptons in order to generate
the baryon asymmetry, resulting in Y`d  Y

dark
L .4 Re-

gardless, since we never introduce lepton-violating inter-
actions, the following is always true:

Y
dark
L = �Y

SM
L . (6)

In this way, lepton asymmetries are generated in both the
dark and visible sectors while conserving the total lepton
number of the Universe.5

The generated lepton asymmetry is directly related to
SM observables,

Y
dark
L / Br`d⇡

X

f

A
f
CPBr

f
D+ , (7)

where Br`d⇡ ⌘ Br (⇡+
! `d + `

+), the sum is over final
states f which contain an odd number of ⇡±, and A

f
CP

is the CP violation observable for a given decay mode,
defined by

A
f
CP =

�(D+
! f)� �(D�

! f̄)

�(D+ ! f) + �(D� ! f̄)
. (8)

BrfD+ ⌘ Br (D+
! f) is the branching fraction of theD+

decay (the relevant decay modes and the current limits
on their branching fractions and CPV are summarized in
Table. III). The current limits on Br`d⇡ may be extracted

4
In much of the parameter space that results in the measured

baryon asymmetry, the dark lepton asymmetry is much greater

and Y`d ⇡ Y dark
L even after baryogenesis completes.

5
This mechanism does not require lepton number violation. But

the presence of lepton violation, for instance in neutrino masses,

will not spoil this mechanism.
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FIG. 1. Summary of the mechanism by which a lepton asymmetry is produced from late-time production of charged D±

mesons. Here we consider CP-violating decays of the D± mesons into final states involving an odd number of charged pions.
The charged pions decay into dark- and visible-sector leptons without violating lepton number, producing equal and opposite
visible- and dark-sector asymmetries.

subsequently have their decay products quickly undergo
lepton-number-conserving decays into dark leptons. In
this way, an equal and opposite lepton asymmetry is gen-
erated between the visible and dark sectors. In particu-
lar, CP violation in chargedD

± meson decays followed by
prompt decays of charged pions to light, MeV-GeV scale
(dark) leptons may be used to generate such an asymme-
try. Intriguingly, this asymmetry is directly linked to SM
observables, making this mechanism testable at current
and upcoming experiments (see Fig. 1 for a summary).

While a late-time production of a lepton asymmetry
may be interesting in its own right, to explain the BAU,
the lepton asymmetry must generate a baryon asymme-
try. We achieve this by minimally extending the dark sec-
tor to include low-scale, dark scattering processes which
produce an equal and opposite baryon asymmetry in the
dark and visible sectors using the initial lepton asym-
metry.3 The SM baryon asymmetry is Frozen-In via
these dark-sector scatterings. In summary, we present
here a novel, testable, mechanism of low-scale baryogen-
esis and DM production utilizing SM D

± meson decays
at late times, e↵ectively making the Universe as we know
it at 20 MeV. In contrast with previous mechanisms such
as high-scale leptogenesis, this does not involve lepton-
or baryon-number violation and does not require Elec-
troweak sphalerons.

One of the most remarkable features of this model is
the ability to achieve baryogenesis, as well as the pro-
duction of DM, at such low temperatures. Reasonable
assumptions may lead one to conclude that a baryogen-
esis mechanism, regardless of the source of CP violation,
must set the asymmetry by T & 38 MeV [43]. Thus,
constructing models of low-scale baryogenesis can be a
challenge and there are only a few working examples (see

3
For other models which transfer an asymmetry from the dark

sector to the SM to realize baryogenesis, see e.g. [40–42].

e.g [44, 45]). Furthermore, recent proposals for solutions
to the gauge hierarchy problem such as Nnaturalness [46]
and cosmological relaxation [47] require the BAU to be
generated at a low scale.
If one holds out hope that the requisite CP violation

for baryogenesis exists in the SM, one is also inevitably
led to consider mechanisms at such low scales. It is often
claimed that there is not enough CP violation within the
SM alone to provide for the baryon asymmetry, regard-
less of the baryogenesis mechanism. However, there are
potentially abundant and untapped sources of CP viola-
tion in QCD resonances: meson oscillations [48, 49] and
meson decays, as in this work. Thus, there’s a relatively
unexplored swath of theory space in which the SM alone
provides the necessary CP violation via mesons, allowing
for di↵erent realizations of Mesogenesis.
This paper is organized as follows. First in Sec. II, we

introduce the mechanism. Next in Sec. III, we present the
details by which baryogenesis is achieved; we solve a set
of Boltzmann equations for the lepton and baryon asym-
metry and demonstrate that the BAU can be achieved in
light of known limits on the CP violation and branching
fractions ofD± mesons. We also discuss the way in which
the correct DM relic abundance can be achieved. Next
in Sec. IV, we present two models and demonstrate that
they can accommodate a sizeable dark-sector scattering
to produce the BAU. We conclude with a discussion of
possible extensions, additional variations of Mesogenesis,
and other future directions in Sec. V. App. A contains
a detailed derivation of the Boltzmann Equations. In
App. B, we tabulate the relevant D

± decay modes and
the current limits on their branching fractions and CP
asymmetries.
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from the limits on sterile neutrinos. Recasting and im-
posing current limits for charged pion decays into elec-
trons [54, 55], we find that the allowed branching ratio
is not large enough to generate the requisite asymme-
try when m`d > 1MeV. However, the branching ratio is
unconstrained for sub-MeV `d masses so that this decay
mode can generate the entire asymmetry. Recasting the
most current bound from PIENU [55, 56] for final-state
muons yields

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�6
� 10�5

,

for 15.7MeV < m`d < 33.8MeV , (9)

which is just at the threshold of producing enough asym-
metry. For lighter `d masses, constraints can be recast
from PSI [55, 57]

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�3
,

for 5MeV < m`d < 15MeV . (10)

Note that for ⇠1-5 MeV, the bound on the branching
fraction can be as weak as 10�2. Given the `d mass de-
pendence, these bounds do not constrain the entire pa-
rameter space of interest to us; as with decays to final-
state electrons, sub-MeV `d masses lead to completely
unconstrained branching ratios.

Improved measurements of these decays will be the
focus of upcoming searches at future experiments and as
such will be able to further probe this mechanism [58].
In what follows, we will demonstrate that a large lepton
asymmetry may be generated which is consistent with
current experimental bounds and may be probed in the
future.

Baryogenesis is achieved by transferring6 the dark lep-
ton asymmetry into a SM baryon asymmetry using ad-
ditional dark-sector states and dynamics which can be
rich and possibly reconstructable. In particular, we con-
sider `d interactions with additional dark-sector states
(�1 and �2) that carry lepton- and baryon-number which
can transfer the dark lepton asymmetry into a SM baryon
asymmetry. Critically, this dark scattering can occur
through an operator which conserves the total baryon
and lepton number of the Universe; a dark-sector lepton
asymmetry is partially transferred to equal and opposite
dark- and visible-sector baryon asymmetries. Schemati-
cally, we consider scatterings of the form

¯̀
d + �1 ! �2 + B , (11)

where B is a SM baryon, and �1 and �2 are the gauge-
singlet, dark-sector states which may be fermions or

6
For simplicity, we refer to this as an asymmetry transfer, since

the asymmetry in `d � ¯̀
d is being partially translated into an

asymmetry in SM baryons and dark-sector particles. Note that

the total lepton asymmetry in the dark (and SM) sectors does

not change as a result, and so this is not a “transfer,” strictly

speaking.

scalars depending on the exact dark-sector model. For
possible baryon and lepton number charge assignments,
see Table I. Note that the mass of a dark-sector state
charged under baryon number must be greater than 1.2
GeV [59], but dark leptons may be considerably lighter.
Additional kinematic and stability requirements will be
model dependent, and we leave these details for Sec. IV.
Depending on the details of the dark-sector charge as-

signment and the UV model, either �1 or �2 (or both)
may constitute (part of) DM. A Z2 discrete symmetry
will generically need to be imposed to stabilize the DM
and evade washing out the produced asymmetry. In
Sec. IV, we describe the cosmological assumptions and
possible models of the dark sector that allow for a large-
enough cross section to transfer the asymmetry consis-
tent with current bounds as well as produce the measured
DM relic abundance.

III. THE DETAILS

Having given a broad-brush overview of the important
ingredients of this mechanism in the previous section, we
move on to calculate the relevant matter contents in de-
tail. We consider the generation of the (dark-sector) lep-
ton asymmetry, (visible-sector) baryon asymmetry, and
DM in turn.

A. Generating a Lepton Asymmetry

In this section, we demonstrate that a dark lepton
asymmetry equal to (or much greater than) the measured
baryon asymmetry may be generated via the processes
outlined in Fig. 1, postponing a discussion of how it may
be transferred to a SM baryon asymmetry to Sec. III B.
In order to numerically solve for the generated lepton

asymmetry, we consider the coupled Boltzmann equa-
tions which track the production and CP-violating de-
cays of D± mesons into ⇡

±, which then subsequently de-
cay into dark leptons and anti-leptons. For simplicity, we
compute the generated lepton asymmetry for the range
of reheat temperatures in Eq. (2) so that annihilations
of D± and ⇡

± mesons can be ignored. The reheat tem-
perature is defined by 4H (TR) = ��, so that Eq. (2)
corresponds to an inflaton decay width in the range
�� 2

⇥
1⇥ 10�22 GeV, 3⇥ 10�21 GeV

⇤
. Additionally, as

the inflaton must be heavy enough to produce D
±, its

mass must be in the range m� 2 [5GeV , 100GeV]. �
late decays to radiation so that the evolution of the �
number density and the radiation density are governed
by the interplay of the following Boltzmann equations

dn�

dt
+ 3Hn� = ���n� , (12)

d⇢rad

dt
+ 4H⇢rad = +��m�n� , (13)
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where the Hubble parameter is given by

H
2 =

8⇡

3M2
Pl

(⇢rad +m�n�) . (14)

We assume that � was in equilibrium at some high tem-
perature with the bath and as such has a number density
/ T

3. While it may be possible to achieve this mecha-
nism in an inflationary model where � is identified as
the inflaton, this assumption of high-temperature equi-
librium simplifies this analysis at the cost of presuming
other scalars responsible for inflation.

Since the focus in this section is on the lepton asymme-
try, we assume a minimal dark sector with only `d and ¯̀

d

and do not include any additional dark-sector states or
interactions, deferring this discussion to Sec. III B. Since
the formation and subsequent decay of the D

± meson
and the following decay of the ⇡

± meson occurs quickly
(before any scattering e↵ects can significantly change the
abundance of these mesons), the generated dark-sector
lepton asymmetry can be written simply as (for a de-
tailed derivation, see App. A)

d

dt

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
+ 3H

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
= (15)

2 �D
�n�Br

`d
⇡

X

f

N
f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+ ,

where N
f
⇡ is the number of ⇡

+ minus the num-
ber of ⇡

� in each channel labeled by f . Note
that only decay modes with an odd number of
charged pions contribute, as expected. Here we de-
fine �D

� ⌘ ��Br(� ! c)Br(c ! D) (where we account
for the possibility that � can also populate dark-sector
states). Also, a

f
CP ⌘ A

f
CP /(1 +A

f
CP ) ⇡ A

f
CP for most

decay channels since A
f
CP is a small number. The sum

is over the exclusive rates to each of the final states f

listed in Table III. In this way, an asymmetry in `d is
generated, as defined in Eq. (5), that is equal and op-
posite to an asymmetry generated in the visible-sector
leptons. This asymmetry is interestingly related to ob-
servable CP-asymmetries and branching fractions in SM
mesons systems. Critically, note again that the total lep-
ton number of the Universe is actually conserved, as we
have not introduced any lepton-number-violating inter-
actions.

We numerically integrate the above set of Boltzmann
equations and float the values of

P
f N

f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+ , Br

`d
⇡ ,

TR, and m� to discover the parameter space in which a
sizable lepton asymmetry may be generated. We find

Y
dark
L

Y
obs
B

'
Br`d⇡
10�3

P
f N

f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+

3⇥ 10�5

TR

20MeV

10GeV

m�
. (16)

If all the lepton asymmetry can be instantaneously con-
verted into a baryon asymmetry, then the SM baryon
asymmetry will be Y

SM
B = Y

dark
L . In practice, the

dark-sector dynamics need not transfer the asymme-
try completely. Therefore, Eq. (16) represents a lower

FIG. 2. The shaded green region corresponds to values of
charged D meson and pion observable needed to produce a
lepton asymmetry that is equal to or greater than the ob-
served baryon asymmetry Y obs

B . The contours correspond to
solving the Boltzmann equations Eq. (15), as summarized in
Eq. (16), with values of (m�, TR) = (5GeV, 20MeV) which
correspond to maximizing the produced asymmetry. The dot-
ted gray line and the gray shaded region represents the current
limits on the pion branching fraction [54] and the limits on the
sum of the D meson CP asymmetry and branching fraction,
respectively.

bound on the observables such that baryogenesis can be
achieved. In Fig. 2, we show contours of Y

dark
L /Y

obs
B

for a range of values of the experimental observables
Br`d⇡ and

P
f N

f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+ . Also shown for reference

is the PSI constraint from Eq. (10) which holds when
5 MeV . m`d . 15 MeV.
Summing over the relevant D

± decay modes in Ta-
ble III, we find

X

f

N
f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+ =

�
�9.3⇥ 10�4

�+0.0031

�0.0039
, (17)

where the central value corresponds to taking the central
values of both A

f
CP and BrfD+ for each decay channel.

The lower bound corresponds to the “lowest-reasonable”
value for the sum and is calculated in the following way.
To make the sum as negative as possible, we take all Af

CP
values 1� below their mean. For channels with values of
A

f
CP which are still positive, we assume their correspond-

ing BrfD+ is 1� below the mean. For channels which in-

stead (now) have negative A
f
CP , we assume their corre-

sponding BrfD+ is 1� above the mean. The upper bound
in Eq. (17) is calculated in an analgous way. The mea-
sured central value is shown in dashed black in Fig. 2,
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dark-sector dynamics need not transfer the asymme-
try completely. Therefore, Eq. (16) represents a lower

FIG. 2. The shaded green region corresponds to values of
charged D meson and pion observable needed to produce a
lepton asymmetry that is equal to or greater than the ob-
served baryon asymmetry Y obs

B . The contours correspond to
solving the Boltzmann equations Eq. (15), as summarized in
Eq. (16), with values of (m�, TR) = (5GeV, 20MeV) which
correspond to maximizing the produced asymmetry. The dot-
ted gray line and the gray shaded region represents the current
limits on the pion branching fraction [54] and the limits on the
sum of the D meson CP asymmetry and branching fraction,
respectively.
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where the central value corresponds to taking the central
values of both A

f
CP and BrfD+ for each decay channel.

The lower bound corresponds to the “lowest-reasonable”
value for the sum and is calculated in the following way.
To make the sum as negative as possible, we take all Af

CP
values 1� below their mean. For channels with values of
A

f
CP which are still positive, we assume their correspond-

ing BrfD+ is 1� below the mean. For channels which in-

stead (now) have negative A
f
CP , we assume their corre-

sponding BrfD+ is 1� above the mean. The upper bound
in Eq. (17) is calculated in an analgous way. The mea-
sured central value is shown in dashed black in Fig. 2,
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from the limits on sterile neutrinos. Recasting and im-
posing current limits for charged pion decays into elec-
trons [54, 55], we find that the allowed branching ratio
is not large enough to generate the requisite asymme-
try when m`d > 1MeV. However, the branching ratio is
unconstrained for sub-MeV `d masses so that this decay
mode can generate the entire asymmetry. Recasting the
most current bound from PIENU [55, 56] for final-state
muons yields

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�6
� 10�5

,

for 15.7MeV < m`d < 33.8MeV , (9)

which is just at the threshold of producing enough asym-
metry. For lighter `d masses, constraints can be recast
from PSI [55, 57]

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�3
,

for 5MeV < m`d < 15MeV . (10)

Note that for ⇠1-5 MeV, the bound on the branching
fraction can be as weak as 10�2. Given the `d mass de-
pendence, these bounds do not constrain the entire pa-
rameter space of interest to us; as with decays to final-
state electrons, sub-MeV `d masses lead to completely
unconstrained branching ratios.

Improved measurements of these decays will be the
focus of upcoming searches at future experiments and as
such will be able to further probe this mechanism [58].
In what follows, we will demonstrate that a large lepton
asymmetry may be generated which is consistent with
current experimental bounds and may be probed in the
future.

Baryogenesis is achieved by transferring6 the dark lep-
ton asymmetry into a SM baryon asymmetry using ad-
ditional dark-sector states and dynamics which can be
rich and possibly reconstructable. In particular, we con-
sider `d interactions with additional dark-sector states
(�1 and �2) that carry lepton- and baryon-number which
can transfer the dark lepton asymmetry into a SM baryon
asymmetry. Critically, this dark scattering can occur
through an operator which conserves the total baryon
and lepton number of the Universe; a dark-sector lepton
asymmetry is partially transferred to equal and opposite
dark- and visible-sector baryon asymmetries. Schemati-
cally, we consider scatterings of the form

¯̀
d + �1 ! �2 + B , (11)

where B is a SM baryon, and �1 and �2 are the gauge-
singlet, dark-sector states which may be fermions or

6
For simplicity, we refer to this as an asymmetry transfer, since

the asymmetry in `d � ¯̀
d is being partially translated into an

asymmetry in SM baryons and dark-sector particles. Note that

the total lepton asymmetry in the dark (and SM) sectors does

not change as a result, and so this is not a “transfer,” strictly

speaking.

scalars depending on the exact dark-sector model. For
possible baryon and lepton number charge assignments,
see Table I. Note that the mass of a dark-sector state
charged under baryon number must be greater than 1.2
GeV [59], but dark leptons may be considerably lighter.
Additional kinematic and stability requirements will be
model dependent, and we leave these details for Sec. IV.
Depending on the details of the dark-sector charge as-

signment and the UV model, either �1 or �2 (or both)
may constitute (part of) DM. A Z2 discrete symmetry
will generically need to be imposed to stabilize the DM
and evade washing out the produced asymmetry. In
Sec. IV, we describe the cosmological assumptions and
possible models of the dark sector that allow for a large-
enough cross section to transfer the asymmetry consis-
tent with current bounds as well as produce the measured
DM relic abundance.

III. THE DETAILS

Having given a broad-brush overview of the important
ingredients of this mechanism in the previous section, we
move on to calculate the relevant matter contents in de-
tail. We consider the generation of the (dark-sector) lep-
ton asymmetry, (visible-sector) baryon asymmetry, and
DM in turn.

A. Generating a Lepton Asymmetry

In this section, we demonstrate that a dark lepton
asymmetry equal to (or much greater than) the measured
baryon asymmetry may be generated via the processes
outlined in Fig. 1, postponing a discussion of how it may
be transferred to a SM baryon asymmetry to Sec. III B.
In order to numerically solve for the generated lepton

asymmetry, we consider the coupled Boltzmann equa-
tions which track the production and CP-violating de-
cays of D± mesons into ⇡

±, which then subsequently de-
cay into dark leptons and anti-leptons. For simplicity, we
compute the generated lepton asymmetry for the range
of reheat temperatures in Eq. (2) so that annihilations
of D± and ⇡

± mesons can be ignored. The reheat tem-
perature is defined by 4H (TR) = ��, so that Eq. (2)
corresponds to an inflaton decay width in the range
�� 2

⇥
1⇥ 10�22 GeV, 3⇥ 10�21 GeV

⇤
. Additionally, as

the inflaton must be heavy enough to produce D
±, its

mass must be in the range m� 2 [5GeV , 100GeV]. �
late decays to radiation so that the evolution of the �
number density and the radiation density are governed
by the interplay of the following Boltzmann equations

dn�

dt
+ 3Hn� = ���n� , (12)

d⇢rad

dt
+ 4H⇢rad = +��m�n� , (13)
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FIG. 1. Summary of the mechanism by which a lepton asymmetry is produced from late-time production of charged D±

mesons. Here we consider CP-violating decays of the D± mesons into final states involving an odd number of charged pions.
The charged pions decay into dark- and visible-sector leptons without violating lepton number, producing equal and opposite
visible- and dark-sector asymmetries.

subsequently have their decay products quickly undergo
lepton-number-conserving decays into dark leptons. In
this way, an equal and opposite lepton asymmetry is gen-
erated between the visible and dark sectors. In particu-
lar, CP violation in chargedD

± meson decays followed by
prompt decays of charged pions to light, MeV-GeV scale
(dark) leptons may be used to generate such an asymme-
try. Intriguingly, this asymmetry is directly linked to SM
observables, making this mechanism testable at current
and upcoming experiments (see Fig. 1 for a summary).

While a late-time production of a lepton asymmetry
may be interesting in its own right, to explain the BAU,
the lepton asymmetry must generate a baryon asymme-
try. We achieve this by minimally extending the dark sec-
tor to include low-scale, dark scattering processes which
produce an equal and opposite baryon asymmetry in the
dark and visible sectors using the initial lepton asym-
metry.3 The SM baryon asymmetry is Frozen-In via
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esis and DM production utilizing SM D

± meson decays
at late times, e↵ectively making the Universe as we know
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3
For other models which transfer an asymmetry from the dark

sector to the SM to realize baryogenesis, see e.g. [40–42].

e.g [44, 45]). Furthermore, recent proposals for solutions
to the gauge hierarchy problem such as Nnaturalness [46]
and cosmological relaxation [47] require the BAU to be
generated at a low scale.
If one holds out hope that the requisite CP violation

for baryogenesis exists in the SM, one is also inevitably
led to consider mechanisms at such low scales. It is often
claimed that there is not enough CP violation within the
SM alone to provide for the baryon asymmetry, regard-
less of the baryogenesis mechanism. However, there are
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meson decays, as in this work. Thus, there’s a relatively
unexplored swath of theory space in which the SM alone
provides the necessary CP violation via mesons, allowing
for di↵erent realizations of Mesogenesis.
This paper is organized as follows. First in Sec. II, we

introduce the mechanism. Next in Sec. III, we present the
details by which baryogenesis is achieved; we solve a set
of Boltzmann equations for the lepton and baryon asym-
metry and demonstrate that the BAU can be achieved in
light of known limits on the CP violation and branching
fractions ofD± mesons. We also discuss the way in which
the correct DM relic abundance can be achieved. Next
in Sec. IV, we present two models and demonstrate that
they can accommodate a sizeable dark-sector scattering
to produce the BAU. We conclude with a discussion of
possible extensions, additional variations of Mesogenesis,
and other future directions in Sec. V. App. A contains
a detailed derivation of the Boltzmann Equations. In
App. B, we tabulate the relevant D

± decay modes and
the current limits on their branching fractions and CP
asymmetries.
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II. THE MECHANISM

We now introduce the mechanism of baryogenesis and
DM from D

± mesons. First, we assume the late decay of
an inflaton-like scalar field � into quarks and anti-quarks
when the temperature of the Universe was roughly tens
of MeV. In particular, we assume the decay occurs at
temperatures in the range TBBN . TR . TQCD, so that
the produced quarks hadronize but do not spoil the pre-
dictions of BBN. TR is the “reheat temperature” corre-
sponding to the time at which � decays. Such a field
� may arise naturally out of multi-field inflation models,
or may be identified as a flavon in the context of flavor
theories. While such models are interesting to consider,
for generality, we remain agnostic about the nature of �
and simply consider its mass and decay width (m�,��),
as well as relevant branching ratios introduced later.

The produced quarks and anti-quarks hadronize into
an equal number of mesons and anti-mesons. By ad-
justing the mass and decay width of �, we consider sce-
narios in which D

± mesons (with mass of 1.87 GeV)
are produced out of equilibrium. Thus, the tempera-
ture must be low enough so that D

± decay before an-
nihilating with other species. The D-meson lifetime is
⌧D = 1.5⇥ 109 MeV�1 [4], while the typical cross section
for hadrons is determined by the pion mass � ' m

�2
⇡ ⇠

O(10mb). Following the argument in [48], we find an up-
per bound on the reheat temperature such that the D

±

mesons decay before annihilating:

3.5MeV . TR . 20MeV . (2)

The lower bound of 3.5 MeV comes from the requirement
that the asymmetry generation completes before SM neu-
trino decoupling and we restrict our reheat temperatures
to this range [50–52].

TheD± mesons then undergo CP-violating decays into
an odd number of charged pions. Since these decays oc-
cur out of equilibrium, an asymmetry in charged pions is
temporarily generated. These charged pions themselves
quickly decay into a lighter, dark-sector Dirac fermion
`d which carries visible sector lepton number (L = +1).
Since annihilations of pions are subdominant to their de-
cays for the range of temperatures in Eq. (2), these fast
pion decays are able to happen before any appreciable
washout of the temporary pion asymmetry. By intro-
ducing this new, dark-sector decay channel for pions, an
asymmetry can start to form between the dark and visible
sectors. Without it, the generated charged pion asymme-
tries would wash out.

We consider decays of charged pions into dark and SM
leptons that proceed through an e↵ective operator of the
form

O =
1

⇤2

h
d̄�µ

u

ih
¯̀
d�µ`

i
+ h.c. , (3)

where ` is a SM charged lepton and �µ represents all pos-
sible distinct Lorentz tensors. The UV model from which
the operator in Eq. (3) arises depends on the Lorentz

structure. For instance, a scalar operator could arise from
a charged scalar mediator similar to [53], while a vector
operator could arise from a new vector of a left-right sym-
metric model e.g. [27]. Depending on the UV model, to
be consistent with current constraints, the scale ⇤ could
be anywhere from hundreds of GeV to a few TeV.
The result of the fast decays,

⇡
+
! `d + `

+
, m`d < m⇡+ �m` , (4)

along with the conjugate decays, is the generation of a
lepton asymmetry in the dark sector

Y`d ⌘

✓
n`d � n¯̀

d

s

◆
, (5)

which is equal and opposite to a lepton asymmetry cre-
ated in the visible sector. Throughout this work, we use
the common co-moving yield variables Y defined as the
ratio of the number density to the entropy density in the
SM bath. In the absence of any other lepton-charged,
dark-sector states, Y`d = Y

dark
L , the total lepton asym-

metry in the dark sector. But, in later sections, we intro-
duce additional dark-sector leptons in order to generate
the baryon asymmetry, resulting in Y`d  Y

dark
L .4 Re-

gardless, since we never introduce lepton-violating inter-
actions, the following is always true:

Y
dark
L = �Y

SM
L . (6)

In this way, lepton asymmetries are generated in both the
dark and visible sectors while conserving the total lepton
number of the Universe.5

The generated lepton asymmetry is directly related to
SM observables,

Y
dark
L / Br`d⇡

X

f

A
f
CPBr

f
D+ , (7)

where Br`d⇡ ⌘ Br (⇡+
! `d + `

+), the sum is over final
states f which contain an odd number of ⇡±, and A

f
CP

is the CP violation observable for a given decay mode,
defined by

A
f
CP =

�(D+
! f)� �(D�

! f̄)

�(D+ ! f) + �(D� ! f̄)
. (8)

BrfD+ ⌘ Br (D+
! f) is the branching fraction of theD+

decay (the relevant decay modes and the current limits
on their branching fractions and CPV are summarized in
Table. III). The current limits on Br`d⇡ may be extracted

4
In much of the parameter space that results in the measured

baryon asymmetry, the dark lepton asymmetry is much greater

and Y`d ⇡ Y dark
L even after baryogenesis completes.

5
This mechanism does not require lepton number violation. But

the presence of lepton violation, for instance in neutrino masses,

will not spoil this mechanism.
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where the Hubble parameter is given by

H
2 =

8⇡

3M2
Pl

(⇢rad +m�n�) . (14)

We assume that � was in equilibrium at some high tem-
perature with the bath and as such has a number density
/ T

3. While it may be possible to achieve this mecha-
nism in an inflationary model where � is identified as
the inflaton, this assumption of high-temperature equi-
librium simplifies this analysis at the cost of presuming
other scalars responsible for inflation.

Since the focus in this section is on the lepton asymme-
try, we assume a minimal dark sector with only `d and ¯̀

d

and do not include any additional dark-sector states or
interactions, deferring this discussion to Sec. III B. Since
the formation and subsequent decay of the D

± meson
and the following decay of the ⇡

± meson occurs quickly
(before any scattering e↵ects can significantly change the
abundance of these mesons), the generated dark-sector
lepton asymmetry can be written simply as (for a de-
tailed derivation, see App. A)

d

dt

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
+ 3H
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�
= (15)
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�n�Br
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f

N
f
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f
CPBr

f
D+ ,

where N
f
⇡ is the number of ⇡

+ minus the num-
ber of ⇡

� in each channel labeled by f . Note
that only decay modes with an odd number of
charged pions contribute, as expected. Here we de-
fine �D

� ⌘ ��Br(� ! c)Br(c ! D) (where we account
for the possibility that � can also populate dark-sector
states). Also, a

f
CP ⌘ A

f
CP /(1 +A

f
CP ) ⇡ A

f
CP for most

decay channels since A
f
CP is a small number. The sum

is over the exclusive rates to each of the final states f

listed in Table III. In this way, an asymmetry in `d is
generated, as defined in Eq. (5), that is equal and op-
posite to an asymmetry generated in the visible-sector
leptons. This asymmetry is interestingly related to ob-
servable CP-asymmetries and branching fractions in SM
mesons systems. Critically, note again that the total lep-
ton number of the Universe is actually conserved, as we
have not introduced any lepton-number-violating inter-
actions.

We numerically integrate the above set of Boltzmann
equations and float the values of

P
f N

f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+ , Br

`d
⇡ ,

TR, and m� to discover the parameter space in which a
sizable lepton asymmetry may be generated. We find

Y
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10GeV
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. (16)

If all the lepton asymmetry can be instantaneously con-
verted into a baryon asymmetry, then the SM baryon
asymmetry will be Y

SM
B = Y

dark
L . In practice, the

dark-sector dynamics need not transfer the asymme-
try completely. Therefore, Eq. (16) represents a lower

FIG. 2. The shaded green region corresponds to values of
charged D meson and pion observable needed to produce a
lepton asymmetry that is equal to or greater than the ob-
served baryon asymmetry Y obs

B . The contours correspond to
solving the Boltzmann equations Eq. (15), as summarized in
Eq. (16), with values of (m�, TR) = (5GeV, 20MeV) which
correspond to maximizing the produced asymmetry. The dot-
ted gray line and the gray shaded region represents the current
limits on the pion branching fraction [54] and the limits on the
sum of the D meson CP asymmetry and branching fraction,
respectively.

bound on the observables such that baryogenesis can be
achieved. In Fig. 2, we show contours of Y

dark
L /Y

obs
B

for a range of values of the experimental observables
Br`d⇡ and

P
f N

f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+ . Also shown for reference

is the PSI constraint from Eq. (10) which holds when
5 MeV . m`d . 15 MeV.
Summing over the relevant D

± decay modes in Ta-
ble III, we find

X

f

N
f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+ =

�
�9.3⇥ 10�4

�+0.0031

�0.0039
, (17)

where the central value corresponds to taking the central
values of both A

f
CP and BrfD+ for each decay channel.

The lower bound corresponds to the “lowest-reasonable”
value for the sum and is calculated in the following way.
To make the sum as negative as possible, we take all Af

CP
values 1� below their mean. For channels with values of
A

f
CP which are still positive, we assume their correspond-

ing BrfD+ is 1� below the mean. For channels which in-

stead (now) have negative A
f
CP , we assume their corre-

sponding BrfD+ is 1� above the mean. The upper bound
in Eq. (17) is calculated in an analgous way. The mea-
sured central value is shown in dashed black in Fig. 2,
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CP , we assume their corre-
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from the limits on sterile neutrinos. Recasting and im-
posing current limits for charged pion decays into elec-
trons [54, 55], we find that the allowed branching ratio
is not large enough to generate the requisite asymme-
try when m`d > 1MeV. However, the branching ratio is
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mode can generate the entire asymmetry. Recasting the
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muons yields

Br(⇡±
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± +MET) . 10�6
� 10�5

,

for 15.7MeV < m`d < 33.8MeV , (9)

which is just at the threshold of producing enough asym-
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from PSI [55, 57]

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�3
,

for 5MeV < m`d < 15MeV . (10)

Note that for ⇠1-5 MeV, the bound on the branching
fraction can be as weak as 10�2. Given the `d mass de-
pendence, these bounds do not constrain the entire pa-
rameter space of interest to us; as with decays to final-
state electrons, sub-MeV `d masses lead to completely
unconstrained branching ratios.

Improved measurements of these decays will be the
focus of upcoming searches at future experiments and as
such will be able to further probe this mechanism [58].
In what follows, we will demonstrate that a large lepton
asymmetry may be generated which is consistent with
current experimental bounds and may be probed in the
future.

Baryogenesis is achieved by transferring6 the dark lep-
ton asymmetry into a SM baryon asymmetry using ad-
ditional dark-sector states and dynamics which can be
rich and possibly reconstructable. In particular, we con-
sider `d interactions with additional dark-sector states
(�1 and �2) that carry lepton- and baryon-number which
can transfer the dark lepton asymmetry into a SM baryon
asymmetry. Critically, this dark scattering can occur
through an operator which conserves the total baryon
and lepton number of the Universe; a dark-sector lepton
asymmetry is partially transferred to equal and opposite
dark- and visible-sector baryon asymmetries. Schemati-
cally, we consider scatterings of the form

¯̀
d + �1 ! �2 + B , (11)

where B is a SM baryon, and �1 and �2 are the gauge-
singlet, dark-sector states which may be fermions or

6
For simplicity, we refer to this as an asymmetry transfer, since

the asymmetry in `d � ¯̀
d is being partially translated into an

asymmetry in SM baryons and dark-sector particles. Note that

the total lepton asymmetry in the dark (and SM) sectors does

not change as a result, and so this is not a “transfer,” strictly

speaking.

scalars depending on the exact dark-sector model. For
possible baryon and lepton number charge assignments,
see Table I. Note that the mass of a dark-sector state
charged under baryon number must be greater than 1.2
GeV [59], but dark leptons may be considerably lighter.
Additional kinematic and stability requirements will be
model dependent, and we leave these details for Sec. IV.
Depending on the details of the dark-sector charge as-

signment and the UV model, either �1 or �2 (or both)
may constitute (part of) DM. A Z2 discrete symmetry
will generically need to be imposed to stabilize the DM
and evade washing out the produced asymmetry. In
Sec. IV, we describe the cosmological assumptions and
possible models of the dark sector that allow for a large-
enough cross section to transfer the asymmetry consis-
tent with current bounds as well as produce the measured
DM relic abundance.

III. THE DETAILS

Having given a broad-brush overview of the important
ingredients of this mechanism in the previous section, we
move on to calculate the relevant matter contents in de-
tail. We consider the generation of the (dark-sector) lep-
ton asymmetry, (visible-sector) baryon asymmetry, and
DM in turn.
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be transferred to a SM baryon asymmetry to Sec. III B.
In order to numerically solve for the generated lepton

asymmetry, we consider the coupled Boltzmann equa-
tions which track the production and CP-violating de-
cays of D± mesons into ⇡

±, which then subsequently de-
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of reheat temperatures in Eq. (2) so that annihilations
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± mesons can be ignored. The reheat tem-
perature is defined by 4H (TR) = ��, so that Eq. (2)
corresponds to an inflaton decay width in the range
�� 2

⇥
1⇥ 10�22 GeV, 3⇥ 10�21 GeV

⇤
. Additionally, as

the inflaton must be heavy enough to produce D
±, its

mass must be in the range m� 2 [5GeV , 100GeV]. �
late decays to radiation so that the evolution of the �
number density and the radiation density are governed
by the interplay of the following Boltzmann equations

dn�

dt
+ 3Hn� = ���n� , (12)

d⇢rad

dt
+ 4H⇢rad = +��m�n� , (13)
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where the Hubble parameter is given by

H
2 =

8⇡

3M2
Pl

(⇢rad +m�n�) . (14)

We assume that � was in equilibrium at some high tem-
perature with the bath and as such has a number density
/ T

3. While it may be possible to achieve this mecha-
nism in an inflationary model where � is identified as
the inflaton, this assumption of high-temperature equi-
librium simplifies this analysis at the cost of presuming
other scalars responsible for inflation.

Since the focus in this section is on the lepton asymme-
try, we assume a minimal dark sector with only `d and ¯̀

d

and do not include any additional dark-sector states or
interactions, deferring this discussion to Sec. III B. Since
the formation and subsequent decay of the D

± meson
and the following decay of the ⇡

± meson occurs quickly
(before any scattering e↵ects can significantly change the
abundance of these mesons), the generated dark-sector
lepton asymmetry can be written simply as (for a de-
tailed derivation, see App. A)

d

dt
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�
+ 3H

�
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d

�
= (15)
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�n�Br
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N
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f
CPBr

f
D+ ,

where N
f
⇡ is the number of ⇡

+ minus the num-
ber of ⇡

� in each channel labeled by f . Note
that only decay modes with an odd number of
charged pions contribute, as expected. Here we de-
fine �D

� ⌘ ��Br(� ! c)Br(c ! D) (where we account
for the possibility that � can also populate dark-sector
states). Also, a

f
CP ⌘ A

f
CP /(1 +A

f
CP ) ⇡ A

f
CP for most

decay channels since A
f
CP is a small number. The sum

is over the exclusive rates to each of the final states f

listed in Table III. In this way, an asymmetry in `d is
generated, as defined in Eq. (5), that is equal and op-
posite to an asymmetry generated in the visible-sector
leptons. This asymmetry is interestingly related to ob-
servable CP-asymmetries and branching fractions in SM
mesons systems. Critically, note again that the total lep-
ton number of the Universe is actually conserved, as we
have not introduced any lepton-number-violating inter-
actions.

We numerically integrate the above set of Boltzmann
equations and float the values of

P
f N
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f
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TR, and m� to discover the parameter space in which a
sizable lepton asymmetry may be generated. We find
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If all the lepton asymmetry can be instantaneously con-
verted into a baryon asymmetry, then the SM baryon
asymmetry will be Y

SM
B = Y

dark
L . In practice, the

dark-sector dynamics need not transfer the asymme-
try completely. Therefore, Eq. (16) represents a lower

FIG. 2. The shaded green region corresponds to values of
charged D meson and pion observable needed to produce a
lepton asymmetry that is equal to or greater than the ob-
served baryon asymmetry Y obs

B . The contours correspond to
solving the Boltzmann equations Eq. (15), as summarized in
Eq. (16), with values of (m�, TR) = (5GeV, 20MeV) which
correspond to maximizing the produced asymmetry. The dot-
ted gray line and the gray shaded region represents the current
limits on the pion branching fraction [54] and the limits on the
sum of the D meson CP asymmetry and branching fraction,
respectively.
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Summing over the relevant D
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ble III, we find
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where the central value corresponds to taking the central
values of both A

f
CP and BrfD+ for each decay channel.

The lower bound corresponds to the “lowest-reasonable”
value for the sum and is calculated in the following way.
To make the sum as negative as possible, we take all Af

CP
values 1� below their mean. For channels with values of
A

f
CP which are still positive, we assume their correspond-

ing BrfD+ is 1� below the mean. For channels which in-

stead (now) have negative A
f
CP , we assume their corre-

sponding BrfD+ is 1� above the mean. The upper bound
in Eq. (17) is calculated in an analgous way. The mea-
sured central value is shown in dashed black in Fig. 2,
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where the central value corresponds to taking the central
values of both A
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CP and BrfD+ for each decay channel.

The lower bound corresponds to the “lowest-reasonable”
value for the sum and is calculated in the following way.
To make the sum as negative as possible, we take all Af

CP
values 1� below their mean. For channels with values of
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f
CP which are still positive, we assume their correspond-

ing BrfD+ is 1� below the mean. For channels which in-

stead (now) have negative A
f
CP , we assume their corre-

sponding BrfD+ is 1� above the mean. The upper bound
in Eq. (17) is calculated in an analgous way. The mea-
sured central value is shown in dashed black in Fig. 2,
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from the limits on sterile neutrinos. Recasting and im-
posing current limits for charged pion decays into elec-
trons [54, 55], we find that the allowed branching ratio
is not large enough to generate the requisite asymme-
try when m`d > 1MeV. However, the branching ratio is
unconstrained for sub-MeV `d masses so that this decay
mode can generate the entire asymmetry. Recasting the
most current bound from PIENU [55, 56] for final-state
muons yields

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�6
� 10�5

,

for 15.7MeV < m`d < 33.8MeV , (9)

which is just at the threshold of producing enough asym-
metry. For lighter `d masses, constraints can be recast
from PSI [55, 57]

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�3
,

for 5MeV < m`d < 15MeV . (10)

Note that for ⇠1-5 MeV, the bound on the branching
fraction can be as weak as 10�2. Given the `d mass de-
pendence, these bounds do not constrain the entire pa-
rameter space of interest to us; as with decays to final-
state electrons, sub-MeV `d masses lead to completely
unconstrained branching ratios.

Improved measurements of these decays will be the
focus of upcoming searches at future experiments and as
such will be able to further probe this mechanism [58].
In what follows, we will demonstrate that a large lepton
asymmetry may be generated which is consistent with
current experimental bounds and may be probed in the
future.

Baryogenesis is achieved by transferring6 the dark lep-
ton asymmetry into a SM baryon asymmetry using ad-
ditional dark-sector states and dynamics which can be
rich and possibly reconstructable. In particular, we con-
sider `d interactions with additional dark-sector states
(�1 and �2) that carry lepton- and baryon-number which
can transfer the dark lepton asymmetry into a SM baryon
asymmetry. Critically, this dark scattering can occur
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II. THE MECHANISM

We now introduce the mechanism of baryogenesis and
DM from D

± mesons. First, we assume the late decay of
an inflaton-like scalar field � into quarks and anti-quarks
when the temperature of the Universe was roughly tens
of MeV. In particular, we assume the decay occurs at
temperatures in the range TBBN . TR . TQCD, so that
the produced quarks hadronize but do not spoil the pre-
dictions of BBN. TR is the “reheat temperature” corre-
sponding to the time at which � decays. Such a field
� may arise naturally out of multi-field inflation models,
or may be identified as a flavon in the context of flavor
theories. While such models are interesting to consider,
for generality, we remain agnostic about the nature of �
and simply consider its mass and decay width (m�,��),
as well as relevant branching ratios introduced later.

The produced quarks and anti-quarks hadronize into
an equal number of mesons and anti-mesons. By ad-
justing the mass and decay width of �, we consider sce-
narios in which D

± mesons (with mass of 1.87 GeV)
are produced out of equilibrium. Thus, the tempera-
ture must be low enough so that D

± decay before an-
nihilating with other species. The D-meson lifetime is
⌧D = 1.5⇥ 109 MeV�1 [4], while the typical cross section
for hadrons is determined by the pion mass � ' m

�2
⇡ ⇠

O(10mb). Following the argument in [48], we find an up-
per bound on the reheat temperature such that the D

±

mesons decay before annihilating:

3.5MeV . TR . 20MeV . (2)

The lower bound of 3.5 MeV comes from the requirement
that the asymmetry generation completes before SM neu-
trino decoupling and we restrict our reheat temperatures
to this range [50–52].

TheD± mesons then undergo CP-violating decays into
an odd number of charged pions. Since these decays oc-
cur out of equilibrium, an asymmetry in charged pions is
temporarily generated. These charged pions themselves
quickly decay into a lighter, dark-sector Dirac fermion
`d which carries visible sector lepton number (L = +1).
Since annihilations of pions are subdominant to their de-
cays for the range of temperatures in Eq. (2), these fast
pion decays are able to happen before any appreciable
washout of the temporary pion asymmetry. By intro-
ducing this new, dark-sector decay channel for pions, an
asymmetry can start to form between the dark and visible
sectors. Without it, the generated charged pion asymme-
tries would wash out.

We consider decays of charged pions into dark and SM
leptons that proceed through an e↵ective operator of the
form

O =
1

⇤2

h
d̄�µ

u

ih
¯̀
d�µ`

i
+ h.c. , (3)

where ` is a SM charged lepton and �µ represents all pos-
sible distinct Lorentz tensors. The UV model from which
the operator in Eq. (3) arises depends on the Lorentz

structure. For instance, a scalar operator could arise from
a charged scalar mediator similar to [53], while a vector
operator could arise from a new vector of a left-right sym-
metric model e.g. [27]. Depending on the UV model, to
be consistent with current constraints, the scale ⇤ could
be anywhere from hundreds of GeV to a few TeV.
The result of the fast decays,

⇡
+
! `d + `

+
, m`d < m⇡+ �m` , (4)

along with the conjugate decays, is the generation of a
lepton asymmetry in the dark sector

Y`d ⌘

✓
n`d � n¯̀

d

s

◆
, (5)

which is equal and opposite to a lepton asymmetry cre-
ated in the visible sector. Throughout this work, we use
the common co-moving yield variables Y defined as the
ratio of the number density to the entropy density in the
SM bath. In the absence of any other lepton-charged,
dark-sector states, Y`d = Y

dark
L , the total lepton asym-

metry in the dark sector. But, in later sections, we intro-
duce additional dark-sector leptons in order to generate
the baryon asymmetry, resulting in Y`d  Y

dark
L .4 Re-

gardless, since we never introduce lepton-violating inter-
actions, the following is always true:

Y
dark
L = �Y

SM
L . (6)

In this way, lepton asymmetries are generated in both the
dark and visible sectors while conserving the total lepton
number of the Universe.5

The generated lepton asymmetry is directly related to
SM observables,

Y
dark
L / Br`d⇡

X

f

A
f
CPBr

f
D+ , (7)

where Br`d⇡ ⌘ Br (⇡+
! `d + `

+), the sum is over final
states f which contain an odd number of ⇡±, and A

f
CP

is the CP violation observable for a given decay mode,
defined by

A
f
CP =

�(D+
! f)� �(D�

! f̄)

�(D+ ! f) + �(D� ! f̄)
. (8)

BrfD+ ⌘ Br (D+
! f) is the branching fraction of theD+

decay (the relevant decay modes and the current limits
on their branching fractions and CPV are summarized in
Table. III). The current limits on Br`d⇡ may be extracted

4
In much of the parameter space that results in the measured

baryon asymmetry, the dark lepton asymmetry is much greater

and Y`d ⇡ Y dark
L even after baryogenesis completes.

5
This mechanism does not require lepton number violation. But

the presence of lepton violation, for instance in neutrino masses,

will not spoil this mechanism.

• SM charged D decays:
LHCb,  B 
factories 
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where the Hubble parameter is given by

H
2 =

8⇡

3M2
Pl

(⇢rad +m�n�) . (14)

We assume that � was in equilibrium at some high tem-
perature with the bath and as such has a number density
/ T

3. While it may be possible to achieve this mecha-
nism in an inflationary model where � is identified as
the inflaton, this assumption of high-temperature equi-
librium simplifies this analysis at the cost of presuming
other scalars responsible for inflation.

Since the focus in this section is on the lepton asymme-
try, we assume a minimal dark sector with only `d and ¯̀

d

and do not include any additional dark-sector states or
interactions, deferring this discussion to Sec. III B. Since
the formation and subsequent decay of the D

± meson
and the following decay of the ⇡

± meson occurs quickly
(before any scattering e↵ects can significantly change the
abundance of these mesons), the generated dark-sector
lepton asymmetry can be written simply as (for a de-
tailed derivation, see App. A)

d

dt

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
+ 3H

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
= (15)

2 �D
�n�Br

`d
⇡

X

f

N
f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+ ,

where N
f
⇡ is the number of ⇡

+ minus the num-
ber of ⇡

� in each channel labeled by f . Note
that only decay modes with an odd number of
charged pions contribute, as expected. Here we de-
fine �D

� ⌘ ��Br(� ! c)Br(c ! D) (where we account
for the possibility that � can also populate dark-sector
states). Also, a

f
CP ⌘ A

f
CP /(1 +A

f
CP ) ⇡ A

f
CP for most

decay channels since A
f
CP is a small number. The sum

is over the exclusive rates to each of the final states f

listed in Table III. In this way, an asymmetry in `d is
generated, as defined in Eq. (5), that is equal and op-
posite to an asymmetry generated in the visible-sector
leptons. This asymmetry is interestingly related to ob-
servable CP-asymmetries and branching fractions in SM
mesons systems. Critically, note again that the total lep-
ton number of the Universe is actually conserved, as we
have not introduced any lepton-number-violating inter-
actions.

We numerically integrate the above set of Boltzmann
equations and float the values of

P
f N

f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+ , Br

`d
⇡ ,

TR, and m� to discover the parameter space in which a
sizable lepton asymmetry may be generated. We find

Y
dark
L

Y
obs
B

'
Br`d⇡
10�3

P
f N

f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+

3⇥ 10�5

TR

20MeV

10GeV

m�
. (16)

If all the lepton asymmetry can be instantaneously con-
verted into a baryon asymmetry, then the SM baryon
asymmetry will be Y

SM
B = Y

dark
L . In practice, the

dark-sector dynamics need not transfer the asymme-
try completely. Therefore, Eq. (16) represents a lower

FIG. 2. The shaded green region corresponds to values of
charged D meson and pion observable needed to produce a
lepton asymmetry that is equal to or greater than the ob-
served baryon asymmetry Y obs

B . The contours correspond to
solving the Boltzmann equations Eq. (15), as summarized in
Eq. (16), with values of (m�, TR) = (5GeV, 20MeV) which
correspond to maximizing the produced asymmetry. The dot-
ted gray line and the gray shaded region represents the current
limits on the pion branching fraction [54] and the limits on the
sum of the D meson CP asymmetry and branching fraction,
respectively.

bound on the observables such that baryogenesis can be
achieved. In Fig. 2, we show contours of Y

dark
L /Y

obs
B

for a range of values of the experimental observables
Br`d⇡ and

P
f N

f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+ . Also shown for reference

is the PSI constraint from Eq. (10) which holds when
5 MeV . m`d . 15 MeV.
Summing over the relevant D

± decay modes in Ta-
ble III, we find

X

f

N
f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+ =

�
�9.3⇥ 10�4

�+0.0031

�0.0039
, (17)

where the central value corresponds to taking the central
values of both A

f
CP and BrfD+ for each decay channel.

The lower bound corresponds to the “lowest-reasonable”
value for the sum and is calculated in the following way.
To make the sum as negative as possible, we take all Af

CP
values 1� below their mean. For channels with values of
A

f
CP which are still positive, we assume their correspond-

ing BrfD+ is 1� below the mean. For channels which in-

stead (now) have negative A
f
CP , we assume their corre-

sponding BrfD+ is 1� above the mean. The upper bound
in Eq. (17) is calculated in an analgous way. The mea-
sured central value is shown in dashed black in Fig. 2,
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II. THE MECHANISM

We now introduce the mechanism of baryogenesis and
DM from D

± mesons. First, we assume the late decay of
an inflaton-like scalar field � into quarks and anti-quarks
when the temperature of the Universe was roughly tens
of MeV. In particular, we assume the decay occurs at
temperatures in the range TBBN . TR . TQCD, so that
the produced quarks hadronize but do not spoil the pre-
dictions of BBN. TR is the “reheat temperature” corre-
sponding to the time at which � decays. Such a field
� may arise naturally out of multi-field inflation models,
or may be identified as a flavon in the context of flavor
theories. While such models are interesting to consider,
for generality, we remain agnostic about the nature of �
and simply consider its mass and decay width (m�,��),
as well as relevant branching ratios introduced later.

The produced quarks and anti-quarks hadronize into
an equal number of mesons and anti-mesons. By ad-
justing the mass and decay width of �, we consider sce-
narios in which D

± mesons (with mass of 1.87 GeV)
are produced out of equilibrium. Thus, the tempera-
ture must be low enough so that D

± decay before an-
nihilating with other species. The D-meson lifetime is
⌧D = 1.5⇥ 109 MeV�1 [4], while the typical cross section
for hadrons is determined by the pion mass � ' m

�2
⇡ ⇠

O(10mb). Following the argument in [48], we find an up-
per bound on the reheat temperature such that the D

±

mesons decay before annihilating:

3.5MeV . TR . 20MeV . (2)

The lower bound of 3.5 MeV comes from the requirement
that the asymmetry generation completes before SM neu-
trino decoupling and we restrict our reheat temperatures
to this range [50–52].

TheD± mesons then undergo CP-violating decays into
an odd number of charged pions. Since these decays oc-
cur out of equilibrium, an asymmetry in charged pions is
temporarily generated. These charged pions themselves
quickly decay into a lighter, dark-sector Dirac fermion
`d which carries visible sector lepton number (L = +1).
Since annihilations of pions are subdominant to their de-
cays for the range of temperatures in Eq. (2), these fast
pion decays are able to happen before any appreciable
washout of the temporary pion asymmetry. By intro-
ducing this new, dark-sector decay channel for pions, an
asymmetry can start to form between the dark and visible
sectors. Without it, the generated charged pion asymme-
tries would wash out.

We consider decays of charged pions into dark and SM
leptons that proceed through an e↵ective operator of the
form

O =
1

⇤2

h
d̄�µ

u

ih
¯̀
d�µ`

i
+ h.c. , (3)

where ` is a SM charged lepton and �µ represents all pos-
sible distinct Lorentz tensors. The UV model from which
the operator in Eq. (3) arises depends on the Lorentz

structure. For instance, a scalar operator could arise from
a charged scalar mediator similar to [53], while a vector
operator could arise from a new vector of a left-right sym-
metric model e.g. [27]. Depending on the UV model, to
be consistent with current constraints, the scale ⇤ could
be anywhere from hundreds of GeV to a few TeV.
The result of the fast decays,

⇡
+
! `d + `

+
, m`d < m⇡+ �m` , (4)

along with the conjugate decays, is the generation of a
lepton asymmetry in the dark sector

Y`d ⌘

✓
n`d � n¯̀

d

s

◆
, (5)

which is equal and opposite to a lepton asymmetry cre-
ated in the visible sector. Throughout this work, we use
the common co-moving yield variables Y defined as the
ratio of the number density to the entropy density in the
SM bath. In the absence of any other lepton-charged,
dark-sector states, Y`d = Y

dark
L , the total lepton asym-

metry in the dark sector. But, in later sections, we intro-
duce additional dark-sector leptons in order to generate
the baryon asymmetry, resulting in Y`d  Y

dark
L .4 Re-

gardless, since we never introduce lepton-violating inter-
actions, the following is always true:

Y
dark
L = �Y

SM
L . (6)

In this way, lepton asymmetries are generated in both the
dark and visible sectors while conserving the total lepton
number of the Universe.5

The generated lepton asymmetry is directly related to
SM observables,

Y
dark
L / Br`d⇡

X

f

A
f
CPBr

f
D+ , (7)

where Br`d⇡ ⌘ Br (⇡+
! `d + `

+), the sum is over final
states f which contain an odd number of ⇡±, and A

f
CP

is the CP violation observable for a given decay mode,
defined by

A
f
CP =

�(D+
! f)� �(D�

! f̄)

�(D+ ! f) + �(D� ! f̄)
. (8)

BrfD+ ⌘ Br (D+
! f) is the branching fraction of theD+

decay (the relevant decay modes and the current limits
on their branching fractions and CPV are summarized in
Table. III). The current limits on Br`d⇡ may be extracted

4
In much of the parameter space that results in the measured

baryon asymmetry, the dark lepton asymmetry is much greater

and Y`d ⇡ Y dark
L even after baryogenesis completes.

5
This mechanism does not require lepton number violation. But

the presence of lepton violation, for instance in neutrino masses,

will not spoil this mechanism.

• Charged pion decays: PIENU, PSI, etc.
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or may be identified as a flavon in the context of flavor
theories. While such models are interesting to consider,
for generality, we remain agnostic about the nature of �
and simply consider its mass and decay width (m�,��),
as well as relevant branching ratios introduced later.
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an equal number of mesons and anti-mesons. By ad-
justing the mass and decay width of �, we consider sce-
narios in which D
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sible distinct Lorentz tensors. The UV model from which
the operator in Eq. (3) arises depends on the Lorentz

structure. For instance, a scalar operator could arise from
a charged scalar mediator similar to [53], while a vector
operator could arise from a new vector of a left-right sym-
metric model e.g. [27]. Depending on the UV model, to
be consistent with current constraints, the scale ⇤ could
be anywhere from hundreds of GeV to a few TeV.
The result of the fast decays,
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which is equal and opposite to a lepton asymmetry cre-
ated in the visible sector. Throughout this work, we use
the common co-moving yield variables Y defined as the
ratio of the number density to the entropy density in the
SM bath. In the absence of any other lepton-charged,
dark-sector states, Y`d = Y

dark
L , the total lepton asym-

metry in the dark sector. But, in later sections, we intro-
duce additional dark-sector leptons in order to generate
the baryon asymmetry, resulting in Y`d  Y

dark
L .4 Re-

gardless, since we never introduce lepton-violating inter-
actions, the following is always true:
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In this way, lepton asymmetries are generated in both the
dark and visible sectors while conserving the total lepton
number of the Universe.5

The generated lepton asymmetry is directly related to
SM observables,
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states f which contain an odd number of ⇡±, and A
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is the CP violation observable for a given decay mode,
defined by
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! f) is the branching fraction of theD+

decay (the relevant decay modes and the current limits
on their branching fractions and CPV are summarized in
Table. III). The current limits on Br`d⇡ may be extracted
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where the Hubble parameter is given by

H
2 =

8⇡

3M2
Pl

(⇢rad +m�n�) . (14)

We assume that � was in equilibrium at some high tem-
perature with the bath and as such has a number density
/ T

3. While it may be possible to achieve this mecha-
nism in an inflationary model where � is identified as
the inflaton, this assumption of high-temperature equi-
librium simplifies this analysis at the cost of presuming
other scalars responsible for inflation.

Since the focus in this section is on the lepton asymme-
try, we assume a minimal dark sector with only `d and ¯̀

d

and do not include any additional dark-sector states or
interactions, deferring this discussion to Sec. III B. Since
the formation and subsequent decay of the D

± meson
and the following decay of the ⇡

± meson occurs quickly
(before any scattering e↵ects can significantly change the
abundance of these mesons), the generated dark-sector
lepton asymmetry can be written simply as (for a de-
tailed derivation, see App. A)

d
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where N
f
⇡ is the number of ⇡

+ minus the num-
ber of ⇡

� in each channel labeled by f . Note
that only decay modes with an odd number of
charged pions contribute, as expected. Here we de-
fine �D

� ⌘ ��Br(� ! c)Br(c ! D) (where we account
for the possibility that � can also populate dark-sector
states). Also, a

f
CP ⌘ A

f
CP /(1 +A

f
CP ) ⇡ A

f
CP for most

decay channels since A
f
CP is a small number. The sum

is over the exclusive rates to each of the final states f

listed in Table III. In this way, an asymmetry in `d is
generated, as defined in Eq. (5), that is equal and op-
posite to an asymmetry generated in the visible-sector
leptons. This asymmetry is interestingly related to ob-
servable CP-asymmetries and branching fractions in SM
mesons systems. Critically, note again that the total lep-
ton number of the Universe is actually conserved, as we
have not introduced any lepton-number-violating inter-
actions.

We numerically integrate the above set of Boltzmann
equations and float the values of

P
f N

f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+ , Br

`d
⇡ ,

TR, and m� to discover the parameter space in which a
sizable lepton asymmetry may be generated. We find
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. (16)

If all the lepton asymmetry can be instantaneously con-
verted into a baryon asymmetry, then the SM baryon
asymmetry will be Y

SM
B = Y

dark
L . In practice, the

dark-sector dynamics need not transfer the asymme-
try completely. Therefore, Eq. (16) represents a lower

FIG. 2. The shaded green region corresponds to values of
charged D meson and pion observable needed to produce a
lepton asymmetry that is equal to or greater than the ob-
served baryon asymmetry Y obs

B . The contours correspond to
solving the Boltzmann equations Eq. (15), as summarized in
Eq. (16), with values of (m�, TR) = (5GeV, 20MeV) which
correspond to maximizing the produced asymmetry. The dot-
ted gray line and the gray shaded region represents the current
limits on the pion branching fraction [54] and the limits on the
sum of the D meson CP asymmetry and branching fraction,
respectively.

bound on the observables such that baryogenesis can be
achieved. In Fig. 2, we show contours of Y

dark
L /Y

obs
B

for a range of values of the experimental observables
Br`d⇡ and

P
f N
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⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+ . Also shown for reference

is the PSI constraint from Eq. (10) which holds when
5 MeV . m`d . 15 MeV.
Summing over the relevant D

± decay modes in Ta-
ble III, we find
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where the central value corresponds to taking the central
values of both A

f
CP and BrfD+ for each decay channel.

The lower bound corresponds to the “lowest-reasonable”
value for the sum and is calculated in the following way.
To make the sum as negative as possible, we take all Af

CP
values 1� below their mean. For channels with values of
A

f
CP which are still positive, we assume their correspond-

ing BrfD+ is 1� below the mean. For channels which in-

stead (now) have negative A
f
CP , we assume their corre-

sponding BrfD+ is 1� above the mean. The upper bound
in Eq. (17) is calculated in an analgous way. The mea-
sured central value is shown in dashed black in Fig. 2,
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the produced quarks hadronize but do not spoil the pre-
dictions of BBN. TR is the “reheat temperature” corre-
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The lower bound of 3.5 MeV comes from the requirement
that the asymmetry generation completes before SM neu-
trino decoupling and we restrict our reheat temperatures
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ated in the visible sector. Throughout this work, we use
the common co-moving yield variables Y defined as the
ratio of the number density to the entropy density in the
SM bath. In the absence of any other lepton-charged,
dark-sector states, Y`d = Y
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metry in the dark sector. But, in later sections, we intro-
duce additional dark-sector leptons in order to generate
the baryon asymmetry, resulting in Y`d  Y
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gardless, since we never introduce lepton-violating inter-
actions, the following is always true:
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In this way, lepton asymmetries are generated in both the
dark and visible sectors while conserving the total lepton
number of the Universe.5

The generated lepton asymmetry is directly related to
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other scalars responsible for inflation.
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generated, as defined in Eq. (5), that is equal and op-
posite to an asymmetry generated in the visible-sector
leptons. This asymmetry is interestingly related to ob-
servable CP-asymmetries and branching fractions in SM
mesons systems. Critically, note again that the total lep-
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If all the lepton asymmetry can be instantaneously con-
verted into a baryon asymmetry, then the SM baryon
asymmetry will be Y
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B = Y
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L . In practice, the

dark-sector dynamics need not transfer the asymme-
try completely. Therefore, Eq. (16) represents a lower
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where the central value corresponds to taking the central
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value for the sum and is calculated in the following way.
To make the sum as negative as possible, we take all Af
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CP , we assume their corre-
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in Eq. (17) is calculated in an analgous way. The mea-
sured central value is shown in dashed black in Fig. 2,
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We present a testable mechanism of low-scale baryogenesis and dark matter production in which
neither baryon nor lepton number are violated. Charged D mesons are produced out-of-equilibrium
at tens of MeV temperatures. The D mesons quickly undergo CP-violating decays to charged pions,
which then decay into dark-sector leptons without violating lepton number. To transfer this lepton
asymmetry to the baryon asymmetry, the dark leptons scatter on additional dark-sector states
charged under lepton and baryon number. Amusingly, this transfer proceeds without electroweak
sphalerons, which are no longer active at such low scales. We present two example models which
can achieve this transfer while remaining consistent with current limits. The required amount
of CP violation in charged D meson decays, while currently allowed, will be probed by colliders.
Additionally, the relevant decays of charged pions to dark-sector leptons have been constrained by
the PIENU experiment and will be further explored in upcoming experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

The standard model of inflationary cosmology pre-
dicts a Universe born with equal parts matter and anti-
matter, necessitating a dynamical mechanism to gener-
ate an asymmetry which seeds the complex structures
observed today. The required primordial baryon asym-
metry of the Universe (BAU) is inferred to be

Y
obs
B ⌘ (nB � nB̄)/s = (8.718± 0.004)⇥ 10�11

, (1)

from measurements of the Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground (CMB) [1, 2] and light element abundances af-
ter Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) [3, 4]. Discovering
baryogenesis, the mechanism responsible for generating
this asymmetry, is therefore critical to understanding our
very existence.

A mechanism of baryogenesis must satisfy the three
Sakharov conditions [5]; C and CP Violation (CPV),
baryon number violation, and departure from thermal
equilibrium. Many mechanisms of baryogenesis have
been proposed, including the perennial favorites: elec-
troweak baryogenesis [6–16] and leptogenesis [17]. But,
concrete realizations of these mechanisms encounter sig-
nificant challenges. Electroweak baryogenesis models of-
ten predict electric dipole moments of electrons, neu-
trons, and atoms which are ruled out by experiments [18].
On the other hand, leptogenesis models typically occur
at high scales and involve very massive particles, thereby
making experimental confirmation unlikely.1 Therefore,
exploring novel baryogenesis mechanisms is well moti-
vated, especially if they address other outstanding mys-
teries of the Standard Model of particle physics (SM) and
are discoverable in the near-future.
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While the mechanism of baryogenesis is necessary to
explain the origin of the complex visible structures we
observe today, such structures only constitute roughly
5% of the energy budget of the Universe. The SM does
not explain the nature and origin of dark matter (DM),
the gravitationally inferred component of matter which
makes up roughly 26% of the energy of the Universe
[1, 2]. Experimental searches for DM at colliders and di-
rect detection experiments, together with studies of the
possible indirect e↵ects of DM in astrophysical observa-
tions, have yet to shed light on its nature.
Many particle physics models have been proposed to

explain the nature and origin of DM. However, with
the simplest scenarios becoming ever more constrained,
richer dark or hidden sectors containing multiple parti-
cles with new interactions and symmetries become more
interesting.2 Such dark sectors open up a host of new re-
constructable cosmological histories [20–22], which may
be tested by colliders [23–25], direct detection and neu-
trino experiments [26–31], and indirect searches [32–34].
Moreover, an interesting subset of those models also ex-
plain the BAU. For instance, in many models of Asym-
metric Dark Matter [35–38], DM carries a conserved
charge whose asymmetry is tied to the BAU in a uni-
fied framework that explains both asymmetries (e.g., [39],
and references therein).
In this work, we explore a novel scenario where a dark-

sector state is charged under lepton number. Assuming
late-time production at temperatures of order 20 MeV,
mesons which undergo CP-violating decays may then

2
While a rich dark sector may seem less compelling due to its com-

plexity, it is a well motivated scenario from a top-down perspec-

tive. Furthermore, the SM displays significant richness, present

authors included, despite its meager contribution to the energy

budget of the Universe. It would not be too surprising to discover

a dark sector with similar complexity.
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Br`dl+

⇡+ , TR, and m� and solve the Boltzmann equation to
explore the space of these parameters that would allow
for a sizable lepton asymmetry to be generated. We find

YL ' Y
meas
B

Br⇡

10�3

P
f N

f
⇡ a

f
CP Brf

D+

10�5

TR

20 MeV

10 GeV

m�
,

(14)

where the result is expressed in relation to Y
meas
B =

4 ⇥ 10�11; the observed baryon asymmetry. If all the
lepton asymmetry can be instantaneously converted into
a baryon asymmetry then YL = YB . In practice, we
would expect the dark sector dynamics to not transfer the
asymmetry one hundred percent e�ciently. Therefore,
Eq. (??) represents a lower bound on the the observables
such that baryogenesis can be achieved. Fig. ?? presents
these results of numerically solving the Boltzmann Equa-

tions; for a given value of experimental observable Br`dl+

⇡+

and
P

f N
f
⇡ a

f
CP Brf

D+ , we show bands (resulting from
varying the inflaton parameters (m�, ��) over the al-
lowed range) corresponding to YL = (1, 10, 100) ⇥ Y

meas
B .

The D
± decay modes into an odd number of final

state pions, and the current experimental limits on their
branching fraction and CP asymmetry, are summarized
in Table ??. Summing over the relevant decay modes, we
find X

f

N
f
⇡ a

f
CP Brf

D+ =
�
�9.3 ⇥ 10�4

�+0.0031

�0.0039
(15)

where the central value corresponds to taking the central
value of each decay channel, and the upper and lower
error bars correspond to the uncertainty in the positive
and negative. [GE: say better]. Note that a lepton asym-
metry results from a large positive ACP if `d carries anti-
lepton number (L = �1), while a large negative asymme-
try would require `d to be a dark lepton (L = 1). Since
our goal here is to remain agnostic about the details of
the model, we consider both possibilities [GE: and ex-
perimental should measure ALL the channels to confirm
which one. Discuss plans to measure pion decay at the
PIENU. LHCb and others will measure ACP for charged
D system better. Add refs for projected limits with up-
coming searches.]

Comparing Eq. (??) to Eq. (??) it is clear that it is
possible to generate a lepton asymmetry that is up to
two orders of magnitude larger than the required baryon
asymmetry. The gray bands in Fig. ?? correspond to the
experimentally excluded values of the observable.

[GE: Discussion about how ACP is small in the SM,
and a study of BSM contributions to ACP is plagued
with calculational di�culties?]

Note that the given a UV model generating Eq. (??),
the branching fraction Br(⇡±

! l
±+`d) can be computed

and will depend on the scale of the higher dimensional
operator ⇤, which in tern will be constrained collider and
astrophysical searches in a model-dependent way. For a
charged scalar mediator model we find that direct con-
straints on the scale ⇤ do not exclude any of the param-
eter space of Fig. ??.

Dark Leptons and Dark Baryons

Field Lepton no. Baryon no. Mass

�1 1 0 & 5 GeV

�2 0 -1 & 1.2 GeV

�1 0 1 & 5 GeV

�2 1 0 light

TABLE I. The two states dark �2 and �1 involved in the
scattering Eq.(??) may be charged under Standard Model
baryon or lepton number. In this case dark matter is multi-
component with contributions from �2 and �1.

IV. GENERATING A BARYON ASYMMETRY

To complete Baryogenesis we must transfer the lepton
asymmetry into a baryon asymmetry. The mechanism in-
troduced here is active at low temperatures and so Elec-
troweak sphalerons (which conserve B � L number but
not B and L separately) are no longer active when the
lepton asymmetry is generated, and cannot be leveraged
to transfer the asymmetry. Instead we minimally extend
the dark sector.

In order to transfer the dark lepton asymmetry into a
baryon asymmetry we consider scatterings of `d on addi-
tional dark sector fields that are charged under Standard
Model lepton number, baryon number or both. Critically,
this dark scattering can occur through an operator which
conserves the total baryon and lepton number of the Uni-
verse; an equal and opposite lepton asymmetry between
the dark and visible sectors is partially transferred to an
equal and opposite baryon asymmetry between the dark
and visible sectors. Schematically, we consider scatter-
ings of the form [RM: based on the future eqns, I think
we want `d (and not ¯̀

d) on the LHS below.][GE: This
depends on what sign of ACP we are model building for.
The age old question of at what point do we commit.]

¯̀
d + �1 ! �2 + BSM , (16)

where BSM is a SM baryon, and �1 and �2 are gauge sin-
glet dark sector states which may be fermions or scalars
depending on the exact dark sector model. The states �1

and �2 may be identified with a dark baryon and dark
lepton as summarized in Table ??. Alternatively, one
state can be neutral and the other a dark lepto-baryon;
charged under both Standard Model lepton and baryon
number as summarized in Table ??. Note that a dark
sector state carrying baryon number must have a mass
greater than 1.2 GeV in order to be consistent with the
observation of old neutron stars [? ], while a dark lepton
may be significantly lighter.

Depending on the details of the dark sector charge as-
signment and the UV model either �1 or �2 (or both) may

12

D+ decay mode Af
CP /10

�2 Brf
D+/10

�2

K0
S⇡

+
�0.41± 0.09 1.562± 0.031

K�⇡+⇡+
�0.18± 0.16 9.38± 0.16

K�⇡+⇡+⇡0
�0.3± 0.6± 0.4 5.98± 0.08± 0.16⇤ [? ]

K0
S⇡

+⇡0
�0.1± 0.7± 0.2 6.99± 0.09± 0.25⇤ [? ]

K0
S⇡

+⇡+⇡� 0.0± 1.2± 0.3 3.122± 0.046± 0.096⇤ [? ]

⇡+⇡0 2.4± 1.2 (1.247± 0.033)⇥ 10�1

⇡+⌘ 1.0± 1.5 (3.77± 0.09)⇥ 10�1

⇡+⌘0(958) �0.6± 0.7 (4.97± 0.19)⇥ 10�1

K+K�⇡+ 0.37± 0.29 (9.35± 0.17± 0.24)⇤ ⇥ 10�1 [? ]

�⇡+ 0.01± 0.09 (5.70± 0.05± 0.13)⇥ 10�1

a0(1450)
0⇡+

�19± 12+8
�11 4.57.0�1.8 ⇥ 10�2 a

�(1680)⇡+
�9± 22± 14 4.9+4.0

�1.9 ⇥ 10�3 b

⇡+⇡+⇡�
�1.7± 4.2 (3.27± 0.18)⇥ 10�1

a this only includes the subsequent decay mode in which a0(1450) ! K+K�
b this only includes the subsequent decay mode in which �(1680) ! K+K�

TABLE VI. Summary of D+ decay modes which violate CP and involve an odd number of ⇡± and therefore help to generate
a dark-sector lepton asymmetry.

where �⇡+ is the total ⇡
± decay rate. Again, we’re having to assume all these decays are faster than any possible SM

annihilation terms. We’re also neglecting � decays into lighter quarks which could hadronize into pions. Likewise,
for ⇡

� we have

dn⇡�

dt
+ 3Hn⇡� = nD�

�
�D�Br

�
D

�
! ⇡

� + other
�

+ 2�D�Br
�
D

�
! 2⇡

� + other
��

+ �D+Br
�
D

+
! ⇡

� + other
�
nD+ � �⇡+n⇡� . (B4)

b. `d/
¯̀
d:

dn`d

dt
+ 3Hn`d = �⇡+Br

�
⇡

+
! l

+
`d

�
n⇡+ . (B5)

We’re assuming all annihilations are slow, `d is stable, and back scatters of l
+
`d ! ⇡

+ are slow. Likewise, for the
conjugate we find

dn¯̀
d

dt
+ 3Hn¯̀

d
= �⇡+Br

�
⇡

�
! l

� ¯̀
d

�
n⇡� . (B6)

To find the generated lepton asymmetry, we just take the di↵erence of our `d/
¯̀
d Boltzmann equations:

Note: �⇡+Br
�
⇡

+
! l

+
`d

�
= �⇡�Br

�
⇡

�
! l

� ¯̀
d

�

)
d

dt

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
+ 3H

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
= �⇡+Br

�
⇡

+
! l

+
`d

�
(n⇡+ � n⇡�) . (B7)
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K+ ! e+!h decays in the NA62 experiment at CERN
[93–95], where !h " !4 in our notation. From the various
"e2, "µ2, Ke2, and Kµ2 peak search experiments, some
upper bounds include

• |Ue4|2 <# 10!7 $ 10!8 for 50 MeV < m!4 < 135
MeV [90, 91];

• |Ue4|2 <# 10!6 $ 10!7 for 170 MeV < m!4 < 450
MeV [94];

• |Uµ4|2 <# 10!2 to 10!5 for 5 MeV < m!4 < 30 MeV
[77];

• |Uµ4|2 <# 10!4 for 3 MeV < m!4 < 19.5 MeV [83];

• |Uµ4|2 <# 0.6 % 10!5 for 16 MeV < m!4 < 29 MeV
and |Uµ4|2 <# 1 % 10!5 for 29 MeV < m!4 < 32
MeV [96];

• |Uµ4|2 <# 10!8 $ 10!9 for 200 MeV < m!4 < 300
MeV [89]; and,

• |Uµ4|2 <# (1$ 4)% 10!7 for 300 MeV < m!4 < 450
MeV [94].

Recently, the NA62 experiment at CERN reported more
stringent preliminary upper limits on |Ue4|2 and |Uµ4|2:

• |Ue4|2 <# (1$ 3)% 10!9 for 150 MeV < m!4 < 400
MeV, increasing to |Ue4|2 <# (0.3 $ 2) % 10!8 for
400 MeV < m!4 < 450 MeV, and

• |Uµ4|2 <# (1 $ 3)% 10!8 for 220 MeV < m!4 < 380
MeV [95].

Peak search experiments have also been conducted very
near to the kinematic endpoint in "+ ! µ+!4 decay,
which occurs at m!4 = 33.9122 MeV [85–87]. For m!4 =
33.905 MeV, a PSI experiment obtained an upper bound
BR("+ ! µ+!4) < 6.0 % 10!10 (95 % CL) [87]. From
Eq. (5.16), we estimate an upper limit

|Uµ4|2 < 1.7% 10!8 (90% CL) at m!4 = 33.905 MeV,

(5.31)

which is shown in Fig. 2. An analysis of data on the µ
capture reaction µ!+3He ! !̄µ+3H yielded upper limits

on |Uµ4|2 from # 0.1 to <# 10!2 for m!4 in the interval
from 62 MeV to 72 MeV [97]. See [13] for further limits
and references to the literature).
Upper limits on |Ue4|2 vs. m!4 from "e2 and Ke2 peak

searches are shown in Fig. 1, labeled as "e2 PIENU, Ke2

KEK,Ke2 NA62, andKe2 NA62*, as well as the Be2 limit
presented in [1], which will be discussed further below.
Upper limits on |Uµ4|2 vs. m!4 from "µ2 and Kµ2 peak
searches are shown in Fig.2, labeled as "µ2 PSI, "µ2 PSI2,
"µ2 PIENU, Kµ2 KEK, Kµ2 BNL, Kµ2 NA62, and Kµ2

NA62*.

FIG. 2: Best 90 % C.L. upper limits on |Uµ4|2 vs. m!4

from various experiments: !+ ! µ+"4 peak searches, la-
beled as follows: !µ2 PSI [83], !µ2 PSI2 [87], !µ2 PIENU [96];
K+ ! µ+"4 peak searches: Kµ2 KEK [79, 82], Kµ2 BNL
[89], Kµ2 NA62 [94], and the preliminary limit Kµ2 NA62*
[95]. Other limits include µ spectrum [39]; µ capture [97]; a
B+ ! µ+"4 peak search denoted Bµ2 [125]; and our analysis

of
BR(D+

s !µ+!µ)

BR(D+
s !"+"µ)

, labeled Dsµ2, Our new bounds are colored

blue (online) while previous bounds are colored black. See
text for previous bounds and futher discussion.

TABLE I: Maximal values of the normalized kinematic rate factor
!̄("(M)

# , "
(M)
!4 ) for the two-body leptonic decay M+

! #+$4 of the
pseudoscalar meson M+, where # = e, µ, together with the corre-
sponding value of m!4 , denoted (m!4 )$̄max (in MeV), where this
maximum is reached.

Decay (m!4)$̄max #̄max

!+ ! e+"4 80.6 1.105 " 104

K+ ! e+"4 285 1.38" 105

D+ ! e+"4 1.08 " 103 1.98" 106

D+
s ! e+"4 1.14 " 103 2.20" 106

B+ ! e+"4 3.05 " 103 1.58" 107

!+ ! µ+"4 3.46 1.00

K+ ! µ+"4 263 4.13

D+ ! µ+"4 1.07 " 103 47.3

D+
s ! µ+"4 1.13 " 103 52.4

B+ ! µ+"4 3.05 " 103 371

VI. CONSTRAINTS FROM DATA ON e# µ
UNIVERSALITY

A. General Formalism

In addition to producing a subdominant peak in the
charged lepton momentum p" at the value (5.9), the emis-
sion of a massive neutrino in the two-body leptonic decay
of a pseudoscalar meson M+ would cause an apparent
deviation from the SM prediction for the ratio of decay

4

FIG. 1: 90 % C.L. upper limits on |Ue4|2 vs. m!4 from various
souces: PIBETA, pion beta decay (this work); BD1, previous
limits from nuclear beta decay [41]; BD2, nuclear beta decay,
based on our analysis using [64] and [65]; PIENU and PIENU-

H, the ratio BR("+
!e+!e)

BR("+!µ+!µ)
in the kinematically allowed and

forbidden regions for !4 emission [90]; "e2 PIENU, "+ ! e+!4
peak searches (upper and lower curves from [84] and [91], re-

spectively); KENU and KENU-H, the ratio BR(K+
!e+!e)

BR(K+!µ+!µ)
in

the kinematically allowed and forbidden regions for !4 emis-
sion; Ke2 KEK, K+ ! e+!4 peak search [82]; Ke2 NA62,
K+ ! e+!4 peak search [94]; and Ke2 NA62*, the prelimi-
nary upper limit from a K+ ! e+!4 peak search [95]. Other

bounds are denoted Dse2, from our analysis of
BR(D+

s !e+!e)

BR(D+
s !#+!! )

,

and Be2, from our analysis of peak search data in B+ ! e+!4
[125]. Our new bounds are colored blue (online), while previ-
ous bounds are colored black. See text for older bounds and
further discussion.

upper limit on |Ue4|2. Let us denote this fractional uncer-
tainty from the i’th data analysis, as [!(i)|Vud,i|2]/|Vud,i|2.
Then it follows that

!(2)|Ue4|2

!(1)|Ue4|2
=

[!(2)|Vud,2|2]/|Vud,2|2

[!(1)|Vud,1|2]/|Vud,1|2
. (2.8)

The fractional uncertainties of [!(2)|Vud|]/|Vud| = 2 !
10!4 and 1.4 ! 10!4 in Refs. [63, 64] and [65] are im-
provements by the respective factors of 5 and 7.5 relative
to the inputs used in the 1990 studies [41, 58].
We use these improvements to infer respective im-

proved upper bounds on |Ue4|2, following from the mu-
tual agreement of the Ft values among the fourteen su-
perallowed beta decays [63–65]. Using the HT value in
Eq. (2.5), we find the upper bound

|Ue4|2 <" 4! 10!4 (2.9)

for "4 masses in the range from m!4 # 1 MeV to m!4 #
9.4 MeV, as indicated in Fig. 1 (BD2, upper line). Using

the SGPRM value in Eq. (2.6), we find

|Ue4|2 <" 2.7! 10!4 , (2.10)
also shown in Fig. 1 (BD2, lower line). Of course, the
flat line segments shown are approximations; the actual
upper limits on |Ue4|2 from the nuclear beta decay data
are not precisely constant as a function of m!4 over the
range shown. If the uncertainties in the Ft values for
each of the superallowed nuclear beta decays used for the
overall fit in [63–65] were equal, then one could extend
this analysis to derive an upper bound on |Ue4|2 as a
function of m!4 in this range of 1 to 9.4 MeV. However,
this condition, of equal precision for the measurement
of the Ft value of each individual nuclear beta decay
in this set, has not yet been achieved. For this reason,
we have conservatively presented our upper bounds (2.9)
and (2.10) as applying uniformly throughout the specified
range 1 MeV < m!4 < 9.4 MeV, i.e., as flat line segments
in Fig. 1.
Since our bounds (2.9) and (2.10) above do not involve

|Uµ4|2, they complement the upper limits on |Ue4|2 de-
rived from the measurement of the ratio of decay rates

R(")
e/µ = !(#+ $ e+"e)/!(#+ $ µ+"µ) discussed in Sect.

VIA in the subset of the range of "4 mass values where
they overlap, namely 1 <" m!4

<" 10 MeV.
Other methods of determining |Vud| include pion beta

decay (discussed in Sec. III) and the neutron lifetime
(which also has the complication of involving the axial-
vector part of the weak charged current), but these are
not as accurate as the determination from the superal-
lowed 0+ $ 0+ beta decays.

III. LIMITS FROM "+ ! "0e+!e DECAY

In this section we analyze limits on sterile neutrinos
obtainable from pion beta decay, #+ $ #0e+"e. The
mass di"erence between the charged and neutral pions is
#" = m"+ %m"0 = 4.5936± 0.0005 MeV [13]. It will be
convenient to define

$e =
m2

e

#2
"
= 1.237! 10!2 . (3.1)

If "e consists only of neutrino mass eigenstates with neg-
ligibly small masses, then the Standard-Model expression
for the decay rate, denoted !"#,SM , is [71]

!"#,SM =
G2

F |Vud|2#5
"

30#3

!

1%
#"

2m"+

"3

f($e)(1 + !) ,

(3.2)

where
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We present a testable mechanism of low-scale baryogenesis and dark matter production in which
neither baryon nor lepton number are violated. Charged D mesons are produced out-of-equilibrium
at tens of MeV temperatures. The D mesons quickly undergo CP-violating decays to charged pions,
which then decay into dark-sector leptons without violating lepton number. To transfer this lepton
asymmetry to the baryon asymmetry, the dark leptons scatter on additional dark-sector states
charged under lepton and baryon number. Amusingly, this transfer proceeds without electroweak
sphalerons, which are no longer active at such low scales. We present two example models which
can achieve this transfer while remaining consistent with current limits. The required amount
of CP violation in charged D meson decays, while currently allowed, will be probed by colliders.
Additionally, the relevant decays of charged pions to dark-sector leptons have been constrained by
the PIENU experiment and will be further explored in upcoming experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Limit on |U` N |
2

) limit on
�(⇡±!`± + `d)
�(⇡±!`± + ⌫SM)

The standard model of inflationary cosmology pre-
dicts a Universe born with equal parts matter and anti-
matter, necessitating a dynamical mechanism to gener-
ate an asymmetry which seeds the complex structures
observed today. The required primordial baryon asym-
metry of the Universe (BAU) is inferred to be

Y
obs
B ⌘ (nB � nB̄)/s = (8.718 ± 0.004) ⇥ 10�11

, (1)

from measurements of the Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground (CMB) [1, 2] and light element abundances af-
ter Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) [3, 4]. Discovering
baryogenesis, the mechanism responsible for generating
this asymmetry, is therefore critical to understanding our
very existence.

A mechanism of baryogenesis must satisfy the three
Sakharov conditions [5]; C and CP Violation (CPV),
baryon number violation, and departure from thermal
equilibrium. Many mechanisms of baryogenesis have
been proposed, including the perennial favorites: elec-
troweak baryogenesis [6–16] and leptogenesis [17]. But,
concrete realizations of these mechanisms encounter sig-
nificant challenges. Electroweak baryogenesis models of-
ten predict electric dipole moments of electrons, neu-
trons, and atoms which are ruled out by experiments [18].
On the other hand, leptogenesis models typically occur
at high scales and involve very massive particles, thereby
making experimental confirmation unlikely.1 Therefore,
exploring novel baryogenesis mechanisms is well moti-
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See [19] for an interesting proposal.

vated, especially if they address other outstanding mys-
teries of the Standard Model of particle physics (SM) and
are discoverable in the near-future.

While the mechanism of baryogenesis is necessary to
explain the origin of the complex visible structures we
observe today, such structures only constitute roughly
5% of the energy budget of the Universe. The SM does
not explain the nature and origin of dark matter (DM),
the gravitationally inferred component of matter which
makes up roughly 26% of the energy of the Universe
[1, 2]. Experimental searches for DM at colliders and di-
rect detection experiments, together with studies of the
possible indirect e↵ects of DM in astrophysical observa-
tions, have yet to shed light on its nature.

Many particle physics models have been proposed to
explain the nature and origin of DM. However, with
the simplest scenarios becoming ever more constrained,
richer dark or hidden sectors containing multiple parti-
cles with new interactions and symmetries become more
interesting.2 Such dark sectors open up a host of new re-
constructable cosmological histories [20–22], which may
be tested by colliders [23–25], direct detection and neu-
trino experiments [26–31], and indirect searches [32–34].
Moreover, an interesting subset of those models also ex-
plain the BAU. For instance, in many models of Asym-
metric Dark Matter [35–38], DM carries a conserved
charge whose asymmetry is tied to the BAU in a uni-
fied framework that explains both asymmetries (e.g., [39],
and references therein).

In this work, we explore a novel scenario where a dark-
sector state is charged under lepton number. Assuming

2
While a rich dark sector may seem less compelling due to its com-

plexity, it is a well motivated scenario from a top-down perspec-

tive. Furthermore, the SM displays significant richness, present

authors included, despite its meager contribution to the energy

budget of the Universe. It would not be too surprising to discover

a dark sector with similar complexity.
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from the limits on sterile neutrinos. Recasting and im-
posing current limits for charged pion decays into elec-
trons [54, 55], we find that the allowed branching ratio
is not large enough to generate the requisite asymme-
try when m`d > 1MeV. However, the branching ratio is
unconstrained for sub-MeV `d masses so that this decay
mode can generate the entire asymmetry. Recasting the
most current bound from PIENU [55, 56] for final-state
muons yields

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�6
� 10�5

,

for 15.7MeV < m`d < 33.8MeV , (9)

which is just at the threshold of producing enough asym-
metry. For lighter `d masses, constraints can be recast
from PSI [55, 57]

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�3
,

for 5MeV < m`d < 15MeV . (10)

Note that for ⇠1-5 MeV, the bound on the branching
fraction can be as weak as 10�2. Given the `d mass de-
pendence, these bounds do not constrain the entire pa-
rameter space of interest to us; as with decays to final-
state electrons, sub-MeV `d masses lead to completely
unconstrained branching ratios.

Improved measurements of these decays will be the
focus of upcoming searches at future experiments and as
such will be able to further probe this mechanism [58].
In what follows, we will demonstrate that a large lepton
asymmetry may be generated which is consistent with
current experimental bounds and may be probed in the
future.

Baryogenesis is achieved by transferring6 the dark lep-
ton asymmetry into a SM baryon asymmetry using ad-
ditional dark-sector states and dynamics which can be
rich and possibly reconstructable. In particular, we con-
sider `d interactions with additional dark-sector states
(�1 and �2) that carry lepton- and baryon-number which
can transfer the dark lepton asymmetry into a SM baryon
asymmetry. Critically, this dark scattering can occur
through an operator which conserves the total baryon
and lepton number of the Universe; a dark-sector lepton
asymmetry is partially transferred to equal and opposite
dark- and visible-sector baryon asymmetries. Schemati-
cally, we consider scatterings of the form

¯̀
d + �1 ! �2 + B , (11)

where B is a SM baryon, and �1 and �2 are the gauge-
singlet, dark-sector states which may be fermions or

6
For simplicity, we refer to this as an asymmetry transfer, since

the asymmetry in `d � ¯̀
d is being partially translated into an

asymmetry in SM baryons and dark-sector particles. Note that

the total lepton asymmetry in the dark (and SM) sectors does

not change as a result, and so this is not a “transfer,” strictly

speaking.

scalars depending on the exact dark-sector model. For
possible baryon and lepton number charge assignments,
see Table I. Note that the mass of a dark-sector state
charged under baryon number must be greater than 1.2
GeV [59], but dark leptons may be considerably lighter.
Additional kinematic and stability requirements will be
model dependent, and we leave these details for Sec. IV.
Depending on the details of the dark-sector charge as-

signment and the UV model, either �1 or �2 (or both)
may constitute (part of) DM. A Z2 discrete symmetry
will generically need to be imposed to stabilize the DM
and evade washing out the produced asymmetry. In
Sec. IV, we describe the cosmological assumptions and
possible models of the dark sector that allow for a large-
enough cross section to transfer the asymmetry consis-
tent with current bounds as well as produce the measured
DM relic abundance.

III. THE DETAILS

Having given a broad-brush overview of the important
ingredients of this mechanism in the previous section, we
move on to calculate the relevant matter contents in de-
tail. We consider the generation of the (dark-sector) lep-
ton asymmetry, (visible-sector) baryon asymmetry, and
DM in turn.

A. Generating a Lepton Asymmetry

In this section, we demonstrate that a dark lepton
asymmetry equal to (or much greater than) the measured
baryon asymmetry may be generated via the processes
outlined in Fig. 1, postponing a discussion of how it may
be transferred to a SM baryon asymmetry to Sec. III B.
In order to numerically solve for the generated lepton

asymmetry, we consider the coupled Boltzmann equa-
tions which track the production and CP-violating de-
cays of D± mesons into ⇡

±, which then subsequently de-
cay into dark leptons and anti-leptons. For simplicity, we
compute the generated lepton asymmetry for the range
of reheat temperatures in Eq. (2) so that annihilations
of D± and ⇡

± mesons can be ignored. The reheat tem-
perature is defined by 4H (TR) = ��, so that Eq. (2)
corresponds to an inflaton decay width in the range
�� 2

⇥
1⇥ 10�22 GeV, 3⇥ 10�21 GeV

⇤
. Additionally, as

the inflaton must be heavy enough to produce D
±, its

mass must be in the range m� 2 [5GeV , 100GeV]. �
late decays to radiation so that the evolution of the �
number density and the radiation density are governed
by the interplay of the following Boltzmann equations

dn�

dt
+ 3Hn� = ���n� , (12)

d⇢rad

dt
+ 4H⇢rad = +��m�n� , (13)
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while the solid gray region corresponds to the (absolute
value) of the most negative possible sum. Comparing
Eq. (17) to Eq. (16), it is clear that it is possible to gen-
erate a dark-sector lepton asymmetry that is orders of
magnitude larger than the measured baryon asymmetry.

Future, more precise measurements of Af
CP and BrfD+

for the various pion decay channels in Table III will shift
the gray, ruled-out region to the left. Such improvements
are expected to be made by experiments such as LHCb.
While A

f
CP are expected to be small in the SM, quanti-

fying them is plagued with the usual technical challenges
of the charm sector. If better SM predictions result in
A

f
CP which are smaller than we require for this mecha-

nism, new physics contributions could also enhance Af
CP

while keeping them within current experimental bounds.
The PIENU experiment has accessed the majority of

its data, and as such, an improvement in the sensitiv-
ity of Br`d⇡ is unlikely. However, the relevant mass range
could be extended as uncertainties are improved which
previously made certain areas of phase space di�cult to
probe. Additionally, next-generation experiments which
would improve the limit on the branching fraction are be-
ing proposed [58]. Note that for a given UV model gener-
ating Eq. (3), the branching ratio Br`d⇡ can be computed
and will depend on the scale of the higher-dimensional
operator ⇤. This in turn will be constrained by collider
and astrophysical searches in a model-dependent way.
For a charged scalar mediator model, we find that di-
rect constraints on the scale ⇤ do not exclude any of the
parameter space of Fig. 2.

B. Generating a Baryon Asymmetry

We now complete baryogenesis by elucidating the de-
tails by which equal and opposite baryon asymmetries in
the dark and visible sectors are frozen-in. We remain ag-
nostic about the dark-sector model which generates the
scattering process in Eq. (11), deferring a detailed dis-
cussion to Sec. IV. Instead, we compute how large the
cross section must be for the process in Eq. (11) to e�-
ciently transfer the dark lepton asymmetry to the mea-
sured baryon asymmetry of the Universe.

For simplicity, we take � to also decay to �1 and there-
fore require m�1 < m�, though another scalar could in-
stead be responsible for this late-time, out-of-equilibrium
�1 production. The number density of �1 therefore
evolves according to

dn�1

dt
+ 3Hn�1 = ��n�Br (� ! �1�̄1) (18)

� h�vin¯̀
d
n�1 ,

where h�vi is the thermally averaged cross section7 of the
baryon-transfer process in Eq. (11). Detailed derivations

7
While it is technically correct that this is a thermally averaged

FIG. 3. Numerical solutions for the yields of relevant
species for a benchmark point which produces the observed
baryon asymmetry. We take TR = 10 MeV, m� = 6 GeV,
Br (� ! �1�̄1) = 0.1, h�vi = 1 ⇥ 10�15 GeV�2, and Br`d⇡ =
10�3, and for

P
f N

f
⇡a

f
CPBr

f
D+ we take the maximum value

in Eq. (17) (although note that saturating this bound was
not required to get the right asymmetry). There are three
distinct phases which are delineated by vertical dashed, gray
lines, and are highlighted particularly in the top panel. See
the text for details.

of all of the Boltzmann equations in this section may be
found in App. A.
Recall that the evolution of the asymmetry in `d in

Eq. (15) simply tracked the production of a lepton asym-
metry. We modify this equation to include the relevant
scattering term and obtain the evolution equation for the
asymmetry in `d:

d

dt

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
+ 3H

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
= (19)

2�D
�n�Br

`d
⇡

X

f

N
f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+ � h�vin�1

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
.

For simplicity, we take n�1 ⇠ n�̄1 here as both are ini-
tially produced in equal amounts from � decays. The

cross section, the phase space distribution functions will not be

the usual thermal Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions. Rather,

they are determined by the kinematics of the relevant decays

and Hubble expansion.
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CP which are smaller than we require for this mecha-

nism, new physics contributions could also enhance Af
CP

while keeping them within current experimental bounds.
The PIENU experiment has accessed the majority of

its data, and as such, an improvement in the sensitiv-
ity of Br`d⇡ is unlikely. However, the relevant mass range
could be extended as uncertainties are improved which
previously made certain areas of phase space di�cult to
probe. Additionally, next-generation experiments which
would improve the limit on the branching fraction are be-
ing proposed [58]. Note that for a given UV model gener-
ating Eq. (3), the branching ratio Br`d⇡ can be computed
and will depend on the scale of the higher-dimensional
operator ⇤. This in turn will be constrained by collider
and astrophysical searches in a model-dependent way.
For a charged scalar mediator model, we find that di-
rect constraints on the scale ⇤ do not exclude any of the
parameter space of Fig. 2.

B. Generating a Baryon Asymmetry

We now complete baryogenesis by elucidating the de-
tails by which equal and opposite baryon asymmetries in
the dark and visible sectors are frozen-in. We remain ag-
nostic about the dark-sector model which generates the
scattering process in Eq. (11), deferring a detailed dis-
cussion to Sec. IV. Instead, we compute how large the
cross section must be for the process in Eq. (11) to e�-
ciently transfer the dark lepton asymmetry to the mea-
sured baryon asymmetry of the Universe.

For simplicity, we take � to also decay to �1 and there-
fore require m�1 < m�, though another scalar could in-
stead be responsible for this late-time, out-of-equilibrium
�1 production. The number density of �1 therefore
evolves according to
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FIG. 3. Numerical solutions for the yields of relevant
species for a benchmark point which produces the observed
baryon asymmetry. We take TR = 10 MeV, m� = 6 GeV,
Br (� ! �1�̄1) = 0.1, h�vi = 1 ⇥ 10�15 GeV�2, and Br`d⇡ =
10�3, and for
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in Eq. (17) (although note that saturating this bound was
not required to get the right asymmetry). There are three
distinct phases which are delineated by vertical dashed, gray
lines, and are highlighted particularly in the top panel. See
the text for details.

of all of the Boltzmann equations in this section may be
found in App. A.
Recall that the evolution of the asymmetry in `d in

Eq. (15) simply tracked the production of a lepton asym-
metry. We modify this equation to include the relevant
scattering term and obtain the evolution equation for the
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For simplicity, we take n�1 ⇠ n�̄1 here as both are ini-
tially produced in equal amounts from � decays. The

cross section, the phase space distribution functions will not be

the usual thermal Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions. Rather,

they are determined by the kinematics of the relevant decays

and Hubble expansion.
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Boltzmann equation for the evolution of the SM baryon
asymmetry is then given by

d

dt
(nB � nB) + 3H (nB � nB) = (20)

� h�vin�1

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
.

Next, we turn our attention to numerically solving the set
of coupled Boltzmann equations for the baryon asymme-
try of the Universe.

From Eq. (20), it is clear that the produced lepton
asymmetry will be e�ciently transferred when the scat-
tering rate n�1h�vi dominates over the Hubble expan-
sion. Since we want the transfer to happen quickly, we
require the cross section satisfy

n�1 h�vi

H(T )

���
T=TR

& Y
obs
B

Y
dark
L

. (21)

The number density of �1 is found by integrating Eq. (18)
and is roughly given by n�1 ⇠ Br (� ! �1�̄1)T 3.
We numerically integrate the Boltzmann equations
Eqs. (12), (18), (19), (20) to solve for lepton and baryon
asymmetries, floating the model parameters. We find
that the dark scattering cross section is required to be
greater than

h�vi & 10�16 GeV�2 Y
obs
B

Y
dark
L

⇥
10GeV

m�

20MeV

TR

10�1

Br(� ! �1�̄1)
. (22)

In Fig. 3, we plot the solution of the Boltzmann equa-
tions for a benchmark point that achieves baryogenesis.
We plot the yields corresponding to � abundance, `d

asymmetry, and SM baryon asymmetry. There are three
clearly distinct regions in the plot, particularly empha-
sized by the top panel which zooms in on Y`d . First, a
dark lepton asymmetry is produced as the inflaton begins
to decay. Soon after, `d-�1 scatterings begin to dominate
and the `d asymmetry converts to a baryon asymme-
try. As inflaton decay completes, the baryon asymmetry
freezes in and the `d asymmetry is fixed.

In the following section, we will present possible UV
models that can accommodate a cross section of the size
in Eq. (22) while remaining consistent with present con-
straints. Note that the branching fraction of the inflaton
into the dark sector Br (� ! �1�̄1) depends on the spe-
cific inflationary model, but can be sizable. Furthermore,
h�vinB and h�vin�2 are easily both less than Hubble as
these particles are not sourced by �. Therefore, any pos-
sible washout e↵ects are negligible.

C. Generating the Dark Matter

Since baryon number is never violated, the measured
SM baryon asymmetry is always balanced by an equal
and opposite baryon asymmetry in the dark sector. This

dark baryon asymmetry, therefore, is always an asym-
metric component of DM, and a substantial fraction at
that due to the lower bound on baryon-charged masses
of 1.2 GeV. Further, there are equal and opposite lep-
ton asymmetries in the dark and visible sectors. If the
state(s) which comprise the dark-sector baryons due not
also account for this dark-sector lepton asymmetry, then
these additional dark leptons must make up a di↵erent,
asymmetric subcomponent of DM. Clearly, the details
depend on baryon- and lepton- number assignments to
states �1 and �2, which we defer to the next section.
Here, we just make simple qualitative remarks about
how generating the correct DM abundance is relatively
straightforward (as compared to generating the baryon
asymmetry).
Perhaps the simplest scenario is to assume that the

dark baryon-charged state comprises almost the entirety
of DM, making it a well motivated case of completely
asymmetric DM. In this case, the lightest dark lep-
ton is appreciably lighter than the dark baryon so that
it makes up a negligible subcomponent of DM. Thus,
mDM ⇠ 5 GeV.
As an alternative, we may also consider the case where

the dark baryon state is lighter so that the other dark-
sector particles must comprise the remaining relic abun-
dance of DM. These could be new additional states, or
just the dark-sector states already present to provide for
the baryon-asymmetry transfer. The details here become
less relevant to the baryogenesis mechanism considered
since there are generic, dark-sector freeze-out possibili-
ties with viable parameter space.
Both of the above scenarios make one important as-

sumption which we require to be true generically. There
must exist a portal between the dark and visible sec-
tors that becomes e�cient at late times (before SM neu-
trino decoupling) to allow the symmetric component(s)
of dark-sector states to su�ciently annihilate away, pre-
venting any overabundance of DM or non-negligible con-
tribution to the relativistic degrees of freedom at BBN.
The kinetic mixing portal involving a massive dark pho-
ton fits our needs here and is a commonly used portal
to transfer entropy out of dark sectors at late times (see
e.g. [39, 60, 61] for various such usages).
One additional concern is that protons and anti-

protons may not be able to e�ciently annihilate below
20 MeV8, so that a large, symmetric baryon component
may freeze-in. One solution is to introduce other dark-
sector processes which can e�ciently deplete the sym-
metric component of `d and ¯̀

d. As a proof of principle,
one can imagine the extreme limit where such processes
deplete all `d and leave only the tiny necessary asym-
metric amount of ¯̀

d. These would then only freeze-in
SM baryons and not anti-baryons, avoiding the problem
altogether.

8
We thank Seyda Ipek for pointing this out.
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Model 1: DM as Scalar Baryons and Leptons

In this model, we take �1 to have (L = 1, B = 0) while
�2 has (L = 0, B = �1), corresponding to assignments in
the top left two row of Table I. We take both �1,2 to be
scalars and introduce a Dirac fermion mediator ⇠, which
can be MeV scale. We make all three odd under a Z2.
The DM consists of both (asymmetric components of) �2

and �1, stabilized under the discrete Z2 symmetry, as to
maintain the equal and opposite asymmetries in the dark
and visible sectors.

As discussed above, �1 is produced through � decays
and `d, generated from the ⇡± decay through Eq. (3),
then scatters o↵ �1 producing �2 and the dark-sector
fermion  B as in Eq. (25). This scattering is mediated
by the dark Dirac fermion ⇠ and is generated through the
following baryon and lepton number conserving Yukawa
interactions allowed by the Z2 symmetry:

L � yb  ̄B⇠�2 + yl
¯̀
d⇠�1 + h.c. . (26)

⇠ (which can be relatively light) mediates the s-channel
process in Eq. (25). An intermediate  ̄B is produced
which then quickly mixes into a SM baryon through
Eq. (24). This scattering transfers the dark lepton asym-
metry to the SM baryon asymmetry.

Stability of baryonic matter is ensured kinematically
by m�2 > 1.2GeV, as with any dark-sector state charged
under baryon number. Meanwhile �1 can have a sub-GeV
mass, unless otherwise restricted by kinematics. In gen-
eral the Yukawa coupling could induce decays of  B into
the dark sector. Since  B transforms into SM baryons
via the operator in Eq. (24), we require

m�2 +m⇠ > m B > mB , (27)

which also ensures the stability of SM baryons.
We have computed the thermally averaged cross sec-

tion corresponding to Eq. (11) for the s-channel scatter-
ing in this model and have confirmed that it can easily
be sizable enough to satisfy Eq. (22). We leave a thor-
ough exploration of the corresponding parameter space
to future work (and a more detailed UV embedding) and
simply present, as a proof of principle, the following re-
sult:

h�vi ' 10�15 GeV�2 (yl yb)
2 (28)

⇥

✓
10MeV

m`d

◆✓
20GeV

m�1

◆✓
10GeV

m�2

◆
.

Here for simplicity we have takenm B ⇠ 5GeV. We have
also fixed the dark-sector mediator mass to be m⇠ = 10
MeV— a heavier mediator will result in a slightly smaller
cross section. The color mediator mass M�c

p
y has been

set to saturate the collider bound of order 1 TeV. Note
that Eq. (28) holds when m� & m�2 + mB and m� &
m�1 ; as the inflaton populates both `d and �1 in this
setup, and the energy available in the scattering will be
of order m�.

The DM will consist of the asymmetric parts of both �1

and �2. We will need additional dark-sector interactions
to annihilate away any symmetric part of the DM, as it
will generically be overproduced, and to obtain the cor-
rect relic abundance. Such a set-up is simple to achieve
and there exists a host of dark-sector production mecha-
nisms that can deplete the asymmetry (for instance, see
discussion in [48]).

Model 2: DM as Fermionic Leptobaryons

In this second example model, we take �1 to have
(L = 0, B = 0) while �2 has (L = �1, B = �1), corre-
sponding to charge assignments in the bottom right two
rows of Table I. We take both �1,2 to be fermions and
introduce a scalar mediator �L with L = 1 which may
be light. As in the first toy model, we take all three odd
under a Z2. The �2 are leptobaryons in this model and
could be, for instance, a neutrino multiplet in a super-
symmetric model with an exact R-symmetry identified
with baryon number, similar to [49] (e.g. a right handed
sterile neutrio multiplet had a ⌫R with B = 0, L = 0
and ⌫̃R with B = �1, L = 1). As per Model 1, we
have a dark fermionic baryon field  B coupling to the
SM by the same UV construction as Eq. (24). The fol-
lowing �B = 0 = �L Lagrangian is allowed by all of the
symmetries

L � yb  ̄B�2�L + yl
¯̀
d�1�L + h.c. . (29)

This generates the scattering Eq. (25) mediated by the
dark scalar lepton �L. As with the first model, the scat-
tering cross section in this setup is easily large enough to
accommodate baryogenesis.
In this model, DM is always (partially) comprised of

asymmetric �2. If m`d < m�2 , it will also have an asym-
metric component of `d. As in the previous model, we do
not illustrate explicitly how to obtain the remainder of
the relic abundance, nor do we detail how to remove sym-
metric components su�ciently. The possibilities here are
quite generic to dark-sector DM production and are thus
decoupled from the baryogenesis mechanism at hand.

V. DISCUSSION

We have introduced a novel, low-scale mechanism for
generating the BAU from the late-time production of
mesons. D± mesons decay in a CP-violating way to ⇡±,
which in turn decay into a dark-sector state charged un-
der lepton number. The processes are out-of-equilibrium,
occur at tens of MeV, and generate equal and oppo-
site dark- and visible-sector lepton asymmetries. Addi-
tional dark-sector states charged under SM baryon num-
ber scatter with the dark leptons to transfer this dark
lepton asymmetry into the observed SM baryon asym-
metry. Since we never explicitly violate lepton or baryon
number, these dark states also (partially) comprise DM.
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Model 1: DM as Scalar Baryons and Leptons

In this model, we take �1 to have (L = 1, B = 0) while
�2 has (L = 0, B = �1), corresponding to assignments in
the top left two row of Table I. We take both �1,2 to be
scalars and introduce a Dirac fermion mediator ⇠, which
can be MeV scale. We make all three odd under a Z2.
The DM consists of both (asymmetric components of) �2

and �1, stabilized under the discrete Z2 symmetry, as to
maintain the equal and opposite asymmetries in the dark
and visible sectors.

As discussed above, �1 is produced through � decays
and `d, generated from the ⇡± decay through Eq. (3),
then scatters o↵ �1 producing �2 and the dark-sector
fermion  B as in Eq. (25). This scattering is mediated
by the dark Dirac fermion ⇠ and is generated through the
following baryon and lepton number conserving Yukawa
interactions allowed by the Z2 symmetry:

L � yb  ̄B⇠�2 + yl
¯̀
d⇠�1 + h.c. . (26)

⇠ (which can be relatively light) mediates the s-channel
process in Eq. (25). An intermediate  ̄B is produced
which then quickly mixes into a SM baryon through
Eq. (24). This scattering transfers the dark lepton asym-
metry to the SM baryon asymmetry.

Stability of baryonic matter is ensured kinematically
by m�2 > 1.2GeV, as with any dark-sector state charged
under baryon number. Meanwhile �1 can have a sub-GeV
mass, unless otherwise restricted by kinematics. In gen-
eral the Yukawa coupling could induce decays of  B into
the dark sector. Since  B transforms into SM baryons
via the operator in Eq. (24), we require

m�2 +m⇠ > m B > mB , (27)

which also ensures the stability of SM baryons.
We have computed the thermally averaged cross sec-

tion corresponding to Eq. (11) for the s-channel scatter-
ing in this model and have confirmed that it can easily
be sizable enough to satisfy Eq. (22). We leave a thor-
ough exploration of the corresponding parameter space
to future work (and a more detailed UV embedding) and
simply present, as a proof of principle, the following re-
sult:

h�vi ' 10�15 GeV�2 (yl yb)
2 (28)

⇥

✓
10MeV

m`d

◆✓
20GeV

m�1

◆✓
10GeV

m�2

◆
.

Here for simplicity we have takenm B ⇠ 5GeV. We have
also fixed the dark-sector mediator mass to be m⇠ = 10
MeV— a heavier mediator will result in a slightly smaller
cross section. The color mediator mass M�c

p
y has been

set to saturate the collider bound of order 1 TeV. Note
that Eq. (28) holds when m� & m�2 + mB and m� &
m�1 ; as the inflaton populates both `d and �1 in this
setup, and the energy available in the scattering will be
of order m�.

The DM will consist of the asymmetric parts of both �1

and �2. We will need additional dark-sector interactions
to annihilate away any symmetric part of the DM, as it
will generically be overproduced, and to obtain the cor-
rect relic abundance. Such a set-up is simple to achieve
and there exists a host of dark-sector production mecha-
nisms that can deplete the asymmetry (for instance, see
discussion in [48]).

Model 2: DM as Fermionic Leptobaryons

In this second example model, we take �1 to have
(L = 0, B = 0) while �2 has (L = �1, B = �1), corre-
sponding to charge assignments in the bottom right two
rows of Table I. We take both �1,2 to be fermions and
introduce a scalar mediator �L with L = 1 which may
be light. As in the first toy model, we take all three odd
under a Z2. The �2 are leptobaryons in this model and
could be, for instance, a neutrino multiplet in a super-
symmetric model with an exact R-symmetry identified
with baryon number, similar to [49] (e.g. a right handed
sterile neutrio multiplet had a ⌫R with B = 0, L = 0
and ⌫̃R with B = �1, L = 1). As per Model 1, we
have a dark fermionic baryon field  B coupling to the
SM by the same UV construction as Eq. (24). The fol-
lowing �B = 0 = �L Lagrangian is allowed by all of the
symmetries

L � yb  ̄B�2�L + yl
¯̀
d�1�L + h.c. . (29)

This generates the scattering Eq. (25) mediated by the
dark scalar lepton �L. As with the first model, the scat-
tering cross section in this setup is easily large enough to
accommodate baryogenesis.
In this model, DM is always (partially) comprised of

asymmetric �2. If m`d < m�2 , it will also have an asym-
metric component of `d. As in the previous model, we do
not illustrate explicitly how to obtain the remainder of
the relic abundance, nor do we detail how to remove sym-
metric components su�ciently. The possibilities here are
quite generic to dark-sector DM production and are thus
decoupled from the baryogenesis mechanism at hand.

V. DISCUSSION

We have introduced a novel, low-scale mechanism for
generating the BAU from the late-time production of
mesons. D± mesons decay in a CP-violating way to ⇡±,
which in turn decay into a dark-sector state charged un-
der lepton number. The processes are out-of-equilibrium,
occur at tens of MeV, and generate equal and oppo-
site dark- and visible-sector lepton asymmetries. Addi-
tional dark-sector states charged under SM baryon num-
ber scatter with the dark leptons to transfer this dark
lepton asymmetry into the observed SM baryon asym-
metry. Since we never explicitly violate lepton or baryon
number, these dark states also (partially) comprise DM.
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eral the Yukawa coupling could induce decays of  B into
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which also ensures the stability of SM baryons.
We have computed the thermally averaged cross sec-

tion corresponding to Eq. (11) for the s-channel scatter-
ing in this model and have confirmed that it can easily
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Here for simplicity we have takenm B ⇠ 5GeV. We have
also fixed the dark-sector mediator mass to be m⇠ = 10
MeV— a heavier mediator will result in a slightly smaller
cross section. The color mediator mass M�c

p
y has been

set to saturate the collider bound of order 1 TeV. Note
that Eq. (28) holds when m� & m�2 + mB and m� &
m�1 ; as the inflaton populates both `d and �1 in this
setup, and the energy available in the scattering will be
of order m�.

The DM will consist of the asymmetric parts of both �1

and �2. We will need additional dark-sector interactions
to annihilate away any symmetric part of the DM, as it
will generically be overproduced, and to obtain the cor-
rect relic abundance. Such a set-up is simple to achieve
and there exists a host of dark-sector production mecha-
nisms that can deplete the asymmetry (for instance, see
discussion in [48]).

Model 2: DM as Fermionic Leptobaryons

In this second example model, we take �1 to have
(L = 0, B = 0) while �2 has (L = �1, B = �1), corre-
sponding to charge assignments in the bottom right two
rows of Table I. We take both �1,2 to be fermions and
introduce a scalar mediator �L with L = 1 which may
be light. As in the first toy model, we take all three odd
under a Z2. The �2 are leptobaryons in this model and
could be, for instance, a neutrino multiplet in a super-
symmetric model with an exact R-symmetry identified
with baryon number, similar to [49] (e.g. a right handed
sterile neutrio multiplet had a ⌫R with B = 0, L = 0
and ⌫̃R with B = �1, L = 1). As per Model 1, we
have a dark fermionic baryon field  B coupling to the
SM by the same UV construction as Eq. (24). The fol-
lowing �B = 0 = �L Lagrangian is allowed by all of the
symmetries

L � yb  ̄B�2�L + yl
¯̀
d�1�L + h.c. . (29)

This generates the scattering Eq. (25) mediated by the
dark scalar lepton �L. As with the first model, the scat-
tering cross section in this setup is easily large enough to
accommodate baryogenesis.
In this model, DM is always (partially) comprised of

asymmetric �2. If m`d < m�2 , it will also have an asym-
metric component of `d. As in the previous model, we do
not illustrate explicitly how to obtain the remainder of
the relic abundance, nor do we detail how to remove sym-
metric components su�ciently. The possibilities here are
quite generic to dark-sector DM production and are thus
decoupled from the baryogenesis mechanism at hand.

V. DISCUSSION

We have introduced a novel, low-scale mechanism for
generating the BAU from the late-time production of
mesons. D± mesons decay in a CP-violating way to ⇡±,
which in turn decay into a dark-sector state charged un-
der lepton number. The processes are out-of-equilibrium,
occur at tens of MeV, and generate equal and oppo-
site dark- and visible-sector lepton asymmetries. Addi-
tional dark-sector states charged under SM baryon num-
ber scatter with the dark leptons to transfer this dark
lepton asymmetry into the observed SM baryon asym-
metry. Since we never explicitly violate lepton or baryon
number, these dark states also (partially) comprise DM.
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Boltzmann equation for the evolution of the SM baryon
asymmetry is then given by

d

dt
(nB � nB) + 3H (nB � nB) = (20)

� h�vin�1

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
.

Next, we turn our attention to numerically solving the set
of coupled Boltzmann equations for the baryon asymme-
try of the Universe.

From Eq. (20), it is clear that the produced lepton
asymmetry will be e�ciently transferred when the scat-
tering rate n�1h�vi dominates over the Hubble expan-
sion. Since we want the transfer to happen quickly, we
require the cross section satisfy

n�1 h�vi

H(T )

���
T=TR

& Y
obs
B

Y
dark
L

. (21)

The number density of �1 is found by integrating Eq. (18)
and is roughly given by n�1 ⇠ Br (� ! �1�̄1)T 3.
We numerically integrate the Boltzmann equations
Eqs. (12), (18), (19), (20) to solve for lepton and baryon
asymmetries, floating the model parameters. We find
that the dark scattering cross section is required to be
greater than

h�vi & 10�16 GeV�2 Y
obs
B

Y
dark
L

⇥
10GeV

m�

20MeV

TR

10�1

Br(� ! �1�̄1)
. (22)

In Fig. 3, we plot the solution of the Boltzmann equa-
tions for a benchmark point that achieves baryogenesis.
We plot the yields corresponding to � abundance, `d

asymmetry, and SM baryon asymmetry. There are three
clearly distinct regions in the plot, particularly empha-
sized by the top panel which zooms in on Y`d . First, a
dark lepton asymmetry is produced as the inflaton begins
to decay. Soon after, `d-�1 scatterings begin to dominate
and the `d asymmetry converts to a baryon asymme-
try. As inflaton decay completes, the baryon asymmetry
freezes in and the `d asymmetry is fixed.

In the following section, we will present possible UV
models that can accommodate a cross section of the size
in Eq. (22) while remaining consistent with present con-
straints. Note that the branching fraction of the inflaton
into the dark sector Br (� ! �1�̄1) depends on the spe-
cific inflationary model, but can be sizable. Furthermore,
h�vinB and h�vin�2 are easily both less than Hubble as
these particles are not sourced by �. Therefore, any pos-
sible washout e↵ects are negligible.

C. Generating the Dark Matter

Since baryon number is never violated, the measured
SM baryon asymmetry is always balanced by an equal
and opposite baryon asymmetry in the dark sector. This

dark baryon asymmetry, therefore, is always an asym-
metric component of DM, and a substantial fraction at
that due to the lower bound on baryon-charged masses
of 1.2 GeV. Further, there are equal and opposite lep-
ton asymmetries in the dark and visible sectors. If the
state(s) which comprise the dark-sector baryons due not
also account for this dark-sector lepton asymmetry, then
these additional dark leptons must make up a di↵erent,
asymmetric subcomponent of DM. Clearly, the details
depend on baryon- and lepton- number assignments to
states �1 and �2, which we defer to the next section.
Here, we just make simple qualitative remarks about
how generating the correct DM abundance is relatively
straightforward (as compared to generating the baryon
asymmetry).
Perhaps the simplest scenario is to assume that the

dark baryon-charged state comprises almost the entirety
of DM, making it a well motivated case of completely
asymmetric DM. In this case, the lightest dark lep-
ton is appreciably lighter than the dark baryon so that
it makes up a negligible subcomponent of DM. Thus,
mDM ⇠ 5 GeV.
As an alternative, we may also consider the case where

the dark baryon state is lighter so that the other dark-
sector particles must comprise the remaining relic abun-
dance of DM. These could be new additional states, or
just the dark-sector states already present to provide for
the baryon-asymmetry transfer. The details here become
less relevant to the baryogenesis mechanism considered
since there are generic, dark-sector freeze-out possibili-
ties with viable parameter space.
Both of the above scenarios make one important as-

sumption which we require to be true generically. There
must exist a portal between the dark and visible sec-
tors that becomes e�cient at late times (before SM neu-
trino decoupling) to allow the symmetric component(s)
of dark-sector states to su�ciently annihilate away, pre-
venting any overabundance of DM or non-negligible con-
tribution to the relativistic degrees of freedom at BBN.
The kinetic mixing portal involving a massive dark pho-
ton fits our needs here and is a commonly used portal
to transfer entropy out of dark sectors at late times (see
e.g. [39, 60, 61] for various such usages).
One additional concern is that protons and anti-

protons may not be able to e�ciently annihilate below
20 MeV8, so that a large, symmetric baryon component
may freeze-in. One solution is to introduce other dark-
sector processes which can e�ciently deplete the sym-
metric component of `d and ¯̀

d. As a proof of principle,
one can imagine the extreme limit where such processes
deplete all `d and leave only the tiny necessary asym-
metric amount of ¯̀

d. These would then only freeze-in
SM baryons and not anti-baryons, avoiding the problem
altogether.

8
We thank Seyda Ipek for pointing this out.
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Numerically:

How realistic is this?
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Model 1: DM as Scalar Baryons and Leptons

In this model, we take �1 to have (L = 1, B = 0) while
�2 has (L = 0, B = �1), corresponding to assignments in
the top left two row of Table I. We take both �1,2 to be
scalars and introduce a Dirac fermion mediator ⇠, which
can be MeV scale. We make all three odd under a Z2.
The DM consists of both (asymmetric components of) �2

and �1, stabilized under the discrete Z2 symmetry, as to
maintain the equal and opposite asymmetries in the dark
and visible sectors.

As discussed above, �1 is produced through � decays
and `d, generated from the ⇡± decay through Eq. (3),
then scatters o↵ �1 producing �2 and the dark-sector
fermion  B as in Eq. (25). This scattering is mediated
by the dark Dirac fermion ⇠ and is generated through the
following baryon and lepton number conserving Yukawa
interactions allowed by the Z2 symmetry:

L � yb  ̄B⇠�2 + yl
¯̀
d⇠�1 + h.c. . (26)

⇠ (which can be relatively light) mediates the s-channel
process in Eq. (25). An intermediate  ̄B is produced
which then quickly mixes into a SM baryon through
Eq. (24). This scattering transfers the dark lepton asym-
metry to the SM baryon asymmetry.

Stability of baryonic matter is ensured kinematically
by m�2 > 1.2GeV, as with any dark-sector state charged
under baryon number. Meanwhile �1 can have a sub-GeV
mass, unless otherwise restricted by kinematics. In gen-
eral the Yukawa coupling could induce decays of  B into
the dark sector. Since  B transforms into SM baryons
via the operator in Eq. (24), we require

m�2 +m⇠ > m B > mB , (27)

which also ensures the stability of SM baryons.
We have computed the thermally averaged cross sec-

tion corresponding to Eq. (11) for the s-channel scatter-
ing in this model and have confirmed that it can easily
be sizable enough to satisfy Eq. (22). We leave a thor-
ough exploration of the corresponding parameter space
to future work (and a more detailed UV embedding) and
simply present, as a proof of principle, the following re-
sult:

h�vi ' 10�15 GeV�2 (yl yb)
2 (28)

⇥

✓
10MeV

m`d

◆✓
20GeV

m�1

◆✓
10GeV

m�2

◆
.

Here for simplicity we have takenm B ⇠ 5GeV. We have
also fixed the dark-sector mediator mass to be m⇠ = 10
MeV— a heavier mediator will result in a slightly smaller
cross section. The color mediator mass M�c

p
y has been

set to saturate the collider bound of order 1 TeV. Note
that Eq. (28) holds when m� & m�2 + mB and m� &
m�1 ; as the inflaton populates both `d and �1 in this
setup, and the energy available in the scattering will be
of order m�.

The DM will consist of the asymmetric parts of both �1

and �2. We will need additional dark-sector interactions
to annihilate away any symmetric part of the DM, as it
will generically be overproduced, and to obtain the cor-
rect relic abundance. Such a set-up is simple to achieve
and there exists a host of dark-sector production mecha-
nisms that can deplete the asymmetry (for instance, see
discussion in [48]).

Model 2: DM as Fermionic Leptobaryons

In this second example model, we take �1 to have
(L = 0, B = 0) while �2 has (L = �1, B = �1), corre-
sponding to charge assignments in the bottom right two
rows of Table I. We take both �1,2 to be fermions and
introduce a scalar mediator �L with L = 1 which may
be light. As in the first toy model, we take all three odd
under a Z2. The �2 are leptobaryons in this model and
could be, for instance, a neutrino multiplet in a super-
symmetric model with an exact R-symmetry identified
with baryon number, similar to [49] (e.g. a right handed
sterile neutrio multiplet had a ⌫R with B = 0, L = 0
and ⌫̃R with B = �1, L = 1). As per Model 1, we
have a dark fermionic baryon field  B coupling to the
SM by the same UV construction as Eq. (24). The fol-
lowing �B = 0 = �L Lagrangian is allowed by all of the
symmetries

L � yb  ̄B�2�L + yl
¯̀
d�1�L + h.c. . (29)

This generates the scattering Eq. (25) mediated by the
dark scalar lepton �L. As with the first model, the scat-
tering cross section in this setup is easily large enough to
accommodate baryogenesis.
In this model, DM is always (partially) comprised of

asymmetric �2. If m`d < m�2 , it will also have an asym-
metric component of `d. As in the previous model, we do
not illustrate explicitly how to obtain the remainder of
the relic abundance, nor do we detail how to remove sym-
metric components su�ciently. The possibilities here are
quite generic to dark-sector DM production and are thus
decoupled from the baryogenesis mechanism at hand.

V. DISCUSSION

We have introduced a novel, low-scale mechanism for
generating the BAU from the late-time production of
mesons. D± mesons decay in a CP-violating way to ⇡±,
which in turn decay into a dark-sector state charged un-
der lepton number. The processes are out-of-equilibrium,
occur at tens of MeV, and generate equal and oppo-
site dark- and visible-sector lepton asymmetries. Addi-
tional dark-sector states charged under SM baryon num-
ber scatter with the dark leptons to transfer this dark
lepton asymmetry into the observed SM baryon asym-
metry. Since we never explicitly violate lepton or baryon
number, these dark states also (partially) comprise DM.

MeV scale Dirac Fermion mediator
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Model 1: DM as Scalar Baryons and Leptons

In this model, we take �1 to have (L = 1, B = 0) while
�2 has (L = 0, B = �1), corresponding to assignments in
the top left two row of Table I. We take both �1,2 to be
scalars and introduce a Dirac fermion mediator ⇠, which
can be MeV scale. We make all three odd under a Z2.
The DM consists of both (asymmetric components of) �2

and �1, stabilized under the discrete Z2 symmetry, as to
maintain the equal and opposite asymmetries in the dark
and visible sectors.
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L � yb  ̄B⇠�2 + yl
¯̀
d⇠�1 + h.c. . (26)

⇠ (which can be relatively light) mediates the s-channel
process in Eq. (25). An intermediate  ̄B is produced
which then quickly mixes into a SM baryon through
Eq. (24). This scattering transfers the dark lepton asym-
metry to the SM baryon asymmetry.

Stability of baryonic matter is ensured kinematically
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which also ensures the stability of SM baryons.
We have computed the thermally averaged cross sec-

tion corresponding to Eq. (11) for the s-channel scatter-
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be sizable enough to satisfy Eq. (22). We leave a thor-
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to future work (and a more detailed UV embedding) and
simply present, as a proof of principle, the following re-
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h�vi ' 10�15 GeV�2 (yl yb)
2 (28)

⇥

✓
10MeV

m`d

◆✓
20GeV

m�1

◆✓
10GeV

m�2

◆
.

Here for simplicity we have takenm B ⇠ 5GeV. We have
also fixed the dark-sector mediator mass to be m⇠ = 10
MeV— a heavier mediator will result in a slightly smaller
cross section. The color mediator mass M�c

p
y has been

set to saturate the collider bound of order 1 TeV. Note
that Eq. (28) holds when m� & m�2 + mB and m� &
m�1 ; as the inflaton populates both `d and �1 in this
setup, and the energy available in the scattering will be
of order m�.

The DM will consist of the asymmetric parts of both �1

and �2. We will need additional dark-sector interactions
to annihilate away any symmetric part of the DM, as it
will generically be overproduced, and to obtain the cor-
rect relic abundance. Such a set-up is simple to achieve
and there exists a host of dark-sector production mecha-
nisms that can deplete the asymmetry (for instance, see
discussion in [48]).

Model 2: DM as Fermionic Leptobaryons

In this second example model, we take �1 to have
(L = 0, B = 0) while �2 has (L = �1, B = �1), corre-
sponding to charge assignments in the bottom right two
rows of Table I. We take both �1,2 to be fermions and
introduce a scalar mediator �L with L = 1 which may
be light. As in the first toy model, we take all three odd
under a Z2. The �2 are leptobaryons in this model and
could be, for instance, a neutrino multiplet in a super-
symmetric model with an exact R-symmetry identified
with baryon number, similar to [49] (e.g. a right handed
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SM by the same UV construction as Eq. (24). The fol-
lowing �B = 0 = �L Lagrangian is allowed by all of the
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L � yb  ̄B�2�L + yl
¯̀
d�1�L + h.c. . (29)

This generates the scattering Eq. (25) mediated by the
dark scalar lepton �L. As with the first model, the scat-
tering cross section in this setup is easily large enough to
accommodate baryogenesis.
In this model, DM is always (partially) comprised of

asymmetric �2. If m`d < m�2 , it will also have an asym-
metric component of `d. As in the previous model, we do
not illustrate explicitly how to obtain the remainder of
the relic abundance, nor do we detail how to remove sym-
metric components su�ciently. The possibilities here are
quite generic to dark-sector DM production and are thus
decoupled from the baryogenesis mechanism at hand.

V. DISCUSSION

We have introduced a novel, low-scale mechanism for
generating the BAU from the late-time production of
mesons. D± mesons decay in a CP-violating way to ⇡±,
which in turn decay into a dark-sector state charged un-
der lepton number. The processes are out-of-equilibrium,
occur at tens of MeV, and generate equal and oppo-
site dark- and visible-sector lepton asymmetries. Addi-
tional dark-sector states charged under SM baryon num-
ber scatter with the dark leptons to transfer this dark
lepton asymmetry into the observed SM baryon asym-
metry. Since we never explicitly violate lepton or baryon
number, these dark states also (partially) comprise DM.

ψB

Dark Leptons Dark Baryons
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Field L B Field L B

�1 1 0 �1 1 1

�2 0 -1 �2 0 0

�1 0 1 �1 0 0

�2 1 0 �2 -1 -1

TABLE I. Possible baryon and lepton charge assignments for
dark-sector states �1 and �2. Any baron-charged state must
be heavier than 1.2 GeV. (Left) The two states dark �2 and
�1 involved in the scattering Eq.(11) may be charged under
SM baryon or lepton number. In this case, DM is multi-
component with contributions from �2 and �1. (Right) One
of the states involved in the scattering Eq.(11) may be a lep-
tobaryon while the other uncharged under SM lepton and
baryon number. In this case, the leptobaryon can be the sin-
gle component of DM.

IV. THE MODELS

Thus far, we have remained agnostic about the na-
ture of the dark-sector fields participating in the baryon-
generating process in Eq. (11). The baryon asymmetry
has been computed independently of the details of the
dark-sector model and we have found that the dark lep-
ton asymmetry can be e�ciently transferred to a SM
baryon asymmetry provided the dark-sector cross sec-
tion is sizable - as given by Eq. (22). We now turn our
attention to the details of the dark sector and possible
viable toy models.

There are several minimal variations of the dark-sector
field content which will su�ce. The states �1 and �2

may be identified with a dark baryon and dark lepton as
summarized on the left side of Table I. Alternatively, one
state can be neutral and the other a dark leptobaryon9,
charged under both SM lepton and baryon number as
summarized on the right side of Table I. Note that a
dark-sector state carrying baryon number must have a
mass greater than 1.2 GeV in order to be consistent with
the observation of old neutron stars [59], while a dark
lepton may be significantly lighter. For concreteness, we
enumerate two dark-sector models corresponding to two
lepton- and baryon-number charge assignments of �1 and
�2. Depending on the charge assignment, either �1, �2

or both will constitute (at least part of) DM.

Regardless of the charge assignment of �1 and �2, a
coupling between a dark-sector baryon and SM fields
must be generated. To do so, we simply invoke the model
from [48] and introduce the following interactions which

9
We thank Ann Nelson for this suggestion.

Field Spin L B Z2 Mass

�c 0 0 �2/3 +1 & 1TeV

`d 1/2 1 0 +1 O(10� 140MeV)

 B 1/2 0 �1 +1 & 1.2GeV

TABLE II. Dark-sector states which interact directly with the
SM.  B is a dark-sector baryon introduced in this section to
generate interactions between the dark sector and SM baryons
through Eq. (24).

are allowed by all the symmetries:10

L � �yuidj�
⇤
c ūid

c
j � y dk�c ̄Bd

c
k + h.c. . (23)

Here,  B is a dark-sector Dirac fermion carrying baryon
number B = �1, and �c is a colored scalar mediator with
baryon number B = �2/3. Integrating out the heavy �c
mediator leads to the following e↵ective baryon-number
conserving four fermion interaction

Le↵ =
y

M
2
�c

ū
c
idj d̄

c
k B , (24)

where we have defined y ⌘ yuidjy Bdk . Note that the col-
ored mediator mass and couplings are constrained to be
M�c

p
y & 1TeV to be consistent with collider bounds

(for details, see [62] and references therein). At low
scales, this generates an e↵ective mass mixing between
SM baryons and the dark-sector baryon. Note that since
 B may couple to protons and neutrons through the op-
erator in Eq. (24), the stability of baryonic matter must
be ensured kinematically by m B > 1.2GeV. The field
content is given in Table. II.
Additional dark-sector states are necessary to transfer

the asymmetry; the two states �1 and �2 as well as an-
other mediator. These states are odd under a discrete Z2

(while `d and  B , which interact directly with the SM,
must be even), thereby evading washout and ensuring the
stability of the dark-sector lepton and baryon asymme-
tries. In this way, the dark lepton `d may scatter

¯̀
d + �1 ! �2 +  ̄B , (25)

with charges of �1 and �2 chosen such that this process
conserves baryon, and lepton number.  ̄B subsequently
mixes into a SM baryon through Eq. (24). Which fields
make up the DM depend upon further details of the dark-
sector model which we now explore.

10
Such models can arise in, for instance, supersymmertic theories

[49].
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the asymmetry; the two states �1 and �2 as well as an-
other mediator. These states are odd under a discrete Z2

(while `d and  B , which interact directly with the SM,
must be even), thereby evading washout and ensuring the
stability of the dark-sector lepton and baryon asymme-
tries. In this way, the dark lepton `d may scatter
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with charges of �1 and �2 chosen such that this process
conserves baryon, and lepton number.  ̄B subsequently
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Boltzmann equation for the evolution of the SM baryon
asymmetry is then given by

d

dt
(nB � nB) + 3H (nB � nB) = (20)

� h�vin�1

�
n`d � n¯̀

d

�
.

Next, we turn our attention to numerically solving the set
of coupled Boltzmann equations for the baryon asymme-
try of the Universe.

From Eq. (20), it is clear that the produced lepton
asymmetry will be e�ciently transferred when the scat-
tering rate n�1h�vi dominates over the Hubble expan-
sion. Since we want the transfer to happen quickly, we
require the cross section satisfy

n�1 h�vi

H(T )

���
T=TR

& Y
obs
B

Y
dark
L

. (21)

The number density of �1 is found by integrating Eq. (18)
and is roughly given by n�1 ⇠ Br (� ! �1�̄1)T 3.
We numerically integrate the Boltzmann equations
Eqs. (12), (18), (19), (20) to solve for lepton and baryon
asymmetries, floating the model parameters. We find
that the dark scattering cross section is required to be
greater than

h�vi & 10�16 GeV�2 Y
obs
B

Y
dark
L

⇥
10GeV

m�

20MeV

TR

10�1

Br(� ! �1�̄1)
. (22)

In Fig. 3, we plot the solution of the Boltzmann equa-
tions for a benchmark point that achieves baryogenesis.
We plot the yields corresponding to � abundance, `d

asymmetry, and SM baryon asymmetry. There are three
clearly distinct regions in the plot, particularly empha-
sized by the top panel which zooms in on Y`d . First, a
dark lepton asymmetry is produced as the inflaton begins
to decay. Soon after, `d-�1 scatterings begin to dominate
and the `d asymmetry converts to a baryon asymme-
try. As inflaton decay completes, the baryon asymmetry
freezes in and the `d asymmetry is fixed.

In the following section, we will present possible UV
models that can accommodate a cross section of the size
in Eq. (22) while remaining consistent with present con-
straints. Note that the branching fraction of the inflaton
into the dark sector Br (� ! �1�̄1) depends on the spe-
cific inflationary model, but can be sizable. Furthermore,
h�vinB and h�vin�2 are easily both less than Hubble as
these particles are not sourced by �. Therefore, any pos-
sible washout e↵ects are negligible.

C. Generating the Dark Matter

Since baryon number is never violated, the measured
SM baryon asymmetry is always balanced by an equal
and opposite baryon asymmetry in the dark sector. This

dark baryon asymmetry, therefore, is always an asym-
metric component of DM, and a substantial fraction at
that due to the lower bound on baryon-charged masses
of 1.2 GeV. Further, there are equal and opposite lep-
ton asymmetries in the dark and visible sectors. If the
state(s) which comprise the dark-sector baryons due not
also account for this dark-sector lepton asymmetry, then
these additional dark leptons must make up a di↵erent,
asymmetric subcomponent of DM. Clearly, the details
depend on baryon- and lepton- number assignments to
states �1 and �2, which we defer to the next section.
Here, we just make simple qualitative remarks about
how generating the correct DM abundance is relatively
straightforward (as compared to generating the baryon
asymmetry).
Perhaps the simplest scenario is to assume that the

dark baryon-charged state comprises almost the entirety
of DM, making it a well motivated case of completely
asymmetric DM. In this case, the lightest dark lep-
ton is appreciably lighter than the dark baryon so that
it makes up a negligible subcomponent of DM. Thus,
mDM ⇠ 5 GeV.
As an alternative, we may also consider the case where

the dark baryon state is lighter so that the other dark-
sector particles must comprise the remaining relic abun-
dance of DM. These could be new additional states, or
just the dark-sector states already present to provide for
the baryon-asymmetry transfer. The details here become
less relevant to the baryogenesis mechanism considered
since there are generic, dark-sector freeze-out possibili-
ties with viable parameter space.
Both of the above scenarios make one important as-

sumption which we require to be true generically. There
must exist a portal between the dark and visible sec-
tors that becomes e�cient at late times (before SM neu-
trino decoupling) to allow the symmetric component(s)
of dark-sector states to su�ciently annihilate away, pre-
venting any overabundance of DM or non-negligible con-
tribution to the relativistic degrees of freedom at BBN.
The kinetic mixing portal involving a massive dark pho-
ton fits our needs here and is a commonly used portal
to transfer entropy out of dark sectors at late times (see
e.g. [39, 60, 61] for various such usages).
One additional concern is that protons and anti-

protons may not be able to e�ciently annihilate below
20 MeV8, so that a large, symmetric baryon component
may freeze-in. One solution is to introduce other dark-
sector processes which can e�ciently deplete the sym-
metric component of `d and ¯̀

d. As a proof of principle,
one can imagine the extreme limit where such processes
deplete all `d and leave only the tiny necessary asym-
metric amount of ¯̀

d. These would then only freeze-in
SM baryons and not anti-baryons, avoiding the problem
altogether.

8
We thank Seyda Ipek for pointing this out.
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from the limits on sterile neutrinos. Recasting and im-
posing current limits for charged pion decays into elec-
trons [54, 55], we find that the allowed branching ratio
is not large enough to generate the requisite asymme-
try when m`d > 1MeV. However, the branching ratio is
unconstrained for sub-MeV `d masses so that this decay
mode can generate the entire asymmetry. Recasting the
most current bound from PIENU [55, 56] for final-state
muons yields

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�6
� 10�5

,

for 15.7MeV < m`d < 33.8MeV , (9)

which is just at the threshold of producing enough asym-
metry. For lighter `d masses, constraints can be recast
from PSI [55, 57]

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�3
,

for 5MeV < m`d < 15MeV . (10)

Note that for ⇠1-5 MeV, the bound on the branching
fraction can be as weak as 10�2. Given the `d mass de-
pendence, these bounds do not constrain the entire pa-
rameter space of interest to us; as with decays to final-
state electrons, sub-MeV `d masses lead to completely
unconstrained branching ratios.

Improved measurements of these decays will be the
focus of upcoming searches at future experiments and as
such will be able to further probe this mechanism [58].
In what follows, we will demonstrate that a large lepton
asymmetry may be generated which is consistent with
current experimental bounds and may be probed in the
future.

Baryogenesis is achieved by transferring6 the dark lep-
ton asymmetry into a SM baryon asymmetry using ad-
ditional dark-sector states and dynamics which can be
rich and possibly reconstructable. In particular, we con-
sider `d interactions with additional dark-sector states
(�1 and �2) that carry lepton- and baryon-number which
can transfer the dark lepton asymmetry into a SM baryon
asymmetry. Critically, this dark scattering can occur
through an operator which conserves the total baryon
and lepton number of the Universe; a dark-sector lepton
asymmetry is partially transferred to equal and opposite
dark- and visible-sector baryon asymmetries. Schemati-
cally, we consider scatterings of the form

¯̀
d + �1 ! �2 + B , (11)

where B is a SM baryon, and �1 and �2 are the gauge-
singlet, dark-sector states which may be fermions or

6
For simplicity, we refer to this as an asymmetry transfer, since

the asymmetry in `d � ¯̀
d is being partially translated into an

asymmetry in SM baryons and dark-sector particles. Note that

the total lepton asymmetry in the dark (and SM) sectors does

not change as a result, and so this is not a “transfer,” strictly

speaking.

scalars depending on the exact dark-sector model. For
possible baryon and lepton number charge assignments,
see Table I. Note that the mass of a dark-sector state
charged under baryon number must be greater than 1.2
GeV [59], but dark leptons may be considerably lighter.
Additional kinematic and stability requirements will be
model dependent, and we leave these details for Sec. IV.
Depending on the details of the dark-sector charge as-

signment and the UV model, either �1 or �2 (or both)
may constitute (part of) DM. A Z2 discrete symmetry
will generically need to be imposed to stabilize the DM
and evade washing out the produced asymmetry. In
Sec. IV, we describe the cosmological assumptions and
possible models of the dark sector that allow for a large-
enough cross section to transfer the asymmetry consis-
tent with current bounds as well as produce the measured
DM relic abundance.

III. THE DETAILS

Having given a broad-brush overview of the important
ingredients of this mechanism in the previous section, we
move on to calculate the relevant matter contents in de-
tail. We consider the generation of the (dark-sector) lep-
ton asymmetry, (visible-sector) baryon asymmetry, and
DM in turn.

A. Generating a Lepton Asymmetry

In this section, we demonstrate that a dark lepton
asymmetry equal to (or much greater than) the measured
baryon asymmetry may be generated via the processes
outlined in Fig. 1, postponing a discussion of how it may
be transferred to a SM baryon asymmetry to Sec. III B.
In order to numerically solve for the generated lepton

asymmetry, we consider the coupled Boltzmann equa-
tions which track the production and CP-violating de-
cays of D± mesons into ⇡

±, which then subsequently de-
cay into dark leptons and anti-leptons. For simplicity, we
compute the generated lepton asymmetry for the range
of reheat temperatures in Eq. (2) so that annihilations
of D± and ⇡

± mesons can be ignored. The reheat tem-
perature is defined by 4H (TR) = ��, so that Eq. (2)
corresponds to an inflaton decay width in the range
�� 2

⇥
1⇥ 10�22 GeV, 3⇥ 10�21 GeV

⇤
. Additionally, as

the inflaton must be heavy enough to produce D
±, its

mass must be in the range m� 2 [5GeV , 100GeV]. �
late decays to radiation so that the evolution of the �
number density and the radiation density are governed
by the interplay of the following Boltzmann equations

dn�

dt
+ 3Hn� = ���n� , (12)

d⇢rad

dt
+ 4H⇢rad = +��m�n� , (13)

• Some example models/dark sector charge assignments.

Proof of concept that what I have told you thus 
far is not (too) crazy.
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Field L B Field L B

�1 1 0 �1 1 1

�2 0 -1 �2 0 0

�1 0 1 �1 0 0

�2 1 0 �2 -1 -1

TABLE I. Possible baryon and lepton charge assignments for
dark-sector states �1 and �2. Any baron-charged state must
be heavier than 1.2 GeV. (Left) The two states dark �2 and
�1 involved in the scattering Eq.(11) may be charged under
SM baryon or lepton number. In this case, DM is multi-
component with contributions from �2 and �1. (Right) One
of the states involved in the scattering Eq.(11) may be a lep-
tobaryon while the other uncharged under SM lepton and
baryon number. In this case, the leptobaryon can be the sin-
gle component of DM.

IV. THE MODELS

Thus far, we have remained agnostic about the na-
ture of the dark-sector fields participating in the baryon-
generating process in Eq. (11). The baryon asymmetry
has been computed independently of the details of the
dark-sector model and we have found that the dark lep-
ton asymmetry can be e�ciently transferred to a SM
baryon asymmetry provided the dark-sector cross sec-
tion is sizable - as given by Eq. (22). We now turn our
attention to the details of the dark sector and possible
viable toy models.

There are several minimal variations of the dark-sector
field content which will su�ce. The states �1 and �2

may be identified with a dark baryon and dark lepton as
summarized on the left side of Table I. Alternatively, one
state can be neutral and the other a dark leptobaryon9,
charged under both SM lepton and baryon number as
summarized on the right side of Table I. Note that a
dark-sector state carrying baryon number must have a
mass greater than 1.2 GeV in order to be consistent with
the observation of old neutron stars [59], while a dark
lepton may be significantly lighter. For concreteness, we
enumerate two dark-sector models corresponding to two
lepton- and baryon-number charge assignments of �1 and
�2. Depending on the charge assignment, either �1, �2

or both will constitute (at least part of) DM.

Regardless of the charge assignment of �1 and �2, a
coupling between a dark-sector baryon and SM fields
must be generated. To do so, we simply invoke the model
from [48] and introduce the following interactions which

9
We thank Ann Nelson for this suggestion.

Field Spin L B Z2 Mass

�c 0 0 �2/3 +1 & 1TeV

`d 1/2 1 0 +1 O(10� 140MeV)

 B 1/2 0 �1 +1 & 1.2GeV

TABLE II. Dark-sector states which interact directly with the
SM.  B is a dark-sector baryon introduced in this section to
generate interactions between the dark sector and SM baryons
through Eq. (24).

are allowed by all the symmetries:10

L � �yuidj�
⇤
c ūid

c
j � y dk�c ̄Bd

c
k + h.c. . (23)

Here,  B is a dark-sector Dirac fermion carrying baryon
number B = �1, and �c is a colored scalar mediator with
baryon number B = �2/3. Integrating out the heavy �c
mediator leads to the following e↵ective baryon-number
conserving four fermion interaction

Le↵ =
y

M
2
�c

ū
c
idj d̄

c
k B , (24)

where we have defined y ⌘ yuidjy Bdk . Note that the col-
ored mediator mass and couplings are constrained to be
M�c

p
y & 1TeV to be consistent with collider bounds

(for details, see [62] and references therein). At low
scales, this generates an e↵ective mass mixing between
SM baryons and the dark-sector baryon. Note that since
 B may couple to protons and neutrons through the op-
erator in Eq. (24), the stability of baryonic matter must
be ensured kinematically by m B > 1.2GeV. The field
content is given in Table. II.
Additional dark-sector states are necessary to transfer

the asymmetry; the two states �1 and �2 as well as an-
other mediator. These states are odd under a discrete Z2

(while `d and  B , which interact directly with the SM,
must be even), thereby evading washout and ensuring the
stability of the dark-sector lepton and baryon asymme-
tries. In this way, the dark lepton `d may scatter

¯̀
d + �1 ! �2 +  ̄B , (25)

with charges of �1 and �2 chosen such that this process
conserves baryon, and lepton number.  ̄B subsequently
mixes into a SM baryon through Eq. (24). Which fields
make up the DM depend upon further details of the dark-
sector model which we now explore.

10
Such models can arise in, for instance, supersymmertic theories

[49].

4

from the limits on sterile neutrinos. Recasting and im-
posing current limits for charged pion decays into elec-
trons [54, 55], we find that the allowed branching ratio
is not large enough to generate the requisite asymme-
try when m`d > 1MeV. However, the branching ratio is
unconstrained for sub-MeV `d masses so that this decay
mode can generate the entire asymmetry. Recasting the
most current bound from PIENU [55, 56] for final-state
muons yields

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�6
� 10�5

,

for 15.7MeV < m`d < 33.8MeV , (9)

which is just at the threshold of producing enough asym-
metry. For lighter `d masses, constraints can be recast
from PSI [55, 57]

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�3
,

for 5MeV < m`d < 15MeV . (10)

Note that for ⇠1-5 MeV, the bound on the branching
fraction can be as weak as 10�2. Given the `d mass de-
pendence, these bounds do not constrain the entire pa-
rameter space of interest to us; as with decays to final-
state electrons, sub-MeV `d masses lead to completely
unconstrained branching ratios.

Improved measurements of these decays will be the
focus of upcoming searches at future experiments and as
such will be able to further probe this mechanism [58].
In what follows, we will demonstrate that a large lepton
asymmetry may be generated which is consistent with
current experimental bounds and may be probed in the
future.

Baryogenesis is achieved by transferring6 the dark lep-
ton asymmetry into a SM baryon asymmetry using ad-
ditional dark-sector states and dynamics which can be
rich and possibly reconstructable. In particular, we con-
sider `d interactions with additional dark-sector states
(�1 and �2) that carry lepton- and baryon-number which
can transfer the dark lepton asymmetry into a SM baryon
asymmetry. Critically, this dark scattering can occur
through an operator which conserves the total baryon
and lepton number of the Universe; a dark-sector lepton
asymmetry is partially transferred to equal and opposite
dark- and visible-sector baryon asymmetries. Schemati-
cally, we consider scatterings of the form

¯̀
d + �1 ! �2 + B , (11)

where B is a SM baryon, and �1 and �2 are the gauge-
singlet, dark-sector states which may be fermions or

6
For simplicity, we refer to this as an asymmetry transfer, since

the asymmetry in `d � ¯̀
d is being partially translated into an

asymmetry in SM baryons and dark-sector particles. Note that

the total lepton asymmetry in the dark (and SM) sectors does

not change as a result, and so this is not a “transfer,” strictly

speaking.

scalars depending on the exact dark-sector model. For
possible baryon and lepton number charge assignments,
see Table I. Note that the mass of a dark-sector state
charged under baryon number must be greater than 1.2
GeV [59], but dark leptons may be considerably lighter.
Additional kinematic and stability requirements will be
model dependent, and we leave these details for Sec. IV.
Depending on the details of the dark-sector charge as-

signment and the UV model, either �1 or �2 (or both)
may constitute (part of) DM. A Z2 discrete symmetry
will generically need to be imposed to stabilize the DM
and evade washing out the produced asymmetry. In
Sec. IV, we describe the cosmological assumptions and
possible models of the dark sector that allow for a large-
enough cross section to transfer the asymmetry consis-
tent with current bounds as well as produce the measured
DM relic abundance.

III. THE DETAILS

Having given a broad-brush overview of the important
ingredients of this mechanism in the previous section, we
move on to calculate the relevant matter contents in de-
tail. We consider the generation of the (dark-sector) lep-
ton asymmetry, (visible-sector) baryon asymmetry, and
DM in turn.

A. Generating a Lepton Asymmetry

In this section, we demonstrate that a dark lepton
asymmetry equal to (or much greater than) the measured
baryon asymmetry may be generated via the processes
outlined in Fig. 1, postponing a discussion of how it may
be transferred to a SM baryon asymmetry to Sec. III B.
In order to numerically solve for the generated lepton

asymmetry, we consider the coupled Boltzmann equa-
tions which track the production and CP-violating de-
cays of D± mesons into ⇡

±, which then subsequently de-
cay into dark leptons and anti-leptons. For simplicity, we
compute the generated lepton asymmetry for the range
of reheat temperatures in Eq. (2) so that annihilations
of D± and ⇡

± mesons can be ignored. The reheat tem-
perature is defined by 4H (TR) = ��, so that Eq. (2)
corresponds to an inflaton decay width in the range
�� 2

⇥
1⇥ 10�22 GeV, 3⇥ 10�21 GeV

⇤
. Additionally, as

the inflaton must be heavy enough to produce D
±, its

mass must be in the range m� 2 [5GeV , 100GeV]. �
late decays to radiation so that the evolution of the �
number density and the radiation density are governed
by the interplay of the following Boltzmann equations

dn�

dt
+ 3Hn� = ���n� , (12)

d⇢rad

dt
+ 4H⇢rad = +��m�n� , (13)

Model Build for:

New fields: (Same model as for B-Mesogenesis[arXiv:1810.00880])

Allowed Interactions:

Color triplet 
scalar mediator

Dark Baryon Stability of matter, 
neutron star bounds2

FIG. 1. Summary of the mechanism by which a lepton asymmetry is produced from late-time production of charged D±

mesons. Here we consider CP-violating decays of the D± mesons into final states involving an odd number of charged pions.
The charged pions decay into dark- and visible-sector leptons without violating lepton number, producing equal and opposite
visible- and dark-sector asymmetries.

subsequently have their decay products quickly undergo
lepton-number-conserving decays into dark leptons. In
this way, an equal and opposite lepton asymmetry is gen-
erated between the visible and dark sectors. In particu-
lar, CP violation in chargedD

± meson decays followed by
prompt decays of charged pions to light, MeV-GeV scale
(dark) leptons may be used to generate such an asymme-
try. Intriguingly, this asymmetry is directly linked to SM
observables, making this mechanism testable at current
and upcoming experiments (see Fig. 1 for a summary).

While a late-time production of a lepton asymmetry
may be interesting in its own right, to explain the BAU,
the lepton asymmetry must generate a baryon asymme-
try. We achieve this by minimally extending the dark sec-
tor to include low-scale, dark scattering processes which
produce an equal and opposite baryon asymmetry in the
dark and visible sectors using the initial lepton asym-
metry.3 The SM baryon asymmetry is Frozen-In via
these dark-sector scatterings. In summary, we present
here a novel, testable, mechanism of low-scale baryogen-
esis and DM production utilizing SM D

± meson decays
at late times, e↵ectively making the Universe as we know
it at 20 MeV. In contrast with previous mechanisms such
as high-scale leptogenesis, this does not involve lepton-
or baryon-number violation and does not require Elec-
troweak sphalerons.

One of the most remarkable features of this model is
the ability to achieve baryogenesis, as well as the pro-
duction of DM, at such low temperatures. Reasonable
assumptions may lead one to conclude that a baryogen-
esis mechanism, regardless of the source of CP violation,
must set the asymmetry by T & 38 MeV [43]. Thus,
constructing models of low-scale baryogenesis can be a
challenge and there are only a few working examples (see

3
For other models which transfer an asymmetry from the dark

sector to the SM to realize baryogenesis, see e.g. [40–42].

e.g [44, 45]). Furthermore, recent proposals for solutions
to the gauge hierarchy problem such as Nnaturalness [46]
and cosmological relaxation [47] require the BAU to be
generated at a low scale.
If one holds out hope that the requisite CP violation

for baryogenesis exists in the SM, one is also inevitably
led to consider mechanisms at such low scales. It is often
claimed that there is not enough CP violation within the
SM alone to provide for the baryon asymmetry, regard-
less of the baryogenesis mechanism. However, there are
potentially abundant and untapped sources of CP viola-
tion in QCD resonances: meson oscillations [48, 49] and
meson decays, as in this work. Thus, there’s a relatively
unexplored swath of theory space in which the SM alone
provides the necessary CP violation via mesons, allowing
for di↵erent realizations of Mesogenesis.
This paper is organized as follows. First in Sec. II, we

introduce the mechanism. Next in Sec. III, we present the
details by which baryogenesis is achieved; we solve a set
of Boltzmann equations for the lepton and baryon asym-
metry and demonstrate that the BAU can be achieved in
light of known limits on the CP violation and branching
fractions ofD± mesons. We also discuss the way in which
the correct DM relic abundance can be achieved. Next
in Sec. IV, we present two models and demonstrate that
they can accommodate a sizeable dark-sector scattering
to produce the BAU. We conclude with a discussion of
possible extensions, additional variations of Mesogenesis,
and other future directions in Sec. V. App. A contains
a detailed derivation of the Boltzmann Equations. In
App. B, we tabulate the relevant D

± decay modes and
the current limits on their branching fractions and CP
asymmetries.

dark baryon-SM 
baryon “mixing”

Collider bounds  
(as just discussed) 
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Field Spin QEM Baryon no. Z2 Mass

� 0 0 0 +1 11� 100GeV

Y 0 �1/3 �2/3 +1 O(TeV)

 1/2 0 �1 +1 O(GeV)

⇠ 1/2 0 0 �1 O(GeV)

� 0 0 �1 �1 O(GeV)

⇠

b̄

d
B0

d

u

d

s

⇤

 

Y

�

ψ : Dirac Dark Baryon 

Minimal Particle Content B-mesons decay into ME and a Baryon

The Dark Sector:

m < mB �mBaryon < 4.3GeV• For the b-quark decay to happen:

•  ψ needs to have decays into other dark sector particles or will decay 
back to visible baryons and undo the Baryogenesis �( ! p+ ⇡�) ⇠ 10�36 GeV

5

In summary, the late time out of equilibrium B0
q and B̄0

q
production, oscillation and subsequent decay into  and
B, results in the generation of a excess of baryons in the
visible sector and an excess of antibaryons in the dark
sector. In this way, the origin of baryogenesis and that
of dark matter are linked.

Importantly, following the chain of events described
above and as depicted in Fig. 2, it is possible to show
that the observed baryon abundance today (see Ap-
pendix VIII A) can be directly related to two observables
at collider experiments:

YB ' 8.7 ⇥ 10�11 Br(B !  B M)

10�3

X

q

↵q
Aq

SL

10�3
, (6)

where we have normalized to the observed baryon asym-
metry given in Eq. (1).

In Eq. (6), Br(B !  B M) is the inclusive branch-
ing ratio of B mesons into a dark antibaryon, a visible
baryon, and any number of light mesons; and Aq

SL are the
semileptonic asymmetries in neutral B0

q meson decays,
which measure the amount of CP violation in mixing in
the B0

q systems. Finally, ↵q are functions that encode the
dependence on the mass and lifetime of the � field. They
are bounded to be 0  ↵q  1.4, see Appendix VIII A.

Although all relevant cosmological details are present
in [1] and detailed in Appendix VIII A, some comments
on Eq. (6) are in order. First, the ↵q parameters are dif-
ferent for each Bq meson. The physical reason is that the
early Universe is a hot dense plasma in which electrons
can interact with B0

q mesons and potentially decohere
the B0

q � B̄0
q oscillations. Given that B0

s mesons oscillate
⇠ 35 times faster than B0

d mesons, they are more resilient
against decoherence e↵ects and ↵s � ↵d for tempera-
tures in which decoherence is important. In addition and
although not explicitly stated in [1], it is clear that the
baryon asymmetry generated by B-Mesogenesis is only
sourced by the CP violation in the B0

q oscillation system
and is totally independent of any potential CP violation
in the � b̄ b coupling illustrated in Fig. 2. The reason is
as follows: at temperatures T < TQCD, a CP asymme-
try in the B0

q system appears at 1 loop since B mesons
are hadronized, while the CP violation arising from a CP
violating � b̄ b coupling appears only at the 3-loop level,
see [47, 48]. Given that the � b̄ b coupling is < 10�10, any
contribution to the baryon asymmetry arising from such
a 3-loop process is extremely suppressed and can safely
be neglected.

Eq. (6) clearly shows the direct connection that exists
between baryogengesis, the CP violation in the B0

q sys-
tem parametrized by Aq

SL, and the branching fraction for
the new decay Br(B !  B M). In light of this relation,
current measurements of CP violation in the B0

q meson
systems can constrain B-Mesogenesis, as we illustrate in
Sec. III. Furthermore, the aforementioned exotic decay
mode of B mesons has important implications for B fac-
tories and the LHC, which we discuss in Sec. IV

Before proceeding to analyze this in detail, it is neces-
sary to address two important points regarding the new
particle content of the model, namely: i) what are the
minimal requirements of the dark sector, and ii) what
additional particles are needed to trigger the new decay
mode B !  B M.

B. The Dark Sector

A key element in B-Mesogenesis is that B mesons can
decay into a SM (visible) baryon and a dark sector an-
tibaryon ( ). However, this antibaryon  cannot rep-
resent the dark matter of the Universe. The reason for
this is that the decay B !  B can only proceed if  
interacts with 3 quarks. The same operator that medi-
ates such an interaction can also allow the GeV-scale  
to decay into light antibaryons, thereby washing out the
generated asymmetry. Thus, successful baryogenesis de-
mands that the  state must rapidly decay into other
stable dark sector particles. This requirement is triv-
ially met provided the existence of two additional states
coupling to the dark fermionic antibaryon: a SM singlet
scalar antibaryon �, and a SM singlet Majorana fermion
⇠, coupling to  via the Yukawa interaction

L � �yd ̄�⇠ + h.c. . (7)

To write this Lagrangian, we have assumed the existence
of a Z2 symmetry that stabilizes both � and ⇠ states.

Given the interaction in Eq. (7), and provided that
m > m� + m⇠,  rapidly decays into � and ⇠ states
in the early Universe. In this way, a combination of
number densities of � and ⇠ particles can be such that
their present-day abundance matches the dark matter
density measured by the Planck satellite, ⌦DMh2 =
0.1200 ± 0.0012 [2].

With the knowledge that the dark sector is made up
of at least 3 states (the dark Dirac antibaryon  , the
dark scalar baryon �, and the dark Majorana fermion
⇠), relevant limits on the mass of these states can be
set given the requirements of baryogenesis in conjunction
with several other kinematic constraints. First, the B !
 B decay can only occur if

m < mB � mp ' 4.34 GeV . (8)

Second, proton stability requires

m > mp � me ' 937.8 MeV . (9)

Third, the Z2 symmetry that is introduced to stabilize
the dark states � and ⇠ is only e↵ective provided that �
and ⇠ cannot decay into each other by emitting a proton
and an electron. This requirement translates into

|m⇠ � m�| < mp + me ' 938.8 MeV . (10)

Finally, allowing for the  ! ⇠� decay requires

m > m� + m⇠ . (11)

Kinematics: 

Proton stability:
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Field Spin QEM Baryon no. Z2 Mass

� 0 0 0 +1 11� 100GeV

Y 0 �1/3 �2/3 +1 O(TeV)

 1/2 0 �1 +1 O(GeV)

⇠ 1/2 0 0 �1 O(GeV)

� 0 0 �1 �1 O(GeV)
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d
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d
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Minimal Particle Content B-mesons decay into ME and a Baryon

Aside: this can be embedded in e.g. a supersymmetric theory 
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from the limits on sterile neutrinos. Recasting and im-
posing current limits for charged pion decays into elec-
trons [54, 55], we find that the allowed branching ratio
is not large enough to generate the requisite asymme-
try when m`d > 1MeV. However, the branching ratio is
unconstrained for sub-MeV `d masses so that this decay
mode can generate the entire asymmetry. Recasting the
most current bound from PIENU [55, 56] for final-state
muons yields

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�6
� 10�5

,

for 15.7MeV < m`d < 33.8MeV , (9)

which is just at the threshold of producing enough asym-
metry. For lighter `d masses, constraints can be recast
from PSI [55, 57]

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�3
,

for 5MeV < m`d < 15MeV . (10)

Note that for ⇠1-5 MeV, the bound on the branching
fraction can be as weak as 10�2. Given the `d mass de-
pendence, these bounds do not constrain the entire pa-
rameter space of interest to us; as with decays to final-
state electrons, sub-MeV `d masses lead to completely
unconstrained branching ratios.

Improved measurements of these decays will be the
focus of upcoming searches at future experiments and as
such will be able to further probe this mechanism [58].
In what follows, we will demonstrate that a large lepton
asymmetry may be generated which is consistent with
current experimental bounds and may be probed in the
future.

Baryogenesis is achieved by transferring6 the dark lep-
ton asymmetry into a SM baryon asymmetry using ad-
ditional dark-sector states and dynamics which can be
rich and possibly reconstructable. In particular, we con-
sider `d interactions with additional dark-sector states
(�1 and �2) that carry lepton- and baryon-number which
can transfer the dark lepton asymmetry into a SM baryon
asymmetry. Critically, this dark scattering can occur
through an operator which conserves the total baryon
and lepton number of the Universe; a dark-sector lepton
asymmetry is partially transferred to equal and opposite
dark- and visible-sector baryon asymmetries. Schemati-
cally, we consider scatterings of the form

¯̀
d + �1 ! �2 + B , (11)

where B is a SM baryon, and �1 and �2 are the gauge-
singlet, dark-sector states which may be fermions or

6
For simplicity, we refer to this as an asymmetry transfer, since

the asymmetry in `d � ¯̀
d is being partially translated into an

asymmetry in SM baryons and dark-sector particles. Note that

the total lepton asymmetry in the dark (and SM) sectors does

not change as a result, and so this is not a “transfer,” strictly

speaking.

scalars depending on the exact dark-sector model. For
possible baryon and lepton number charge assignments,
see Table I. Note that the mass of a dark-sector state
charged under baryon number must be greater than 1.2
GeV [59], but dark leptons may be considerably lighter.
Additional kinematic and stability requirements will be
model dependent, and we leave these details for Sec. IV.
Depending on the details of the dark-sector charge as-

signment and the UV model, either �1 or �2 (or both)
may constitute (part of) DM. A Z2 discrete symmetry
will generically need to be imposed to stabilize the DM
and evade washing out the produced asymmetry. In
Sec. IV, we describe the cosmological assumptions and
possible models of the dark sector that allow for a large-
enough cross section to transfer the asymmetry consis-
tent with current bounds as well as produce the measured
DM relic abundance.

III. THE DETAILS

Having given a broad-brush overview of the important
ingredients of this mechanism in the previous section, we
move on to calculate the relevant matter contents in de-
tail. We consider the generation of the (dark-sector) lep-
ton asymmetry, (visible-sector) baryon asymmetry, and
DM in turn.

A. Generating a Lepton Asymmetry

In this section, we demonstrate that a dark lepton
asymmetry equal to (or much greater than) the measured
baryon asymmetry may be generated via the processes
outlined in Fig. 1, postponing a discussion of how it may
be transferred to a SM baryon asymmetry to Sec. III B.
In order to numerically solve for the generated lepton

asymmetry, we consider the coupled Boltzmann equa-
tions which track the production and CP-violating de-
cays of D± mesons into ⇡

±, which then subsequently de-
cay into dark leptons and anti-leptons. For simplicity, we
compute the generated lepton asymmetry for the range
of reheat temperatures in Eq. (2) so that annihilations
of D± and ⇡

± mesons can be ignored. The reheat tem-
perature is defined by 4H (TR) = ��, so that Eq. (2)
corresponds to an inflaton decay width in the range
�� 2

⇥
1⇥ 10�22 GeV, 3⇥ 10�21 GeV

⇤
. Additionally, as

the inflaton must be heavy enough to produce D
±, its

mass must be in the range m� 2 [5GeV , 100GeV]. �
late decays to radiation so that the evolution of the �
number density and the radiation density are governed
by the interplay of the following Boltzmann equations
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/ T
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the inflaton, this assumption of high-temperature equi-
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other scalars responsible for inflation.
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try, we assume a minimal dark sector with only `d and ¯̀

d
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interactions, deferring this discussion to Sec. III B. Since
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± meson
and the following decay of the ⇡

± meson occurs quickly
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listed in Table III. In this way, an asymmetry in `d is
generated, as defined in Eq. (5), that is equal and op-
posite to an asymmetry generated in the visible-sector
leptons. This asymmetry is interestingly related to ob-
servable CP-asymmetries and branching fractions in SM
mesons systems. Critically, note again that the total lep-
ton number of the Universe is actually conserved, as we
have not introduced any lepton-number-violating inter-
actions.

We numerically integrate the above set of Boltzmann
equations and float the values of
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sizable lepton asymmetry may be generated. We find
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If all the lepton asymmetry can be instantaneously con-
verted into a baryon asymmetry, then the SM baryon
asymmetry will be Y

SM
B = Y

dark
L . In practice, the

dark-sector dynamics need not transfer the asymme-
try completely. Therefore, Eq. (16) represents a lower

FIG. 2. The shaded green region corresponds to values of
charged D meson and pion observable needed to produce a
lepton asymmetry that is equal to or greater than the ob-
served baryon asymmetry Y obs

B . The contours correspond to
solving the Boltzmann equations Eq. (15), as summarized in
Eq. (16), with values of (m�, TR) = (5GeV, 20MeV) which
correspond to maximizing the produced asymmetry. The dot-
ted gray line and the gray shaded region represents the current
limits on the pion branching fraction [54] and the limits on the
sum of the D meson CP asymmetry and branching fraction,
respectively.

bound on the observables such that baryogenesis can be
achieved. In Fig. 2, we show contours of Y

dark
L /Y

obs
B

for a range of values of the experimental observables
Br`d⇡ and

P
f N

f
⇡ a

f
CPBr

f
D+ . Also shown for reference

is the PSI constraint from Eq. (10) which holds when
5 MeV . m`d . 15 MeV.
Summing over the relevant D

± decay modes in Ta-
ble III, we find
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where the central value corresponds to taking the central
values of both A

f
CP and BrfD+ for each decay channel.

The lower bound corresponds to the “lowest-reasonable”
value for the sum and is calculated in the following way.
To make the sum as negative as possible, we take all Af

CP
values 1� below their mean. For channels with values of
A

f
CP which are still positive, we assume their correspond-

ing BrfD+ is 1� below the mean. For channels which in-

stead (now) have negative A
f
CP , we assume their corre-

sponding BrfD+ is 1� above the mean. The upper bound
in Eq. (17) is calculated in an analgous way. The mea-
sured central value is shown in dashed black in Fig. 2,
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from the limits on sterile neutrinos. Recasting and im-
posing current limits for charged pion decays into elec-
trons [54, 55], we find that the allowed branching ratio
is not large enough to generate the requisite asymme-
try when m`d > 1MeV. However, the branching ratio is
unconstrained for sub-MeV `d masses so that this decay
mode can generate the entire asymmetry. Recasting the
most current bound from PIENU [55, 56] for final-state
muons yields

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�6
� 10�5

,

for 15.7MeV < m`d < 33.8MeV , (9)

which is just at the threshold of producing enough asym-
metry. For lighter `d masses, constraints can be recast
from PSI [55, 57]

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�3
,

for 5MeV < m`d < 15MeV . (10)

Note that for ⇠1-5 MeV, the bound on the branching
fraction can be as weak as 10�2. Given the `d mass de-
pendence, these bounds do not constrain the entire pa-
rameter space of interest to us; as with decays to final-
state electrons, sub-MeV `d masses lead to completely
unconstrained branching ratios.

Improved measurements of these decays will be the
focus of upcoming searches at future experiments and as
such will be able to further probe this mechanism [58].
In what follows, we will demonstrate that a large lepton
asymmetry may be generated which is consistent with
current experimental bounds and may be probed in the
future.

Baryogenesis is achieved by transferring6 the dark lep-
ton asymmetry into a SM baryon asymmetry using ad-
ditional dark-sector states and dynamics which can be
rich and possibly reconstructable. In particular, we con-
sider `d interactions with additional dark-sector states
(�1 and �2) that carry lepton- and baryon-number which
can transfer the dark lepton asymmetry into a SM baryon
asymmetry. Critically, this dark scattering can occur
through an operator which conserves the total baryon
and lepton number of the Universe; a dark-sector lepton
asymmetry is partially transferred to equal and opposite
dark- and visible-sector baryon asymmetries. Schemati-
cally, we consider scatterings of the form

¯̀
d + �1 ! �2 + B , (11)

where B is a SM baryon, and �1 and �2 are the gauge-
singlet, dark-sector states which may be fermions or

6
For simplicity, we refer to this as an asymmetry transfer, since

the asymmetry in `d � ¯̀
d is being partially translated into an

asymmetry in SM baryons and dark-sector particles. Note that

the total lepton asymmetry in the dark (and SM) sectors does

not change as a result, and so this is not a “transfer,” strictly

speaking.

scalars depending on the exact dark-sector model. For
possible baryon and lepton number charge assignments,
see Table I. Note that the mass of a dark-sector state
charged under baryon number must be greater than 1.2
GeV [59], but dark leptons may be considerably lighter.
Additional kinematic and stability requirements will be
model dependent, and we leave these details for Sec. IV.
Depending on the details of the dark-sector charge as-

signment and the UV model, either �1 or �2 (or both)
may constitute (part of) DM. A Z2 discrete symmetry
will generically need to be imposed to stabilize the DM
and evade washing out the produced asymmetry. In
Sec. IV, we describe the cosmological assumptions and
possible models of the dark sector that allow for a large-
enough cross section to transfer the asymmetry consis-
tent with current bounds as well as produce the measured
DM relic abundance.

III. THE DETAILS

Having given a broad-brush overview of the important
ingredients of this mechanism in the previous section, we
move on to calculate the relevant matter contents in de-
tail. We consider the generation of the (dark-sector) lep-
ton asymmetry, (visible-sector) baryon asymmetry, and
DM in turn.

A. Generating a Lepton Asymmetry

In this section, we demonstrate that a dark lepton
asymmetry equal to (or much greater than) the measured
baryon asymmetry may be generated via the processes
outlined in Fig. 1, postponing a discussion of how it may
be transferred to a SM baryon asymmetry to Sec. III B.
In order to numerically solve for the generated lepton

asymmetry, we consider the coupled Boltzmann equa-
tions which track the production and CP-violating de-
cays of D± mesons into ⇡

±, which then subsequently de-
cay into dark leptons and anti-leptons. For simplicity, we
compute the generated lepton asymmetry for the range
of reheat temperatures in Eq. (2) so that annihilations
of D± and ⇡

± mesons can be ignored. The reheat tem-
perature is defined by 4H (TR) = ��, so that Eq. (2)
corresponds to an inflaton decay width in the range
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. Additionally, as

the inflaton must be heavy enough to produce D
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late decays to radiation so that the evolution of the �
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from the limits on sterile neutrinos. Recasting and im-
posing current limits for charged pion decays into elec-
trons [54, 55], we find that the allowed branching ratio
is not large enough to generate the requisite asymme-
try when m`d > 1MeV. However, the branching ratio is
unconstrained for sub-MeV `d masses so that this decay
mode can generate the entire asymmetry. Recasting the
most current bound from PIENU [55, 56] for final-state
muons yields

Br(⇡±
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,
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which is just at the threshold of producing enough asym-
metry. For lighter `d masses, constraints can be recast
from PSI [55, 57]
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,

for 5MeV < m`d < 15MeV . (10)

Note that for ⇠1-5 MeV, the bound on the branching
fraction can be as weak as 10�2. Given the `d mass de-
pendence, these bounds do not constrain the entire pa-
rameter space of interest to us; as with decays to final-
state electrons, sub-MeV `d masses lead to completely
unconstrained branching ratios.

Improved measurements of these decays will be the
focus of upcoming searches at future experiments and as
such will be able to further probe this mechanism [58].
In what follows, we will demonstrate that a large lepton
asymmetry may be generated which is consistent with
current experimental bounds and may be probed in the
future.

Baryogenesis is achieved by transferring6 the dark lep-
ton asymmetry into a SM baryon asymmetry using ad-
ditional dark-sector states and dynamics which can be
rich and possibly reconstructable. In particular, we con-
sider `d interactions with additional dark-sector states
(�1 and �2) that carry lepton- and baryon-number which
can transfer the dark lepton asymmetry into a SM baryon
asymmetry. Critically, this dark scattering can occur
through an operator which conserves the total baryon
and lepton number of the Universe; a dark-sector lepton
asymmetry is partially transferred to equal and opposite
dark- and visible-sector baryon asymmetries. Schemati-
cally, we consider scatterings of the form

¯̀
d + �1 ! �2 + B , (11)

where B is a SM baryon, and �1 and �2 are the gauge-
singlet, dark-sector states which may be fermions or
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scalars depending on the exact dark-sector model. For
possible baryon and lepton number charge assignments,
see Table I. Note that the mass of a dark-sector state
charged under baryon number must be greater than 1.2
GeV [59], but dark leptons may be considerably lighter.
Additional kinematic and stability requirements will be
model dependent, and we leave these details for Sec. IV.
Depending on the details of the dark-sector charge as-

signment and the UV model, either �1 or �2 (or both)
may constitute (part of) DM. A Z2 discrete symmetry
will generically need to be imposed to stabilize the DM
and evade washing out the produced asymmetry. In
Sec. IV, we describe the cosmological assumptions and
possible models of the dark sector that allow for a large-
enough cross section to transfer the asymmetry consis-
tent with current bounds as well as produce the measured
DM relic abundance.

III. THE DETAILS

Having given a broad-brush overview of the important
ingredients of this mechanism in the previous section, we
move on to calculate the relevant matter contents in de-
tail. We consider the generation of the (dark-sector) lep-
ton asymmetry, (visible-sector) baryon asymmetry, and
DM in turn.

A. Generating a Lepton Asymmetry

In this section, we demonstrate that a dark lepton
asymmetry equal to (or much greater than) the measured
baryon asymmetry may be generated via the processes
outlined in Fig. 1, postponing a discussion of how it may
be transferred to a SM baryon asymmetry to Sec. III B.
In order to numerically solve for the generated lepton
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±, which then subsequently de-
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from the limits on sterile neutrinos. Recasting and im-
posing current limits for charged pion decays into elec-
trons [54, 55], we find that the allowed branching ratio
is not large enough to generate the requisite asymme-
try when m`d > 1MeV. However, the branching ratio is
unconstrained for sub-MeV `d masses so that this decay
mode can generate the entire asymmetry. Recasting the
most current bound from PIENU [55, 56] for final-state
muons yields
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metry. For lighter `d masses, constraints can be recast
from PSI [55, 57]
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Note that for ⇠1-5 MeV, the bound on the branching
fraction can be as weak as 10�2. Given the `d mass de-
pendence, these bounds do not constrain the entire pa-
rameter space of interest to us; as with decays to final-
state electrons, sub-MeV `d masses lead to completely
unconstrained branching ratios.

Improved measurements of these decays will be the
focus of upcoming searches at future experiments and as
such will be able to further probe this mechanism [58].
In what follows, we will demonstrate that a large lepton
asymmetry may be generated which is consistent with
current experimental bounds and may be probed in the
future.

Baryogenesis is achieved by transferring6 the dark lep-
ton asymmetry into a SM baryon asymmetry using ad-
ditional dark-sector states and dynamics which can be
rich and possibly reconstructable. In particular, we con-
sider `d interactions with additional dark-sector states
(�1 and �2) that carry lepton- and baryon-number which
can transfer the dark lepton asymmetry into a SM baryon
asymmetry. Critically, this dark scattering can occur
through an operator which conserves the total baryon
and lepton number of the Universe; a dark-sector lepton
asymmetry is partially transferred to equal and opposite
dark- and visible-sector baryon asymmetries. Schemati-
cally, we consider scatterings of the form
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scalars depending on the exact dark-sector model. For
possible baryon and lepton number charge assignments,
see Table I. Note that the mass of a dark-sector state
charged under baryon number must be greater than 1.2
GeV [59], but dark leptons may be considerably lighter.
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model dependent, and we leave these details for Sec. IV.
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enough cross section to transfer the asymmetry consis-
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from the limits on sterile neutrinos. Recasting and im-
posing current limits for charged pion decays into elec-
trons [54, 55], we find that the allowed branching ratio
is not large enough to generate the requisite asymme-
try when m`d > 1MeV. However, the branching ratio is
unconstrained for sub-MeV `d masses so that this decay
mode can generate the entire asymmetry. Recasting the
most current bound from PIENU [55, 56] for final-state
muons yields

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�6
� 10�5

,

for 15.7MeV < m`d < 33.8MeV , (9)

which is just at the threshold of producing enough asym-
metry. For lighter `d masses, constraints can be recast
from PSI [55, 57]

Br(⇡±
! µ

± +MET) . 10�3
,

for 5MeV < m`d < 15MeV . (10)

Note that for ⇠1-5 MeV, the bound on the branching
fraction can be as weak as 10�2. Given the `d mass de-
pendence, these bounds do not constrain the entire pa-
rameter space of interest to us; as with decays to final-
state electrons, sub-MeV `d masses lead to completely
unconstrained branching ratios.

Improved measurements of these decays will be the
focus of upcoming searches at future experiments and as
such will be able to further probe this mechanism [58].
In what follows, we will demonstrate that a large lepton
asymmetry may be generated which is consistent with
current experimental bounds and may be probed in the
future.

Baryogenesis is achieved by transferring6 the dark lep-
ton asymmetry into a SM baryon asymmetry using ad-
ditional dark-sector states and dynamics which can be
rich and possibly reconstructable. In particular, we con-
sider `d interactions with additional dark-sector states
(�1 and �2) that carry lepton- and baryon-number which
can transfer the dark lepton asymmetry into a SM baryon
asymmetry. Critically, this dark scattering can occur
through an operator which conserves the total baryon
and lepton number of the Universe; a dark-sector lepton
asymmetry is partially transferred to equal and opposite
dark- and visible-sector baryon asymmetries. Schemati-
cally, we consider scatterings of the form

¯̀
d + �1 ! �2 + B , (11)

where B is a SM baryon, and �1 and �2 are the gauge-
singlet, dark-sector states which may be fermions or

6
For simplicity, we refer to this as an asymmetry transfer, since

the asymmetry in `d � ¯̀
d is being partially translated into an

asymmetry in SM baryons and dark-sector particles. Note that

the total lepton asymmetry in the dark (and SM) sectors does

not change as a result, and so this is not a “transfer,” strictly

speaking.

scalars depending on the exact dark-sector model. For
possible baryon and lepton number charge assignments,
see Table I. Note that the mass of a dark-sector state
charged under baryon number must be greater than 1.2
GeV [59], but dark leptons may be considerably lighter.
Additional kinematic and stability requirements will be
model dependent, and we leave these details for Sec. IV.
Depending on the details of the dark-sector charge as-

signment and the UV model, either �1 or �2 (or both)
may constitute (part of) DM. A Z2 discrete symmetry
will generically need to be imposed to stabilize the DM
and evade washing out the produced asymmetry. In
Sec. IV, we describe the cosmological assumptions and
possible models of the dark sector that allow for a large-
enough cross section to transfer the asymmetry consis-
tent with current bounds as well as produce the measured
DM relic abundance.

III. THE DETAILS

Having given a broad-brush overview of the important
ingredients of this mechanism in the previous section, we
move on to calculate the relevant matter contents in de-
tail. We consider the generation of the (dark-sector) lep-
ton asymmetry, (visible-sector) baryon asymmetry, and
DM in turn.

A. Generating a Lepton Asymmetry

In this section, we demonstrate that a dark lepton
asymmetry equal to (or much greater than) the measured
baryon asymmetry may be generated via the processes
outlined in Fig. 1, postponing a discussion of how it may
be transferred to a SM baryon asymmetry to Sec. III B.
In order to numerically solve for the generated lepton

asymmetry, we consider the coupled Boltzmann equa-
tions which track the production and CP-violating de-
cays of D± mesons into ⇡

±, which then subsequently de-
cay into dark leptons and anti-leptons. For simplicity, we
compute the generated lepton asymmetry for the range
of reheat temperatures in Eq. (2) so that annihilations
of D± and ⇡

± mesons can be ignored. The reheat tem-
perature is defined by 4H (TR) = ��, so that Eq. (2)
corresponds to an inflaton decay width in the range
�� 2

⇥
1⇥ 10�22 GeV, 3⇥ 10�21 GeV

⇤
. Additionally, as

the inflaton must be heavy enough to produce D
±, its

mass must be in the range m� 2 [5GeV , 100GeV]. �
late decays to radiation so that the evolution of the �
number density and the radiation density are governed
by the interplay of the following Boltzmann equations

dn�

dt
+ 3Hn� = ���n� , (12)

d⇢rad

dt
+ 4H⇢rad = +��m�n� , (13)
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For the region in parameter space where m⇠ > m�,
DM is composed of the scalar baryons and anti-baryons,
and the DM relic abundance is found by solving for the
symmetric component, namely:

dn�+�⇤

dt
+ 3 H n�+�⇤ = � 2 �B

�
n� (13)

� 2 h�vi�

�
n

2

�+�⇤ � n
2

eq, �+�⇤
�

.

Analogously to the Boltzmann equation describing the
⇠ evolution, the second term on the right hand side of
Equation (13) accounts for possible dark sector interac-
tions and self-annihilations, while the first term describes
dark particle production via decays. Again we assume
the  fermion decays instantaneously, and DM can be
produced from the decay of both neutral and charged B

mesons and anti-mesons.
As previously discussed, DM generically tends to be

overproduced in this set-up. Additional interactions are
required to deplete the DM abundance in order to re-
produce the observed value. Whether the DM is com-
prised primarily of ⇠ or �+�

⇤, the scattering term in the
Boltzmann equations allows for the dark particle abun-
dance to be depleted by annihilations into lighter species.
In our model, the thermally averaged annihilation cross
sections for the fermion and scalar will receive contribu-
tions from � � ⇠ generated by the Yukawa coupling of
Equation (4) (see Appendix 3 for rates). This interac-
tion will transform the heavier dark particle population
into the lighter DM state. The annihilation term can,
in general, receive contributions from additional interac-
tions. Therefore, when solving the Boltzmann equations,
we simply parametrize additional contributions to h�vi⇠

and h�vi�+�⇤ by a free parameter. In Sec. V, we will
outline a couple of concrete models that accommodate a
depletion of the symmetric DM component.

We have derived Equation (13) by tracking the particle
and anti-particle evolution of the complex � scalar using
the following Boltzmann equations:

dn�

dt
+ 3Hn� = �h�vi�(n�n�? � neq,�neq,�?) (14)

+ �B

�
n� ⇥

"
1 +

X

q

A
q

``
Br(b̄ ! B

0

q
) f

q

deco

#
,

where we sum over contributions from B
0

q=s,d
oscillations.

Likewise,

dn�?

dt
+ 3Hn�? = �h�vi�(n�n�? � neq,�neq,�?) (15)

+ �B

�
n� ⇥

"
1 �

X

q

A
q

``
Br(b̄ ! B

0

q
) f

q

deco

#
.

Since the the � and �
⇤ particles are produced via sev-

eral combinations of meson/anti-meson oscillations and
decays, we encapsulate the corresponding decay width
di↵erence in a quantity A

q

``
(defined explicitly below in

Equation (17)), which is a measure of the CPV in the

B
0

d
and B

0
s

systems. A
q

``
is weighted by a function f

q

deco

describing decoherence e↵ects – these will play a critical
role in the evolution of the matter-antimatter asymmetry
as we discuss below. For the symmetric DM component,
the solution of Equation (13), the dependance on A

q

``

cancels o↵ as expected.
Finally, note that Equations (13) and (11) hold in the

regime where the two masses m� and m⇠ are significantly
di↵erent. For the case where m� ⇠ m⇠ coannihilations
become important i.e. there will be rapid �+�

⇤ $ ⇠+ ⇠

processes mediated by  which will enforce a relation be-
tween n⇠ and n�+�⇤ . Specifically, in the non-relativistic
limit n⇠/n� = exp (m� � m⇠)/TD, so that the equilib-
rium abundance depends on the dark sector tempera-
ture. It is reasonable to consider a construction where
TD < |m� � m⇠|, so that it is justified to set the equi-
librium abundance of the heavier particle to zero. How-
ever, since coannihilations represents a very small branch
in our parameter space, for simplicity and generality, we
simply assume we are far from the regime where coanni-
hilations e↵ects are important so that we can solve Equa-
tions (11), (14) and (15) for the dark sector particle abun-
dances.

Baryon Asymmetry

The Boltzmann equation governing the production of
the baryon asymmetry is simply the di↵erence of the par-
ticle and anti-particle scalar baryon abundances Equa-
tion (14) and Equation (15):

d(n� � n�?)

dt
+ 3 H(n� � n�⇤)

= 2 �B

�

X

q

Br(b̄ ! B
0

q
) A

q

``
f

q

deco
n� , (16)

where we must consider contributions from decays
of the b̄ anti-quarks/quarks within both B

0

d
and B

0
s

mesons/anti-mesons: we take the branching fraction for
the production of each meson to be Br(b̄ ! B

0

d
) = 0.4

and Br(b̄ ! B
0
s
) = 0.1 according to the latest esti-

mates [4].
Interestingly, we see from integrating Equation (16)

that the baryon asymmetry is fixed by the product A
q

``
⇥

Br(B0
q

! ⇠�+ Baryon + X) – a measurable quantity at
experiments. In particular, A

q

``
is defined as:

A
q

``
=

�
�
B̄

0
q

! B
0
q

! f
�

� �
�
B

0
q

! B̄
0
q

! f̄
�

�
�
B̄0

q
! B0

q
! f

�
+ �

�
B0

q
! B̄0

q
! f̄

� , (17)

which is directly related to the CPV in oscillating neu-
tral B meson systems. Here f and f̄ are taken to be
final states that are accessible by the decay of b/b̄ only.
Note that as defined, Equation (17) corresponds to the
semi-leptonic asymmetry (denoted by A

q

SL
in the litera-

ture) in which the final state may be tagged. However,
at low temperatures and in the limit when decoherence
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symmetric component, namely:
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Analogously to the Boltzmann equation describing the
⇠ evolution, the second term on the right hand side of
Equation (13) accounts for possible dark sector interac-
tions and self-annihilations, while the first term describes
dark particle production via decays. Again we assume
the  fermion decays instantaneously, and DM can be
produced from the decay of both neutral and charged B

mesons and anti-mesons.
As previously discussed, DM generically tends to be

overproduced in this set-up. Additional interactions are
required to deplete the DM abundance in order to re-
produce the observed value. Whether the DM is com-
prised primarily of ⇠ or �+�

⇤, the scattering term in the
Boltzmann equations allows for the dark particle abun-
dance to be depleted by annihilations into lighter species.
In our model, the thermally averaged annihilation cross
sections for the fermion and scalar will receive contribu-
tions from � � ⇠ generated by the Yukawa coupling of
Equation (4) (see Appendix 3 for rates). This interac-
tion will transform the heavier dark particle population
into the lighter DM state. The annihilation term can,
in general, receive contributions from additional interac-
tions. Therefore, when solving the Boltzmann equations,
we simply parametrize additional contributions to h�vi⇠

and h�vi�+�⇤ by a free parameter. In Sec. V, we will
outline a couple of concrete models that accommodate a
depletion of the symmetric DM component.

We have derived Equation (13) by tracking the particle
and anti-particle evolution of the complex � scalar using
the following Boltzmann equations:
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where we sum over contributions from B
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Since the the � and �
⇤ particles are produced via sev-

eral combinations of meson/anti-meson oscillations and
decays, we encapsulate the corresponding decay width
di↵erence in a quantity A
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(defined explicitly below in
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describing decoherence e↵ects – these will play a critical
role in the evolution of the matter-antimatter asymmetry
as we discuss below. For the symmetric DM component,
the solution of Equation (13), the dependance on A
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cancels o↵ as expected.
Finally, note that Equations (13) and (11) hold in the

regime where the two masses m� and m⇠ are significantly
di↵erent. For the case where m� ⇠ m⇠ coannihilations
become important i.e. there will be rapid �+�
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processes mediated by  which will enforce a relation be-
tween n⇠ and n�+�⇤ . Specifically, in the non-relativistic
limit n⇠/n� = exp (m� � m⇠)/TD, so that the equilib-
rium abundance depends on the dark sector tempera-
ture. It is reasonable to consider a construction where
TD < |m� � m⇠|, so that it is justified to set the equi-
librium abundance of the heavier particle to zero. How-
ever, since coannihilations represents a very small branch
in our parameter space, for simplicity and generality, we
simply assume we are far from the regime where coanni-
hilations e↵ects are important so that we can solve Equa-
tions (11), (14) and (15) for the dark sector particle abun-
dances.

Baryon Asymmetry

The Boltzmann equation governing the production of
the baryon asymmetry is simply the di↵erence of the par-
ticle and anti-particle scalar baryon abundances Equa-
tion (14) and Equation (15):
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which is directly related to the CPV in oscillating neu-
tral B meson systems. Here f and f̄ are taken to be
final states that are accessible by the decay of b/b̄ only.
Note that as defined, Equation (17) corresponds to the
semi-leptonic asymmetry (denoted by A
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tions and self-annihilations, while the first term describes
dark particle production via decays. Again we assume
the  fermion decays instantaneously, and DM can be
produced from the decay of both neutral and charged B
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required to deplete the DM abundance in order to re-
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eral combinations of meson/anti-meson oscillations and
decays, we encapsulate the corresponding decay width
di↵erence in a quantity A
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(defined explicitly below in

Equation (17)), which is a measure of the CPV in the
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and B
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is weighted by a function f
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describing decoherence e↵ects – these will play a critical
role in the evolution of the matter-antimatter asymmetry
as we discuss below. For the symmetric DM component,
the solution of Equation (13), the dependance on A
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``

cancels o↵ as expected.
Finally, note that Equations (13) and (11) hold in the

regime where the two masses m� and m⇠ are significantly
di↵erent. For the case where m� ⇠ m⇠ coannihilations
become important i.e. there will be rapid �+�
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processes mediated by  which will enforce a relation be-
tween n⇠ and n�+�⇤ . Specifically, in the non-relativistic
limit n⇠/n� = exp (m� � m⇠)/TD, so that the equilib-
rium abundance depends on the dark sector tempera-
ture. It is reasonable to consider a construction where
TD < |m� � m⇠|, so that it is justified to set the equi-
librium abundance of the heavier particle to zero. How-
ever, since coannihilations represents a very small branch
in our parameter space, for simplicity and generality, we
simply assume we are far from the regime where coanni-
hilations e↵ects are important so that we can solve Equa-
tions (11), (14) and (15) for the dark sector particle abun-
dances.

Baryon Asymmetry

The Boltzmann equation governing the production of
the baryon asymmetry is simply the di↵erence of the par-
ticle and anti-particle scalar baryon abundances Equa-
tion (14) and Equation (15):
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where we must consider contributions from decays
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the production of each meson to be Br(b̄ ! B
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) = 0.1 according to the latest esti-
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which is directly related to the CPV in oscillating neu-
tral B meson systems. Here f and f̄ are taken to be
final states that are accessible by the decay of b/b̄ only.
Note that as defined, Equation (17) corresponds to the
semi-leptonic asymmetry (denoted by A

q

SL
in the litera-

ture) in which the final state may be tagged. However,
at low temperatures and in the limit when decoherence
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For the region in parameter space where m⇠ > m�,
DM is composed of the scalar baryons and anti-baryons,
and the DM relic abundance is found by solving for the
symmetric component, namely:
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Analogously to the Boltzmann equation describing the
⇠ evolution, the second term on the right hand side of
Equation (13) accounts for possible dark sector interac-
tions and self-annihilations, while the first term describes
dark particle production via decays. Again we assume
the  fermion decays instantaneously, and DM can be
produced from the decay of both neutral and charged B

mesons and anti-mesons.
As previously discussed, DM generically tends to be

overproduced in this set-up. Additional interactions are
required to deplete the DM abundance in order to re-
produce the observed value. Whether the DM is com-
prised primarily of ⇠ or �+�

⇤, the scattering term in the
Boltzmann equations allows for the dark particle abun-
dance to be depleted by annihilations into lighter species.
In our model, the thermally averaged annihilation cross
sections for the fermion and scalar will receive contribu-
tions from � � ⇠ generated by the Yukawa coupling of
Equation (4) (see Appendix 3 for rates). This interac-
tion will transform the heavier dark particle population
into the lighter DM state. The annihilation term can,
in general, receive contributions from additional interac-
tions. Therefore, when solving the Boltzmann equations,
we simply parametrize additional contributions to h�vi⇠

and h�vi�+�⇤ by a free parameter. In Sec. V, we will
outline a couple of concrete models that accommodate a
depletion of the symmetric DM component.

We have derived Equation (13) by tracking the particle
and anti-particle evolution of the complex � scalar using
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Since the the � and �
⇤ particles are produced via sev-

eral combinations of meson/anti-meson oscillations and
decays, we encapsulate the corresponding decay width
di↵erence in a quantity A
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(defined explicitly below in

Equation (17)), which is a measure of the CPV in the
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describing decoherence e↵ects – these will play a critical
role in the evolution of the matter-antimatter asymmetry
as we discuss below. For the symmetric DM component,
the solution of Equation (13), the dependance on A
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cancels o↵ as expected.
Finally, note that Equations (13) and (11) hold in the

regime where the two masses m� and m⇠ are significantly
di↵erent. For the case where m� ⇠ m⇠ coannihilations
become important i.e. there will be rapid �+�
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processes mediated by  which will enforce a relation be-
tween n⇠ and n�+�⇤ . Specifically, in the non-relativistic
limit n⇠/n� = exp (m� � m⇠)/TD, so that the equilib-
rium abundance depends on the dark sector tempera-
ture. It is reasonable to consider a construction where
TD < |m� � m⇠|, so that it is justified to set the equi-
librium abundance of the heavier particle to zero. How-
ever, since coannihilations represents a very small branch
in our parameter space, for simplicity and generality, we
simply assume we are far from the regime where coanni-
hilations e↵ects are important so that we can solve Equa-
tions (11), (14) and (15) for the dark sector particle abun-
dances.

Baryon Asymmetry

The Boltzmann equation governing the production of
the baryon asymmetry is simply the di↵erence of the par-
ticle and anti-particle scalar baryon abundances Equa-
tion (14) and Equation (15):
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which is directly related to the CPV in oscillating neu-
tral B meson systems. Here f and f̄ are taken to be
final states that are accessible by the decay of b/b̄ only.
Note that as defined, Equation (17) corresponds to the
semi-leptonic asymmetry (denoted by A
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SL
in the litera-

ture) in which the final state may be tagged. However,
at low temperatures and in the limit when decoherence
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Analogously to the Boltzmann equation describing the
⇠ evolution, the second term on the right hand side of
Equation (13) accounts for possible dark sector interac-
tions and self-annihilations, while the first term describes
dark particle production via decays. Again we assume
the  fermion decays instantaneously, and DM can be
produced from the decay of both neutral and charged B

mesons and anti-mesons.
As previously discussed, DM generically tends to be

overproduced in this set-up. Additional interactions are
required to deplete the DM abundance in order to re-
produce the observed value. Whether the DM is com-
prised primarily of ⇠ or �+�

⇤, the scattering term in the
Boltzmann equations allows for the dark particle abun-
dance to be depleted by annihilations into lighter species.
In our model, the thermally averaged annihilation cross
sections for the fermion and scalar will receive contribu-
tions from � � ⇠ generated by the Yukawa coupling of
Equation (4) (see Appendix 3 for rates). This interac-
tion will transform the heavier dark particle population
into the lighter DM state. The annihilation term can,
in general, receive contributions from additional interac-
tions. Therefore, when solving the Boltzmann equations,
we simply parametrize additional contributions to h�vi⇠

and h�vi�+�⇤ by a free parameter. In Sec. V, we will
outline a couple of concrete models that accommodate a
depletion of the symmetric DM component.

We have derived Equation (13) by tracking the particle
and anti-particle evolution of the complex � scalar using
the following Boltzmann equations:
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Since the the � and �
⇤ particles are produced via sev-

eral combinations of meson/anti-meson oscillations and
decays, we encapsulate the corresponding decay width
di↵erence in a quantity A
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(defined explicitly below in

Equation (17)), which is a measure of the CPV in the
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and B
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is weighted by a function f
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describing decoherence e↵ects – these will play a critical
role in the evolution of the matter-antimatter asymmetry
as we discuss below. For the symmetric DM component,
the solution of Equation (13), the dependance on A
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cancels o↵ as expected.
Finally, note that Equations (13) and (11) hold in the

regime where the two masses m� and m⇠ are significantly
di↵erent. For the case where m� ⇠ m⇠ coannihilations
become important i.e. there will be rapid �+�
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processes mediated by  which will enforce a relation be-
tween n⇠ and n�+�⇤ . Specifically, in the non-relativistic
limit n⇠/n� = exp (m� � m⇠)/TD, so that the equilib-
rium abundance depends on the dark sector tempera-
ture. It is reasonable to consider a construction where
TD < |m� � m⇠|, so that it is justified to set the equi-
librium abundance of the heavier particle to zero. How-
ever, since coannihilations represents a very small branch
in our parameter space, for simplicity and generality, we
simply assume we are far from the regime where coanni-
hilations e↵ects are important so that we can solve Equa-
tions (11), (14) and (15) for the dark sector particle abun-
dances.

Baryon Asymmetry

The Boltzmann equation governing the production of
the baryon asymmetry is simply the di↵erence of the par-
ticle and anti-particle scalar baryon abundances Equa-
tion (14) and Equation (15):
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which is directly related to the CPV in oscillating neu-
tral B meson systems. Here f and f̄ are taken to be
final states that are accessible by the decay of b/b̄ only.
Note that as defined, Equation (17) corresponds to the
semi-leptonic asymmetry (denoted by A

q

SL
in the litera-

ture) in which the final state may be tagged. However,
at low temperatures and in the limit when decoherence
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dark particle production via decays. Again we assume
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Boltzmann equations allows for the dark particle abun-
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tions from � � ⇠ generated by the Yukawa coupling of
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hilations e↵ects are important so that we can solve Equa-
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⇤ particles are produced via sev-

eral combinations of meson/anti-meson oscillations and
decays, we encapsulate the corresponding decay width
di↵erence in a quantity A
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(defined explicitly below in

Equation (17)), which is a measure of the CPV in the
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and B
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describing decoherence e↵ects – these will play a critical
role in the evolution of the matter-antimatter asymmetry
as we discuss below. For the symmetric DM component,
the solution of Equation (13), the dependance on A
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cancels o↵ as expected.
Finally, note that Equations (13) and (11) hold in the

regime where the two masses m� and m⇠ are significantly
di↵erent. For the case where m� ⇠ m⇠ coannihilations
become important i.e. there will be rapid �+�
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processes mediated by  which will enforce a relation be-
tween n⇠ and n�+�⇤ . Specifically, in the non-relativistic
limit n⇠/n� = exp (m� � m⇠)/TD, so that the equilib-
rium abundance depends on the dark sector tempera-
ture. It is reasonable to consider a construction where
TD < |m� � m⇠|, so that it is justified to set the equi-
librium abundance of the heavier particle to zero. How-
ever, since coannihilations represents a very small branch
in our parameter space, for simplicity and generality, we
simply assume we are far from the regime where coanni-
hilations e↵ects are important so that we can solve Equa-
tions (11), (14) and (15) for the dark sector particle abun-
dances.

Baryon Asymmetry

The Boltzmann equation governing the production of
the baryon asymmetry is simply the di↵erence of the par-
ticle and anti-particle scalar baryon abundances Equa-
tion (14) and Equation (15):
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) = 0.1 according to the latest esti-
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which is directly related to the CPV in oscillating neu-
tral B meson systems. Here f and f̄ are taken to be
final states that are accessible by the decay of b/b̄ only.
Note that as defined, Equation (17) corresponds to the
semi-leptonic asymmetry (denoted by A

q

SL
in the litera-

ture) in which the final state may be tagged. However,
at low temperatures and in the limit when decoherence

Simplification: For the (low) temperature range of interest we can check 
that the B mesons decay more quickly than they annihilate
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DM is composed of the scalar baryons and anti-baryons,
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Analogously to the Boltzmann equation describing the
⇠ evolution, the second term on the right hand side of
Equation (13) accounts for possible dark sector interac-
tions and self-annihilations, while the first term describes
dark particle production via decays. Again we assume
the  fermion decays instantaneously, and DM can be
produced from the decay of both neutral and charged B

mesons and anti-mesons.
As previously discussed, DM generically tends to be

overproduced in this set-up. Additional interactions are
required to deplete the DM abundance in order to re-
produce the observed value. Whether the DM is com-
prised primarily of ⇠ or �+�

⇤, the scattering term in the
Boltzmann equations allows for the dark particle abun-
dance to be depleted by annihilations into lighter species.
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sections for the fermion and scalar will receive contribu-
tions from � � ⇠ generated by the Yukawa coupling of
Equation (4) (see Appendix 3 for rates). This interac-
tion will transform the heavier dark particle population
into the lighter DM state. The annihilation term can,
in general, receive contributions from additional interac-
tions. Therefore, when solving the Boltzmann equations,
we simply parametrize additional contributions to h�vi⇠

and h�vi�+�⇤ by a free parameter. In Sec. V, we will
outline a couple of concrete models that accommodate a
depletion of the symmetric DM component.
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describing decoherence e↵ects – these will play a critical
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as we discuss below. For the symmetric DM component,
the solution of Equation (13), the dependance on A
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Finally, note that Equations (13) and (11) hold in the

regime where the two masses m� and m⇠ are significantly
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tween n⇠ and n�+�⇤ . Specifically, in the non-relativistic
limit n⇠/n� = exp (m� � m⇠)/TD, so that the equilib-
rium abundance depends on the dark sector tempera-
ture. It is reasonable to consider a construction where
TD < |m� � m⇠|, so that it is justified to set the equi-
librium abundance of the heavier particle to zero. How-
ever, since coannihilations represents a very small branch
in our parameter space, for simplicity and generality, we
simply assume we are far from the regime where coanni-
hilations e↵ects are important so that we can solve Equa-
tions (11), (14) and (15) for the dark sector particle abun-
dances.
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The Boltzmann equation governing the production of
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which is directly related to the CPV in oscillating neu-
tral B meson systems. Here f and f̄ are taken to be
final states that are accessible by the decay of b/b̄ only.
Note that as defined, Equation (17) corresponds to the
semi-leptonic asymmetry (denoted by A
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SL
in the litera-

ture) in which the final state may be tagged. However,
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For the region in parameter space where m⇠ > m�,
DM is composed of the scalar baryons and anti-baryons,
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Analogously to the Boltzmann equation describing the
⇠ evolution, the second term on the right hand side of
Equation (13) accounts for possible dark sector interac-
tions and self-annihilations, while the first term describes
dark particle production via decays. Again we assume
the  fermion decays instantaneously, and DM can be
produced from the decay of both neutral and charged B

mesons and anti-mesons.
As previously discussed, DM generically tends to be

overproduced in this set-up. Additional interactions are
required to deplete the DM abundance in order to re-
produce the observed value. Whether the DM is com-
prised primarily of ⇠ or �+�

⇤, the scattering term in the
Boltzmann equations allows for the dark particle abun-
dance to be depleted by annihilations into lighter species.
In our model, the thermally averaged annihilation cross
sections for the fermion and scalar will receive contribu-
tions from � � ⇠ generated by the Yukawa coupling of
Equation (4) (see Appendix 3 for rates). This interac-
tion will transform the heavier dark particle population
into the lighter DM state. The annihilation term can,
in general, receive contributions from additional interac-
tions. Therefore, when solving the Boltzmann equations,
we simply parametrize additional contributions to h�vi⇠

and h�vi�+�⇤ by a free parameter. In Sec. V, we will
outline a couple of concrete models that accommodate a
depletion of the symmetric DM component.

We have derived Equation (13) by tracking the particle
and anti-particle evolution of the complex � scalar using
the following Boltzmann equations:
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Since the the � and �
⇤ particles are produced via sev-

eral combinations of meson/anti-meson oscillations and
decays, we encapsulate the corresponding decay width
di↵erence in a quantity A
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(defined explicitly below in

Equation (17)), which is a measure of the CPV in the
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and B
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is weighted by a function f
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describing decoherence e↵ects – these will play a critical
role in the evolution of the matter-antimatter asymmetry
as we discuss below. For the symmetric DM component,
the solution of Equation (13), the dependance on A
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cancels o↵ as expected.
Finally, note that Equations (13) and (11) hold in the

regime where the two masses m� and m⇠ are significantly
di↵erent. For the case where m� ⇠ m⇠ coannihilations
become important i.e. there will be rapid �+�
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processes mediated by  which will enforce a relation be-
tween n⇠ and n�+�⇤ . Specifically, in the non-relativistic
limit n⇠/n� = exp (m� � m⇠)/TD, so that the equilib-
rium abundance depends on the dark sector tempera-
ture. It is reasonable to consider a construction where
TD < |m� � m⇠|, so that it is justified to set the equi-
librium abundance of the heavier particle to zero. How-
ever, since coannihilations represents a very small branch
in our parameter space, for simplicity and generality, we
simply assume we are far from the regime where coanni-
hilations e↵ects are important so that we can solve Equa-
tions (11), (14) and (15) for the dark sector particle abun-
dances.

Baryon Asymmetry

The Boltzmann equation governing the production of
the baryon asymmetry is simply the di↵erence of the par-
ticle and anti-particle scalar baryon abundances Equa-
tion (14) and Equation (15):
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which is directly related to the CPV in oscillating neu-
tral B meson systems. Here f and f̄ are taken to be
final states that are accessible by the decay of b/b̄ only.
Note that as defined, Equation (17) corresponds to the
semi-leptonic asymmetry (denoted by A

q

SL
in the litera-

ture) in which the final state may be tagged. However,
at low temperatures and in the limit when decoherence
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dark particle production via decays. Again we assume
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role in the evolution of the matter-antimatter asymmetry
as we discuss below. For the symmetric DM component,
the solution of Equation (13), the dependance on A

q

``

cancels o↵ as expected.
Finally, note that Equations (13) and (11) hold in the

regime where the two masses m� and m⇠ are significantly
di↵erent. For the case where m� ⇠ m⇠ coannihilations
become important i.e. there will be rapid �+�

⇤ $ ⇠+ ⇠

processes mediated by  which will enforce a relation be-
tween n⇠ and n�+�⇤ . Specifically, in the non-relativistic
limit n⇠/n� = exp (m� � m⇠)/TD, so that the equilib-
rium abundance depends on the dark sector tempera-
ture. It is reasonable to consider a construction where
TD < |m� � m⇠|, so that it is justified to set the equi-
librium abundance of the heavier particle to zero. How-
ever, since coannihilations represents a very small branch
in our parameter space, for simplicity and generality, we
simply assume we are far from the regime where coanni-
hilations e↵ects are important so that we can solve Equa-
tions (11), (14) and (15) for the dark sector particle abun-
dances.

Baryon Asymmetry

The Boltzmann equation governing the production of
the baryon asymmetry is simply the di↵erence of the par-
ticle and anti-particle scalar baryon abundances Equa-
tion (14) and Equation (15):

d(n� � n�?)

dt
+ 3 H(n� � n�⇤)

= 2 �B

�

X

q

Br(b̄ ! B
0

q
) A

q

``
f

q

deco
n� , (16)

where we must consider contributions from decays
of the b̄ anti-quarks/quarks within both B

0

d
and B

0
s

mesons/anti-mesons: we take the branching fraction for
the production of each meson to be Br(b̄ ! B

0

d
) = 0.4

and Br(b̄ ! B
0
s
) = 0.1 according to the latest esti-

mates [4].
Interestingly, we see from integrating Equation (16)

that the baryon asymmetry is fixed by the product A
q

``
⇥

Br(B0
q

! ⇠�+ Baryon + X) – a measurable quantity at
experiments. In particular, A

q

``
is defined as:

A
q

``
=

�
�
B̄

0
q

! B
0
q

! f
�

� �
�
B

0
q

! B̄
0
q

! f̄
�

�
�
B̄0

q
! B0

q
! f

�
+ �

�
B0

q
! B̄0

q
! f̄

� , (17)

which is directly related to the CPV in oscillating neu-
tral B meson systems. Here f and f̄ are taken to be
final states that are accessible by the decay of b/b̄ only.
Note that as defined, Equation (17) corresponds to the
semi-leptonic asymmetry (denoted by A

q

SL
in the litera-

ture) in which the final state may be tagged. However,
at low temperatures and in the limit when decoherence

Simplification: For the (low) temperature range of interest we can check 
that the B mesons decay more quickly than they annihilate

�B

�
⌘ �� ⇥ Br (B !  BM) (1)

MY > 0.5TeV (2)

MY > 1.2TeV (3)

MY > 1� 7TeV (4)

MY < 10TeV (5)

MY > 0.5TeV (6)

� (7)

YB ' 8.7 ⇥ 10�11
Br (B !  BM)

10�2

X

q= s,d

↵q

Aq

SL

10�4
(8)

As,d

SL
⇥ Br

�
B0

!  BM
�
> 10�6 (9)

Br (B !  BM) = 5.6 ⇥ 10�3 (10)

As

SL
= 10�3

Ad

SL
= �4.2 ⇥ 10�4

100MeV (11)

1
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Parameter Description Range Benchmark Value Constraint

m� � mass 11 � 100 GeV 25 GeV -

�� Inflaton width 3 ⇥ 10�23 < ��/GeV < 5 ⇥ 10�21 10�22 GeV Decay between 3.5 MeV < T < 30 MeV

m Dirac fermion mediator 1.5 GeV < m < 4.2 GeV 3.3 GeV Lower limit from m > m� + m⇠

m⇠ Majorana DM 0.3 GeV < m⇠ < 2.7 GeV 1.0 and 1.8 GeV |m⇠ � m�| < mp � me

m� Scalar DM 1.2 GeV < m� < 2.7 GeV 1.5 and 1.3 GeV |m⇠ � m�| < mp � me, m� > 1.2 GeV

yd Yukawa for L = yd ̄�⇠ 0.3 <
p

4⇡

Br(B ! �⇠ + ..) Br of B ! ME + Baryon 2 ⇥ 10�4
� 0.1 10�3 < 0.1 [4]

As

`` Lepton Asymmetry Bd 5 ⇥ 10�6 < Ad

`` < 8 ⇥ 10�4 6 ⇥ 10�4 Ad

`` = �0.0021 ± 0.0017 [4]

As

`` Lepton Asymmetry Bs 10�5 < As

`` < 4 ⇥ 10�3 10�3 As

`` = �0.0006 ± 0.0028 [4]

h�vi� Annihilation Xsec for � (6 � 20) ⇥ 10�25 cm3/s 10�24 cm3/s Depends upon the channel [2]

h�vi⇠ Annihilation Xsec for ⇠ (6 � 20) ⇥ 10�25 cm3/s 10�24 cm3/s Depends upon the channel [2]

TABLE II. Parameters in the model, their explored range, benchmark values and a summary of constraints. Note that the
benchmark value for Aq

``
⇥ Br(Bq ! �⇠ + Baryon + X), for h�vi� and h�vi⇠ are fixed by the requirement of obtaining the

observed Baryon asymmetry (YB = 8.7 ⇥ 10�11) and the correct DM abundance (⌦DMh2 = 0.12) respectively.

e↵ects are small, this is e↵ectively equivalent to the lep-
tonic charge asymmetry for which one integrates over all
times. Therefore, in the present work we will use the two
interchangeably.

Maintaining the coherence of B
0 oscillation is crucial

for generating the asymmetry; additional interactions
with the B mesons can act to “measure” the state of the
B meson and decohere the B

0
q

� B̄
0
q

oscillation [30, 31],
thereby diminishing the CPV and so too the generated
baryon asymmetry. B mesons, despite being spin-less
and charge-less particles, may have sizable interactions
with electrons and positrons due to the B’s charge dis-
tribution. Electron/positron scattering e

±
Bq ! e

±
Bq, if

faster than the B
0
q

oscillation, can spoil the coherence of
the system. We have explicitly found that this interaction
rate is two orders of magnitude lower than for a generic
baryon [27], but for temperatures above T ' 20 MeV
the process �(e±

B ! e
±

B) occurs at a much higher rate
than the B meson oscillation and therefore precludes the
CP violating oscillation. We refer the reader to Ap-
pendix 1 for the explicit calculation of the e

±
B ! e

±
B

scattering process in the early Universe.
Generically, decoherence will be insignificant if oscilla-

tions occur at a rate similar or faster then the B
0 me-

son interaction. By comparing the e
±

Bq ! e
±

Bq rate
with the oscillation length �mBq , we construct a step-
like function (we have explicitly checked that a Heaviside
function yields similar results) to model the loss of coher-
ence of the oscillation system in the thermal plasma:

f
q

deco
= e

��(e
±

B
0
q!e

±
B

0
q)/�mBq . (18)

We take �mBd = 3.337 ⇥ 10�13 GeV and �mBs =
1.169 ⇥ 10�11 GeV [4], and �

�
e
±

B
0
q

! e
±

B
0
q

�
=

10�11 GeV (T/20 MeV)5 (see Appendix 1 for details).
Even without numerically solving the Boltzmann equa-

tions, we can understand the need for additional interac-
tions in the dark sector h�vi⇠,�. From Equations (11)
and (13), we see that the DM abundance is sourced

by Br(B ! �⇠ + Baryon + X)); the greater the value
of this branching fraction, the more DM is generated.
From Equation (16), we see that the asymmetry also de-
pends on this parameter but weighted by a small number;
A

q

``
< 4⇥10�3. Therefore, generically a region of param-

eter space that produces the observed baryon asymmetry
will overproduce DM, and we require additional interac-
tions with the DM to deplete this symmetric component
and reproduce ⌦DMh

2 = 0.120.

B. Numerics and Parameters

We use Mathematica [34] to numerically integrate the
set of Boltzmann Equations (9), (10), (11), (13), and (16)
subject to the constraint Equation (8). To simplify the
numerics it is useful to use the temperature T as the evo-
lution variable instead of time. Conservation of energy
yields the following relation [35, 36]:

dT

dt
= �3H(⇢SM + pSM) � ��n�m�

d⇢SM/dT
, (19)

which above the neutrino decoupling temperatures T &
3 MeV simplifies to [37]:

dT

dt
= �4Hg⇤,sT

4 � (30/⇡
2) ⇥ ��m�n�

T 4g⇤(1 + d log g⇤
d log T

)
. (20)

We can therefore use Equation (20) in place of Equa-
tion (10). For the number of relativistic species con-
tributing to entropy and energy g⇤,s(T ) and g⇤(T ), we use
the values obtained in [38]. Finally, since the DM parti-
cles generically have masses greater then a GeV we can
safely neglect the inverse scatterings in the DM Boltz-
mann equations i.e. the n

2
eq

term. To make the inte-
gration numerically straightforward we change variables
and solve the equations for log n and log T , such that

�mBd
= 3.337⇥ 10�13GeV (1)

�mBs
= 1.169⇥ 10�11GeV (2)

�
�
e±B0

q
! e±B0

q

�
= 10�11GeV

✓
T

20MeV

◆5

(3)

|BL/Hi = p|B0

q
i± q|B̄0

q
i (4)

�
�
e±B0

! e±B0
�
⇠ 10�11GeV

✓
T

20MeV

◆5

< Oscillation Length (5)

⇥
M (q)

12

⇤
SM

/ (VtbV
⇤

tq
)2 (6)

(7)

�B 6= 0

 �! � ⇠ (8)

� ����������!
Collinear SUSY

�i
�
✏Q + ✏†Q†

�
� (9)

� ����������!
Collinear SUSY

✏u (10)

u ����������!
Collinear SUSY

✏†d� (11)

Q ! Q2 ⇠ O(⇤0)

⇣↵ = ✏↵�⇣�
�n ����������!

Collinear SUSY

⇣un,2 , and u2 ����������!
Collinear SUSY

�i⇣†n̄ · @�n

1

TBs
 20MeV and TBd

 10MeV (1)

B = 1/3

O(10�4) for Ad

ll
(2)

x = mDM/T ⇠ 2GeV/10MeV ⇠ 200 ⇠ 10xf (3)

xf = mDM/Tf ⇠ 25 (4)

Ad

ll
and As

ll
(5)

Aq

ll
=

�
�
B̄0

q
! B0

q
! f

�
� �

�
B0

q
! B̄0

q
! f̄

�

�
�
B̄0

q
! B0

q
! f

�
+ �

�
B0

q
! B̄0

q
! f̄

� (6)

�mBd
= 3.337⇥ 10�13GeV (7)

�mBs
= 1.169⇥ 10�11GeV (8)

�
�
e±B0

q
! e±B0

q

�
= 10�11GeV

✓
T

20MeV

◆5

(9)

|BL/Hi = p|B0

q
i± q|B̄0

q
i (10)

�
�
e±B0

! e±B0
�
⇠ 10�11GeV

✓
T

20MeV

◆5

< Oscillation Length (11)

1
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2) Out of equilibrium and production of B Mesons

T < TQCD ⇠ 200MeV

�

b

b̄

e±e±

B0 B0

• Coherent oscillations in the B0 system are 
maintained in the early Universe for temperatures:

T . 20MeV

• Scalar particle with                                        and  
                               generically decays into b-quarks

• b-quarks hadronize at

⌧� = O(10�3 s)

<latexit sha1_base64="F/V4psdbHS4cfXh96Kvn31lVQJ8=">AAACBnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6lGEwSB40LArih5FD3oRIpgHZJcwO+mYwdnZZaZXDEtOXvwVLx4U8eo3ePNvnCR78FXQUFR1090VJlIYdN1PZ2JyanpmtjBXnF9YXFourazWTZxqDjUey1g3Q2ZACgU1FCihmWhgUSihEd6cDv3GLWgjYnWF/QSCiF0r0RWcoZXapY2Ltl/tCeoLRT1v13Ndf8dHuMPsDOqDdqnsVtwR6F/i5aRMclTbpQ+/E/M0AoVcMmNanptgkDGNgksYFP3UQML4DbuGlqWKRWCCbPTGgG5ZpUO7sbalkI7U7xMZi4zpR6HtjBj2zG9vKP7ntVLsHgWZUEmKoPh4UTeVFGM6zIR2hAaOsm8J41rYWynvMc042uSKNgTv98t/SX2v4h1U3Mv98vFJHkeBrJNNsk08ckiOyTmpkhrh5J48kmfy4jw4T86r8zZunXDymTXyA877F2hTlzA=</latexit>

M� 2 11� 100GeV
dn���⇤

dt
+ 3Hn���⇤ = 2�B

�

X

q

Br
�
b̄ ! B

0

q

�
A

q

SL
f
q

deco
n� (1)

A
q

SL
> 10�4 (2)

�B

�
⌘ �� ⇥ Br (B !  BM) (3)

p
y2/MY (4)

MY > 1.2TeV (5)

MY > 1� 7TeV (6)

MY < 10TeV (7)

MY > 0.5TeV (8)

� (9)

YB ' 8.7 ⇥ 10�11
Br (B !  BM)

10�2

X

q= s,d

↵q

A
q

SL

10�4
(10)

A
s,d

SL
⇥ Br

�
B

0
!  BM

�
> 10�6 (11)

Br (B !  BM) = 5.6 ⇥ 10�3 (12)

1

• Anti-symmetric dark sector baryon makes up the baryon asymmetry 

The Baryon Asymmetry
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FIG. 3: Evolution of comoving number density of various components for the benchmark points we consider in Table II:
{m�, ��, Br(B ! ⇠� + Baryon), m , yd} = {25.5 GeV, 10�22 GeV, 5.6 ⇥ 10�3, 3.3 GeV, 0.3}. The left panel corresponds the
DM mainly composed of Majorana ⇠ particles, as we take m⇠ = 1 GeV and m� = 1.5 GeV. We take both the B0

s and B0
d

contributions to the leptonic asymmetry to be positive, As

`` = 10�4 = Ad

``. The change in behavior of the asymmetric yield
at T ⇠ 15 MeV corresponds to decoherence e↵ects spoiling the B0

d oscillations while B0
s oscillations are still active. The right

panel corresponds to the DM being composed mainly of dark baryons � + �⇤, with m� = 1.3 GeV and m⇠ = 1.8 GeV. We now
take As

`` = 10�3, and Ad

`` = Ad

``

SM = �4.2 ⇥ 10�4 – the dip in the asymmetry can be understood from the negative value of
Ad

`` chosen in this case to correspond to the SM prediction. Both benchmark points reproduce the observed DM abundance
⌦DMh2 = 0.12, and baryon asymmetry YB = 8.7 ⇥ 10�11. [GE: Gilly will beautify]

d log n

d log T
= T

n

dn

dT
. Note, that we also convert to the conve-

nient yield variables Yx = nx/s.

The parameter space of our model includes the parti-
cle masses, the inflation decay width, the dark Yukawa
coupling, the branching ratio of B mesons to DM and
a hadrons, the leptonic asymmetry, and the dark sector
annihilation cross sections. Table. II summarizes the pa-
rameters and the range of over which they are allowed to
vary taking into account all constraints.

DM masses are constrained by kinematics, proton and
neutron star stability – Equations (5), (6) and (7). We
take the Yukawa coupling in the dark sector to be 0.3
since this value enables an e�cient depletion of the heav-
ier DM state to the lower one, thus simplifying the phe-
nomenology. For su�ciently lower values of this coupling
we may require interactions of both the ⇠ and � states
with additional particles.

The current bounds [4] on the leptonic asymmetry read
A

d

``
= �0.0021 ± 0.0017 and A

s

``
= �0.0006 ± 0.0028 for

the B
0

d
and B

0
s

systems respectively. Note that these
values allow for additional new physics contributions
beyond those expected from the SM alone: A

s

``
|SM =

(2.22 ± 0.27) ⇥ 10�5 and A
d

SL
|SM = (�4.7 ± 0.6) ⇥ 10�4.

While there is no direct search for the branching ratio
Br(B0

q
! ⇠� + Baryon + X), we can constrain the range

of experimentally viable values. For instance, in the
example of Figure 2 where the produced baryon is a
⇤ = |u s si, we can, based on the B

+ decay to cX, set
the bound Br(B ! ⇠� + Baryon) < 0.1 at 95% CL.

m⇠ < m� (20)

m� < m⇠ (21)

m⇠ < m� (22)

m� < m⇠ (23)

⌦DMh
2 = 0.12 (24)

YB = 8.7 ⇥ 10�11 (25)

Br (B ! � ⇠ + Baryon + X) = 5.6 ⇥ 10�3 (26)

A
s

``
= 10�4 = A

d

``
(27)

A
s

``
= 10�4 (28)

A
d

``
= 10�4 (29)

h�vi⇠⇠!XX = 34 �viWIMP (30)

(31)

A
s

``
= 10�3 (32)

A
d

``
= �4.2 ⇥ 10�4 (33)

h�vi⇠⇠!XX = 46 �viWIMP (34)

(35)
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rameters and the range of over which they are allowed to
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neutron star stability – Equations (5), (6) and (7). We
take the Yukawa coupling in the dark sector to be 0.3
since this value enables an e�cient depletion of the heav-
ier DM state to the lower one, thus simplifying the phe-
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we may require interactions of both the ⇠ and � states
with additional particles.
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coupling, the branching ratio of B mesons to DM and
a hadrons, the leptonic asymmetry, and the dark sector
annihilation cross sections. Table. II summarizes the pa-
rameters and the range of over which they are allowed to
vary taking into account all constraints.

DM masses are constrained by kinematics, proton and
neutron star stability – Equations (5), (6) and (7). We
take the Yukawa coupling in the dark sector to be 0.3
since this value enables an e�cient depletion of the heav-
ier DM state to the lower one, thus simplifying the phe-
nomenology. For su�ciently lower values of this coupling
we may require interactions of both the ⇠ and � states
with additional particles.
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1 RPI Transformations

m� < m⇠ m⇠ < m�

�̃��� = 1 = ����̃� and �� = 0 = �̃�̃. Under RPI:

� ����!
RPI-I

� , �̃ ����!
RPI-I

�̃ ± �I � , (1.1)

� �����!
RPI-II

� ± �II �̃ , �̃ �����!
RPI-II

�̃ , (1.2)

� �����!
RPI-III

e��III/2 � , �̃ �����!
RPI-III

e�III/2 �̃ , (1.3)

where either sign choice preserves orthogonality.

Lets match to the usual SCET notation. Under RPI-I:

n̄µ = ��µ�† ����!
RPI-I

n̄µ (1.4)

nµ = �̃�µ�̃† ����!
RPI-I

nµ ± �I��
µ�̃† ± ��

II�̃�
µ�† ⌘ nµ + �µ

� (1.5)

�� · � = ± (�Id� + ��
I d

�
�) (1.6)

Under RPI-II:

n̄µ = ��µ�† ����!
RPI-I

����!
RPI-I

n̄µ ± �II�̃�
µ�† ± ��

II��
µ�̃† ⌘ n̄µ + �µ

� (1.7)

nµ = �̃�µ�̃† �����!
RPI-II

n̄µ (1.8)

�� · � = ± (�IId�
� + ��

IId�) (1.9)

[GE: I’m not sure why we originally chose a sign discrepancy - either sign is

valid. Should we stick to what we have or change to all positive? ]

Lets check the transformations of the d s:

d = ��(� · �)��̇ �†�̇ ����!
RPI-I

d , (1.10)

d̃ = �̃�(� · �)��̇ �̃†�̇ ����!
RPI-I

d̃ ± ��
I d

�
� ± �Id� , (1.11)

d� = ��(� · �)��̇ �̃†�̇ ����!
RPI-I

d� ± ��
I d , (1.12)

d�
� = �̃�(� · �)��̇ �†�̇ ����!

RPI-I
d�

� ± �Id.

d = ��(� · �)��̇ �†�̇ �����!
RPI-II

d ± �IId�
� ± ��

IId� , (1.13)

d̃ = �̃�(� · �)��̇ �̃†�̇ �����!
RPI-II

d̃, (1.14)
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panel corresponds to the DM being composed mainly of dark baryons � + �⇤, with m� = 1.3 GeV and m⇠ = 1.8 GeV. We now
take As

`` = 10�3, and Ad
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SM = �4.2 ⇥ 10�4 – the dip in the asymmetry can be understood from the negative value of
Ad

`` chosen in this case to correspond to the SM prediction. Both benchmark points reproduce the observed DM abundance
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The parameter space of our model includes the parti-
cle masses, the inflation decay width, the dark Yukawa
coupling, the branching ratio of B mesons to DM and
a hadrons, the leptonic asymmetry, and the dark sector
annihilation cross sections. Table. II summarizes the pa-
rameters and the range of over which they are allowed to
vary taking into account all constraints.

DM masses are constrained by kinematics, proton and
neutron star stability – Equations (5), (6) and (7). We
take the Yukawa coupling in the dark sector to be 0.3
since this value enables an e�cient depletion of the heav-
ier DM state to the lower one, thus simplifying the phe-
nomenology. For su�ciently lower values of this coupling
we may require interactions of both the ⇠ and � states
with additional particles.

The current bounds [4] on the leptonic asymmetry read
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|SM = (�4.7 ± 0.6) ⇥ 10�4.

While there is no direct search for the branching ratio
Br(B0

q
! ⇠� + Baryon + X), we can constrain the range

of experimentally viable values. For instance, in the
example of Figure 2 where the produced baryon is a
⇤ = |u s si, we can, based on the B

+ decay to cX, set
the bound Br(B ! ⇠� + Baryon) < 0.1 at 95% CL.
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m� < m⇠ m⇠ < m�

�̃��� = 1 = ����̃� and �� = 0 = �̃�̃. Under RPI:

� ����!
RPI-I

� , �̃ ����!
RPI-I

�̃ ± �I � , (1.1)

� �����!
RPI-II

� ± �II �̃ , �̃ �����!
RPI-II

�̃ , (1.2)

� �����!
RPI-III

e��III/2 � , �̃ �����!
RPI-III

e�III/2 �̃ , (1.3)

where either sign choice preserves orthogonality.

Lets match to the usual SCET notation. Under RPI-I:

n̄µ = ��µ�† ����!
RPI-I

n̄µ (1.4)

nµ = �̃�µ�̃† ����!
RPI-I

nµ ± �I��
µ�̃† ± ��

II�̃�
µ�† ⌘ nµ + �µ

� (1.5)

�� · � = ± (�Id� + ��
I d

�
�) (1.6)

Under RPI-II:

n̄µ = ��µ�† ����!
RPI-I

����!
RPI-I

n̄µ ± �II�̃�
µ�† ± ��

II��
µ�̃† ⌘ n̄µ + �µ

� (1.7)

nµ = �̃�µ�̃† �����!
RPI-II

n̄µ (1.8)

�� · � = ± (�IId�
� + ��

IId�) (1.9)

[GE: I’m not sure why we originally chose a sign discrepancy - either sign is

valid. Should we stick to what we have or change to all positive? ]
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coupling, the branching ratio of B mesons to DM and
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rameters and the range of over which they are allowed to
vary taking into account all constraints.
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⇤ = |u d si, we can, based on the B
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where either sign choice preserves orthogonality.
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1 RPI Transformations

m� < m⇠ m⇠ < m�

�̃��� = 1 = ����̃� and �� = 0 = �̃�̃. Under RPI:

� ����!
RPI-I

� , �̃ ����!
RPI-I

�̃ ± �I � , (1.1)

� �����!
RPI-II

� ± �II �̃ , �̃ �����!
RPI-II

�̃ , (1.2)

� �����!
RPI-III

e��III/2 � , �̃ �����!
RPI-III

e�III/2 �̃ , (1.3)

where either sign choice preserves orthogonality.

Lets match to the usual SCET notation. Under RPI-I:

n̄µ = ��µ�† ����!
RPI-I

n̄µ (1.4)

nµ = �̃�µ�̃† ����!
RPI-I

nµ ± �I��
µ�̃† ± ��

II�̃�
µ�† ⌘ nµ + �µ

� (1.5)

�� · � = ± (�Id� + ��
I d

�
�) (1.6)

Under RPI-II:

n̄µ = ��µ�† ����!
RPI-I

����!
RPI-I

n̄µ ± �II�̃�
µ�† ± ��

II��
µ�̃† ⌘ n̄µ + �µ

� (1.7)

nµ = �̃�µ�̃† �����!
RPI-II

n̄µ (1.8)

�� · � = ± (�IId�
� + ��

IId�) (1.9)

[GE: I’m not sure why we originally chose a sign discrepancy - either sign is

valid. Should we stick to what we have or change to all positive? ]

Lets check the transformations of the d s:

d = ��(� · �)��̇ �†�̇ ����!
RPI-I

d , (1.10)

d̃ = �̃�(� · �)��̇ �̃†�̇ ����!
RPI-I
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I d
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� ± �Id� , (1.11)

d� = ��(� · �)��̇ �̃†�̇ ����!
RPI-I

d� ± ��
I d , (1.12)

d�
� = �̃�(� · �)��̇ �†�̇ ����!

RPI-I
d�

� ± �Id.

d = ��(� · �)��̇ �†�̇ �����!
RPI-II

d ± �IId�
� ± ��

IId� , (1.13)

d̃ = �̃�(� · �)��̇ �̃†�̇ �����!
RPI-II

d̃, (1.14)
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The parameter space of our model includes the parti-
cle masses, the Inflation decay width, the dark Yukawa
coupling, the branching ratio of B mesons to DM and
a hadrons, the leptonic asymmetry, and the dark sector
annihilation cross sections. Table II summarizes the pa-
rameters and the range of over which they are allowed to
vary taking into account all constraints.

The upper limit on the � mass is imposed because
above ⇠ 100 GeV, the scalar could potentially have a
small branching fraction to b quarks (see e.g. [39]).

DM masses are constrained by kinematics, and neu-
tron star stability – Equations (6) and (7). We take
the Yukawa coupling in the dark sector to be 0.3 since
this value enables an e�cient depletion of the heavier
DM state to the lower one, thus simplifying the phe-
nomenology. For su�ciently lower values of this cou-
pling we may require interactions of both the ⇠ and �

states with additional particles. The current bounds [4]
on the leptonic asymmetry read A

d

``
= �0.0021 ± 0.0017

and A
s

``
= �0.0006 ± 0.0028 for the B

0

d
and B

0
s

sys-
tems respectively. Note that these values allow for
additional new physics contributions beyond those ex-
pected from the SM alone [14, 15]: A

s

``
|SM = (2.22 ±

0.27) ⇥ 10�5 and A
d

SL
|SM = (�4.7 ± 0.6) ⇥ 10�4.

While there is no direct search for the branching ratio
Br(B ! ⇠� + Baryon + X), we can constrain the range
of experimentally viable values. For instance, in the
example of Figure 2 where the produced baryon is a
⇤ = |u d si, we can, based on the B

+ decay to cX, set
the bound Br(B ! ⇠� + Baryon) < 0.1 at 95% CL [4].

C. Results and Discussion

The recent Planck CMB observations imply a co-
moving baryon asymmetry of YB = (nB � nB̄)/s =
(8.718 ± 0.004) ⇥ 10�11 [2]. In our scenario, even with-
out fully solving the system of Boltzmann equations, we
can see from integrating Equation (16) that the baryon
asymmetry directly depends upon the product of leptonic
asymmetry times branching fraction:

YB /
X

q=s,d

A
q

``
⇥ Br(B0

q
! �⇠ + Baryon + X) .

Meanwhile, the DM relic abundance is measured to be
⌦DMh

2 = 0.1200 ± 0.0012 [2] and reads ⌦DMh
2 =

[m⇠Y⇠ + m�(Y� + Y�?)] s0h
2
/⇢c (where s0 is the current

entropy density and ⇢c is the critical density). In Fig-
ure 3 we display the results (the comoving number den-
sity of the various components) of numerically solving the
Boltzmann equations for two sample benchmark points
that reproduce the observed DM abundance and baryon
asymmetry.

Consider the plot on the right panel of Figure 3, which
corresponds to the case where DM is comprised of � and
�

⇤ particles. We can understand the behavior of the
particle yields as follows: � particles starts to decay at
T ⇠ 50 MeV, thereby increasing the abundance of the
dark particles ⇠ and � + �

⇤ until T ⇠ 10 MeV at which
point � decay completes (as it must, so that the predic-
tions of BBN are preserved). The dip in the dark particle
yields at lower temperatures is the necessary e↵ect of the
additional annihilations – which reduce the yield to re-
produce to the observed DM abundance. Meanwhile, the
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where q = d, s, c

m� = 1.3GeV m⇠ = 1.8GeV (5)

⌦DM/⌦b = 5.36 would imply m ⇠ 5.36mp but m < mB�mp = 4.3GeV

• Dirac fermion   !


B̃
�†
s

�
Dirac Bino which can have a mass ⇠

O(1GeV)

• Here Y is a baryon number charged �2/3 and EM charged �1/3 heavy
O(TeV) colored scalar, which we will identify with a right handed down
type squark d̃R. Y $ d̃R

• Dark Matter: Do we have a candidate in this model? Can we generate
 ̄�⇠? Or do we need to assume a dark sector. The S multiplet below
could provide possibilities for portal by a mass insertion to B̃.

�n2

B
h�vi

�nB�B

⌧ 1 (6)

YB =
nB � nB̄

s
= 8.7⇥ 10�11 (7)

1
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Y obs
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⇠ 8⇥ 10�11 (8)
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1 RPI Transformations

m� < m⇠ m⇠ < m�

⇠̃↵⇠↵ = 1 = �⇠↵⇠̃↵ and ⇠⇠ = 0 = ⇠̃⇠̃. Under RPI:

⇠ ����!
RPI-I

⇠ , ⇠̃ ����!
RPI-I

⇠̃ ± I ⇠ , (1.1)

⇠ �����!
RPI-II

⇠ ± II ⇠̃ , ⇠̃ �����!
RPI-II

⇠̃ , (1.2)

⇠ �����!
RPI-III

e�III/2 ⇠ , ⇠̃ �����!
RPI-III

eIII/2 ⇠̃ , (1.3)

where either sign choice preserves orthogonality.

Lets match to the usual SCET notation. Under RPI-I:

n̄µ = ⇠�µ⇠† ����!
RPI-I

n̄µ (1.4)

nµ = ⇠̃�µ⇠̃† ����!
RPI-I

nµ ± I⇠�
µ⇠̃† ± ⇤

II⇠̃�
µ⇠† ⌘ nµ +�µ

? (1.5)

�? · @ = ± (Id? + ⇤
Id

⇤
?) (1.6)

Under RPI-II:

n̄µ = ⇠�µ⇠† ����!
RPI-I

����!
RPI-I

n̄µ ± II⇠̃�
µ⇠† ± ⇤

II⇠�
µ⇠̃† ⌘ n̄µ + ✏µ? (1.7)

nµ = ⇠̃�µ⇠̃† �����!
RPI-II

n̄µ (1.8)

✏? · @ = ± (IId⇤
? + ⇤

IId?) (1.9)

[GE: I’m not sure why we originally chose a sign discrepancy - either sign is

valid. Should we stick to what we have or change to all positive? ]

Lets check the transformations of the d s:

d = ⇠↵(� · @)↵↵̇ ⇠†↵̇ ����!
RPI-I

d , (1.10)

d̃ = ⇠̃↵(� · @)↵↵̇ ⇠̃†↵̇ ����!
RPI-I

d̃ ± ⇤
Id

⇤
? ± Id? , (1.11)

d? = ⇠↵(� · @)↵↵̇ ⇠̃†↵̇ ����!
RPI-I

d? ± ⇤
Id , (1.12)

d⇤
? = ⇠̃↵(� · @)↵↵̇ ⇠†↵̇ ����!

RPI-I
d⇤
? ± Id.

d = ⇠↵(� · @)↵↵̇ ⇠†↵̇ �����!
RPI-II

d ± IId⇤
? ± ⇤

IId? , (1.13)

d̃ = ⇠̃↵(� · @)↵↵̇ ⇠̃†↵̇ �����!
RPI-II

d̃, (1.14)
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DM mainly composed of Majorana ⇠ particles, as we take m⇠ = 1 GeV and m� = 1.5 GeV. We take both the B0
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take As
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FIG. 3: Evolution of comoving number density of various components for the benchmark points we consider in Table II:
{m�, ��, Br(B ! ⇠� + Baryon), m , yd} = {25.5 GeV, 10�22 GeV, 5.6 ⇥ 10�3, 3.3 GeV, 0.3}. The left panel corresponds the
DM mainly composed of Majorana ⇠ particles, as we take m⇠ = 1 GeV and m� = 1.5 GeV. We take both the B0
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⌦DMh2 = 0.12, and baryon asymmetry YB = 8.7 ⇥ 10�11. [GE: Gilly will beautify]
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1 RPI Transformations

m� < m⇠ m⇠ < m�

⇠̃↵⇠↵ = 1 = �⇠↵⇠̃↵ and ⇠⇠ = 0 = ⇠̃⇠̃. Under RPI:

⇠ ����!
RPI-I

⇠ , ⇠̃ ����!
RPI-I

⇠̃ ± I ⇠ , (1.1)

⇠ �����!
RPI-II

⇠ ± II ⇠̃ , ⇠̃ �����!
RPI-II

⇠̃ , (1.2)

⇠ �����!
RPI-III

e�III/2 ⇠ , ⇠̃ �����!
RPI-III

eIII/2 ⇠̃ , (1.3)

where either sign choice preserves orthogonality.

Lets match to the usual SCET notation. Under RPI-I:

n̄µ = ⇠�µ⇠† ����!
RPI-I

n̄µ (1.4)

nµ = ⇠̃�µ⇠̃† ����!
RPI-I

nµ ± I⇠�
µ⇠̃† ± ⇤

II⇠̃�
µ⇠† ⌘ nµ +�µ

? (1.5)

�? · @ = ± (Id? + ⇤
Id

⇤
?) (1.6)

Under RPI-II:

n̄µ = ⇠�µ⇠† ����!
RPI-I

����!
RPI-I

n̄µ ± II⇠̃�
µ⇠† ± ⇤

II⇠�
µ⇠̃† ⌘ n̄µ + ✏µ? (1.7)

nµ = ⇠̃�µ⇠̃† �����!
RPI-II

n̄µ (1.8)

✏? · @ = ± (IId⇤
? + ⇤

IId?) (1.9)

[GE: I’m not sure why we originally chose a sign discrepancy - either sign is

valid. Should we stick to what we have or change to all positive? ]

Lets check the transformations of the d s:

d = ⇠↵(� · @)↵↵̇ ⇠†↵̇ ����!
RPI-I

d , (1.10)

d̃ = ⇠̃↵(� · @)↵↵̇ ⇠̃†↵̇ ����!
RPI-I

d̃ ± ⇤
Id

⇤
? ± Id? , (1.11)

d? = ⇠↵(� · @)↵↵̇ ⇠̃†↵̇ ����!
RPI-I

d? ± ⇤
Id , (1.12)

d⇤
? = ⇠̃↵(� · @)↵↵̇ ⇠†↵̇ ����!

RPI-I
d⇤
? ± Id.

d = ⇠↵(� · @)↵↵̇ ⇠†↵̇ �����!
RPI-II

d ± IId⇤
? ± ⇤

IId? , (1.13)

d̃ = ⇠̃↵(� · @)↵↵̇ ⇠̃†↵̇ �����!
RPI-II

d̃, (1.14)
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From Eq. (16), it is clear to see why the semileptonic
asymmetries play a fundamental role in the mechanism
and appears in Eq. (6): they precisely control how often
more matter than antimatter is generated from the de-
cays of B0

q and B̄0
q mesons. As pointed out in [1], since

the Universe is made out of only matter, one of the key
predictions of the mechanism is that at least one of the
semileptonic asymmetries should be positive and larger
than ⇠ 10�5.

A. Current Measurements and Implications

Semileptonic Asymmetries. The current world aver-
ages for Aq

SL, as reported in the PDG 2020 [63] and as
prepared by the HFLAV [65] group, at 68% CL, read

Ad
SL = (�2.1 ± 1.7) ⇥ 10�3 , (18a)

As
SL = (�0.6 ± 2.8) ⇥ 10�3 . (18b)

Meanwhile, the SM prediction for these quantities, which
we take from [66]7, are

Ad
SL|SM = (�4.7 ± 0.4) ⇥ 10�4 , (19a)

As
SL|SM = (2.1 ± 0.2) ⇥ 10�5 . (19b)

Comparing Eqs. (18) and (19), it is clear that the current
experimental error bars are about four times larger than
the SM prediction for the B0

d meson, while about 100
larger for the B0

s system.
Existing measurements of Aq

SL are already useful for
constraining the parameter space of the mechanism. As
highlighted in Eq. (6), the baryon asymmetry of the Uni-
verse is proportional to both Br(B !  B M) and Aq

SL.
Thus, given the observed baryon asymmetry, a constraint
on Aq

SL can indeed be used to indirectly set an upper
limit on Br(B !  B M). In particular, the fact that
Aq

SL . 10�3 implies that

Br(B !  B M) & 10�4 . (20)

In addition to the direct observation of Aq
SL, one can

also place indirect limits on Aq
SL by combining constraints

on all relevant B0
q � B̄0

q meson observables. This is usu-
ally done (see e.g. [44, 68]) allowing for the possibility
that some new physics alters the magnitude and phase
of Mq

12 while maintaining �q
12 = �q

12|SM
8. With this as-

sumption, one can indirectly constrain the semileptonic

literature di↵ering by a sign or a factor of two. For example,
Ref. [64] uses a di↵erent convention to the PDG while Ref. [44]
uses the same as the PDG. We shall stick to the PDG convention.

7 Note that Ref. [67] has recently pointed out that renormalization-
scale dependent e↵ects could change these predictions by up to
a factor of two.

8 See Sec. III D for the possible implications of �12 6= �12|SM in
the context of our mechanism.

asymmetries. The latest such analysis from the UTfit
collaboration [69], at 95% CL, yields:

�0.006 <Ad
SL < �0.0004 , (21a)

�0.0011 <As
SL < 0.0009 . (21b)

The results from this global fit have relevant implica-
tions for the mechanism. In particular, they indicate that
Ad

SL < 0. If this turns out to be true, then As
SL must be

positive for B-Mesogenesis to yield a Universe filled with
only matter and not antimatter. Additionally, there are
implications for what Br(B !  B M) can be, as is pre-
cisely shown in Fig. 3. There, we can see that direct
measurements of Aq

SL require Br(B !  B M) > 10�4 as
already highlighted in Eq. (20). In addition, global fits
made under the previously mentioned assumptions imply
that

Br(B !  B M) & 10�3 . (22)

This stronger constraint must however be taken with cau-
tion, given the assumptions made when obtaining it (e.g.
no new physics in �q

12) and the fact that global fits in-
corporate a large number of measurements in a highly
non-trivial manner, which could potentially lead to overly
optimistic constraints in some parameters.
Cosmological uncertainties. The predictions shown in

Fig. 3 incorporate a number of uncertainties arising in our
calculation of the generation of the baryon asymmetry in
the early Universe. These uncertainties are discussed in
detail in Appendix VIII A, and are primarily dominated
by the uncertainty in the fragmentation ratios of � decays
to B±, B0

s , and B0
d mesons. Clearly, these fragmentation

ratios are unknown and the band simply covers the range
of fragmentation ratios as measured in other environ-
ments, namely in Z-boson decays: fs/fd = 0.25 ± 0.02,
at proton collisions at Tevatron: fs/fd = 0.33 ± 0.04
and at the LHC: fs/fd = 0.247 ± 0.009, and at e+ e�

collisions at the ⌥(5S) resonance: fs/fd = 0.26+0.05
�0.04

(see HFLAV [65]). In order to generate the band in Fig. 3,
we take fs/fd 2 [0.22 � 0.37].

Another source of uncertainty arises from the fact that
the charge distributions within the B0

q mesons are not
precisely known. Neutral B mesons interact with the
plasma in the early Universe through this charge distribu-
tion; these interactions act to decohere the CP violating
B0

q � B̄0
q oscillations, therefore hindering the production

of a baryon asymmetry. Since the B0
q system is spinless

and chargeless, its electromagnetic interactions can be
described by an e↵ective charge radius for which we only
have theoretical estimates that range within a factor of
two, see [70–72]. This uncertainty, corresponding to the
width of the bands in Fig. 13, e↵ectively translates into a
. 20% uncertainty on our prediction of YB and therefore
of Aq

SL and Br(B !  B M).
Finally, the baryon asymmetry depends on the early

Universe cosmology via the mass of the � field that re-
heats the Universe to a temperature TR. Since M� and
TR are free parameters that can vary over a certain range,

for baryogenesis
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For each operator Oij =  buidj , the phase-space in-
tegration depends on the matrix element obtained from
the e↵ective Lagrangian (44a). Di↵erent combinations
of the quarks in the dimension-6 operators in Eq. (15)
lead to di↵erent contractions of external momenta. Given
this dependence on the kinematic structure of the ma-
trix element, we choose to separate the results of dif-
ferent quark combinations in Figs. 6 and 7. In these
figures, the left panel corresponds to the “type-1” oper-
ator O1

ij = ( b)(uidj), while the right one corresponds
to the “type-2” and “type-3” cases O2

ij = ( dj)(uib) and
O3

ij = ( ui)(djb), for which the phase-space integration
is the same. Note that the type-2 and type-3 combina-
tions always yields a larger phase-space ratio than the
type-1 one. This means that it is easier to probe the
inclusive branching ratio B !  B M by measuring the
exclusive channel B !  B if the e↵ective operators are
of the former types.

An important question is related to the value of mb

that should be used when evaluating the phase-space in-
tegral in Eq. (35). Arguments can be made in favour of
using the pole mass mpole

b = 4.78 GeV [64] or the MS
mass at the corresponding energy scale m̄b(µ = m̄b) =
4.18 GeV [64], or even the mass of the decaying B me-
son against which the diquark system is recoiling. In
order to be conservative regarding this choice, we decide
to use this indetermination as one measure of the un-
certainty in our calculation. We choose the intermediate
value mpole

b as our benchmark, corresponding to the solid
lines in Figs. 6 and 7, while m̄b(µ = m̄b) and mB respec-
tively delineate the upper and lower edges of the shaded
bands in those figures. As can be seen in the figures, this
amounts to a factor of ⇠ 2 uncertainty in our predictions
for the inclusive vs. exclusive rates, which is reasonable
given the purely kinematic nature of our arguments.

From this analysis and as can be seen in Figs. 6 and 7,
we learn that the exclusive modes that do not con-
tain any extra pions in the final state are expected to
constitute a 1 � 100% fraction of the inclusive width
of B mesons, where the larger numbers correspond to
heavier  -particles, which restrict the available phase-
space. Although this estimate is clearly rough and a ded-
icated calculation using lattice QCD or QCD sum rules
is highly desirable, we expect it to be a good order-of-
magnitude indicator of the behaviour of the actual form
factor. As a consequence, the searches proposed in IV B
should aim to test exclusive B !  B modes down to
a branching fraction of ⇠ 10�6 � 10�5 in order to com-
pletely probe the parameter space that allows for suc-
cessful B-Mesogenesis, see Eq. (20). It is also worth
noting that a search for B !  B? with a sensitivity
of Br ⇠ 10�5 � 10�4 would yield complementary infor-
mation to B !  B searches. The reason is that given
that Br (B !  B) + Br (B !  B?) ' Br(B !  B M)
and that Br (B !  B) is small for light  masses, one
expect Br (B !  B?) to be large in this regime. We be-
lieve that this serves as further motivation to perform
searches for these exotic B-meson decays at LHCb in ad-

dition to BaBar, Belle and Belle II, taking advantage of
the channels containing excited baryons as described in
Sec. IV C. LHCb also o↵ers the possibility to search for
exotic b-baryon decays such as ⇤b !  ̄M. Fig. 15 shows
that a large fraction of these decays are expected to be
into final states with multiple mesons, which is to be ex-
pected given the large phase available in these decays if
 is not too heavy. This information should help design
appropriate search strategies when targeting these decays
in order to test B-Mesogenesis.

V. COLOR-TRIPLET SCALAR

The four-fermion operator in Eq. (15), which triggers
the new decay mode of the B mesons necessary for baryo-
genesis, can arise in a UV model with a color-triplet
scalar mediator with baryon number �2/3. We denote
this scalar mediator by Y . It must be a SU(2)L sin-
glet and carry hypercharge �1/3 or +2/3, just like a
right-handed d- or u-type squark. While the discus-
sion in [1] focused on the Y ⇠ (3, 1, �1/3) option, here
we also consider the choice of possible charge assign-
ment Y ⇠ (3, 1, 2/3). Although the results are quali-
tatively similar for both scenarios, current experimental
constraints are less stringent for some flavorful variations
of the hypercharge 2/3 version. As we will see, this has
important consequences for determining which of the op-
erators in Table I are best suited for B-Mesogenesis.

The most general renormalizable Lagrangian that can
be written for a (hypercharge �1/3 or 2/3) color-triplet
scalar interacting with quarks and the SM singlet baryon
 is:

L�1/3 = �
X

i, j

yuidj
Y ?ūiRdc

jR �
X

k

y dk
Y dc

kR ̄ + h.c. ,

(37a)

L2/3 = �
X

i, j

ydidj
Y ?d̄iRdc

jR �
X

k

y uk
Y uc

kR ̄ + h.c. ,

(37b)

where the y’s are coupling constants, the sum is per-
formed over all up and down type quarks, and we are
working in the quark mass basis (i.e. where the Higgs-
quark Yukawa matrix is diagonal). The color indices in
the diquark operators are contracted in a totally antisym-
metric way, so that ydidj

must be an antisymmetric ma-
trix with only 3 relevant entries. Note that all quarks here
are right handed and Y carries baryon number �2/3 so
that Eq. (15) is a baryon number conserving Lagrangian.
The interactions of Y are reminiscent of those of squarks
in R-parity violating supersymmetric scenarios, see [40]
for the details of such a realization.

In this section we turn our attention to the phe-
nomenology associated with this color-triplet scalar.
First, in Sec. V A we discuss the requirements on Y
such that the requisite Br(B !  B M) needed for

No a priori reason to expect a particular flavor structure.
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with y2
ij being the product of the two relevant dimen-

sionless couplings. The four possible flavor combination
operators Oi of interest for B meson decays are

Oud =  b u d , (15a)

Ous =  b u s , (15b)

Ocd =  b c d , (15c)

Ocs =  b c s , (15d)

where all fermions are assumed to be right-handed and
color indices are contracted in a totally antisymmetric
way. These operators can induce the decay of the b̄ quark
within the B meson into two light quarks and a dark
antibaryon  . The resulting possible hadronic processes
are summarized in Table I for the di↵erent operators in
Eq. (15).

As we will see in Sec. V, flavor constraints on the Y
triplet scalar imply that only one of these operators can

be active in the early Universe. In practice, this means
that we only expect one dominant flavor combination of
these possible operators at collider experiments and not
a combination of the above. Therefore, only one of the
sets of decay channels listed in Table I is expected to
have a sizeable branching ratio, while all others should
be suppressed.

In view of the form of the e↵ective operators in
Eq. (15), it is important to note that all B mesons should
decay at a very similar rate given that mB± ' mB0

d

'
mB0

s
. Additionally, b-flavored baryons (generically de-

noted by Bb) should also posses a branching fraction with
a size Br

�
Bb !  ̄M

�
⇠ Br(B !  B M), again given

that the masses of all the b-flavored hadrons are fairly
similar to the B mesons ones.

III. CP VIOLATION IN THE B MESON
SYSTEM

As described in the previous sections, B-
Mesogenesis [1] directly relates the CP violation in
the neutral B meson systems to the observed baryon
asymmetry of the Universe. In this section, we discuss
how current measurements of CP violating observables
in B0

q � B̄0
q mixing constrain the mechanism. In partic-

ular, as clearly seen from Eq. (6), there is a correlation
between Br(B !  B M) and the CP asymmetries
in the B0

q systems. Thus, current measurements on
the CP violation of B0

q mesons set a lower bound to
Br(B !  B M) which we find to be ⇠ 10�4.

To set the stage, we first review the origin of CP vio-
lation in B0

q mesons and the associated observables. The
oscillations of neutral B0

s and B0
d mesons is described

by the mass (Mq
12) and decay (�q

12) mixing amplitudes
between the flavor eigenstates B0

q and B̄0
q— see [63] for

reviews on CP violation in the quark sector and B0
q -B̄0

q
oscillations. CP violation can be present in these systems
and manifests itself as a relative phase between Mq

12 and

Operator Initial Final �M

and Decay State State (MeV)

Bd  + n (udd) 4340.1

Oud =  b u d Bs  + ⇤ (uds) 4251.2

b̄ !  u d B+  + p (duu) 4341.0

⇤b  ̄ + ⇡0 5484.5

Bd  + ⇤ (usd) 4164.0

Ous =  b u s Bs  + ⌅0 (uss) 4025.0

b̄ !  u s B+  + ⌃+ (uus) 4090.0

⇤b  ̄ + K0 5121.9

Bd  + ⇤c + ⇡� (cdd) 2853.6

Ocd =  b c d Bs  + ⌅0

c (cds) 2895.0

b̄ !  c d B+  + ⇤+

c (dcu) 2992.9

⇤b  ̄ + D
0

3754.7

Bd  + ⌅0

c (csd) 2807.8

Ocs =  b c s Bs  + ⌦c (css) 2671.7

b̄ !  c s B+  + ⌅+

c (csu) 2810.4

⇤b  ̄ + D� + K+ 3256.2

TABLE I. The lightest final state resulting from the new decay
of b quarks as necessary to give rise to baryogenesis and dark
matter production. We list each of the possible flavorful op-
erators that can equally lead to B-Mesogenesis, see Eq. (15).
For a given operator, the rate of each decay is fairly similar
given that mB± ' mB0

d

' mB0
s
⇠ m⇤b

. �M refers to the dif-

ference in mass between the initial and final SM hadron. Note
that additional light mesons can be present in the final state,
which act to decrease �M by their corresponding masses.

�q
12. The observable that connects the dynamics of B0

q
mesons in the early Universe and observations in lab-
oratory experiments are the semileptonic asymmetries,
defined as

Aq
SL =

�(B
0
q ! B0

q ! f) � �(B0
q ! B

0
q ! f̄)

�(B
0
q ! B0

q ! f) + �(B0
q ! B

0
q ! f̄)

, (16)

where As,d
SL is the semileptonic asymmetry in B0

s,d decays,

f is a CP eigenstate that is only accessible to the B0
q

meson and f̄ is its CP conjugate. Note that Aq
SL is called

semileptonic asymmetry simply because the decays used
to quantify it are semileptonic (e.g. b̄ ! c⌫̄``�). In terms
of the mass and decay mixing amplitudes, Eq. (16) can
be written as

Aq
SL = �

����
�q

12

Mq
12

���� sin (�q
12) . (17)

The quantities Mq
12 and �q

12 are related to the physical
mass and width di↵erences of the B0

q system by: �Mq =
2|M12| and ��q = 2|�12| cos�q

12, where �q
12 is the relative

phase between Mq
12 and �q

12
6.

6 We note that there are several di↵erent conventions used in the

Most general interactions:

Possible operators:

B-Mesogenesis requires:
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From Eq. (16), it is clear to see why the semileptonic
asymmetries play a fundamental role in the mechanism
and appears in Eq. (6): they precisely control how often
more matter than antimatter is generated from the de-
cays of B0

q and B̄0
q mesons. As pointed out in [1], since

the Universe is made out of only matter, one of the key
predictions of the mechanism is that at least one of the
semileptonic asymmetries should be positive and larger
than ⇠ 10�5.

A. Current Measurements and Implications

Semileptonic Asymmetries. The current world aver-
ages for Aq

SL, as reported in the PDG 2020 [63] and as
prepared by the HFLAV [65] group, at 68% CL, read

Ad
SL = (�2.1 ± 1.7) ⇥ 10�3 , (18a)

As
SL = (�0.6 ± 2.8) ⇥ 10�3 . (18b)

Meanwhile, the SM prediction for these quantities, which
we take from [66]7, are

Ad
SL|SM = (�4.7 ± 0.4) ⇥ 10�4 , (19a)

As
SL|SM = (2.1 ± 0.2) ⇥ 10�5 . (19b)

Comparing Eqs. (18) and (19), it is clear that the current
experimental error bars are about four times larger than
the SM prediction for the B0

d meson, while about 100
larger for the B0

s system.
Existing measurements of Aq

SL are already useful for
constraining the parameter space of the mechanism. As
highlighted in Eq. (6), the baryon asymmetry of the Uni-
verse is proportional to both Br(B !  B M) and Aq

SL.
Thus, given the observed baryon asymmetry, a constraint
on Aq

SL can indeed be used to indirectly set an upper
limit on Br(B !  B M). In particular, the fact that
Aq

SL . 10�3 implies that

Br(B !  B M) & 10�4 . (20)

In addition to the direct observation of Aq
SL, one can

also place indirect limits on Aq
SL by combining constraints

on all relevant B0
q � B̄0

q meson observables. This is usu-
ally done (see e.g. [44, 68]) allowing for the possibility
that some new physics alters the magnitude and phase
of Mq

12 while maintaining �q
12 = �q

12|SM
8. With this as-

sumption, one can indirectly constrain the semileptonic

literature di↵ering by a sign or a factor of two. For example,
Ref. [64] uses a di↵erent convention to the PDG while Ref. [44]
uses the same as the PDG. We shall stick to the PDG convention.

7 Note that Ref. [67] has recently pointed out that renormalization-
scale dependent e↵ects could change these predictions by up to
a factor of two.

8 See Sec. III D for the possible implications of �12 6= �12|SM in
the context of our mechanism.

asymmetries. The latest such analysis from the UTfit
collaboration [69], at 95% CL, yields:

�0.006 <Ad
SL < �0.0004 , (21a)

�0.0011 <As
SL < 0.0009 . (21b)

The results from this global fit have relevant implica-
tions for the mechanism. In particular, they indicate that
Ad

SL < 0. If this turns out to be true, then As
SL must be

positive for B-Mesogenesis to yield a Universe filled with
only matter and not antimatter. Additionally, there are
implications for what Br(B !  B M) can be, as is pre-
cisely shown in Fig. 3. There, we can see that direct
measurements of Aq

SL require Br(B !  B M) > 10�4 as
already highlighted in Eq. (20). In addition, global fits
made under the previously mentioned assumptions imply
that

Br(B !  B M) & 10�3 . (22)

This stronger constraint must however be taken with cau-
tion, given the assumptions made when obtaining it (e.g.
no new physics in �q

12) and the fact that global fits in-
corporate a large number of measurements in a highly
non-trivial manner, which could potentially lead to overly
optimistic constraints in some parameters.
Cosmological uncertainties. The predictions shown in

Fig. 3 incorporate a number of uncertainties arising in our
calculation of the generation of the baryon asymmetry in
the early Universe. These uncertainties are discussed in
detail in Appendix VIII A, and are primarily dominated
by the uncertainty in the fragmentation ratios of � decays
to B±, B0

s , and B0
d mesons. Clearly, these fragmentation

ratios are unknown and the band simply covers the range
of fragmentation ratios as measured in other environ-
ments, namely in Z-boson decays: fs/fd = 0.25 ± 0.02,
at proton collisions at Tevatron: fs/fd = 0.33 ± 0.04
and at the LHC: fs/fd = 0.247 ± 0.009, and at e+ e�

collisions at the ⌥(5S) resonance: fs/fd = 0.26+0.05
�0.04

(see HFLAV [65]). In order to generate the band in Fig. 3,
we take fs/fd 2 [0.22 � 0.37].

Another source of uncertainty arises from the fact that
the charge distributions within the B0

q mesons are not
precisely known. Neutral B mesons interact with the
plasma in the early Universe through this charge distribu-
tion; these interactions act to decohere the CP violating
B0

q � B̄0
q oscillations, therefore hindering the production

of a baryon asymmetry. Since the B0
q system is spinless

and chargeless, its electromagnetic interactions can be
described by an e↵ective charge radius for which we only
have theoretical estimates that range within a factor of
two, see [70–72]. This uncertainty, corresponding to the
width of the bands in Fig. 13, e↵ectively translates into a
. 20% uncertainty on our prediction of YB and therefore
of Aq

SL and Br(B !  B M).
Finally, the baryon asymmetry depends on the early

Universe cosmology via the mass of the � field that re-
heats the Universe to a temperature TR. Since M� and
TR are free parameters that can vary over a certain range,
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Operator/Decay Initial State Final state �M (MeV) m� Bench (GeV) Current constraint on Br Irre-Background for Br

Bd  + n (udd) 4340.07

3.3 < 8.7%

⇠ 10�5

O =  b u d Bs  + ⇤ (uds) 4251.21 ⇠ 10�5

b̄ !  u d B+  + p (duu) 4341.05 0

⇤b  ̄ + ⇡0 5484.5 ⇠ 10�5

Bd  + ⇤ (usd) 4163.95

3.3 < 4.8%

⇠ 10�5

O =  b u s Bs  + ⌅0 (uss) 4025.03 ⇠ 10�5

b̄ !  u s B+  + ⌃+ (uus) 4089.95 0

⇤b  ̄ + K0 5121.9 ⇠ 10�5

Bd  + ⇤c + ⇡� (cdd) 2853.60

2.5 < 4.2%

⇠ (2�5)⇥10�4

O =  b c d Bs  + ⌅0
c (cds) 2895.02 ⇠ (2�5)⇥10�4

b̄ !  c d B+  + ⇤c (dcu) 2992.86 0

⇤b  ̄ + D
0

3754.7 ⇠ (2�5)⇥10�4

Bd  + ⌅0
c (csd) 2807.76

2.5 < 1.7%

⇠ (5�10)⇥10�3

O =  b c s Bs  + ⌦c (css) 2671.69 ⇠ (5�10)⇥10�3

b̄ !  c s B+  + ⌅+
c (csu) 2810.36 0

⇤b  ̄ + D� + K+ 3256.2 ⇠ (5�10)⇥10�3

TABLE I. [ME: Still need to improve the table a lot]. Maybe add another column with info about Y constraints? Because
some may be easier to constrain indirectly. Likely the first two.

3. Summary

We have examined the reach of B-factories for B me-
son decays into a visible baryon, missing energy and any
number of mesons in the final state. Given the current
luminosity accumulated at B-factories and that the ini-
tial momentum of the decay is known, B-factories have
in principle a sensitivity of ⇠ 10�6 � 10�5 to Br(B !
 + Baryon + X). We find, a priori, a limiting factor
to these searches which arises from slow neutrons and
anti-neutrons that may be missed in the electromagnetic
calorimeter and may fake a missing energy signal. Given
our analysis, and assuming all the neutrons and anti-
neutrons are missed, an actual sensitivity of:

Br(B+ !  p + X) �
�b̄! ud

�b
⇠ 10�5 , (15a)

Br(B+ !  ⇤ + X) �
�b̄! us

�b
⇠ 10�5 , (15b)

Br(B+ !  ⌅+

c + X) �
�b̄! cd

�b
⇠(2�5)⇥10�4 , (15c)

Br(B+ !  ⇤c + X) �
�b̄! cs

�b
⇠(5�10)⇥10�3 ,

(15d)

[ME: I need to think more about the last two]
[ME: Add table with: The di↵erent decay

modes, current constraints, a benchmark for m ,
and possible irreducible backgrounds. ]

C. Possibilities for the LHC

[GE: Check in on the status of the new CMS trigger]
[GA: Perhaps discuss what Zoltan mentioned in

his email:
Oh, and I do not know if I told you (I think I

may have told Ann) that late 2018 I talked to a
friend on LHCb about these decays. He pointed
out to me that on LHCb such a 2-body B de-
cay, with only one of the particles visible, would
be almost impossible to identify. However, if you
put the same partonic process in Lambda b de-
cay, then you can get a three-body decay (meson
+ meson + MET), and so having a displaced ver-
tex from the 2 reconstructed mesons may help
enough to beat down backgrounds. I thought
they were working on it a year ago, but I can-
not recall any limits becoming public since then.
Of course, the hadronic matrix element is only a
harder calculation in this case, but if a signal is
seen, then that would motivate major e↵orts in
that direction. I’ll let you know if I hear anything
back about the experimental status.]

D. Exclusive vs. inclusive decays

While the baryogenesis mechanism ultimately only
cares about the inclusive B !  + Baryon + X branch-
ing ratio, the experimental searches discussed above are
best suited to test exclusive final states. In fact, the
presence of additional hadronic states accompanying the
final-state baryon can significantly modify the expected
sensitivities estimated in (??). It is therefore crucial to
estimate the relative size of the exclusive modes that con-

Flavorful variations:

G. Elor
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Directly related to baryon asymmetry 

Indirectly constrains B-Mesogenesis.

b-flavored baryon decays can 
yield indirect constraints. 

Can be searched for at Belle, BaBar and LHCb

Most stringent constraints 
actually comes from a 20 year 

old search at LEP
 [hep-ex/0010022]
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point towards a particle description of dark matter),
but its actual nature is yet to be unveiled. Since the
firm observational establishment of dark matter in the
1970’s [7, 8], several well-motivated candidates have
been proposed: weakly interacting massive particles
(WIMPs) [9, 10], axions [11–13], sterile neutrinos [14–16],
and primordial black holes [17], among others. On the ex-
perimental front, a multidisciplinary enterprise has been
set forth to test these scenarios. Unfortunately, thus far
no direct signal of dark matter has been found at labora-
tory experiments, particle colliders, or satellite missions.

The baryon (B) asymmetry of the Universe has been
measured with sub-percent accuracy to be [2] (see
also [18])

YB = (nB � nB̄)/s = (8.718 ± 0.004) ⇥ 10�11 , (1)

where s is the entropy density of the Universe. The phys-
ical requirements to generate an asymmetry of matter
over antimatter were outlined by Sakharov in the late
1960’s [19], and since then many mechanisms of baryo-
genesis have been proposed [20–27]. However, they typi-
cally operate at very high energies in the early Universe,
see e.g. [28–31], and are therefore notoriously di�culty
to test experimentally.

The standard lore that baryogenesis is troublesome
to confirm experimentally has been challenged in re-
cent years as potentially testable baryogenesis mecha-
nisms have been put forward, see e.g. [32–39]. In this
work, we concentrate on the mechanism proposed in [1],
which achieves not only MeV-scale baryogenesis but also
dark matter production. This scenario relies on the CP-
violating oscillations and subsequent decays of B mesons
into a dark sector in the early Universe1, and as such
we hereafter refer to this mechanism as B-Mesogenesis

2.
The primary novelties of B-Mesogenesis, as envisioned
in [1], are:

• Contrary to typical baryogenesis scenarios,
B-Mesogenesis operates at very low temperatures,
5 MeV . T . 30 MeV.

• Baryon number of the Universe is actually conserved.
This is achieved by linking baryogengesis to dark
matter, which is charged under baryon number.

• The baryon asymmetry is directly related to B-
meson observables, and as such there are unique sig-
natures at current hadron colliders and B factories.

As briefly discussed in [1] and as extensively explored
in this work, there are three robust predictions that make
the key elements of B-Mesogenesis testable at current
experimental facilities:

1 We refer to [37], [38], and [39] for studies dealing with baryoge-
nesis using heavy baryons or B mesons oscillations, and charged
D meson decays, respectively. We also refer the reader to [40]
for a Supersymmetric UV completion of the mechanism of [1].

2 The B perfecter emphasizes that Baryogenesis is achieved by
leveraging the properties of B mesons.

1. Both neutral and charged B mesons should have a
large branching ratio

Br(B !  B M) > 10�4 (2)

into a final state containing a SM baryon B, missing
energy in the form of a dark sector antibaryon  , and
any number of light mesons denoted here by M.

2. b-flavored baryons (Bb) should decay into a dark
baryon and mesons at a rate

Br(Bb !  ̄M) > 10�4 , (3)

where again, M accounts for any number of light
mesons and  ̄ would appear as missing energy in the
detector.

3. The CP violation in the neutral B meson system
should be such that:

Aq
SL > 10�5 , (4)

where Aq
SL is the semileptonic charge asymmetry in

B0
q � B̄0

q decays.

Accompanying these unique signatures, there are two
other key set of observables that are useful to indirectly
constrain B-Mesogenesis:

1. The CP-violating observables in B0
q � B̄0

q oscillations

�d,s
12 , ��d,s , and �Md,s . (5)

Here and as usual, �d,s
12 denotes the CP violating phase

in B0
d,s oscillations, and �Md,s and ��d,s are the

mass and width di↵erences of the physical B0
q states.

A combination of these quantities determines Ad,s
SL and

therefore their measurements indirectly constrain the
mechanism.

2. Resonant jets and jets plus missing energy at TeV
energies. A color-triplet scalar, Y , is needed in order
to trigger the exotic B meson decay into a baryon and
missing energy in Eq. (2). Such a scalar would also
have implications for heavy-resonance searches at the
LHC.

In Fig. 1, we summarize each of these direct and indirect
signals, as well as highlight the key collider experiments
that can target each of them. We emphasize that these
signals are general features of B-Mesogenesis, indepen-
dent of the details of a UV model. Given a model that
realizes this mechanism, there will likely be many other
complementary probes (see e.g. [40]).

Surprisingly, there have been no experimental searches
for decay modes of the type B !  B for which baryon
number is apparently violated3. At present, the best

3 There are however already several searches in development us-
ing BaBar [41] and Belle/Belle II data [42], and also feasibility
studies at LHCb [43].

expect:

Charged track is an advantage for searches 
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• No handle on initial energy of decaying B meson so measuring missing energy is 
non-trivial. 

• But, LHCb has advantages: larger number of B mesons produced than at Belle, 
excellent vertex resolution, and good particle reconstruction efficiencies. 

• Some possibilities for searches do exist. e.g. new paper just last week!
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Abstract A model that can simultaneously explain Dark
Matter relic density and the apparent matter anti-matter
imbalance of the universe has been recently proposed.
The model requires b-hadron branching fractions to Dark
Matter at the per mille level. The b-hadrons decay to a
dark sector baryon, yDS, which has a mass in the region
940 MeV/c2  m(yDS)  4430 MeV/c2. In this paper, we
discuss the sensitivity of the LHCb experiment to search for
this dark baryon, covering different types of topology and
giving prospects for Runs 3 and 4 of the LHC, as well as for
the proposed Phase-II Upgrade. We show that the LHCb ex-
periment can cover the entire mass range of the hypothetical
dark baryon.

1 Introduction

Despite the long standing success of the Standard Model
(SM) of particle physics, there is experimental evidence for
New Physics that is not explained by the SM. The most tan-
talising signs for New Physics are the apparent existence of
Dark Matter and the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the uni-
verse. Recently, a model has been proposed that can simul-
taneously explain these two pressing unknowns [1, 2]. In
this model, neutral B mesons oscillate and then decay into
a neutral dark-sector baryon (hereafter called yDS) plus SM
hadrons. The matter anti-matter imbalance is then propor-
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tional [1] to

YB µÂ
s,d

As,d
SL ⇥B(B0

s,d ! yDSX) =

Â
s,d

����
DGs,d

Dms,d cos(fs,d � arg(G s,d
12 ))

����sin(fs,d � arg(G s,d
12 ))

⇥B(B0
s,d ! yDSX) ,

where the semileptonic asymmetry is defined as

As,d
SL =

G (B0
s,d ! f )�G (B0

s,d ! f̄ )

G (B0
s,d ! f )+G (B0

s,d ! f̄ )

with a final state f ( f̄ ) that is specific to B0
s,d(B

0
s,d). It

has been directly measured by several experiments, be-
ing the world averages Ad

SL = (�21 ± 17) ⇥ 10�4 and
As

SL = (�6±28)⇥10�4 [3]. Alternatively, it can be in-
directly inferred through the B0

s,d mixing parameters
Dms,d , DGs,d , fs,d and G s,d

12 . In the SM as well as
in New Physics models with negligible contributions to
DF = 1 penguins, these asymmetries are predicted to be
Ad

SL = (�4.73±0.42)⇥10�4 and As
SL = (0.205 ± 0.018)⇥

10�4 [4], where similar values are found in Ref. [5]. Note
that, since one needs a positive value for the semileptonic
asymmetry in order to obtain a matter-dominated universe,
the possibility of having the baryogenesis mechanism lead
by B0

s decays to dark-sector baryons is significantly favoured
over those of B0 mesons.

In order to fulfill the observed matter anti-matter imbal-
ance, the inclusive branching fractions of b hadrons decay-
ing into the dark-sector baryon must be relatively large, &
10�4, with experimental upper limits  O(10%) [2]. Such
relatively high values could in principle also modify Gs/Gd
if they have different values for B0

s mesons compared to B0
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[See our white paper on “Stealth Physics at LHCb” 2105.12668]



Searching for new b-Hadron Decays
Proposed Search at LHCb [2106.12870]

• Search for decays of B mesons and b-Flavored baryons into an excited baryon in the 
final state  

• The excited baryon promptly decay at the same decay point as original decay, allowing 
one to trigger on this decay.

[2106.12870]

Projected sensitivity for 
branching fractions excluded 

at 95 % CL at
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From Eq. (16), it is clear to see why the semileptonic
asymmetries play a fundamental role in the mechanism
and appears in Eq. (6): they precisely control how often
more matter than antimatter is generated from the de-
cays of B0

q and B̄0
q mesons. As pointed out in [1], since

the Universe is made out of only matter, one of the key
predictions of the mechanism is that at least one of the
semileptonic asymmetries should be positive and larger
than ⇠ 10�5.

A. Current Measurements and Implications

Semileptonic Asymmetries. The current world aver-
ages for Aq

SL, as reported in the PDG 2020 [63] and as
prepared by the HFLAV [65] group, at 68% CL, read

Ad
SL = (�2.1 ± 1.7) ⇥ 10�3 , (18a)

As
SL = (�0.6 ± 2.8) ⇥ 10�3 . (18b)

Meanwhile, the SM prediction for these quantities, which
we take from [66]7, are

Ad
SL|SM = (�4.7 ± 0.4) ⇥ 10�4 , (19a)

As
SL|SM = (2.1 ± 0.2) ⇥ 10�5 . (19b)

Comparing Eqs. (18) and (19), it is clear that the current
experimental error bars are about four times larger than
the SM prediction for the B0

d meson, while about 100
larger for the B0

s system.
Existing measurements of Aq

SL are already useful for
constraining the parameter space of the mechanism. As
highlighted in Eq. (6), the baryon asymmetry of the Uni-
verse is proportional to both Br(B !  B M) and Aq

SL.
Thus, given the observed baryon asymmetry, a constraint
on Aq

SL can indeed be used to indirectly set an upper
limit on Br(B !  B M). In particular, the fact that
Aq

SL . 10�3 implies that

Br(B !  B M) & 10�4 . (20)

In addition to the direct observation of Aq
SL, one can

also place indirect limits on Aq
SL by combining constraints

on all relevant B0
q � B̄0

q meson observables. This is usu-
ally done (see e.g. [44, 68]) allowing for the possibility
that some new physics alters the magnitude and phase
of Mq

12 while maintaining �q
12 = �q

12|SM
8. With this as-

sumption, one can indirectly constrain the semileptonic

literature di↵ering by a sign or a factor of two. For example,
Ref. [64] uses a di↵erent convention to the PDG while Ref. [44]
uses the same as the PDG. We shall stick to the PDG convention.

7 Note that Ref. [67] has recently pointed out that renormalization-
scale dependent e↵ects could change these predictions by up to
a factor of two.

8 See Sec. III D for the possible implications of �12 6= �12|SM in
the context of our mechanism.

asymmetries. The latest such analysis from the UTfit
collaboration [69], at 95% CL, yields:

�0.006 <Ad
SL < �0.0004 , (21a)

�0.0011 <As
SL < 0.0009 . (21b)

The results from this global fit have relevant implica-
tions for the mechanism. In particular, they indicate that
Ad

SL < 0. If this turns out to be true, then As
SL must be

positive for B-Mesogenesis to yield a Universe filled with
only matter and not antimatter. Additionally, there are
implications for what Br(B !  B M) can be, as is pre-
cisely shown in Fig. 3. There, we can see that direct
measurements of Aq

SL require Br(B !  B M) > 10�4 as
already highlighted in Eq. (20). In addition, global fits
made under the previously mentioned assumptions imply
that

Br(B !  B M) & 10�3 . (22)

This stronger constraint must however be taken with cau-
tion, given the assumptions made when obtaining it (e.g.
no new physics in �q

12) and the fact that global fits in-
corporate a large number of measurements in a highly
non-trivial manner, which could potentially lead to overly
optimistic constraints in some parameters.
Cosmological uncertainties. The predictions shown in

Fig. 3 incorporate a number of uncertainties arising in our
calculation of the generation of the baryon asymmetry in
the early Universe. These uncertainties are discussed in
detail in Appendix VIII A, and are primarily dominated
by the uncertainty in the fragmentation ratios of � decays
to B±, B0

s , and B0
d mesons. Clearly, these fragmentation

ratios are unknown and the band simply covers the range
of fragmentation ratios as measured in other environ-
ments, namely in Z-boson decays: fs/fd = 0.25 ± 0.02,
at proton collisions at Tevatron: fs/fd = 0.33 ± 0.04
and at the LHC: fs/fd = 0.247 ± 0.009, and at e+ e�

collisions at the ⌥(5S) resonance: fs/fd = 0.26+0.05
�0.04

(see HFLAV [65]). In order to generate the band in Fig. 3,
we take fs/fd 2 [0.22 � 0.37].

Another source of uncertainty arises from the fact that
the charge distributions within the B0

q mesons are not
precisely known. Neutral B mesons interact with the
plasma in the early Universe through this charge distribu-
tion; these interactions act to decohere the CP violating
B0

q � B̄0
q oscillations, therefore hindering the production

of a baryon asymmetry. Since the B0
q system is spinless

and chargeless, its electromagnetic interactions can be
described by an e↵ective charge radius for which we only
have theoretical estimates that range within a factor of
two, see [70–72]. This uncertainty, corresponding to the
width of the bands in Fig. 13, e↵ectively translates into a
. 20% uncertainty on our prediction of YB and therefore
of Aq

SL and Br(B !  B M).
Finally, the baryon asymmetry depends on the early

Universe cosmology via the mass of the � field that re-
heats the Universe to a temperature TR. Since M� and
TR are free parameters that can vary over a certain range,

Searching for new b-Hadron Decays
Caution: Inclusive vs. Exclusive Rates

• All decays (and their searches) discussed thus far have been exclusive. 
But, the observable controlling the baryon asymmetry is an inclusive rate.

• Phase space method

28

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Within the framework of baryogenesis and dark matter
from B mesons — B Mesogenesis [1], the baryon asym-
metry of the Universe is directly proportional to two ex-
perimental observables: i) the CP asymmetries in neutral
B0

q decays, and ii) the branching fraction of a new decay
mode of B mesons into dark matter (missing energy) and
a visible baryon, Br(B !  B M) (recall Eq. (6)). In this
work, we have presented a detailed study of experimen-
tal test that could confirm or refute this mechanism —
see Fig. 1 for a summary of these possible searches and
their implications. We have found that B-Mesogenesis
should be fully testable at current and upcoming collider
experiments.

In order to asses all possible theoretical uncertainties,
we have first revisited the calculation of evolution of B
meson oscillations in the early Universe using a density
matrix approach (see Appendix VIII A for details). The
corresponding predictions of the mechanism have then
been contrasted against current CP violating measure-
ments in the B0

q system in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we have
discussed current constraints and the expected sensitiv-
ity of possible searches of the B !  B M decay at recent
and current collider experiments. We have also presented
a rough phase-space calculation that suggests that the
ratio between the rate of the minimal exclusive channel
B !  B and that of the aforementioned inclusive one
should be & 1 %, see Fig. 6. In Sec. V we have consid-
ered the collider implications of the new TeV-scale color-
triplet scalar Y , needed to mediate the B !  B M de-
cay. Finally, in Sec. VI we have presented a global view
of the experimental landscape with which the implica-
tions of B-Mesogenesis for current collider experiments
have been assessed in an all-encompassing way.

A. Summary

The main results obtained in this work are:

• Current measurements of the semileptonic asymme-
tries in B0

q decays imply that baryogenesis and dark
matter generation in the early Universe requires (see
Fig. 3)

Br(B !  B M) & 10�4 , (51)

where Br(B !  B M) is the inclusive branching
fraction of a B meson decaying into a visible baryon
B, a dark sector antibaryon  , and any number of
light mesons collectively denoted by M.

• Global fits to all available oscillation and CP viola-
tion data in the B0

q � B̄0
q system seem to favor the

range (see Fig. 3)

Br(B !  B M) & 10�3 . (52)

• The SM CP violation in the B0
d and B0

s systems is
enough to generate baryogenesis and dark matter
production provided that

Br(B !  B M) > 2.5 % . (53)

• Forthcoming CP violation measurements in b ! cc̄s
transitions at the LHC represent a powerful way to
constrain the mechanism, as highlighted in Fig. ??
and Sec. III.

• The most stringent current constraint on this new
decay mode is

Br(B !  B M) < 8.7 % , (54)

and is based on inclusive measurements of B mesons
decaying into protons, see Sec. IV A. The reason that
this bound is relatively loose is a result of the fact
that no dedicated search for these decay modes has
been performed to date.

• We estimate that B factories should have a sensitiv-
ity to exclusive B meson decays of (see Sec. IV B)

Br (B !  + B) ⇠ 10�4 (BaBar-Belle) , (55a)

Br (B !  + B) ⇠ 10�5 (Belle II [50ab�1]) . (55b)

• Given our (rather primitive) phase space calculation
of the B !  B decay we expect the ratio between
exclusive and inclusive decays to be (see Fig. 6)

Br (B !  B)

Br(B !  B M)
& (1 � 10) % . (56)

This, together with Eq. (51) and Eq. (55), supports
our expectation that direct searches at B factories
have a great potential to test wide regions (if not all)
of parameter space of B-Mesogenesis.

• Although the LHC has the potential to search for
B !  B, B !  B? and Bb !  ̄M decays, as of
today it is unclear what the actual sensitivity would
be (see Sec. IV C).

• The color-triplet scalar Y needed to mediate the
B !  B M decay has the potential to be discov-
ered at the LHC by ATLAS and CMS. Current dijet
and jet+MET searches already represent a power-
ful indirect constraint on the parameter space of the
mechanism as shown in Fig. 11. In fact, we expect
that upcoming squark searches at the HL-LHC will
provide an independent probe of relevant and yet
uncharted parameter space of the mechanism, as ar-
gued in Sec. V E.

• Meson-mixing constraints do not directly constrain
the mechanism but they do shape the Yukawa cou-
plings characterizing the Y -quark-quark and Y - -
quark coupling matrices. However, if collider ex-
periments show that Br(B !  B M) < 2.5 %, one
would require new contributions to the phases of
Mq

12 or �q
12 in the Bq meson system, which could

be probed via meson-mixing observables.

[Bigi, Phys.Lett.B 106, 510 (1981)]
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FIG. 6. Fraction of B+
!  BM decays that are not expected to contain hadrons other than B in the final state, as a function

of the mass of the dark fermion  . Di↵erent colors correspond to decays induced by the di↵erent operators listed in Table I.
Each panel corresponds to a di↵erent kinematic structure of the e↵ective four-fermion operator as listed in Table II. The width
of the band represents an estimation of the uncertainty in our computations, and is obtained by varying the b-quark mass used
in the calculation between m̄b(µ = m̄b), mpole

b (solid line), and mB0
d

.

Maybe this is a relic of the old operator table we
got rid of.] [ME: I have just fixed it] requires sophis-
ticated methods that can deal with the non-perturbative
hadronization process. In the simplest case of B !  B,
there is only one form factor which is a function of the
recoil energy q2 = m2

 . Form factors are often obtained
using data-driven methods, which are however not help-
ful in this case given that baryon number-violating B
decays have never been observed. As an alternative, one
could hope to obtain a purely theoretical estimate using
the vacuum insertion approximation in the lines of [110].
However, the presence of a spectator quark makes this
technique challenging to apply to our decays. Further-
more, the vacuum insertion approximation requires that
all the states involved share the same quantum numbers
as the vacuum and can therefore only be applied to neu-
tral decays. More sophisticated possibilities would be to
perform a lattice QCD calculation, or use a QCD sum
rule, which are however beyond the scope of this paper.

In this humbling situation, the only way forward is to
resort to phase-space considerations in order to obtain
an estimate. The kinematic arguments that we use were
first employed by Bigi in [111] to predict a sizeable de-
cay rate of B mesons to baryons within the SM. In this
prescription, the probability for the final state of the B
decay induced by a b̄ ! uidj transition to contain a
single baryonic resonance [ME: baryonic state?] is
calculated as the fraction of phase space in which the in-
variant mass Muidj

of the diquark system does not exceed
a certain energy scale ⇤, which we take to be the mass
of the corresponding baryon. In the remaining region
of phase space, Muidj

� ⇤ and we would expect that
resonant baryons are produced, which naturally leads to

additional hadrons (mostly pions) in the final state. Al-
though simple in nature, the predictions made using this
approach [111–114] were in all cases subsequently vali-
dated by experiment. For example, in [113] these con-
siderations were used to understand the softness of the
B ! ⇤c +X spectrum, and in [111] it was predicted that
Br (B ! B + X) ' 5 � 10% which agrees well with the
observed inclusive measurements, see Eq. (26).

We choose to follow this avenue and study the kinemat-
ics of the B !  +B+M decays of interest. Defining the
phase-space constrained width of the parton-level decay
b̄ ! uidj as

�(⇤) ⌘
Z ⇤2

(mui
+mdj

)2

@�

@M2
uidj

dM2
uidj

, (35)

the desired ratio of phase-space integrals corresponds to

Br(B ! Bij +  )

Br(B ! Bij +  + M)
'

�(mBij
)

�(mb � m )
, (36)

where mBij
denotes the mass of the lightest baryon with

matching flavor content as listed in Table I. The ratio
above critically depends on the mass of the dark Dirac
antibaryon  , which is unknown but bound to lie in the
0.94 GeV < m < 4.34 GeV window (see Eq. (12)). The
resulting estimation for the expected fraction of decays
containing only a baryon and  in the final state is shown
in Figs. 6 and 7 as a function of m . For brevity, here we
only display the results for charged B meson and neutral
Bd decays, as they were found to be the most promising
experimental targets in IV B. The results for B0

s mesons
as well as ⇤b baryons are presented in Appendix VIII C.
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• Need a dedicated calculation using QCD sum rules or lattice techniques etc. to calculate 
form factors. Beyond my current expertise….



New Hyperon Decays
Light hadrons: we can compute form factors by matching onto chiral EFT.
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Operator �uds �udd �uss

Initial State Final State �M (MeV) Final State �M (MeV) Final State �M (MeV)

p (uud) � + K+ (s̄u) 445 � + ⇡+ (d̄u) 799 – –

n (udd) � + K0 (s̄d) 442 � + � 940 – –

⇤0 (uds) � + � 1116 � + K̄0 (d̄s) 618 � + K0 (s̄d) 618

⌃0 (uds) � + � 1193 � + K̄0 (d̄s) 695 � + K0 (s̄d) 695

⌃+ (uus) � + ⇡+ (d̄u) 1050 � + ⇡+ (d̄u) + K̄0 (d̄s) 552 � + K+ (s̄u) 696

⌃� (dds) � + ⇡� (ūd) 1058 � + K� (ūs) 704 � + ⇡� (ūd) + K0 (s̄d) 560

⌅0 (uss) � + K̄0 (d̄s) 817 � + K̄0 (d̄s) + K̄0 (d̄s) 320 � + � 1315

⌅� (dss) � + K� (ūs) 828 � + K� (ūs) + K̄0 (d̄s) 330 � + ⇡� (ūd) 1182

⌦� (sss) � + K� + K̄0 681 – – � + K� (ūs) 1179

TABLE IX. Possible decay channels of the proton, nucleon, and strange baryons for the three e↵ective 4-fermion operators under
consideration. The mass di↵erence between initial and final state hadrons is also shown. Given the requirement m� & mp,
only the decays highlighted in green are kinematically allowed.
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FIG. 4. Branching ratios of Hyperons into a dark baryon as a function of the dark baryon mass. The left panel shows the
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V. MATRIX ELEMENTS

VI. LHC CONSTRAINTS

The couplings involved in these decays are constrained
by direct searches for colored states at the LHC. AT-
LAS [4] and CMS [5] SUSY searches for pair-produced
squarks decaying into a neutralino and a quark rule out
the existence of this kind of strongly interacting bosons

in the mass region below 1.2 TeV with the current 139
fb�1 of data. At larger masses, searches for resonantly
produced qq

0 ! � decaying into quark pairs (dijet) or a
quark and a dark baryon (jet+MET) can be used to place
constraints on the � couplings. The bounds are shown
in Fig. 6 as a function of the � branching ratios into the
respective channels. These can be combined to obtain a
limit on the product yqq0y�q00/M2

�, which enters the dark
decay rate. Fig. 7 shows these bounds as a function of
M� for all the relevant flavour combinations. With this,
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FIG. 1. Examples of the three possible decays of a hyperon (⇤0 in this case) into the dark sector. These correspond to the
following operator in model 2: yusy�du d s �/M2

�. [GE: Can improve. Can choose di↵erent example decays.]

[JMC: Fantastic plot! I would probably only remove the “0” superindex from ⇤]

and the Wilson coe�cients, C
R
uda,db

= C1a,b and

C
L
uda,db

= 2C 0
1a,b, using those in Table. I under our flavor

assumptions and ignoring renormalization-group e↵ects
when connecting the heavy scale M to the one charac-
teristic of the hyperon decays ⇠ 1 GeV.

At these low-energy scales one needs to switch to
a proper e↵ective field theory of QCD where hadrons,
and not quarks and gluons, are the explicit degrees
of freedom. This is called chiral perturbation theory
(ChPT) [26–34]. ChPT implements the spontaneously
broken SU(3)L ⇥ SU(3)R chiral symmetry of QCD sup-
plemented by a “power counting” that is based on a mo-
mentum expansion p ⌧ ⇤ChPT ⇠ 1 GeV. The pseudo-
goldstone bosons are described in terms of a unitary 3⇥3
matrix U(x),

U(x) = exp

✓
i
�(x)

f

◆
, (14)

where f is the pion decay constant and

� =

0
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⇡
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3
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p
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2K+

p
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⌘8

p
2K0

p
2K� p

2K̄0 � 2p
3
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1

CA . (15)

Under chiral transformations (L,R) 2 SU(3)L⇥SU(3)R,
U transforms like

U ! LUR
†
. (16)

The lowest-lying J
P = 1/2+ baryon octet fields, on the

other hand, are described by a traceless 3 ⇥ 3 complex
matrix

B =

0

B@

1p
2
⌃0 + 1p

6
⇤ ⌃+

p

⌃� � 1p
2
⌃0 + 1p

6
⇤ n
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6
⇤

1

CA , (17)

The B fields and the variable u =
p
U transform as

u ! LuK
† = KuR

†
, B ! KBK

�1
, (18)

where

K ⌘ K(L,R,U) =
⇣p

UL†
⌘�1 ⇣p

RU

⌘
, (19)

is the so-called compensator field. For a vector transfor-
mation L = R = V one can easily see from Eqs. (19)
and (16) that K = V , responding the baryons B linearly
as an octet under the vectorial SU(3) subgroup of the
chiral group. Next, one introduces the vielbein

u
µ =

i

2

�
u
† (@µ � ir

µ)u � u (@µ � il
µ)u†�

,

u
µ ! Ku

µ
K

†
, (20)

and a covariant derivative (and corresponding connection

�µ)

�µ =
1

2

�
u
† (@µ � irµ)u + u (@µ � ilµ)u†�

,

DµX = @µX + [�µ, X], DµX ! KDµX , (21)

where lµ and r
µ are external left- and right-handed vector

sources. One assigns the following power counting,

DµB, B̄, B ⇠ O(1), uµ ⇠ O(p) ,

Dµu⌫ , Dµu ⇠ O(p) . (22)

With these ingredients one obtains the leading chiral La-
grangian containing octet baryons

L(1)
�B = hB̄ (iD/ � M0)Bi

+
D

2
hB̄�

µ
�5{uµ, B}i +

F

2
hB̄�

µ
�5[uµ, B]i, (23)

where D and F are two nonperturbative couplings,
(iD/ � M0)B ⇠ O(p) and M0 is a common mass of the
octet baryons that is obtained in the limit where the
quarks are massless (chiral limit).

The BNV operators in Eq. (12) have well defined
SU(3)L ⇥ SU(3)R transformations and this allows one
to find their counterparts in the chiral EFT [23]. For in-
stance, ORR

uda,db
and OLR

uda,db
transform as (1, 8) and (3̄, 3)
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FIG. 8. Summary of the most important production and decay modes of a color-triplet scalar at the LHC, together with their
associated signatures. Some of the couplings involved in these processes can be directly identified with the ones that mediate
baryogenesis and dark matter production.

A. Requirements for B-Mesogenesis

Before diving into the experimental phenomenology of
the triplet scalar Y , we first delineate the parametric
requirements of the Lagrangian in Eq. (34) to successfully
generate the new B meson decay. The rate for a new
decay mode of the b-quark into lighter quarks forming a
baryon B and  can be estimated as [1]13

Br(B !  B M) ' 10�3

✓
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◆4
 

1.5 TeV

MY

p
y2

0.53

!4

,

(35)

where �m = mB �m �mB �mM is the mass di↵erence
between the initial and final states and y2 ⌘ yuidj

y dk

or y2 ⌘ ydidj
y uk

represents the product of two of the
couplings in the interaction Lagrangians in Eq. (34), pro-
vided a b-quark is involved and depending on the hyper-
charge of Y . The benchmark value for MY is chosen
to be consistent with LHC bounds on colored scalars,
as is discussed in the following Sec. V B. Given the re-
sults shown in Fig. 3, successful baryogenesis requires
0.1 > Br(B !  B M) > 10�4. This implies that the
size of the couplings is bound to be

p
y2 > 0.3

MY

1.5 TeV

3 GeV

�m

✓
Br(B !  B M)

10�4

◆ 1
4

, (36)

which in turn implies rather large coupling constants for
MY & 1.5 TeV. Unitarity of the processes qq̄ ! qq̄ and
q ! q require

p
y2 <

p
4⇡. This means that if Y is

to trigger the new decay mode of the b quark as needed

13 This estimate should be accurate up to a 20% QCD correction,
compare the first number of the first and last row of Table 1
of [85].

for baryogenesis and dark matter production in the early
Universe, then Y cannot be too heavy. More concretely,
we can put upper bounds on its mass depending on the
branching ratio assumed:

MY < 4 (2) TeV for Br(B !  B M) = 2.5% , (37a)

MY < 5 (2.5) TeV for Br(B !  B M) = 10�2 , (37b)

MY < 9 (4.5) TeV for Br(B !  B M) = 10�3 , (37c)

MY < 16 (8) TeV for Br(B !  B M) = 10�4 . (37d)

The numbers with and without parenthesis correspond
to setting �m = 1.5 GeV and �m = 3GeV, respectively.
These are approximately the maximum mass di↵erences
for decays with and without a c-quark in the final state
baryon. Comparing this with Fig. 3, we conclude that the
color-triplet scalar is within the reach of direct searches
at the LHC for the values of the semileptonic asymme-
tries preferred by global CKM fits, especially if baryoge-
nesis proceeds with only the SM CP violation and con-
sequently a branching ratio at the 1% level. This has
important implications for upcoming ATLAS and CMS
searches as detailed below.

B. LHC Searches for Color-Triplet Scalars

A color-triplet scalar baryon with a TeV-scale mass
has the potential to be copiously produced at the LHC.
Depending on the production and decay channels, one ex-
pects various di↵erent signatures as highlighted in Fig. 8.
Firstly, an ATLAS [107] search for resonant 4-jets with
36.7 fb�1 of data shows that pair-produced triplet scalars
that decay into quarks should have MY > 0.5 TeV. In
addition, ATLAS [108] and CMS [109] SUSY searches for
pair-produced squarks decaying into a neutralino and a
quark rule out the existence of this kind of strongly inter-
acting bosons in the mass region below 1.2 TeV with the
current 139 fb�1 of data. For larger masses, pair produc-
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FIG. 8. Summary of the most important production and decay modes of a color-triplet scalar at the LHC, together with their
associated signatures. Some of the couplings involved in these processes can be directly identified with the ones that mediate
baryogenesis and dark matter production.

A. Requirements for B-Mesogenesis

Before diving into the experimental phenomenology of
the triplet scalar Y , we first delineate the parametric
requirements of the Lagrangian in Eq. (34) to successfully
generate the new B meson decay. The rate for a new
decay mode of the b-quark into lighter quarks forming a
baryon B and  can be estimated as [1]13

Br(B !  B M) ' 10�3
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MY
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0.53
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where �m = mB �m �mB �mM is the mass di↵erence
between the initial and final states and y2 ⌘ yuidj

y dk

or y2 ⌘ ydidj
y uk

represents the product of two of the
couplings in the interaction Lagrangians in Eq. (34), pro-
vided a b-quark is involved and depending on the hyper-
charge of Y . The benchmark value for MY is chosen
to be consistent with LHC bounds on colored scalars,
as is discussed in the following Sec. V B. Given the re-
sults shown in Fig. 3, successful baryogenesis requires
0.1 > Br(B !  B M) > 10�4. This implies that the
size of the couplings is bound to be

p
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, (36)

which in turn implies rather large coupling constants for
MY & 1.5 TeV. Unitarity of the processes qq̄ ! qq̄ and
q ! q require

p
y2 <

p
4⇡. This means that if Y is

to trigger the new decay mode of the b quark as needed

13 This estimate should be accurate up to a 20% QCD correction,
compare the first number of the first and last row of Table 1
of [85].

for baryogenesis and dark matter production in the early
Universe, then Y cannot be too heavy. More concretely,
we can put upper bounds on its mass depending on the
branching ratio assumed:

MY < 4 (2) TeV for Br(B !  B M) = 2.5% , (37a)

MY < 5 (2.5) TeV for Br(B !  B M) = 10�2 , (37b)

MY < 9 (4.5) TeV for Br(B !  B M) = 10�3 , (37c)

MY < 16 (8) TeV for Br(B !  B M) = 10�4 . (37d)

The numbers with and without parenthesis correspond
to setting �m = 1.5 GeV and �m = 3GeV, respectively.
These are approximately the maximum mass di↵erences
for decays with and without a c-quark in the final state
baryon. Comparing this with Fig. 3, we conclude that the
color-triplet scalar is within the reach of direct searches
at the LHC for the values of the semileptonic asymme-
tries preferred by global CKM fits, especially if baryoge-
nesis proceeds with only the SM CP violation and con-
sequently a branching ratio at the 1% level. This has
important implications for upcoming ATLAS and CMS
searches as detailed below.

B. LHC Searches for Color-Triplet Scalars

A color-triplet scalar baryon with a TeV-scale mass
has the potential to be copiously produced at the LHC.
Depending on the production and decay channels, one ex-
pects various di↵erent signatures as highlighted in Fig. 8.
Firstly, an ATLAS [107] search for resonant 4-jets with
36.7 fb�1 of data shows that pair-produced triplet scalars
that decay into quarks should have MY > 0.5 TeV. In
addition, ATLAS [108] and CMS [109] SUSY searches for
pair-produced squarks decaying into a neutralino and a
quark rule out the existence of this kind of strongly inter-
acting bosons in the mass region below 1.2 TeV with the
current 139 fb�1 of data. For larger masses, pair produc-
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The interactions of Y are reminiscent of those of squarks
in R-parity violating supersymmetric scenarios, see [40]
for the details of such a realization.

In this section we turn our attention to the phe-
nomenology associated with this color-triplet scalar.
First, in Sec. V A we discuss the requirements on Y
such that the requisite Br(B !  B M) needed for
baryogenesis is achieved. As we shall see, this requires
the triplet scalar to have a TeV scale mass. Next in
Sec. V B, we study constraints arising from LHC searches
for colored scalars on the couplings that contribute to
Br(B !  B M), which can therefore indirectly test B-
Mesogenesis. In Sec. V C, we also present a study of fla-
vor mixing constraints due to observables in the neutral
B, D, and K systems that shape the flavor structure of
the y coupling matrices but that do not necessarily test
the mechanism indirectly. In particular, in Sec. V D we
show that sizeable new tree-level b decays can arise in this
setup. Finally, in Sec. V E we present a combined discus-
sion of the searches for this color-triplet scalar in light
of its role as mediator in the generation of the baryon
asymmetry and the dark matter of the Universe.

A. Requirements for B-Mesogenesis

Before diving into the experimental phenomenology of
the triplet scalar Y , we first delineate the parametric
requirements of the Lagrangian in Eq. (35) to successfully
generate the new B meson decay. The rate for a new
decay mode of the b-quark into lighter quarks forming a
baryon B and  can be estimated as [1]16 [ME: revisit
this]
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where �m = mB �m �mB �mM is the mass di↵erence
between the initial and final states and y2 ⌘ yuidj

y dk

or y2 ⌘ ydidj
y uk

represents the product of two of the
couplings in the interaction Lagrangians in Eq. (35), pro-
vided a b-quark is involved and depending on the hyper-
charge of Y . The benchmark value for MY is chosen
to be consistent with LHC bounds on colored scalars,
as is discussed in the following Sec. V B. Given the re-
sults shown in Fig. 3, successful baryogenesis requires
0.1 > Br(B !  B M) > 10�4 [ME: to be modified?].
This implies that the size of the couplings is bound to be

p
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which in turn implies rather large coupling constants for
MY & 1.5 TeV. Unitarity of the processes qq̄ ! qq̄ and
q ! q require

p
y2 <

p
4⇡. This means that if Y is

to trigger the new decay mode of the b quark as needed
for baryogenesis and dark matter production in the early
Universe, then Y cannot be too heavy. More concretely,
we can put upper bounds on its mass depending on the
branching ratio assumed:

MY < 4 (2) TeV for Br(B !  B M) = 2.5% , (38a)

MY < 5 (2.5) TeV for Br(B !  B M) = 10�2 , (38b)

MY < 9 (4.5) TeV for Br(B !  B M) = 10�3 , (38c)

MY < 16 (8) TeV for Br(B !  B M) = 10�4 . (38d)

The numbers with and without parenthesis correspond
to setting �m = 1.5 GeV and �m = 3GeV, respectively.
These are approximately the maximum mass di↵erences
for decays with and without a c-quark in the final state
baryon. Comparing this with Fig. 3, we conclude that the
color-triplet scalar is within the reach of direct searches
at the LHC for the values of the semileptonic asymme-
tries preferred by global CKM fits, especially if baryoge-
nesis proceeds with only the SM CP violation and conse-
quently a branching ratio at the 1% level [ME: maybe

16 This estimate should be accurate up to a 20% QCD correction,
compare the first number of the first and last row of Table 1
of [87].
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in R-parity violating supersymmetric scenarios, see [40]
for the details of such a realization.

In this section we turn our attention to the phe-
nomenology associated with this color-triplet scalar.
First, in Sec. V A we discuss the requirements on Y
such that the requisite Br(B !  B M) needed for
baryogenesis is achieved. As we shall see, this requires
the triplet scalar to have a TeV scale mass. Next in
Sec. V B, we study constraints arising from LHC searches
for colored scalars on the couplings that contribute to
Br(B !  B M), which can therefore indirectly test B-
Mesogenesis. In Sec. V C, we also present a study of fla-
vor mixing constraints due to observables in the neutral
B, D, and K systems that shape the flavor structure of
the y coupling matrices but that do not necessarily test
the mechanism indirectly. In particular, in Sec. V D we
show that sizeable new tree-level b decays can arise in this
setup. Finally, in Sec. V E we present a combined discus-
sion of the searches for this color-triplet scalar in light
of its role as mediator in the generation of the baryon
asymmetry and the dark matter of the Universe.

A. Requirements for B-Mesogenesis

Before diving into the experimental phenomenology of
the triplet scalar Y , we first delineate the parametric
requirements of the Lagrangian in Eq. (35) to successfully
generate the new B meson decay. The rate for a new
decay mode of the b-quark into lighter quarks forming a
baryon B and  can be estimated as [1]16 [ME: revisit
this]
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where �m = mB �m �mB �mM is the mass di↵erence
between the initial and final states and y2 ⌘ yuidj
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represents the product of two of the
couplings in the interaction Lagrangians in Eq. (35), pro-
vided a b-quark is involved and depending on the hyper-
charge of Y . The benchmark value for MY is chosen
to be consistent with LHC bounds on colored scalars,
as is discussed in the following Sec. V B. Given the re-
sults shown in Fig. 3, successful baryogenesis requires
0.1 > Br(B !  B M) > 10�4 [ME: to be modified?].
This implies that the size of the couplings is bound to be
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which in turn implies rather large coupling constants for
MY & 1.5 TeV. Unitarity of the processes qq̄ ! qq̄ and
q ! q require

p
y2 <
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4⇡. This means that if Y is

to trigger the new decay mode of the b quark as needed
for baryogenesis and dark matter production in the early
Universe, then Y cannot be too heavy. More concretely,
we can put upper bounds on its mass depending on the
branching ratio assumed:

MY < 4 (2) TeV for Br(B !  B M) = 2.5% , (38a)

MY < 5 (2.5) TeV for Br(B !  B M) = 10�2 , (38b)

MY < 9 (4.5) TeV for Br(B !  B M) = 10�3 , (38c)

MY < 16 (8) TeV for Br(B !  B M) = 10�4 . (38d)

The numbers with and without parenthesis correspond
to setting �m = 1.5 GeV and �m = 3GeV, respectively.
These are approximately the maximum mass di↵erences
for decays with and without a c-quark in the final state
baryon. Comparing this with Fig. 3, we conclude that the
color-triplet scalar is within the reach of direct searches
at the LHC for the values of the semileptonic asymme-
tries preferred by global CKM fits, especially if baryoge-
nesis proceeds with only the SM CP violation and conse-
quently a branching ratio at the 1% level [ME: maybe

16 This estimate should be accurate up to a 20% QCD correction,
compare the first number of the first and last row of Table 1
of [87].
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From Eq. (16), it is clear to see why the semileptonic
asymmetries play a fundamental role in the mechanism
and appears in Eq. (6): they precisely control how often
more matter than antimatter is generated from the de-
cays of B0

q and B̄0
q mesons. As pointed out in [1], since

the Universe is made out of only matter, one of the key
predictions of the mechanism is that at least one of the
semileptonic asymmetries should be positive and larger
than ⇠ 10�5.

A. Current Measurements and Implications

Semileptonic Asymmetries. The current world aver-
ages for Aq

SL, as reported in the PDG 2020 [63] and as
prepared by the HFLAV [65] group, at 68% CL, read

Ad
SL = (�2.1 ± 1.7) ⇥ 10�3 , (18a)

As
SL = (�0.6 ± 2.8) ⇥ 10�3 . (18b)

Meanwhile, the SM prediction for these quantities, which
we take from [66]7, are

Ad
SL|SM = (�4.7 ± 0.4) ⇥ 10�4 , (19a)

As
SL|SM = (2.1 ± 0.2) ⇥ 10�5 . (19b)

Comparing Eqs. (18) and (19), it is clear that the current
experimental error bars are about four times larger than
the SM prediction for the B0

d meson, while about 100
larger for the B0

s system.
Existing measurements of Aq

SL are already useful for
constraining the parameter space of the mechanism. As
highlighted in Eq. (6), the baryon asymmetry of the Uni-
verse is proportional to both Br(B !  B M) and Aq

SL.
Thus, given the observed baryon asymmetry, a constraint
on Aq

SL can indeed be used to indirectly set an upper
limit on Br(B !  B M). In particular, the fact that
Aq

SL . 10�3 implies that

Br(B !  B M) & 10�4 . (20)

In addition to the direct observation of Aq
SL, one can

also place indirect limits on Aq
SL by combining constraints

on all relevant B0
q � B̄0

q meson observables. This is usu-
ally done (see e.g. [44, 68]) allowing for the possibility
that some new physics alters the magnitude and phase
of Mq

12 while maintaining �q
12 = �q

12|SM
8. With this as-

sumption, one can indirectly constrain the semileptonic

literature di↵ering by a sign or a factor of two. For example,
Ref. [64] uses a di↵erent convention to the PDG while Ref. [44]
uses the same as the PDG. We shall stick to the PDG convention.

7 Note that Ref. [67] has recently pointed out that renormalization-
scale dependent e↵ects could change these predictions by up to
a factor of two.

8 See Sec. III D for the possible implications of �12 6= �12|SM in
the context of our mechanism.

asymmetries. The latest such analysis from the UTfit
collaboration [69], at 95% CL, yields:

�0.006 <Ad
SL < �0.0004 , (21a)

�0.0011 <As
SL < 0.0009 . (21b)

The results from this global fit have relevant implica-
tions for the mechanism. In particular, they indicate that
Ad

SL < 0. If this turns out to be true, then As
SL must be

positive for B-Mesogenesis to yield a Universe filled with
only matter and not antimatter. Additionally, there are
implications for what Br(B !  B M) can be, as is pre-
cisely shown in Fig. 3. There, we can see that direct
measurements of Aq

SL require Br(B !  B M) > 10�4 as
already highlighted in Eq. (20). In addition, global fits
made under the previously mentioned assumptions imply
that

Br(B !  B M) & 10�3 . (22)

This stronger constraint must however be taken with cau-
tion, given the assumptions made when obtaining it (e.g.
no new physics in �q

12) and the fact that global fits in-
corporate a large number of measurements in a highly
non-trivial manner, which could potentially lead to overly
optimistic constraints in some parameters.
Cosmological uncertainties. The predictions shown in

Fig. 3 incorporate a number of uncertainties arising in our
calculation of the generation of the baryon asymmetry in
the early Universe. These uncertainties are discussed in
detail in Appendix VIII A, and are primarily dominated
by the uncertainty in the fragmentation ratios of � decays
to B±, B0

s , and B0
d mesons. Clearly, these fragmentation

ratios are unknown and the band simply covers the range
of fragmentation ratios as measured in other environ-
ments, namely in Z-boson decays: fs/fd = 0.25 ± 0.02,
at proton collisions at Tevatron: fs/fd = 0.33 ± 0.04
and at the LHC: fs/fd = 0.247 ± 0.009, and at e+ e�

collisions at the ⌥(5S) resonance: fs/fd = 0.26+0.05
�0.04

(see HFLAV [65]). In order to generate the band in Fig. 3,
we take fs/fd 2 [0.22 � 0.37].

Another source of uncertainty arises from the fact that
the charge distributions within the B0

q mesons are not
precisely known. Neutral B mesons interact with the
plasma in the early Universe through this charge distribu-
tion; these interactions act to decohere the CP violating
B0

q � B̄0
q oscillations, therefore hindering the production

of a baryon asymmetry. Since the B0
q system is spinless

and chargeless, its electromagnetic interactions can be
described by an e↵ective charge radius for which we only
have theoretical estimates that range within a factor of
two, see [70–72]. This uncertainty, corresponding to the
width of the bands in Fig. 13, e↵ectively translates into a
. 20% uncertainty on our prediction of YB and therefore
of Aq

SL and Br(B !  B M).
Finally, the baryon asymmetry depends on the early

Universe cosmology via the mass of the � field that re-
heats the Universe to a temperature TR. Since M� and
TR are free parameters that can vary over a certain range,

B-Mesogenesis requires: dn⇠
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+ 3Hn⇠ = 2�B
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1 The Model

Imagine we produce b-quarks via late decays (of some unspecified particle - could be Higgses from
preheating) when TBBN < T < TQCD i.e. 3MeV . T . 100MeV . This way the b-quarks can
hadronize to form B-mesons during the era of interest. Note that at this point nb = n

b̄
as we do not

assume CPV in these early decays. Upon hadronization, neutral B0
q
= |b̄qi mesons can oscillate into

B̄
0
q
= |bq̄i, which violate CP, before decaying. That is �

�
B

0
q
! B̄

0
q
! f

�
6= �

�
B̄

0
q
! B

0
q
! f

�
so that

an asymmetry in b-quark number is produced nb 6= n
b̄
.

Using the model of [1] we can generate four fermion interactions via

L � �gusY
?
ūs

c � y bY  ̄b
c + h.c. (1.1)

where Y is a color triplet scalar. This then generates terms like

Heff =


m
2
Y

b u s . (1.2)

where  = gusy b. Here we are just parametrizing the coupling of the four fermion interaction by 
and mY , and remain agnostic about the details of the UV model. We should calculate the constraint
on the size of these new couplings i.e. see Sec. 2.6.3 of the thesis in dropbox. So the b̄-quark within
B

0 can decay b̄ !  + u + s i.e. B
0 !  +mesons/baryons. The O = b u s is �B = 1 operator, so

depending on the nature of  we can get di↵erent ways of violating baryon number or not.
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The Lagrangian term

Ld = yd  ̄B �B � , (9)

is allowed by all the symmetries and mediates the decay
Eq. (7).

Since the  ̄B decay occurs quickly, its dark anti-baryon
asymmetry is simply transferred to �⇤B. This fixed asym-
metry in �⇤B (and �̄) then comprises up to ⇠ 80% of dark
matter. The symmetric components of �B and � tend
to be overproduced, but may be su�ciently depleted by
dark sector annihilations. We assume this and don’t com-
ment further since it has no bearing on the Mesogenesis
mechanism6.

However, the asymmetries in �⇤B and �̄ cannot account
for the entirety of dark matter since B+ doesn’t have
enough mass to decay to both ⇠ 5 GeV of asymmetric
dark matter and a SM baryon simultaneously. Thus, be-
tween ⇠ 20 � 80% of dark matter has to be outside of
the asymmetric components of � and �B . The precise
amount of other dark matter is solely a function of m�B

and m�, since their asymmetries are just opposite the
BAU. There are two simple possibilities: 1) the rest of
dark matter is from a symmetric amount of �s and �Bs
or 2) the rest of dark matter is just some other dark sec-
tor state(s), unrelated a priori to the B+

c Mesogenesis
scenario.

Since either of these dark matter choices is not essen-
tial to B+

c Mesogenesis, we relegate further discussion to
App. A 3. Fig. 1 summarizes the mechanism. With this
bird’s eye view, we proceed to detail a simple UV model.

A. UV Model

The decay in Eq. (3b) proceeds through a dimension
six, four fermion operator. Following the UV model of
[30], we add a colored triplet scalar � with electric charge
assignment QEM = �1/3 and baryon number B = �2/3.
The following Lagrangian is then allowed by all the sym-
metries:

L� = �

X

i,j

yij�
⇤ūiRd

c
jR �

X

k

y Bk�d
c
kR B + h.c., (10)

where the flavor indices i, j, k account for all flavorful
variations of this model, as there is no a priori reason to
assume a specific flavor structure. Such a model has a
simple Supersymmetric realization [48] where the medi-
ator � can be identified with a right handed squark. As
such, � is constrained by collider searches for Supersym-
metric particles and must be heavier than about 1 TeV
(see [36] for detailed bounds from colliders and flavor ob-
servables).

6
For details on depleting the symmetric abundances, see [30].

Interaction Parton decay B+ decay

 ̄B b ūc d b̄ !  ̄B u d B+
!  ̄B + p+ (uud)

 ̄B b ūc s b̄ !  ̄B u s B+
!  ̄B + ⌃+ (uus)

 ̄B b c̄c d b̄ !  ̄B c d B+
!  ̄B + ⇤+

c (ucd)

 ̄B b c̄c s b̄ !  ̄B c s B+
!  ̄B + ⌅+

c (ucs)

TABLE I. Here we present the four di↵erent flavorful varia-
tions of the operator Eq. (11), and the corresponding parton-
level decays and final state hadron decay products. Con-
straints on the branching fraction for each operator can be
found in [36].

Integrating out the heavy �, we arrive at the following
operator which mediates meson decays:

O =
y2

M2
�

 ̄Bbū
c
idj + h.c. , (11)

where y2 ⌘ yij y B3. This particular flavor structure is
all that is necessary for B+

c Mesogenesis, but could be
part of a larger UV model with other non-zero Yukawas
as in Eq. (10). Note that this operator conserves baryon
number. It mediates the parton level decay b̄ !  ̄Buidj
within the meson decay Eq. (3b). There are four possible
flavorful variations of Eq. (11) leading to di↵erent final
state SM baryons from the B+ decay. Table I summarizes
these four possible decay modes. Eq. (11) also gives rise
to decays of neutral B0

s,d mesons and b-flavored baryons
which can be used to indirectly probe the mechanism (see
Table I of [36]).

B. Results

The Boltzmann equations for the BAU are greatly sim-
plified since all the decays in Eq. (3) occur very quickly at
MeV temperatures. The evolution of the baryon asym-
metry is then governed by

d

dt
(nB � nB̄)+3H (nB � nB̄) = (12)

� 2�B
�n�

X

B+

BrB
+

B+

X

f

afCPBr
f

B+
c
,

where we have defined �B
� ⌘ ��Br(� ! q)Br(q ! Bc).

See App. A for details (as well as [31]).
We numerically integrate Eq. (12) while tracking �,

Hubble (see Eq. (2)), and the particles in the decays of
Eqs. (3) and (7). We allow the values of the experimen-

tal observables
P

B+ BrB
+

B+ and
P

f a
f
CPBr

f

B+
c

to be free

parameters and find:

YB

Y obs
B

'

P
B+ BrB

+

B+

10�3

P
f a

f
CPBr

f

B+
c

6.45⇥ 10�5

TR

20 MeV

2mB+
c

m�
, (13)

where Y obs
B = 8.69⇥ 10�11 is the observed baryon asym-

metry today [49].
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Minimal Particle Content B-mesons decay into ME and a Baryon
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Ld = yd  ̄B �B � , (9)

is allowed by all the symmetries and mediates the decay
Eq. (7).

Since the  ̄B decay occurs quickly, its dark anti-baryon
asymmetry is simply transferred to �⇤B. This fixed asym-
metry in �⇤B (and �̄) then comprises up to ⇠ 80% of dark
matter. The symmetric components of �B and � tend
to be overproduced, but may be su�ciently depleted by
dark sector annihilations. We assume this and don’t com-
ment further since it has no bearing on the Mesogenesis
mechanism6.

However, the asymmetries in �⇤B and �̄ cannot account
for the entirety of dark matter since B+ doesn’t have
enough mass to decay to both ⇠ 5 GeV of asymmetric
dark matter and a SM baryon simultaneously. Thus, be-
tween ⇠ 20 � 80% of dark matter has to be outside of
the asymmetric components of � and �B . The precise
amount of other dark matter is solely a function of m�B

and m�, since their asymmetries are just opposite the
BAU. There are two simple possibilities: 1) the rest of
dark matter is from a symmetric amount of �s and �Bs
or 2) the rest of dark matter is just some other dark sec-
tor state(s), unrelated a priori to the B+

c Mesogenesis
scenario.

Since either of these dark matter choices is not essen-
tial to B+

c Mesogenesis, we relegate further discussion to
App. A 3. Fig. 1 summarizes the mechanism. With this
bird’s eye view, we proceed to detail a simple UV model.

A. UV Model

The decay in Eq. (3b) proceeds through a dimension
six, four fermion operator. Following the UV model of
[30], we add a colored triplet scalar � with electric charge
assignment QEM = �1/3 and baryon number B = �2/3.
The following Lagrangian is then allowed by all the sym-
metries:

L� = �

X

i,j

yij�
⇤ūiRd

c
jR �

X

k

y Bk�d
c
kR B + h.c., (10)

where the flavor indices i, j, k account for all flavorful
variations of this model, as there is no a priori reason to
assume a specific flavor structure. Such a model has a
simple Supersymmetric realization [48] where the medi-
ator � can be identified with a right handed squark. As
such, � is constrained by collider searches for Supersym-
metric particles and must be heavier than about 1 TeV
(see [36] for detailed bounds from colliders and flavor ob-
servables).

6
For details on depleting the symmetric abundances, see [30].

Interaction Parton decay B+ decay

 ̄B b ūc d b̄ !  ̄B u d B+
!  ̄B + p+ (uud)

 ̄B b ūc s b̄ !  ̄B u s B+
!  ̄B + ⌃+ (uus)

 ̄B b c̄c d b̄ !  ̄B c d B+
!  ̄B + ⇤+

c (ucd)

 ̄B b c̄c s b̄ !  ̄B c s B+
!  ̄B + ⌅+

c (ucs)

TABLE I. Here we present the four di↵erent flavorful varia-
tions of the operator Eq. (11), and the corresponding parton-
level decays and final state hadron decay products. Con-
straints on the branching fraction for each operator can be
found in [36].

Integrating out the heavy �, we arrive at the following
operator which mediates meson decays:

O =
y2

M2
�

 ̄Bbū
c
idj + h.c. , (11)

where y2 ⌘ yij y B3. This particular flavor structure is
all that is necessary for B+

c Mesogenesis, but could be
part of a larger UV model with other non-zero Yukawas
as in Eq. (10). Note that this operator conserves baryon
number. It mediates the parton level decay b̄ !  ̄Buidj
within the meson decay Eq. (3b). There are four possible
flavorful variations of Eq. (11) leading to di↵erent final
state SM baryons from the B+ decay. Table I summarizes
these four possible decay modes. Eq. (11) also gives rise
to decays of neutral B0

s,d mesons and b-flavored baryons
which can be used to indirectly probe the mechanism (see
Table I of [36]).

B. Results

The Boltzmann equations for the BAU are greatly sim-
plified since all the decays in Eq. (3) occur very quickly at
MeV temperatures. The evolution of the baryon asym-
metry is then governed by

d

dt
(nB � nB̄)+3H (nB � nB̄) = (12)
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where we have defined �B
� ⌘ ��Br(� ! q)Br(q ! Bc).

See App. A for details (as well as [31]).
We numerically integrate Eq. (12) while tracking �,

Hubble (see Eq. (2)), and the particles in the decays of
Eqs. (3) and (7). We allow the values of the experimen-

tal observables
P
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+

B+ and
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to be free

parameters and find:
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where Y obs
B = 8.69⇥ 10�11 is the observed baryon asym-

metry today [49].
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Field Spin QEM Baryon no. Z2 Mass

� 0 0 0 +1 11� 100GeV

Y 0 �1/3 �2/3 +1 O(TeV)

 1/2 0 �1 +1 O(GeV)

⇠ 1/2 0 0 �1 O(GeV)

� 0 0 �1 �1 O(GeV)
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Field Spin QEM Baryon no. Z2 Mass

� 0 0 0 +1 11 � 100 GeV

Y 0 �1/3 �2/3 +1 O(TeV)

 1/2 0 �1 +1 O(GeV)

⇠ 1/2 0 0 �1 O(GeV)

� 0 0 �1 �1 O(GeV)

TABLE I. Summary of the additional fields (both in the UV
and e↵ective theory), their charges and properties required in
our model.

The renormalizable couplings between  and Y allowed
by the symmetries include2:

L � � yub Y
⇤
ū b

c � y s Y  ̄ s
c + h.c . (2)

We take the mass of the colored scalar to be mY ⇠
O(TeV) and integrate out the field Y for energies less
than its mass, resulting in the following four fermion op-
erator in the e↵ective theory:

Heff =
yuby s

m
2

Y

u s b . (3)

Other flavor structures may also be present but for sim-
plicity we consider only the e↵ects of the above couplings
(see Appendix 4 for other possible operators). Assuming
 is su�ciently light, the operator of Equation (3) allows
the b̄-quark within Bq = |b̄ qi to decay; b̄ !  u s, or
equivalently Bq !  +Baryon+X, where X parametrizes
mesons or other additional SM particles. Critically, note
that O = u s b in Equation (3) is a �B = 1 operator,
so that the operator in Equation (3) is baryon number
conserving since  carries a baryon number �1.

In this way our model allows for the symmetric out of
thermal equilibrium production of B mesons and anti-
mesons in the early Universe, which subsequently un-
dergo CP violating oscillations i.e. the rate for B

0 ! B̄
0

will di↵er from that of B̄
0 ! B

0. After oscillating the
mesons and anti-mesons decay via Equation (3) gener-
ating an asymmetry in visible baryon/anti-baryon and
dark  / ̄ particles (the decays themselves do not intro-
duce additional sources of CPV), so that the total baryon
asymmetry of the Universe is zero.

2 We have suppressed fermion indices for simplicity as there is a
unique Lorentz and gauge invariant way to contract fields. In
particular, the sc and bc are SU(2) singlet right handed Weyl
fields. Under SU(3)c, the first term of Equation (2) is the fully
anti-symmetric combination of three 3̄ fields, which is gauge in-
variant. While the second term is a 3̄ ⇥ 3 = 1 singlet.

⇠

b̄

d

B
0

d

u

d

s

⇤

 

Y

�

FIG. 2. An example diagram of the B meson decay process
as mediated by the heavy colored scalar Y that results in DM
and a visible baryon, through the interactions of Equation (2)
and Equation (4).

Since, no net baryon number is produced, this asym-
metry could be erased if the  particles decay back into
visible anti-baryons. Such decays may proceed via a
combination of the coupling in Equation (3) and weak
loop interactions, and are kinematically allowed since
m > 1.2 GeV to ensure the stability of neutron stars
[31]. To preserve the produced visible/dark baryon asym-
metry, the  particles should mainly decay into stable
DM particles. This is easily achieved by minimally in-
troducing a dark scalar baryon � with baryon number
�1, and a dark Majorana fermion ⇠. We further assume
a discrete Z2 symmetry under which the dark particles
transform as  !  , � ! �� and ⇠ ! �⇠. Then the
 decay can be mediated by a renormalizable Yukawa
operator:

L � �yd  ̄ � ⇠ , (4)

which is allowed by the symmetries of our model. And in
particular, the Z2 (in combination with kinematic con-
straints), will make the two dark particles, ⇠ and �, stable
DM candidates.

In this way an equal and opposite baryon asymmetry to
the visible sector is transferred to the dark sector, while
simultaneously generating an abundance of stable DM
particles. The fact that our mechanism proceeds through
an operator that conserves baryon number alleviates the
majority of current bounds that would otherwise be very
constraining (and would require less than elegant model
building tricks to evade). Furthermore, the decay of a B-
meson (both neutral and charged) into baryons, mesons
and missing energy would yield a distinctive signal of our
mechanism at B-factories and hadron colliders. An ex-
ample of a B meson decay process allowed by our model
is illustrated in Figure 2.

Note that, as in neutrino systems, neutral B meson
oscillations will only occur in a coherent system. Addi-
tional interactions with the mesons can act to “measure”

Y
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The Lagrangian term

Ld = yd  ̄B �B � , (9)

is allowed by all the symmetries and mediates the decay
Eq. (7).

Since the  ̄B decay occurs quickly, its dark anti-baryon
asymmetry is simply transferred to �⇤B. This fixed asym-
metry in �⇤B (and �̄) then comprises up to ⇠ 80% of dark
matter. The symmetric components of �B and � tend
to be overproduced, but may be su�ciently depleted by
dark sector annihilations. We assume this and don’t com-
ment further since it has no bearing on the Mesogenesis
mechanism6.

However, the asymmetries in �⇤B and �̄ cannot account
for the entirety of dark matter since B+ doesn’t have
enough mass to decay to both ⇠ 5 GeV of asymmetric
dark matter and a SM baryon simultaneously. Thus, be-
tween ⇠ 20 � 80% of dark matter has to be outside of
the asymmetric components of � and �B . The precise
amount of other dark matter is solely a function of m�B

and m�, since their asymmetries are just opposite the
BAU. There are two simple possibilities: 1) the rest of
dark matter is from a symmetric amount of �s and �Bs
or 2) the rest of dark matter is just some other dark sec-
tor state(s), unrelated a priori to the B+

c Mesogenesis
scenario.

Since either of these dark matter choices is not essen-
tial to B+

c Mesogenesis, we relegate further discussion to
App. A 3. Fig. 1 summarizes the mechanism. With this
bird’s eye view, we proceed to detail a simple UV model.

A. UV Model

The decay in Eq. (3b) proceeds through a dimension
six, four fermion operator. Following the UV model of
[30], we add a colored triplet scalar � with electric charge
assignment QEM = �1/3 and baryon number B = �2/3.
The following Lagrangian is then allowed by all the sym-
metries:

L� = �

X

i,j

yij�
⇤ūiRd

c
jR �

X

k

y Bk�d
c
kR B + h.c., (10)

where the flavor indices i, j, k account for all flavorful
variations of this model, as there is no a priori reason to
assume a specific flavor structure. Such a model has a
simple Supersymmetric realization [48] where the medi-
ator � can be identified with a right handed squark. As
such, � is constrained by collider searches for Supersym-
metric particles and must be heavier than about 1 TeV
(see [36] for detailed bounds from colliders and flavor ob-
servables).

6
For details on depleting the symmetric abundances, see [30].

Interaction Parton decay B+ decay

 ̄B b ūc d b̄ !  ̄B u d B+
!  ̄B + p+ (uud)

 ̄B b ūc s b̄ !  ̄B u s B+
!  ̄B + ⌃+ (uus)

 ̄B b c̄c d b̄ !  ̄B c d B+
!  ̄B + ⇤+

c (ucd)

 ̄B b c̄c s b̄ !  ̄B c s B+
!  ̄B + ⌅+

c (ucs)

TABLE I. Here we present the four di↵erent flavorful varia-
tions of the operator Eq. (11), and the corresponding parton-
level decays and final state hadron decay products. Con-
straints on the branching fraction for each operator can be
found in [36].

Integrating out the heavy �, we arrive at the following
operator which mediates meson decays:

O =
y2

M2
�

 ̄Bbū
c
idj + h.c. , (11)

where y2 ⌘ yij y B3. This particular flavor structure is
all that is necessary for B+

c Mesogenesis, but could be
part of a larger UV model with other non-zero Yukawas
as in Eq. (10). Note that this operator conserves baryon
number. It mediates the parton level decay b̄ !  ̄Buidj
within the meson decay Eq. (3b). There are four possible
flavorful variations of Eq. (11) leading to di↵erent final
state SM baryons from the B+ decay. Table I summarizes
these four possible decay modes. Eq. (11) also gives rise
to decays of neutral B0

s,d mesons and b-flavored baryons
which can be used to indirectly probe the mechanism (see
Table I of [36]).

B. Results

The Boltzmann equations for the BAU are greatly sim-
plified since all the decays in Eq. (3) occur very quickly at
MeV temperatures. The evolution of the baryon asym-
metry is then governed by

d

dt
(nB � nB̄)+3H (nB � nB̄) = (12)

� 2�B
�n�

X

B+

BrB
+

B+

X

f

afCPBr
f

B+
c
,

where we have defined �B
� ⌘ ��Br(� ! q)Br(q ! Bc).

See App. A for details (as well as [31]).
We numerically integrate Eq. (12) while tracking �,

Hubble (see Eq. (2)), and the particles in the decays of
Eqs. (3) and (7). We allow the values of the experimen-

tal observables
P

B+ BrB
+

B+ and
P

f a
f
CPBr

f

B+
c

to be free

parameters and find:
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, (13)

where Y obs
B = 8.69⇥ 10�11 is the observed baryon asym-

metry today [49].

Equal and opposite dark and visible baryon asymmetries generated.
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The Lagrangian term

Ld = yd  ̄B �B � , (9)

is allowed by all the symmetries and mediates the decay
Eq. (7).

Since the  ̄B decay occurs quickly, its dark anti-baryon
asymmetry is simply transferred to �⇤B. This fixed asym-
metry in �⇤B (and �̄) then comprises up to ⇠ 80% of dark
matter. The symmetric components of �B and � tend
to be overproduced, but may be su�ciently depleted by
dark sector annihilations. We assume this and don’t com-
ment further since it has no bearing on the Mesogenesis
mechanism6.

However, the asymmetries in �⇤B and �̄ cannot account
for the entirety of dark matter since B+ doesn’t have
enough mass to decay to both ⇠ 5 GeV of asymmetric
dark matter and a SM baryon simultaneously. Thus, be-
tween ⇠ 20 � 80% of dark matter has to be outside of
the asymmetric components of � and �B . The precise
amount of other dark matter is solely a function of m�B

and m�, since their asymmetries are just opposite the
BAU. There are two simple possibilities: 1) the rest of
dark matter is from a symmetric amount of �s and �Bs
or 2) the rest of dark matter is just some other dark sec-
tor state(s), unrelated a priori to the B+

c Mesogenesis
scenario.

Since either of these dark matter choices is not essen-
tial to B+

c Mesogenesis, we relegate further discussion to
App. A 3. Fig. 1 summarizes the mechanism. With this
bird’s eye view, we proceed to detail a simple UV model.

A. UV Model

The decay in Eq. (3b) proceeds through a dimension
six, four fermion operator. Following the UV model of
[30], we add a colored triplet scalar � with electric charge
assignment QEM = �1/3 and baryon number B = �2/3.
The following Lagrangian is then allowed by all the sym-
metries:

L� = �

X

i,j

yij�
⇤ūiRd

c
jR �

X

k

y Bk�d
c
kR B + h.c., (10)

where the flavor indices i, j, k account for all flavorful
variations of this model, as there is no a priori reason to
assume a specific flavor structure. Such a model has a
simple Supersymmetric realization [48] where the medi-
ator � can be identified with a right handed squark. As
such, � is constrained by collider searches for Supersym-
metric particles and must be heavier than about 1 TeV
(see [36] for detailed bounds from colliders and flavor ob-
servables).

6
For details on depleting the symmetric abundances, see [30].

Interaction Parton decay B+ decay

 ̄B b ūc d b̄ !  ̄B u d B+
!  ̄B + p+ (uud)

 ̄B b ūc s b̄ !  ̄B u s B+
!  ̄B + ⌃+ (uus)

 ̄B b c̄c d b̄ !  ̄B c d B+
!  ̄B + ⇤+

c (ucd)

 ̄B b c̄c s b̄ !  ̄B c s B+
!  ̄B + ⌅+

c (ucs)

TABLE I. Here we present the four di↵erent flavorful varia-
tions of the operator Eq. (11), and the corresponding parton-
level decays and final state hadron decay products. Con-
straints on the branching fraction for each operator can be
found in [36].

Integrating out the heavy �, we arrive at the following
operator which mediates meson decays:

O =
y2

M2
�

 ̄Bbū
c
idj + h.c. , (11)

where y2 ⌘ yij y B3. This particular flavor structure is
all that is necessary for B+

c Mesogenesis, but could be
part of a larger UV model with other non-zero Yukawas
as in Eq. (10). Note that this operator conserves baryon
number. It mediates the parton level decay b̄ !  ̄Buidj
within the meson decay Eq. (3b). There are four possible
flavorful variations of Eq. (11) leading to di↵erent final
state SM baryons from the B+ decay. Table I summarizes
these four possible decay modes. Eq. (11) also gives rise
to decays of neutral B0

s,d mesons and b-flavored baryons
which can be used to indirectly probe the mechanism (see
Table I of [36]).

B. Results

The Boltzmann equations for the BAU are greatly sim-
plified since all the decays in Eq. (3) occur very quickly at
MeV temperatures. The evolution of the baryon asym-
metry is then governed by

d

dt
(nB � nB̄)+3H (nB � nB̄) = (12)
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where we have defined �B
� ⌘ ��Br(� ! q)Br(q ! Bc).

See App. A for details (as well as [31]).
We numerically integrate Eq. (12) while tracking �,

Hubble (see Eq. (2)), and the particles in the decays of
Eqs. (3) and (7). We allow the values of the experimen-

tal observables
P
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+

B+ and
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to be free

parameters and find:
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where Y obs
B = 8.69⇥ 10�11 is the observed baryon asym-

metry today [49].
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FIG. 1. An illustration of the way in which B+
c Mesogenesis realizes the Sakharov conditions. Out-of-equilibrium � decays

to B±
c mesons are followed by their CP-violating decays to B±s. These in turn decay to both SM and dark baryons while

preserving baryon number. The intermediate  Bs quickly decay to Z2 odd �s and �Bs which comprise up to ⇠ 80% of dark
matter.

In both of these Charged B Mesogenesis scenarios,
there is a lingering dark sector baryon asymmetry equal
and opposite to the BAU. Thanks to lower bounds on
(dark) baryon masses, this dark baryon asymmetry is
always guaranteed to comprise at least ⇠ 20% of dark
matter, perhaps even all of it, depending on the masses
of the dark sector states. In what follows, we describe
the mechanisms, parameter spaces, current constraints
and signals of these two distinct Charged B Mesogenesis
frameworks.

III. B+
c MESOGENESIS

In B+
c Mesogenesis, the BAU is generated from the

decays:

B+
c !B+ + f , (3a)

B+
!  ̄B + B

+, (3b)

where f is a neutral light meson, B+ is a charged SM
baryon, and  B is a dark sector Dirac fermion with
baryon number B = 1. The CPV in the first decay satis-
fies one of Sakharov’s conditions and could have both SM
and new physics contributions. See e.g. [45] for a list of
the nine expected SM decays Eq. (3a). For a particular
final state f , this CPV is parameterized by the charge
asymmetry observable:

Af
CP =

�(B+
c ! f)� �(B�

c ! f̄)

�(B+
c ! f) + �(B�

c ! f̄)
. (4)

The produced B+ quickly decays into a SM charged
baryon B

+ and dark sector anti-baryon  ̄B. Note that
this decay conserves baryon number. The net result of
both decays in Eq. (3) is the generation of equal and
opposite baryon asymmetries between the dark and SM
sectors. In fact, the SM baryon yield, YB, is proportional

to experimental observables in B+
c and B+ decays:

YB ⌘
nB � nB̄

s
/

X

f

afCPBr
f

B+
c
⇥

X

B+

BrB
+

B+ , (5)

afCP ⌘ Af
CP/

⇣
1 +Af

CP

⌘
,

Brf
B+

c
⌘ Br

�
B+

c ! B+ + f
�
,

BrB
+

B+ ⌘ Br
�
B+

!  ̄B + B
+
�
.

Above, s is the entropy density in the SM bath.
To prevent proton decay, we require4

m B > mp �me ' 937.8MeV . (6)

This lower mass bound instead permits  B to decay to
a proton, electron, and neutrino.5 This decay could
washout the generated baryon asymmetry. To prevent
this, we minimally expand the dark sector to allow  B to
rapidly decay into additional dark sector states (similar
to the setup in [30]). We add two more dark sector par-
ticles: a Dirac fermion � and a complex scalar �B with
B = 1, to allow  ̄B to quickly decay:

 ̄B ! �⇤B + �̄ . (7)

To stabilize �B, we introduce a Z2 symmetry under
which � and �B are odd and  B is even and require

|m�B �m�| < mp +me . (8)

4
Neutron stars may place a slightly tighter bound, but have in-

herent astrophysical and model uncertainties [46], so we ignore

these for now.
5
Strictly speaking, there is a fine-tuned possibility that  B satsfies

Eq. (6), but still cannot decay to a proton and electron. In this

sliver of parameter space,  B is stable, additional dark sector

states are unnecessary, and  B could cause neutron decays which

may address its lifetime anomaly (see e.g. [47]). However, we do

not consider this further.
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Field Spin QEM Baryon no. Z2 Mass

� 0 0 0 +1 11 � 100 GeV

Y 0 �1/3 �2/3 +1 O(TeV)

 1/2 0 �1 +1 O(GeV)

⇠ 1/2 0 0 �1 O(GeV)

� 0 0 �1 �1 O(GeV)

TABLE I. Summary of the additional fields (both in the UV
and e↵ective theory), their charges and properties required in
our model.

The renormalizable couplings between  and Y allowed
by the symmetries include2:

L � � yub Y
⇤
ū b

c � y s Y  ̄ s
c + h.c . (2)

We take the mass of the colored scalar to be mY ⇠
O(TeV) and integrate out the field Y for energies less
than its mass, resulting in the following four fermion op-
erator in the e↵ective theory:

Heff =
yuby s

m
2

Y

u s b . (3)

Other flavor structures may also be present but for sim-
plicity we consider only the e↵ects of the above couplings
(see Appendix 4 for other possible operators). Assuming
 is su�ciently light, the operator of Equation (3) allows
the b̄-quark within Bq = |b̄ qi to decay; b̄ !  u s, or
equivalently Bq !  +Baryon+X, where X parametrizes
mesons or other additional SM particles. Critically, note
that O = u s b in Equation (3) is a �B = 1 operator,
so that the operator in Equation (3) is baryon number
conserving since  carries a baryon number �1.

In this way our model allows for the symmetric out of
thermal equilibrium production of B mesons and anti-
mesons in the early Universe, which subsequently un-
dergo CP violating oscillations i.e. the rate for B

0 ! B̄
0

will di↵er from that of B̄
0 ! B

0. After oscillating the
mesons and anti-mesons decay via Equation (3) gener-
ating an asymmetry in visible baryon/anti-baryon and
dark  / ̄ particles (the decays themselves do not intro-
duce additional sources of CPV), so that the total baryon
asymmetry of the Universe is zero.

2 We have suppressed fermion indices for simplicity as there is a
unique Lorentz and gauge invariant way to contract fields. In
particular, the sc and bc are SU(2) singlet right handed Weyl
fields. Under SU(3)c, the first term of Equation (2) is the fully
anti-symmetric combination of three 3̄ fields, which is gauge in-
variant. While the second term is a 3̄ ⇥ 3 = 1 singlet.

⇠

b̄

d

B
0

d

u

d

s

⇤

 

Y

�

FIG. 2. An example diagram of the B meson decay process
as mediated by the heavy colored scalar Y that results in DM
and a visible baryon, through the interactions of Equation (2)
and Equation (4).

Since, no net baryon number is produced, this asym-
metry could be erased if the  particles decay back into
visible anti-baryons. Such decays may proceed via a
combination of the coupling in Equation (3) and weak
loop interactions, and are kinematically allowed since
m > 1.2 GeV to ensure the stability of neutron stars
[31]. To preserve the produced visible/dark baryon asym-
metry, the  particles should mainly decay into stable
DM particles. This is easily achieved by minimally in-
troducing a dark scalar baryon � with baryon number
�1, and a dark Majorana fermion ⇠. We further assume
a discrete Z2 symmetry under which the dark particles
transform as  !  , � ! �� and ⇠ ! �⇠. Then the
 decay can be mediated by a renormalizable Yukawa
operator:

L � �yd  ̄ � ⇠ , (4)

which is allowed by the symmetries of our model. And in
particular, the Z2 (in combination with kinematic con-
straints), will make the two dark particles, ⇠ and �, stable
DM candidates.

In this way an equal and opposite baryon asymmetry to
the visible sector is transferred to the dark sector, while
simultaneously generating an abundance of stable DM
particles. The fact that our mechanism proceeds through
an operator that conserves baryon number alleviates the
majority of current bounds that would otherwise be very
constraining (and would require less than elegant model
building tricks to evade). Furthermore, the decay of a B-
meson (both neutral and charged) into baryons, mesons
and missing energy would yield a distinctive signal of our
mechanism at B-factories and hadron colliders. An ex-
ample of a B meson decay process allowed by our model
is illustrated in Figure 2.

Note that, as in neutrino systems, neutral B meson
oscillations will only occur in a coherent system. Addi-
tional interactions with the mesons can act to “measure”
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Figure 2: Left: Values of the numerically determined functions ↵d and ↵s as a function of the reheating tem-
perature over the range of interest 4 � 100 MeV, computed following the prescription of [41]. In order to account
for the uncertainty in the calculation coming from the lack of precise knowledge of the scattering rate � of e± o↵ B
mesons in the primordial plasma, we conservatively allow for up to a factor of 4 uncertainty in �. This uncertainty
mostly stems to the lack of knowledge about the charge radius of the neutral B mesons. Right: Branching ratio of B
mesons to visible baryons and dark antibaryons necessary to reproduce the baryon asymmetry of the Universe, also
as a function of the reheating temperature. We use the largest experimentally allowed values for the semileptonic
asymmetries and give the results for 3 di↵erent values of the mass of �. We use di↵erent shades of the colors to
highlight uncertainties coming from the scattering rate as explained above and, additionally, from potential varia-
tions in the fragmentation ratio of b quarks to B0

s and B0
d mesons [4] (we use a benchmark ratio of 1 : 4 but to be

conservative allow it to be as large as 1 : 2). In this range of parameters, branching ratios in the 0.001 � 0.1 range
can lead to successful baryogenesis.

in the (⇡, 2⇡) range give a negative contribution to the asymmetry. It is important to note that in the B0
d

system the asymmetry is bound to be negative, while in the B0
s

system it can be positive. More precisely,

we obtain the following 95% cl ranges for the semileptonic asymmetries7:

ad

sl 2
⇥
�8.9 ⇥ 10�4, �9.0 ⇥ 10�5

⇤
, and as

sl 2
⇥
�2.1 ⇥ 10�4, 4.1 ⇥ 10�4

⇤
. (3.13)

This is a much tighter region than the one quoted in Eq. (2.7), which is an average of only direct mea-

surements of the asymmetries. Of course, the one we have derived here is reliant on the extra assumptions

mentioned above regarding the NP contributions.

3.2 The Branching Fraction Br(B0 ! B + X)

Taking the values in Eq. (3.13) as reference for the maximum positive asymmetry that can be accommodated
by NP contributions, we may use (2.4) to set a limit on the possible branching fraction of neutral B mesons
to baryons and dark sector states Br

�
B0 ! B + X

�
that is required to reproduce the observed baryon

asymmetry of the Universe.
The baryon asymmetry is solved for by evolving a set of coupled Boltzmann equations [6, 39, 41]

governing the evolution of the number densities of the relevant particles �, B, B̄ and the DM. The solution

7Our limits di↵er by up to a factor of 2 from the ones derived in [50] (see http://www.utfit.org for up-to-date
results), which are extracted from a global fit of all SM+NP parameters including all relevant constraints.
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constructions []. U(1)R is usually taken to be broken at low energies, however, if the R symmetry is exact
(or broken slightly at very high scales) it may be identified with U(1)B baryon number. As such squarks
and quarks, for instance, carry di↵erent baryon number and we identify a right handed down-type squark
d̃R with the heavy colored scalar in the mechanism of []. Additionally, the mechanism of [] requires a GeV
scale Dirac baryon which couples to d̃R and quarks, and mediate decays of the B mesons into the dark
sector. We identify this particle with a Dirac Bino, so that the couplings generating our e↵ective four
fermion operator arise simply from gauge interactions. Furthermore the dark sector states may be identified
with a sterile neutrino supermultiplet. The particles and charge assignment of this model are summarized
in Tables 1 and 2. In what follows we will further elaborate upon the ingredients of this model needed to
realize baryogenesis.

4.1 An Exact U(1)R Symmetry

[GE: I’ve kept lots of details from the notes, we may want to edit this down a bit especially
since nothing here is really new] Our model is similar to the one studies in [13, 18]. Exact R-Symmetry
requires a superpotential with R-charge of 2 (recall that superspace derivatives have D↵ has R-charge of �1).
Given the charge assignment of superfields in 1 the following superpotenital terms respect R-Symmetry:

W ⇢ yuQHuU
c � ydQHdD

c � yeLHdE
c +

1

2
�

00

ijkU
c
iD

c
jD

c
k (4.1)

+ µuHuRd + µdRuHd

The first line of Eq. (4.1) is the usual MSSM superpotential including the R-parity violating term UcDcDc

which is now allowed. The second line describes the Higgs sector; the Ru,d are added to generate µ terms
which are forbidden in models with R symmetry. Electroweak symmetry breaking proceeds as usual when
the scalars of Hu and Hd get vacuum expectation values (the VEVs Ru.d remain zero).

Under U(1)R symmetry the charge assignments of the chiral superfields are given in Table 1 of [18],
so that for instance Uc and Dc have R-charge 2/3, where Dc = d̃⇤R +

p
2✓↵d†R,↵ + ✓2Fd. This means that

the d-type right handed anti-squark has R-charge 2/3 while the anti-quark has R-charge �1/3 since ✓ has
R-charge 1. We can now identify U(1)R with baryon number (and note that the quark/anti-quark has the
correct charge). So that

Y () d̃R has B = �2/3 . (4.2)

Then the UcDcDc term of in the super-potential yields

L � �
00

113

⇣
d̃⇤Ru

†
Rb

†
R + ũ⇤

Rd
†
Rb

†
R + b̃⇤Ru

†
Rd

†
R

⌘
, (4.3)

so that the first term yields the Y ⇤ūb coupling of (??) i.e. gub = �
00

113.

4.2 Dirac Gauginos

The usual chiral gauge superfield in the MSSM (in WZ gauge) is given by:

WB̃
↵ = B̃↵ +

⇥
D1�

�
↵ +

i

2
(�µ�̄⌫)�↵Bµ⌫

⇤
✓� + i✓2�µ

↵�̇
rµB̃

†�̇ (4.4)
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where the field strength in the case of U(1)Y , is Bµ⌫ = @µB⌫ � @⌫Bµ, and B̃ is a left handed 2-component
Weyl spinor; the Bino in this case. To construct a Dirac gaugino we must add another 2 component Weyl
spinor to the theory, in the adjoint for instance we can add an R-charge zero superfield;

S(yµ) = �s +
p
2�↵s ✓↵ + ✓↵✓↵Fs (4.5)

Likewise we add multiplets for the other two gauge fields. Thus in addition to (??) the following superpo-
tential terms are now allowed

W ⇢ �tuHuTRd + �tdRuTHd + �sdSRuHd . (4.6)

A mass term may be generated from the following superpotnetial []

Lmass =
p
2

Z
d2✓W

0↵


c1
⇤1

WB̃
↵S+

c2
⇤2

WW̃ i
↵ Ti +

c3
⇤3

Wg̃a
↵ Oa

�
+ h.c. (4.7)

where the D-term SUSY breaking spurion is given by W
0↵ = D✓↵, and ⇤i is the SUSY breaking scale

(where we allow for di↵erent scales), so that (4.7) generates

LB̃
mass �

p
2c1

D

⇤1
B̃↵�s,↵ + c1

DD1

⇤1
�s ) m 1 =

p
2c1

D

⇤1
where  1 =


B̃
�†s

�
(4.8)

where the second term of (4.7) vanishes on-shell when D1 = 0. Therefore it is clear that we can identify
 1 with a Dirac gaugino, and can be motivated by embedding these degrees of freedom in a N = 2
hypermultiplet []. We get similar expressions for the other gauginos with m 2,3 /

p
2c2,3D/⇤2,3. [GE:

Can have ⇤2 ⇠ ⇤3]
We can get soft scalar masses for squarks (and other superpartners) in the usual way [19]:

Z
d4✓

X†X

M
Q†

iQj + ... (4.9)

[GE: Why does a similar operator not give a Majorana mass to the gauginos][GE: Maybe
move discussions of SUSY breaking to an appendix?] Here X = ✓2F is the spurion of F-term SUSY
breaking. So that squark masses are mq̃ ⇠ F ⇤F/M . Since we want model where we identify d̃ with the
order TeV mass scalar and the Bino/S-fermion with the order GeV Dirac fermion  , we can ask if it is
expected to have a spectrum with squarks md̃ ⇠ F ⇤F/M ⇠ TeV, and gauginos m s ⇠ D/M ⇠ GeV. In
principle this should be easily accommodated since these terms come from two di↵erent sources of SUSY
breaking.

We can now use interactions to generate the second term of (??): Y  ̄s. Interacting chiral matter
theories (with Weyl spinors) have gauge interactions of the form

Lgauge � �
p
2g(�T a †)�a† + h.c. (4.10)

) �
p
2g(d̃⇤RdRB̃

†)�
p
2g(d̃Ld

†
LB̃

†) + h.c.

or �
p
2g( ˜̄dd̄†B̃†)�

p
2g(d̃d†B̃†) + h.c. .

Note that B̃† is a component of the Dirac Gaugino  ̄ =
⇥
�s, B̃†⇤. When we integrate out Y, and perform a

CKM rotation to rotate in the s-flavor eigenstate, we would then have our e↵ective interaction B̃usb.
[GE: Merged from old intro.] For this model to realize the mechanism of Baryogengesis and DM
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from B-mesons requires O(TeV) squarks and critically O(a few GeV) (we need approximately mB̃ < 4 GeV
in order for B-meson decay to be kinematically allowed). Dirac Binos. Current constraints do not allow,
for instance, Gluinos to be a GeV, however these bounds do not apply to the color neutral Bino. Previous
work focused on regions of parameter space with heavy Dirac Gauginos (for instance [20] considered flavor
constraints on a SUSY model with R-Symmetry and Dirac Gauginos where all the Gaugino masses were of
order 500GeV�TeV and were generated at the same scale). Realizing the mechanism of [6] now motivates
us to consider a scenario where Dirac Gaugino masses of di↵erent mediators scale di↵erently i.e. a region of
parameter space in which the Binos may be light enough for Baryogengesis, while the other gauge partners
are made heavy to avoid constraints. This scenario can be realized if, for instance, di↵erent symmetry
breaking scales are assumed [21]. This further motivates us to consider the phenomenology of light Dirac
Binos. For instance one may ask if such a scenario can explain the recent muon g � 2 anomaly, we will see
that without Majorana mass terms such a contribution is very small. However, if we now allow for a small
breaking of the R-Symmetry Majorana gaugino masses may be generated from the conformal anomaly
(along with A-terms and small soft squark masses) [], and could allow for sizable g � 2 [GE: check].
However Majorana gaugino masses also induce di-nucleon decays which are experimentally constrained [].
The combination of di-nucleon constraints and kinematic constraint to avoid neutron decay on the gravitino
constrain the allowed couplings of the model.

4.3 Sterile Neutrino and Neutralino Dark Matter

To preserve the baryon asymmetry  1 field to decay into a dark sector, thereby simultaneously generating
a dark matter abundance. Thus far the model we have introduced does not accommodate dark matter.
We may minimally extend this model and introduce a new dark chiral multiplet to embed the baryon
number �1 dark scalar � and our Majorana B = 0 spinor ⇠ into a multiplet � = �⇤ +

p
2✓↵⇠↵ + ✓2F�

We can then generate the coupling �s�⇠ via the Baryon number conserving super potential term W �R
d2✓ (ysS��+m���), which is invariant under � $ �� which will act to stabilize the dark matter

(the 2 symmetry of [6]). Note that also this forbids a �3 term. While this setup is adequate and generic,
we can, interestingly identify the dark sector with states of a right handed neutrino supermultiplet.

In this work we will consider the scenario where the dark sector particles are embedded in a right
handed sterile neutrino multiplet with R-charge +1:

Nc
R = ⌫̃⇤R +

p
2✓⌫†R + ✓2F ⇤

⌫R
. (4.11)

Identifying U(1)R with U(1)B leads to the right handed sneutrino ⌫̃R carrying baryon number �1, and
likewise a B = 0 for the right handed neutrino. Additionally the dark matter particles will now carry lepton
number i.e. Nc

R carries �1 lepton number. Thus the following operators are allowed by all the symmetries
and are added to the superpotential (including a �L = 2 Majorana neutrino mass term):

W � �N
4

SNc
RN

c
R +HuL

iyijNNc,j
R +

1

2
Nc

RMMNc
R + h.c. , (4.12)

where we have allowed for three flavors of sterile neutrinos i, j = 1, 2, 3. The first term of (4.12) may be
expanded in component fields as follows

�N
4

Z
d2✓ SNc

RN
c
R � 4�N

⇣
�s⌫

†
R⌫̃

⇤
R + �s⌫

†
R⌫

†
R

⌘
+ h.c. , (4.13)

this generates a three point interaction (2.2) that mediates the decay of the dirac bino into dark sector sates
⌫R and ⌫̃R, with the identification yd $ �N . For the baryogenesis model to be viable, we need that at least
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Superfield R-Charge L no.

Uc,Dc 2/3 0

Q 4/3 0

Hu,Hd 0 0

Ru,Rd 2 0

S 0 0

L 1 1

Ec 1 �1

Nc
R 1 �1

Table 1: Summary of superfields, where the anti-chiral fields have minus the R-charge of the
chiral superfields. [GE: Format better]

Toy Model Field SUSY Model Spin QEM Baryon no. Lepton no. 2 Mass

� � 0 0 0 0 +1 11� 100GeV

Y d̃R 0 �1/3 �2/3 0 +1 O(TeV)

 

2

664
B̃

�†s

3

775 1/2 0 �1 0 +1 O(GeV)

� �s 0 0 0 0 +1

⇠ ⌫R 1/2 0 0 1 �1 O(GeV)

� ⌫̃R 0 0 �1 1 �1 O(GeV)

Table 2: Summary of fields and charges [GE: Format better]

the mechanism of [] is a novel application of such ingredients and motivate a rather unstudied region of
parameter space; in particular a light (GeV mass scale) Dirac Bino.

R symmetries, under which supercharges and their conjugates transform oppositely allowing for parti-
cles within a given supersymmetric multiplet to carry di↵erent R charges, arise naturally in supersymmetric
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where the field strength in the case of U(1)Y , is Bµ⌫ = @µB⌫ � @⌫Bµ, and B̃ is a left handed 2-component
Weyl spinor; the Bino in this case. To construct a Dirac gaugino we must add another 2 component Weyl
spinor to the theory, in the adjoint for instance we can add an R-charge zero superfield;

S(yµ) = �s +
p
2�↵s ✓↵ + ✓↵✓↵Fs (4.5)

Likewise we add multiplets for the other two gauge fields. Thus in addition to (??) the following superpo-
tential terms are now allowed

W ⇢ �tuHuTRd + �tdRuTHd + �sdSRuHd . (4.6)

A mass term may be generated from the following superpotnetial []

Lmass =
p
2

Z
d2✓W

0↵


c1
⇤1

WB̃
↵S+

c2
⇤2

WW̃ i
↵ Ti +

c3
⇤3

Wg̃a
↵ Oa

�
+ h.c. (4.7)

where the D-term SUSY breaking spurion is given by W
0↵ = D✓↵, and ⇤i is the SUSY breaking scale

(where we allow for di↵erent scales), so that (4.7) generates

LB̃
mass �

p
2c1

D

⇤1
B̃↵�s,↵ + c1

DD1

⇤1
�s ) m 1 =

p
2c1

D

⇤1
where  1 =


B̃
�†s

�
(4.8)

where the second term of (4.7) vanishes on-shell when D1 = 0. Therefore it is clear that we can identify
 1 with a Dirac gaugino, and can be motivated by embedding these degrees of freedom in a N = 2
hypermultiplet []. We get similar expressions for the other gauginos with m 2,3 /

p
2c2,3D/⇤2,3. [GE:

Can have ⇤2 ⇠ ⇤3]
We can get soft scalar masses for squarks (and other superpartners) in the usual way [19]:

Z
d4✓

X†X

M
Q†

iQj + ... (4.9)

[GE: Why does a similar operator not give a Majorana mass to the gauginos][GE: Maybe
move discussions of SUSY breaking to an appendix?] Here X = ✓2F is the spurion of F-term SUSY
breaking. So that squark masses are mq̃ ⇠ F ⇤F/M . Since we want model where we identify d̃ with the
order TeV mass scalar and the Bino/S-fermion with the order GeV Dirac fermion  , we can ask if it is
expected to have a spectrum with squarks md̃ ⇠ F ⇤F/M ⇠ TeV, and gauginos m s ⇠ D/M ⇠ GeV. In
principle this should be easily accommodated since these terms come from two di↵erent sources of SUSY
breaking.

We can now use interactions to generate the second term of (??): Y  ̄s. Interacting chiral matter
theories (with Weyl spinors) have gauge interactions of the form

Lgauge � �
p
2g(�T a †)�a† + h.c. (4.10)

) �
p
2g(d̃⇤RdRB̃

†)�
p
2g(d̃Ld

†
LB̃

†) + h.c.

or �
p
2g( ˜̄dd̄†B̃†)�

p
2g(d̃d†B̃†) + h.c. .

Note that B̃† is a component of the Dirac Gaugino  ̄ =
⇥
�s, B̃†⇤. When we integrate out Y, and perform a

CKM rotation to rotate in the s-flavor eigenstate, we would then have our e↵ective interaction B̃usb.
[GE: Merged from old intro.] For this model to realize the mechanism of Baryogengesis and DM
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flavor problems at small tan! while the extended Higgs
sector addresses flavor problems at large tan!.

IV. FLAVOR WITH AN EXTENDED
R-SYMMETRY

There are many di!erent searches for flavor violation
in precision observables, with many di!erent sources in
supersymmetric theories. There are "F = 2 processes,
such as contributions to meson mass di!erences from
mixing (i.e., K–K̄ and B–B̄ mixing), as well as "F = 1
processes, such as b ! s" or µ ! e". In supersymmet-
ric theories, these can arise from a number of diagrams,
including diagrams involving gauginos, radiative correc-
tions to Higgs couplings, or charged Higgs bosons. In this
section, we will attempt to separate the flavor-violating
e!ects of Dirac gauginos from those of the absence of
A-terms and of a modified Higgs sector.
In general, we find that the presence of Dirac gaugi-

nos and absence of A-terms ameliorate problems of flavor
over a wide range in tan!, and are both essential for any
value of tan! if O(1) flavor violation is to be allowed. At
large tan!, there are additional diagrams in the MSSM
[37] which become important to FCNCs. These diagrams
are eliminated by extending the Higgs sector to one with
R-symmetric µ terms, thus altogether allowing O(1) fla-
vor violation over the entire range in tan!.

A. Flavor Violation with Dirac Gauginos

Any process in the MSSM which involves gauginos
propagating in the loop can be a!ected by the presence of
Dirac, as opposed to Majorana, gauginos. We can loosely
separate those into "F = 2 and "F = 1 pieces.

1. !F = 2 Flavor Violation

The most stringent constraints on flavor violation come
from studies of the kaon system. That the observed KL-
KS mass di!erence is well explained by standard model
physics places severe constraints on flavor violation in the
squark soft mass squared matrices. In the MSSM, dia-
grams such as Fig. 1 with O(1) flavor violation contribute
well in excess of the experimental limits. Consider first
the contribution to flavor violation from gluinos. For s-d
flavor violation, if the flavor violation is only in the right-
or left-handed squarks, the limits are [4]:

#LL, #RR <
" 4.6# 10!2. (8)

In the presence of both left- and right-handed flavor vio-
lation, the limits are more severe:

!

#LL#RR <
" 9.6# 10!4. (9)

All results are quoted for mg̃ = mq̃ = 500 GeV.
In the R-symmetric model, the contributions to flavor-

violating processes are significantly reduced due to two
main e!ects. First, the radiative corrections to squark
masses from Dirac gauginos are finite one-loop e!ects,
unlike Majorana gauginos that lead to a one-loop log-
enhanced e!ects familiar in the MSSM. Dirac gauginos
can therefore be naturally heavier than squarks by about
a factor of about 10. This increase in the gaugino mass
implies that flavor-violating observables are suppressed
by m2

q̃/m
2
g̃ " 10!2 in an R-symmetric model, as com-

pared with squarks and gluinos that are inevitably simi-
lar in mass in the MSSM.
If that alone were su#cient to suppress the box dia-

gram, it would have been considered, even with unnatu-
ral tuning, in R-violating supersymmetry. However, the
presence of the R-symmetry goes further. Ordinarily, in-
tegrating out the Majorana gluinos gives dimension five
operators such as:

1

mg̃
d̃"Rs̃

"
Ld̄RsL. (10)

The R-symmetry forbids these dimension five operators,
and the leading operators are dimension six, such as:

1

m2
g̃

d̃L$µs̃
"
L d̄L"

µsL. (11)

The box diagrams are dominated by momenta kbox "
mq̃, which leads to an additional overall suppression of
m2

q̃/m
2
g̃ " 10!2. Together, these e!ects lead to a sizeable

suppression of the box diagram, allowing order one flavor
violating soft masses, even for relatively light squarks.
In the presence of Dirac gauginos, the box diagram

yields a contribution the the K–K̄ mass di!erence:

"Mbox = 2(C1M1 + C4M4 + C5M5) , (12)

where:

C1 =
%2
s

216m2
q̃

(#2LL + #2RR)66f̃6(x) ,

C4 = $
%2
s

216m2
q̃

(72#LL#RR)f̃6(x) , (13)

C5 =
%2
s

216m2
q̃

(120#LL#RR)f̃6(x),

f̃6(x) =
6x(1 + x) log(x)$ x3 $ 9x2 + 9x+ 1

3(x$ 1)5
,

and

M1 =
1

3
mKf2

KB1 ,

M4 =

"

1

24
+

1

4

#

mK

ms +md

$2
%

mKf2
KB4 , (14)

M5 =

"

1

8
+

1

12

#

mK

ms +md

$2
%

mKf2
KB5 .
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from B-mesons requires O(TeV) squarks and critically O(a few GeV) (we need approximately mB̃ < 4 GeV
in order for B-meson decay to be kinematically allowed). Dirac Binos. Current constraints do not allow,
for instance, Gluinos to be a GeV, however these bounds do not apply to the color neutral Bino. Previous
work focused on regions of parameter space with heavy Dirac Gauginos (for instance [20] considered flavor
constraints on a SUSY model with R-Symmetry and Dirac Gauginos where all the Gaugino masses were of
order 500GeV�TeV and were generated at the same scale). Realizing the mechanism of [6] now motivates
us to consider a scenario where Dirac Gaugino masses of di↵erent mediators scale di↵erently i.e. a region of
parameter space in which the Binos may be light enough for Baryogengesis, while the other gauge partners
are made heavy to avoid constraints. This scenario can be realized if, for instance, di↵erent symmetry
breaking scales are assumed [21]. This further motivates us to consider the phenomenology of light Dirac
Binos. For instance one may ask if such a scenario can explain the recent muon g � 2 anomaly, we will see
that without Majorana mass terms such a contribution is very small. However, if we now allow for a small
breaking of the R-Symmetry Majorana gaugino masses may be generated from the conformal anomaly
(along with A-terms and small soft squark masses) [], and could allow for sizable g � 2 [GE: check].
However Majorana gaugino masses also induce di-nucleon decays which are experimentally constrained [].
The combination of di-nucleon constraints and kinematic constraint to avoid neutron decay on the gravitino
constrain the allowed couplings of the model.

4.3 Sterile Neutrino and Neutralino Dark Matter

To preserve the baryon asymmetry  1 field to decay into a dark sector, thereby simultaneously generating
a dark matter abundance. Thus far the model we have introduced does not accommodate dark matter.
We may minimally extend this model and introduce a new dark chiral multiplet to embed the baryon
number �1 dark scalar � and our Majorana B = 0 spinor ⇠ into a multiplet � = �⇤ +

p
2✓↵⇠↵ + ✓2F�

We can then generate the coupling �s�⇠ via the Baryon number conserving super potential term W �R
d2✓ (ysS��+m���), which is invariant under � $ �� which will act to stabilize the dark matter

(the 2 symmetry of [6]). Note that also this forbids a �3 term. While this setup is adequate and generic,
we can, interestingly identify the dark sector with states of a right handed neutrino supermultiplet.

In this work we will consider the scenario where the dark sector particles are embedded in a right
handed sterile neutrino multiplet with R-charge +1:

Nc
R = ⌫̃⇤R +

p
2✓⌫†R + ✓2F ⇤

⌫R
. (4.11)

Identifying U(1)R with U(1)B leads to the right handed sneutrino ⌫̃R carrying baryon number �1, and
likewise a B = 0 for the right handed neutrino. Additionally the dark matter particles will now carry lepton
number i.e. Nc

R carries �1 lepton number. Thus the following operators are allowed by all the symmetries
and are added to the superpotential (including a �L = 2 Majorana neutrino mass term):

W � �N
4

SNc
RN

c
R +HuL

iyijNNc,j
R +

1

2
Nc

RMMNc
R + h.c. , (4.12)

where we have allowed for three flavors of sterile neutrinos i, j = 1, 2, 3. The first term of (4.12) may be
expanded in component fields as follows

�N
4

Z
d2✓ SNc

RN
c
R � 4�N

⇣
�s⌫

†
R⌫̃

⇤
R + �s⌫

†
R⌫

†
R

⌘
+ h.c. , (4.13)

this generates a three point interaction (2.2) that mediates the decay of the dirac bino into dark sector sates
⌫R and ⌫̃R, with the identification yd $ �N . For the baryogenesis model to be viable, we need that at least
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where the field strength in the case of U(1)Y , is Bµ⌫ = @µB⌫ � @⌫Bµ, and B̃ is a left handed 2-component
Weyl spinor; the Bino in this case. To construct a Dirac gaugino we must add another 2 component Weyl
spinor to the theory, in the adjoint for instance we can add an R-charge zero superfield;

S(yµ) = �s +
p
2�↵s ✓↵ + ✓↵✓↵Fs (4.5)

Likewise we add multiplets for the other two gauge fields. Thus in addition to (??) the following superpo-
tential terms are now allowed

W ⇢ �tuHuTRd + �tdRuTHd + �sdSRuHd . (4.6)

A mass term may be generated from the following superpotnetial []

Lmass =
p
2

Z
d2✓W

0↵


c1
⇤1

WB̃
↵S+

c2
⇤2

WW̃ i
↵ Ti +

c3
⇤3

Wg̃a
↵ Oa

�
+ h.c. (4.7)

where the D-term SUSY breaking spurion is given by W
0↵ = D✓↵, and ⇤i is the SUSY breaking scale

(where we allow for di↵erent scales), so that (4.7) generates

LB̃
mass �

p
2c1

D

⇤1
B̃↵�s,↵ + c1

DD1

⇤1
�s ) m 1 =

p
2c1

D

⇤1
where  1 =


B̃
�†s

�
(4.8)

where the second term of (4.7) vanishes on-shell when D1 = 0. Therefore it is clear that we can identify
 1 with a Dirac gaugino, and can be motivated by embedding these degrees of freedom in a N = 2
hypermultiplet []. We get similar expressions for the other gauginos with m 2,3 /

p
2c2,3D/⇤2,3. [GE:

Can have ⇤2 ⇠ ⇤3]
We can get soft scalar masses for squarks (and other superpartners) in the usual way [19]:

Z
d4✓

X†X

M
Q†

iQj + ... (4.9)

[GE: Why does a similar operator not give a Majorana mass to the gauginos][GE: Maybe
move discussions of SUSY breaking to an appendix?] Here X = ✓2F is the spurion of F-term SUSY
breaking. So that squark masses are mq̃ ⇠ F ⇤F/M . Since we want model where we identify d̃ with the
order TeV mass scalar and the Bino/S-fermion with the order GeV Dirac fermion  , we can ask if it is
expected to have a spectrum with squarks md̃ ⇠ F ⇤F/M ⇠ TeV, and gauginos m s ⇠ D/M ⇠ GeV. In
principle this should be easily accommodated since these terms come from two di↵erent sources of SUSY
breaking.

We can now use interactions to generate the second term of (??): Y  ̄s. Interacting chiral matter
theories (with Weyl spinors) have gauge interactions of the form

Lgauge � �
p
2g(�T a †)�a† + h.c. (4.10)

) �
p
2g(d̃⇤RdRB̃

†)�
p
2g(d̃Ld

†
LB̃

†) + h.c.

or �
p
2g( ˜̄dd̄†B̃†)�

p
2g(d̃d†B̃†) + h.c. .

Note that B̃† is a component of the Dirac Gaugino  ̄ =
⇥
�s, B̃†⇤. When we integrate out Y, and perform a

CKM rotation to rotate in the s-flavor eigenstate, we would then have our e↵ective interaction B̃usb.
[GE: Merged from old intro.] For this model to realize the mechanism of Baryogengesis and DM
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flavor problems at small tan! while the extended Higgs
sector addresses flavor problems at large tan!.

IV. FLAVOR WITH AN EXTENDED
R-SYMMETRY

There are many di!erent searches for flavor violation
in precision observables, with many di!erent sources in
supersymmetric theories. There are "F = 2 processes,
such as contributions to meson mass di!erences from
mixing (i.e., K–K̄ and B–B̄ mixing), as well as "F = 1
processes, such as b ! s" or µ ! e". In supersymmet-
ric theories, these can arise from a number of diagrams,
including diagrams involving gauginos, radiative correc-
tions to Higgs couplings, or charged Higgs bosons. In this
section, we will attempt to separate the flavor-violating
e!ects of Dirac gauginos from those of the absence of
A-terms and of a modified Higgs sector.
In general, we find that the presence of Dirac gaugi-

nos and absence of A-terms ameliorate problems of flavor
over a wide range in tan!, and are both essential for any
value of tan! if O(1) flavor violation is to be allowed. At
large tan!, there are additional diagrams in the MSSM
[37] which become important to FCNCs. These diagrams
are eliminated by extending the Higgs sector to one with
R-symmetric µ terms, thus altogether allowing O(1) fla-
vor violation over the entire range in tan!.

A. Flavor Violation with Dirac Gauginos

Any process in the MSSM which involves gauginos
propagating in the loop can be a!ected by the presence of
Dirac, as opposed to Majorana, gauginos. We can loosely
separate those into "F = 2 and "F = 1 pieces.

1. !F = 2 Flavor Violation

The most stringent constraints on flavor violation come
from studies of the kaon system. That the observed KL-
KS mass di!erence is well explained by standard model
physics places severe constraints on flavor violation in the
squark soft mass squared matrices. In the MSSM, dia-
grams such as Fig. 1 with O(1) flavor violation contribute
well in excess of the experimental limits. Consider first
the contribution to flavor violation from gluinos. For s-d
flavor violation, if the flavor violation is only in the right-
or left-handed squarks, the limits are [4]:

#LL, #RR <
" 4.6# 10!2. (8)

In the presence of both left- and right-handed flavor vio-
lation, the limits are more severe:

!

#LL#RR <
" 9.6# 10!4. (9)

All results are quoted for mg̃ = mq̃ = 500 GeV.
In the R-symmetric model, the contributions to flavor-

violating processes are significantly reduced due to two
main e!ects. First, the radiative corrections to squark
masses from Dirac gauginos are finite one-loop e!ects,
unlike Majorana gauginos that lead to a one-loop log-
enhanced e!ects familiar in the MSSM. Dirac gauginos
can therefore be naturally heavier than squarks by about
a factor of about 10. This increase in the gaugino mass
implies that flavor-violating observables are suppressed
by m2

q̃/m
2
g̃ " 10!2 in an R-symmetric model, as com-

pared with squarks and gluinos that are inevitably simi-
lar in mass in the MSSM.
If that alone were su#cient to suppress the box dia-

gram, it would have been considered, even with unnatu-
ral tuning, in R-violating supersymmetry. However, the
presence of the R-symmetry goes further. Ordinarily, in-
tegrating out the Majorana gluinos gives dimension five
operators such as:

1

mg̃
d̃"Rs̃

"
Ld̄RsL. (10)

The R-symmetry forbids these dimension five operators,
and the leading operators are dimension six, such as:

1

m2
g̃

d̃L$µs̃
"
L d̄L"

µsL. (11)

The box diagrams are dominated by momenta kbox "
mq̃, which leads to an additional overall suppression of
m2

q̃/m
2
g̃ " 10!2. Together, these e!ects lead to a sizeable

suppression of the box diagram, allowing order one flavor
violating soft masses, even for relatively light squarks.
In the presence of Dirac gauginos, the box diagram

yields a contribution the the K–K̄ mass di!erence:

"Mbox = 2(C1M1 + C4M4 + C5M5) , (12)

where:

C1 =
%2
s

216m2
q̃

(#2LL + #2RR)66f̃6(x) ,

C4 = $
%2
s

216m2
q̃

(72#LL#RR)f̃6(x) , (13)

C5 =
%2
s

216m2
q̃

(120#LL#RR)f̃6(x),

f̃6(x) =
6x(1 + x) log(x)$ x3 $ 9x2 + 9x+ 1

3(x$ 1)5
,

and

M1 =
1

3
mKf2

KB1 ,

M4 =

"

1

24
+

1

4

#

mK

ms +md

$2
%

mKf2
KB4 , (14)

M5 =

"

1

8
+

1

12

#

mK

ms +md

$2
%

mKf2
KB5 .
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MSSM, R Symmetry, and Dirac Gauginos and Sterile Neutrios
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Parameter space: “RPV” couplings and squark mass mixing

“RPV”

Gauge:

Neutrio:
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Field Spin QEM Baryon no. Z2 Mass

� 0 0 0 +1 11� 100GeV

Y 0 �1/3 �2/3 +1 O(TeV)

 1/2 0 �1 +1 O(GeV)

⇠ 1/2 0 0 �1 O(GeV)

� 0 0 �1 �1 O(GeV)

⇠

b̄

d
B0

d

u

d

s

⇤

 

Y

�

Minimal Particle Content B-mesons decay into ME and a Baryon

2.2 Squarks as Y

We take the model of [2, 6], with the super potential:

W = yuQHuU
c � ydQHdD

c � yeLHdE
c + µuHuRd + µdRuHd (2.7)

+ �tuHuTRd + �tdRuTHd + �sdSRuHd

+
1

2
�

00

ijkU
c
iD

c
jD

c
k

The Ru,d are added to generate µ terms which are forbidden in models with R symmetry.

The third term is the standard R-parity violating term of the MSSM, which is now allowed.

Under U(1)R symmetry the charge assignments of the chiral super-fields are given in Table 1

of [6], so that for instance Uc and Dc have R-charge 2/3, where Dc = d̃⇤R+
p
2✓↵d†R,↵+✓

2Fd.

This means that the d-type right handed anti-squark has R-charge 2/3 while the anti-quark

has R-charge �1/3 since ✓ has R-charge 1. We can now identify U(1)R with baryon number

(and note that the quark/anti-quark has the correct charge). So that

Y () d̃R has B = �2/3 . (2.8)

Then the UcDcDc term of in the super-potential yields

L � �
00

113

⇣
d̃⇤Ru

†
Rb

†
R + ũ⇤

Rd
†
Rb

†
R + b̃⇤Ru

†
Rd

†
R

⌘
, (2.9)

so that the first term yields the Y ⇤ūb coupling of (2.1).

2.3 Squark Soft Masses

We can get soft scalar masses for squarks (and other superpartners) in the usual way [7]:
Z

d4✓
X†X

M
Q†

iQj + ... (2.10)

Here X = ✓2F is the spurion of F-term SUSY breaking. So that squark masses are mq̃ ⇠
F ⇤F/M . Since we want model where we identify d̃ with the order TeV mass scalar and

the Bino/S-fermion with the order GeV Dirac fermion  , we can ask if it is expected to

have a spectrum with squarks md̃ ⇠ F ⇤F/M ⇠ TeV, and gauginos m s ⇠ D/M ⇠ GeV.

In principle this should be easily accommodated since these terms come from two di↵erent

sources of SUSY breaking.

3

• Dirac fermion   !


B̃
�†
s

�
Dirac Bino which can have a mass ⇠

O(1GeV)

• Here Y is a baryon number charged �2/3 and EM charged �1/3 heavy
O(TeV) colored scalar, which we will identify with a right handed down
type squark d̃R.

• Dark Matter: Do we have a candidate in this model? Can we generate
 ̄�⇠? Or do we need to assume a dark sector. The S multiplet below
could provide possibilities for portal by a mass insertion to B̃.

�n2

B
h�vi

�nB�B

⌧ 1 (1)

YB =
nB � nB̄

s
= 8.7⇥ 10�11 (2)

⌦Bh
2 = 0.02237 YB =

nB � nB̄

n�

= 6⇥ 10�10 (3)

Y� = n�/s (4)

TBs
 20MeV and TBd

 10MeV (5)

B = 1/3

O(10�4) for Ad

ll
(6)

Asymmetry in B0

s
System

Asymmetry in B0

d
System

1

Right handed 
neutrino multiplet

MSSM Squark

Dirac Bino

Superpartners and SM particles have different charge under an unbroken R-symmetry. 
We can identify this with Baryon number.                

Superpartners as dark baryons.

Superfield R-Charge L no.

Uc,Dc 2/3 0

Q 4/3 0

Hu,Hd 0 0

Ru,Rd 2 0

S 0 0

L 1 1

Ec 1 �1

Nc
R 1 �1

Table 1: Summary of superfields, where the anti-chiral fields have minus the R-charge of the
chiral superfields. [GE: Format better]

Toy Model Field SUSY Model Spin QEM Baryon no. Lepton no. 2 Mass

� � 0 0 0 0 +1 11� 100GeV

Y d̃R 0 �1/3 �2/3 0 +1 O(TeV)

 

2

664
B̃

�†s

3

775 1/2 0 �1 0 +1 O(GeV)

� �s 0 0 0 0 +1

⇠ ⌫R 1/2 0 0 1 �1 O(GeV)

� ⌫̃R 0 0 �1 1 �1 O(GeV)

Table 2: Summary of fields and charges [GE: Format better]

the mechanism of [] is a novel application of such ingredients and motivate a rather unstudied region of
parameter space; in particular a light (GeV mass scale) Dirac Bino.

R symmetries, under which supercharges and their conjugates transform oppositely allowing for parti-
cles within a given supersymmetric multiplet to carry di↵erent R charges, arise naturally in supersymmetric
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